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The concept of the new Contour line updates the classic tradition of the previous
range, while bringing to life a completely new landscape of sound. This was the

1977

development goal for the new Dynaudio Contour models, an ambitious target that
could only be realized through drawing on the company's 25 years of experience in
engineering advanced

loudspeaker designs and

its

strong focus on research and

development. The synergy of Dynaudio's advanced driver technologies and furnituregrade cabinets, built from the finest materials, hand-crafted to the highest degree, and
precisely manufactured to the tightest tolerances,

leads to a level of quality that
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simply brings to life the essential nature of sound -the nature of feeling is reflected in
the passion of music.

o

the nature of music is reflected
by the passion of Dynaudio.
The New Contour Range.

DVNAUDIO
More information and brochures: call 630.238.4200; Loudspeaker models: Contour S 1.4, S 3.4,
S 5.4; Contour SC Center and SR Surround models are available for home theater applications
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Barry
To every action there is always opposed an
equal reaction.
—Sir Isaac Newton, 1687

j

ust as applicable to business as it is
to physics, Newton's Law of
Motion goes a long way toward
explaining the audio industry's ongoing
slump. Consumers aren't slapping
down their credit cards for new audio
gear because they're going crazy for
video. For the year ended last September 30, more than 2.4 million highdefinition television sets of all kinds
(rear-projection, CRT, LCD, plasma)
were sold in the US — 50% more than
in the previous year, according to figures published in November by the
research firm NPD Group, based in
Port Washington, New York. Boston's
Yankee Group estimated that, by the
end of 2003, as many as 9 million
American homes were HD-ready.
The mania for quality video is nowhere
near topping out. Research firm iSuppli
predicts that global sales of LCD TVs will
reach 27 million by 2007, 10 million of
them in North America. Researchers say
worldwide sales of plasma screens will hit
6million by the same date. Global production of LCD TVs will more than double this year, from 4million sets in 2003 to
as many as 10 million in 2004. In the past
18 months, major manufacturers have
invested billions to ramp up HDTV and
flat-panel production, and signed unprecedented sweetheart deals to share costs
and reap profits.
The surging popularity of bigger,
brighter video has been agodsend for
manufacturers — and for retailers. Trendy
new technologies
obscenely fat
profit margins, buoyed by high demand
and low supply. For a brief season,
HDTVs will be free from the video sector's typically cutthroat commodity pricing. There's aflat-panel gold rush going
on. Everyone in the electronics industry is
suddenly jumping into the TV business,
including makers of computers and cameras, enterprises long accustomed to
single-digit profits. Even chipmaker
Motorola, which hasn't made aTV in
four decades, has decided to enter the
flat-panel fray. Today's +50% margins are
too seductive to resist, even for folks who
should know better.
But gold rushes have short, brutal life
spans — anyone remember the dot-corn
Stereophite, February 2004

It

Willis

know this. They believe what they're told
boom? —and when this one is over, the
by advertisers and salespeople, and by
iron law of commodity pricing will
well-meaning but misguided mainstream
reassert itself with avengeance. We may
begin to see the beginning of the end journalists, who persist in propagating
the lie that all audio products are created
sometime this year, according to Reuters
reporter Franklin Paul. In aDecember 1 more or less equal. Any audiophile of a
few months' experience can cobble
piece on the Lycos financial site, Paul
together an affordable setup that will
quotes analysts at the Consumer Elecoutperform a pre-packaged home-thetronics Association who predict flat-panel
ater-in-a-box system. So can any salesprice drops of as much as 30% in 2004.
person worthy of his base pay. But it
From there it will be along, slow loop
rarely happens.
Why? Audio manufacturers aren't providing consumers the education, or salespeople the incentive. Instead of grumbling
Consumers dazzled
among themselves about how the world
has gone to hell in ahandbasket, audio
by big pictures
companies ought to catch the video wave
and ride it for all it's worth. It doesn't take
have been willing
much effort to mount aconvincing audio
demonstration, and it doesn't take much
to settle for
in the way of "spiffs" or bonuses to get
salespeople motivated. Audio advertising
less-than-adequate audio.
should take its cue from Sony's SACD tag
line: "Hear what you've been missing."
Once exposed to the immersive experience that is good audio, how many music
and movie fans would be willing to settle
back to the state of TV sales in the early
for mediocrity?
1990s —
be available everywhere
The specialty audio industry suffers
for cheap, and retailers will once again be
from preaching to the converted. To
moaning about how there's no money to
grow, we need to preach to those still
be made in video.
unconverted. Want proof? Look no furWhat does all of this have to do with
ther than the omnipresent advertising for
specialty audio? Everything. Consumers
the Bose Wave Radio. You'll never see an
dazzled by big pictures have been willad for it in the pages of an audio magaing to settle for less-than-adequate
zine —what would be the point? — but
audio, encouraged by salesfolk with
it's everywhere in publications read by
visions of plummy commissions dancing
intelligent people with disposable
in their heads. Once the novelty of the
flat panel wears off— at approximately
income. Bose's ads effectively position
the Wave as not merely the equal of a
the same time as their last credit card
large hi-fi system, but superior to it.
payments are made — these same conWhy can't this industry pool its enorsumers should be back in the shops
supelooking to upgrade the audio end of mous resources and fight back?
riority of specialty audio products is
their home entertainment systems. This
self-evident to anyone who knows what
rosy scenario assumes, of course, that rereal music sounds like. If we didn't
tailers haven't totally sabotaged thembelieve that, not one of us — designers,
selves by convincing their customers that
"the image is 90% of the experience."
engineers, marketers, journalists — would
persist in this business. Every one of us
Audiophiles know better. We know
that you really don't get the impact of a knows the transcendent ecstasy that
superb audio makes possible. Why keep
movie or concert from a flat panel's
it asecret? Instead of indulging in arcana
built-in 10W speakers, or from adinky
and internecine squabbles, we should be
satellite system with ashoebox woofer.
sharing our passion with the world.
We know that any speaker system or
Manufacturers, please make friends
amplifier featured in the Stereophile
with the retailers again. As their margins
Buyer's Guide is infinitely better than
fade on flat-panel TVs, they're going to
most of the stuff that's sold to accessorize
have to look elsewhere for profits. Where
hot new TVs.
better than to specialty audio?
The trouble is, most consumers don't
WorldRadioHistory
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Letters
Getting it right
Editor:
Ihave been pondering the letters in the
December issue regarding the Holt vs
Dudley debate (hi-fi and music supposedly having nothing to do with each other).
Idon't think these gentlemen are disagreeing at all. If one is successful in
putting together ahi-fi that can realistically reproduce asimulation of acoustic instruments performing in alive space, then
that system should be capable of re-creating an enjoyable listening experience
regardless of the type of music or recording. To put it another way, if your hi-fi
does areasonably good job of simulating
a live performance of Keith Jarrett,
Cantus, or Jerome Harris, then a
Kraftwerk or Chemical Brothers recording should be pleasing as well. Best of all,
nowadays it's possible to assemble acomplete hi-fi system that accomplishes this
for $2500 or less.
Robert J. Reina
Contributing Editor, Stereophile
Shared goals
Editor:
Ithink Art Dudley did a good job of
addressing the philosophical issues surrounding the ongoing "debate" in the
audiophile world ("Listening," June and
December 2003). It's alittle discouraging
that J. Gordon Holt ("Letters," September
and December 2003) apparently does not
recognize that his goal and Art's are essentially the same, though the realization of
that goal may appear in two very different
physical forms (or maybe not..
Different priorities in achieving asatisfying home music (not sound!) reproduction system are probably part of the
human condition. In fact, if it weren't for
JGH's different priorities (from the "hi-fi"
world at the time), Stereophile, its imitators,
and much of today's high-end audio
might not exist.
Rob Bertrand°
rbbert@sbrglobaLnet
Different priorities
Editor:
Art said it right. Igrew up in the Japanese
jazz/classical cafe culture of the 1960s
and '70s, and I've been mystified by most
of today's dean but uninvolving high-end
sound. At those jazz cafes, the speakers
were strictly either Akec or JBL professional series, driven by Marantz,
McIntosh, or Altec/JBL amplifiers, with
Stereophile,

February

2004

under significant budgetary constraints,
and we have to make choices and compromises in how we put our systems
together. What would JGH have us do?
Purchase asystem that we don't so much
enjoy listening to, but that is somehow
more accurate in reproducing "real
music"? Just what is this "real music" that
JGH would have us strive to reproduce?
Ihave been to anumber of live performances recently, among them Our Lady
Peace, Supertramp, and No Doubt. In
each case the quality of the reproduced
sound was execrable: colored, indistinct,
resolution that argues the case for MP3 as
high fidelity, atotal absence of imaging, all
presented at avolume level for which the
use of earplugs is mandatory if damage to
the hearing is to be avoided. Ah, but, as we
know, rock/pop is not "real music" ...
I have been to see the Montreal
Symphony Orchestra on many occasions.
Most recently Isat in Row 6, some way to
the right of center, directly in front of the
double-bass section. Iwas treated to atruly
magnificent presentation of the tonal subtleties, the controlled bass weight, and the
importance of this instrument in underVenomous
pinning an orchestral presentation. The
Editor:
woodwind section, unfortunately, was out
I have just read, in the December
of my direct line of sight. Icould hear the
Stereophile Jay Moran's nicely argued letter
flutes but could not follow them as easily
(p.11) and JGH's extraordinarily venas Iwould have liked. The soprano soloist
omous response (p.12). Ihad to write.
was located about 30' to my left, and was
JGH rips into Moran for enjoying lissinging directly out into the hall. It didn't
tening to his hi-fi while recognizing that it
sound terribly good, and each time she
falls some way short of reproducing "real
turned briefly in my direction, her tonal
music." Why do any of us buy ahi-fi if not
palette altered dramatically. On another
for the enjoyment we get from listening to
it? Those of us who were not founders of occasion Isat up in the balcony, where the
orchestra sounded as if it was being played
Microsoft have to assemble our systems
out of asingle loudspeaker, with no discernible image established, and an objectionable resonance that the French horns
Letters to the Editor should be sent
readily excited.
as faxes or e-mails only (until further
What about live acoustic jazz? Surely
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
that is what JGH must mean by "real
STletters@Primaliamags.com. Unmusic"! Ido like live acoustic jazz, and so,
less marked otherwise, all letters are
apparently, do pot-heads. They like me
assumed to be for possible publicatoo — they must do, because they always
tion. In the spirit of vigorous debate
want to come and stand next to me. By
implied by the First Amendment,
the end of the third number, I'm no
and unless we are requested not to,
longer certain what reality is...
we publish correspondents' e-mail
The fact is that "real music" — by which
addresses. Please note: We are unI'm sure JGH means "live music" —preable to answer requests for informasents its own set of compromises, both
tion on specific products or systems.
sonic and otherwise. Why do we put up
If you have problems with your subwith the amplified excesses of live rock
scription, call toll-free (800) 666music? Why do we go to the symphony
3746, or write to Stereophile, P.O. Box
hall and have the soloist sing at somebody
53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
else? Why do we buy hi-fi systems that we

aShure VIII cartridge. At the classical
cafe, it was either Tannoy or Goodmans
speakers, with an Ortofon SPU cartridge.
By today's standard, the sound was narrow-range and more colored, but boy, it
was exciting and involving!
The key word in JGH's writing was
"accuracy," but reading many of his past
reviews, especially those of the late '60s
and '70s, Iget the distinct impression that
his "accuracy" is that of timbre/tone. As
Art pointed out in his December
"Listening," timbre/tone is only one of the
many parameters of "accuracy" in music
reproduction. Those Altecs, JBLs, and
Tarmoys may have been less accurate in
the timbre/tone department compared
to today's high-end speakers, but they
were dynamic, with an incredible ease of
presentation, and fast and involving,
which Ihardly find today.
Audio is ahobby, at least for audiophiles. Isn't it more fun to have varieties
and diversions?
Yoshi Segoshi
Sakurastms@aotcom

WorldRadioHistory
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Letters
that any meaning Iget from reading a
work is necessarily defined by internal
dynamics of the text itself and not by
external references.
At the risk of pushing the analogy too
far, Deconstruction does seem to provide a philosophical foundation for
Dudley's postulation. A comparable
argument can be made that alistening
experience is defined by the event itself,
wholly unrelated to previous events. At
the heart of such amodel is the principle that alistening event is discrete and
ephemeral; the experience can never be
duplicated. You may record the "live"
event, but listening to the live album
can never resuscitate the original experience, even if the reproduced sound is a
perfect copy of the event. In effect, we
listen or hear differently each time, even
if the sound is the same. Consequently,
the experience of listening to ahi-fi at a
point in time should not be confused
with the re-creation of aprevious, presumably "live" experience.
In such amodel, there is adistinction between what you hear and what
Flippant?
you experience in alistening event. I
Editor:
believe Holt did not appreciate this disIwas compelled to jump into the fray by
tinction, and gave no credence to
J. Gordon Holes flippant response to Jay
Dudley's statement that "Hi-fi is all
Moran's and Lee Lasby's support of Art
about listening to music on my terms.
Dudley's notion that "hi-fi and live music
My terms include where Iam, what I'm
have nothing to do with one another"
wearing, what I'm consuming, what or
("Letters," December 2003). That Holt
whom I'm looking at, and whether or
would accuse of them of being "smug" is
abit like that proverbial pot. It smacks of not Ichoose to hum, whistle, or sing
along." It is not so much the sound that
aspoilt child not having his way. Lasby's
matters as the experience it evokes. And
and Moran's thoughtful letters deserved
it is experience that gives the listening
more than an undignified "You're wrong
and I'm right" wail from someone of event its meaning and significance.
You may dismiss the argument beHoles stature. Surely he must have anticicause all this subjectivity seems very narpated that his original response to
cissistic. Perhaps, but no more so than
Dudley's June essay would challenge
someone claiming that there is an
readers to continue the discourse. It
absolute external reference that we must
seems that he is now steamed by the disall adhere to. Given that we all hear and
agreement and wants to close the discourse and retreat into his fortress of listen differently, the question is, of
course, whose reference should we
absolutes. Well, he can disengage and
adhere to? Presumably, it is Mr. Holes. If
retreat if he wants to, but the discourse is
so, then all equipment vendors and
sure to go on.
audiophiles should be consulting with
Holes belligerent behavior reminds me
him for his imprimatur.
of the hysterical way complacent critics
Undoubtedly, many will disagree with
responded to the application of the Demy argument, which is fine, and exactly
constructive philosophical model to literary criticism. (A slight digression: I what is needed. Ionly hope that the disagreements are thoughtful and civil, as I
suspect that John Marks may know sometry to be here (though alittle sarcasm to
thing of this — his writings betray acerspice up the debate is always welcome).
tain erudition that can only be associated
Iam also certain that Stereophile readers
with aformer English major.) Largely the
enjoy challenging ideas and the discourscreation of its chief proponent, Jacques
es they stimulate. The magazine has
Derrida, in the 1960s, the Deconstructive
been exemplar in this regard, with artischool of thought upended the literary
cles that are interesting and often
criticism of the 1970s and '80s by arguing
provocative. We should never be afraid
that the meaning of atext has no external
of ideas, should we?
reference. Barbara Johnson, a noted
G. Matthew Wong
scholar, puts it this way: "A deconstructive
gmwong2002@yahoo.com
reading is areading which analyses the
specificity of a text's critical difference
If aletter as civil, intelligent, and well-written as
from itself." Not that Ifully understand
Deconstruction, but Ido get the point yours, Mr. Wong, were offered in opposition °fitly

know fall along way short of being able to
reproduce the sonic characteristics of live
music? Because, as Mr. Moran says, the
music communicates with us on apersonal level. Not the sound, the music. The
live band, the orchestra, and the hi-fi system are just the media through which the
music communicates. If the music connects with you, then the medium has
done its job. If it doesn't, then it hasn't. In
my mind, it's as simple as that. If absolute
fidelity is all that matters to you, go buy
the Sheffield Drum Record and while away
your evenings listening to it on Stax
'phones. Real music — even live music —
is always imperfect. If it wasn't, we would
soon tire of it.
The irascible Ivor Tiefenbrun got this
right 25 years ago, and what he preached
is as true today as it was then. Iam sure
that he would join me in saying "To hell
with you, JGH."
Richard Munson
Montreal, Canada
richard.murison@dvideotron.ca
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views.., well, then I'd have to stop and reconsider. As things stand, I'm awfully lucky you're on
my side Ithink you nailed the issue on the head:
Holt didn't want to put any ert into his
response because he's need that there
ffo are people
in the hobby who do not, in the words of Eric
Gartman, "respect his authoti-tay!"
Iwas also once an English major, but Tm
afraid Islept through most of the important bits,
Deconstruction among them. (I was too busy
reading Spenser and Beatrix Potter, and trying to
get aco-ed named Polly MacNamara to notice
me She never did) Nevertheless, your interpretation of my view of the listening experience—or
ofany experience ofartistic expression, really — is
correct, with the sole exception that you give me
way too much creditfor adepth of understanding
that Idon't really have But thanks!
—Art Dudley

Idid not mean to be flippant. Imeant to be
dismissive.
This topic is not worth arguing (and serious
discussion is quite out of the question), because
it all hinges on what you are looking for in
reproduced sound. Ifyou are one of those listeners who, like me, gets goosebumps from the
sound of live, unamphfied acoustical music,
then you will probably want to hear as much of
that sound as possible at home even though it
may be impossible to reproduce perfectly. To
you, real sound and reproduced sound are inextricably related.
If all you're looking for are sounds that make
you feel good or enhance your enjoyment of the
music then, of course you are not going to care
whether or not the reproduction sounds anything
like the original, and you will not have the slightest idea what stodgy old farts like me are talking
about.
—J. Gordon Holt
Senior Writer, The Absolute Sound

A whole bunch?
Editor:
Art Dudley's "Listening" in December
was just abunch of bullshit. I
just want to
remind Art that there is an absolute
sound. It's not about what you want to do
and everything else be damned (though
most people do have to compromise because of budget). It pleases me very much
that Harry Pearson of The Abso!ute Sound
still has the guts to name afew products as
the very best. Others, including his own
magazine, are going in the direction of
"everything sounds good —just pick
something." Witness Stereophilds "Components of the Year," also in December,
for example. Look at its huge runners-up
list. It's as though the magazine had to
mention every component that was considered. It reminds me of Little League
baseball, where everyone has to play and
losing is okay.
rgregadd@aol.com
tgregadd@aol.com
It was actually just one sewing of bullshit, Mr.
Rgregadd (is that Welsh?). I'm saving the whole
bunch for later.
—Art Dudley
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US: WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Wes Phillips
Julian Hirsch, the man who personified
the state of audio criticism for nearly
half acentury, died on November 24
after along illness. He was 81.
Hirsch was literally present at the creation of the audio industry, which was
far from industrial when he first
encountered it in the late 1940s. He had
received aB.E.E. from Cooper Union in
1943, and served as an officer in the
Army Signal Corps. After being mustered out of the service, he developed
laboratory instruments for the developing field of spectral analysis. He had
become entranced by amateur radio at
the age of 14, and naturally gravitated
toward the emerging hobby of high
fidelity, building his own systems and, as
commercial products began to appear,
testing them to confirm their performance claims.
In 1954, Hirsch and three other hobbyists began producing the Audio League
Report, anewsletter that reached arespectable 5000 subscribers but that
wielded far greater influence than that
figure would suggest today. By 1957, the
strain of producing the Report in their
spare time had reduced the newsletter's
staff to two: Julian Hirsch and Gladden
Houck. The pair dissolved the Audio
League and established Hirsch-Houck
Laboratories, an organization dedicated
to testing audio gear and selling the results to any publication that wanted to
incorporate them into reviews. In 1960,
Ziff-Davis Publishing bought out Hirsch

and Houck (although the lab continued
to be called Hirsch-Houck Laboratories
for as long as Hirsch published), and put
Hirsch under exclusive contract to provide measurements for its publications.
His first report appeared in Popular
Electronics, but Julian Hirsch was most
identified over the years with Stereo
Review (which was called Hi-Fi/Stereo
Review when it first published areport
of his in 1961, and has since morphed
into Sound & Vision). Of the approximately 4000 reviews, articles, and
columns Hirsch published before his retirement in 1998, some 2400 of them
appeared in Stereo Review.
Hirsch firmly believed that audio
products needed to live up to their performance claims, and he helped draft
the Institute of High Fidelity standards,
which made it easier for consumers to
compare components. In his published
work, Hirsch reserved his ire for products that did not live up to their claims.
That this happened less frequently as
the industry developed was due, in no
small part, to his efforts in wilder and
woollier times.
Julian Hirsch's emphasis on measured performance was asticking point
for many audiophiles, who felt he was
too enthralled by what was measurable.
However, to his many admirers, that
was precisely Hirsch's appeal: If the
product did what it said it did, it was
playing straight with the consumer —
and that was all he asked of it. That so
many audio products do so today is perhaps his greatest legacy.

Update
THE INTERNET
Barry Willis
ISPs to pay for downloads? Canadian
and American music trade groups are
once again pushing for surcharges on
Internet service providers to compensate music companies for revenue losses
assumed attributable to peer-to-peer
file sharing. Similar to the blank media
taxes imposed by some countries, the
concept would force ISP subscribers to
subsidize the music industry
The idea is backed by at least one
peer-to-peer industry trade group, the
Los Angeles—based Distributed Computing Industry Association (DCIA),
which has proposed collecting fees from
users of file-sharing software and distributing the money among record
labels, performers, and music publishers. Such "compulsory licensing" deals
would treat online music like recordings
played on the radio rather than like
commodities sold in stores. The Society
of Composers, Authors, and Music
Publishers of Canada is currently arguing for a similar system before that
nation's Supreme Court. Telecommunications companies and consumer
groups are opposed to the suggestion
because it would increase monthly fees.
No decision is expected until mid-year.
ITALY
Ken Kessler
The Sound of the Valve's Stefano
Z,aini made it emphatically clear that
Roma hi-end 2003 would be atwochannel-only show. His confidence in

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings should fax (do not
call) the when, where, and who to (212)
886-2809 at least eight weeks before the
month of the event. The deadline for the
April 2004 issue is February 2, 2004.
Mark the fax "Attention Stephen Mejias,
Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive
confirmation within 24 hours, please fax
us again.
Stereophile, February 2004

Attention All Audio Societies: We
don't have room every month to print all ofthe
society listings we receive. Ifyou'd like to have
your audio-society information posted on the
Stereophile website e-mail Chris Vogel at
Listdantiphon.hypermartnet and request an
info-pack.
Please note that it is inappropriate for a
retailer to promote a new product line in
"Calendar" unless this is associated with a
seminar or similar event.
WorldRadioHistory

CONNECTICUT
• Saturday,
February
7:
The
Connecticut Audio Society will be having aspecial meeting at Triode & Co.
(404 Hebron Avenue, Glastonbury).
The meeting will feature Audio Note
products and will be hosted by David
Cope. For more details, call Carl
Richard at (860) 745-5937, or visit
www.the-atom.com/cas and download
the latest newsletter.
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this, the first Rome event after afew
predecessors in Milan, paid off with
20 or so rooms and 2500 visitors, all
of whom wanted vinyl and tubes,
and nothing whatsoever to do with
home theater.
Among those that rose to the
occasion were Sods, with arange of
tube amplifiers including the Homs
Integrated, with 11Wpc from apair
of 6SN7 tubes, and—this is too
cool — the Isis tubed 24-bit/961cHz
DAC, designed specifically for
DVD. O.T.L. Hi-Fi showed the
stunning two-box Lilliput Model 02
tube preamp, with four caged
ECC88 tubes; New Audio Frontiers
launched anew preamp; Audio Coils
came up with the two-chassis, all-tube
RIAA Adaptor 03 (pairs of 6922 and
12AX7LP tubes); and Marten Design
demonstrated the wonderfully named
Coltrane floorstanding speaker.
My favorite discovery at the Rome
show was the all-wood Absoluta tube
amps and preamps, made in Venice. If
that's just too retro for you, they're also
available in aluminum. My own Best
Sound at Show award, though, went to
record vendor Sergio Marullo, who
set up apair of 1949 Quad Corner
Ribbons with two equally elderly Quad
Ipower amps — he's surely one of the
few who can play these in astereo configuration. Then again, I spent the
whole weekend in front of them, hawking my Quad book... [See John Marks'
review elsewhere in this issue —Ed.]
Stefano Zaini, whose own tube amps
and Lowther-based speakers sounded
terrific, will be repeating the show in
Milan, in February (http://web.tiscali.
it/thesoundofthevalve). This stereoonly event's success has revealed that a
particular nerve has been touched. Will
other organizers follow suit?
BIG MEDIA BOARDROOMS
Barry Willis
Two years ago, music-business insiders
were predicting that the industry's "Big
Five" record labels would eventually become the Big Four, or possibly even the
Big Three. Such predictions are nearing
fulfillment as the industry enters its
fourth year of declining sales, with the
overall US market for recorded music
down 26% since 1999. Some major
labels have cut their workforces by as
much as 20%, and are engaged in discussions to merge their operations to
salvage what profits remain in the
recorded music business.
In early September, Bertelsmann
AG's Bertelsmann Music Group
14

WMG's strength is in its back catalog, BMG's in its recent releases —
with Bertelsmann representatives
reportedly reluctant to pay more
than $100 million to seal the deal.
But rapprochement seemed likely.
It therefore came as a surprise
when, less than two months later,
BMG announced its intention to
merge with... Sony Music Entertainment. Should the deal win regulatory approval, the combined entity
would be managed by two former
television executives, with Sony's
Sotis' Horus integrated amplifier, 11Wpc
Andrew Lack serving as CEO and
BMG's Rolf Schmidt-Holz serving
as chairman of the board of directors.
Lack joined Sony Music last year after a
long stint as an executive with NBC
television. In his few months at the
helm, Lack reportedly has saved Sony
$150 million. Schmidt-Holz has long
experience as an executive with
Bertelsmann's publishing and television
divisions. The two are said to enjoy an
amicable relationship.
The proposed deal, described in a
joint
statement as "a 50/50 merger of equals,"
would combine the two companies' recorded music businesses, including A&R,
engineering, and marketing. The partners would have equal representation on
the board of directors, but would maintain separate manufacturing, distribution,
and publishing units. BMG's COO,
Michael Smellie, would retain his position in the new company. Among the
proposed entity's top three executives,
Marten Design's Coltrane, with ceramic mid
Smellie is the only one with long experiand bass drivers and diamond tweeter
ence in the music industry.
Sony's move follows several recently
(BMG) was discussing ajoint venture
announced corporate restructuring
with Warner Music Group (WMG), a plans, including deep cutbacks in its
division of AOL Time Warner (or, as
global workforce and areorganization
the latest corporate identity crisis would
of its North American sales and markethave it, simply "Time Warner" again).
ing team. The movie division has fared
Bertelsmann executives had debated poorly in the past year, getting hamwhether the company should retain any mered at the box office with such losers
interest at all in the music business,
as Gigli and Charlie's Angels: Full Throttle
given the gloomy prospects. "Digital
A Sony-BMG merger faces an uncerpiracy is still showing little evidence of tain future with European Union regulaslowing in IT-savvy countries such as
tors, who have blocked previous
Japan and the US," analyst Simon
music-industry mergers due to fears of
Baker told Annie Lawson of The creating monopolies. The music indusGuardian. "The risk is in the next three
try's ongoing malaise may make them
largest markets, in the UK, Germany,
consider the new proposal in adifferent
and France."
light, but at this point nothing is certain.
By mid-September, talks between
Sony Corporation vice president
Bertelsmann and Time Warner had
Howard Stringer told reporters that the
stalled over a TW demand that the EU's position is unclear.
German media conglomerate put apShould the deal win approval, the
proximately $150 million in cash into
combined entity would be roughly the
the deal. As of September 17, negotiasize of the industry leader, Universal
tors were at loggerheads over the values
Music Group (UMG), with a global
of their respective companies —
market share of about 25%, representing
WorldRadioHistory
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B&W Bowers&Wilkins

Outstanding speakers that don't stand out
The new B&W FPM Series

I 11

Hall"

Bowers & Wilkins' new range of Flat Panel Monitors provide
traditional B&W loudspeaker sound quality in stunning,
streamlined, contemporary cabinets. Designed to complement
42", 50" and 60" flat panel monitors, the FPM4, FPM5 and FPM6
possess alevel of poise and elegance all too rare in high-end
home theater and audio components.

Hear these outstanding new speakers at your authorized
B&W dealer.

www.bwfpm.com

For your virtual tour of the B&W Flat Panel Monitor Series please visit our site,
www.bwflatspeakers.com or call +1 978 6642870
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combined annual sales of around $5.7
billion. Things were looking up for
BMG, which reported areturn to profitability on November 20, in the wake of
cost-cutting efforts begun earlier in
2003. The company has almost halved
its debt in the past year, from €2.7 billion ($322 billion) to €1.45 billion
($1.73 billion), much of the savings due
to the sell-off of Internet assets. Even so,
BMG could save as much as €300 million ($357.5 million) annually by merging with Sony Music, according to
statements made by BMG president
Rolf Schmidt-Holz.
The UK's EMI Group PLC had been
interested in acquiring BMG in 2002,
but that deal was blocked by EU regulators on the grounds that it would create a
virtual monopoly over the recorded
music market in Europe. EMI was also
preparing abid for Warner Music Group
last fall, reportedly offering about $1 billion in cash, with Time Warner retaining
a20% interest; aprevious attempt in
January 2000 had also been blocked by
regulators' antitrust concerns.
However, EMI lost out to an investment group led by former UMG chief
Edgar Bronfman, Jr., who announced in
December that his offer to acquire
WMG and Warner/Chappell Music
Publishing from corporate parent Time
Warner had been accepted. Bronfman's
group, aconsortium of banks and venture capital firms, had offered $2.6 billion
for TW's musical properties, forcing
prior suitor EMI Group PLC to drop out
of the bidding. On Thursday, November
20, EMI chairman Eric Nicoll told reporters that TW had informed his company of "a possible proposal from
another party as an alternative to our
own firm offet"
Following Time Warner's announcement that they would accept the
Bronfman offer, Edgar M. Bronfman
and his son, Edgar Bronfman, Jr., officially resigned from Vivendi Universal's
board of directors. Vivendi is still the
corporate parent of Universal Music
Group. Bronfman, Jr.'s continued position there would have been perceived as
aconflict of interest in pursuing his new
interest in Warner Music.
A songwriter, the younger Bronfman
has long had an infatuation with the
music business. In May 2003, he attempted abuyout of Vivendi Universal's
North American media assets, including
UMG and Vivendi Universal Entertainment, the division that controls
Universal Studios. That bid went nowhere, and Bronfman began looking at
other labels. He was responsible for get16

ting his family's Montreal-based company, Seagram Ltd., into the entertainment
industry in the 1990s with the acquisition, among other assets, of USA
Networks, Universal Studios, and MCA
Records, which became Universal
Music with the acquisition of PolyGram.
In spring 2000, Seagram sold Universal
to Vivendi SA, the French utility company that was then in the process of recreating itself as amedia conglomerate.
Former Vivendi CEO Jean-Marie
Messier went on abuying spree that almost sank his company in debt, and ultimately cost the Bronfinan family and
Seagram shareholders millions in stock
losses. Should Bronfman's current offer
win shareholder approval, Time Warner
would retain aminority stake of about
11% in WMG, an investment valued at
about $300 million.
EMI was riding high just before Time
Warner made the announcement that it
was considering another offet The company had reported improved earnings in
sales of recorded music for the first half
of the 2003 fiscal yeas; with asurprising
upturn in its North American business.
For the six months ended September 30,
2003, EMI posted net profits of £8.8
million ($15 million). That figure was
well off the £138.4 million ($23528
million) posted ayear earlier, but deceptively so — last year's figure included
EMI's sale of its share of retailer HMV
Group PLC, amove that yielded aftertax profits of £136.6 million ($23222
million). EMI's sales of recorded music
in fiscal 2003 were £758.6 million
($1289.62 million) compared with
£759.3 million ($1290.81 million) for
2002, acase of plowing ahead by standing still, considering that the worldwide
recorded music market has declined
26% in the past four years. On Friday,
November 21, shares of EMI dropped
by 3.8% on the London exchange following TW's announcement. 'This is
bad news for EMI," said Simon Baker;
analyst at SG Securities.
Whichever way merger mania goes,
it's clear that the music industry is battling for survival. Universal Music
Group's recently announced reductions
in CD prices, while ostensibly aboon
for consumers and atemporary boost to
the UMG bottom line, will squeeze
profits from already struggling independent record stores. Independent record
stores provide subsistence livings for
their owners in the best of times; with
newly narrowed margins, many of them
won't last. Five years from now, it's likely that only major retailers —Tower
Records, Virgin Megastores, Barnes &
WorldRadioHistory

Noble, Borders Bookstores — will be
doing any significant music sales. Such
sales will sustain the ever-diminishing
majors abit longer as they make the
transition to direct sales over the
Internet, with its concurrent absence of
warehousing and shipping costs.
The irony is that truly direct sales, in
which musicians sell directly to their
fans — as some already do, completely
bypassing traditional distribution deals
(see Wes Phillips' "As We See It" in
January) — will ultimately complete the
life cycle of one of the 20th century's
most profitable businesses.
ITALY
José Victor Henriques
In November 2003, Iwas invited by
Franco Serblin and Cesare Bevilacqua
of Sonus Faber to the Italian company's
new premises in Arcugnano for amemorable first audition of the new
Stradivari loudspeaker. The long-awaited Stradivari is the third (and final?)
speaker in Sonus Faber's Homage
Series. The Guarneri (1993) was the
first (and still, to me, the most cherished), followed with equal aplomb and
success by the Amati (1998). 1
Sonus Faber's new factory is amodern white building with aclassic Sonus
Faber trademark: decorative side panels
that mimic the Guarneri's wooden cabinet. Proudly on display in the lobby are
Franco Serblin's first creations, including the Extrema and his opera prima, the
Snail, a complete "triphonic" system
consisting of adouble subwoofer in a
single cabinet supporting two satellites
mounted on long, extendable wooden
arms. Only seven Snails were ever
made; they're now collectors' items.
Later, at dinner, it was hinted that a25th
Anniversary Special Edition of the Snail
might appeat taking advantage of new
technologies and materials.
Serblin admitted to feeling so exhausted after the completion of the
Stradivari that it might well be his final
statement in speaker design. To which
Cesare Bevilacqua retorted, "He always
says that after he delivers another masterpiece, but two days later he comes
back with new ideas." And Icould swear
Isaw anew prototype just lying there,
looking like asmall Cremona Auditor,
but with aluminum side panels...
Sonus Faber has grown at asteady
pace — 35% sales growth in 2003 —

1Sonus Faber speakers are distributed in the US by
Sutra°, 2431 Fifth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel:
(510) 843-4500. Fax: (510) 843-7120. Web: www.
stunikoaudio.net
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perfect sound
wherever you are
With the new KHT2005.2 system, you don't have to be in a
'sweet spot' to enjoy the full benefit of the latest 3D digital
home cinema formats.

This is because KEF's patented UN1-Q® technology disperses
an uncannily realistic sound image over amuch wider area
than any conventional speaker. And with the stunningly
natural new 19mm elliptical dome tweeter from our
acclaimed Q Series, the UNI -Q array in these discreet cast
aluminium enclosures handles vocals even better than its
iconic multi-award winning predecessor.

Now get an even stronger, clearer sound image from the
surround speakers, acompletely new front firing active
subwoofer pumping out 250 watts of breathtaking
distortion-free bass and achoice of new metallic silver and
soft black finishes.

If you want to be moved without moving, choose KHT2005.2.
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while staying the right size for this
type of business. 'We employ only
24 people," said Bevilacqua, "because our philosophy is one of
quality, not quantity. Our typical
customer is like aFerrari owner
who doesn't mind being put on a
waiting list just for the sake of possessing such abeautiful and exclusive cat Our policy is to stick to
what we do best. We take our time
to do it well and don't apologize for
it. The Stradivari gestation period
took years."
The
three-way,
54"-tall
Stradivari is quite unlike the earlier speaker designs with which
Franco Serblin has graced the
a
audiophile community over the g
years. Iwas expecting a larger,
taller Amati, but what my eyes
beheld in awe seemed to be adouble Amati — as if two of those luteshaped speakers had embraced
face-to-face in apassionate eternal
kiss, their drive-units now mounted on one of the larger surfaces. The
Stradivari looks — and sounds — like a
panel speaker of roughly the footprint
of aQuad ESL-989.
The Stradivari's curved external walls
are made of multiple layers of wood,
with special attention paid to internal
damping to minimize coloration, and
reinforcing ribs for maximum stiffness.
The density, quality, and grain orientation of each layer of wood has been optimized to distribute resonances and,
Serblin claims, virtually eliminate them.
The lacquer used, based on Antonio
Stradivari's original recipe, is said to be
"friendly" to acoustics. The finish is to
the high standard of Sonus Faber's
Homage series: slightly more red and
less orange than the Amati. There will
also be aNera version in amore discrete, grayish black, though this may be
alittle too discrete for some tastes.
Sonus Faber has always striven to
keep their speakers' baffle areas to a
minimum, in order to optimize diffraction and improve focus. The Stradivari
is adeparture from this concept. The
2pi-radiating infinite baffle is based on
the concept of aviolin's piano armonico,
or soundboard. This allows the midrange unit to reach its lower-frequency
limit in amore poised and natural way,
thus conveying to the listener abetter
sense of integration with the twin
woofers. The woofers are 260mm (10")
aluminum-magnesium cones coated
with an elastic membrane to eliminate
colorations, while the tweeter is arevamped version of Larsen's dual-pole

rooms, and find shows particularly trying, especially as so few hotel
rooms get adecent sound.
Moving from room to room
during ashow, Fm often asked to sit
for alisten and give an opinion.
After apolite interval, and doing
my best to ignore the A/V subwoofer pounding two doors away, I
usually confine myself to afew
blandly noncommittal words.
Small, noisy rooms are one part of
the problem, though Ireckon the
exceptionally noisy electrical environment created by dozens of rooms
crammed with electronic gear does
no one any sonic favors. Indeed,
I've come to suspect that some of
the better (I didn't say good!) show
sounds are heard in rooms with
some form of AC purification.
That was an important ingredient in one system that did impress
Sonus Faber's new flagship, the Stradivari Homage,
my ears at last fall's Hi-Fi News
with UK distributoi Ricardo Franassovici (I) and
show at Heathrow airport. Imendesigner Franco Serblin (r).
tioned the Vertex AQ demo in my
Vifa unit, the Silk Ring Radiator (the December show report (p29), because
same used by Krell in its LAT loud- it was making surprisingly nice noises
speakers). It is said to have abroader using arelatively modest Simaudio CD
bandwidth and awider dispersion than player and integrated amplifier into a
metal-dome units, and its dispersion is pair of Perigee ribbon-hybrid speakers.
controlled by atoroidal waveguide de- While it's true that the prices of the various Vertex AQ accessories supporting
signed by Sonus Faber.
The Stradivari's midrange driver is and connecting the system probably
the key to the superb sound Iwas later matched those of the source and amp
to hear from the speaker. The 150mm components, Iwas intrigued enough by
(3") unit, handmade by aDanish artisan, both the sound and the rationale behind
was chosen for its high dynamic lineari- it to want to dig deeper.
Vertex AQ has an underlying unifyty, an important factor in reproducing
the human voice (the essence of com- ing rationale, that of suppressing and
munication among humans, Serblin controlling mechanical vibrations, but
points out). The main element — liter- what makes this unusual is their attempt
ally the soul of the Stradivari's acoustic to apply it consistently throughout the
system — is another of the fundamental system, both to connecting leads and
components of the violin: the anima equipment supports.
The basic assumption that vibrations
(lit., the soul). The anima —in prosaic
English, a violin's soundpost — is a can be harmful to the sound quality of a
small, apparently insignificant piece of system seems reasonable enough. After
wood inside aviolin that connects the all, vibration-isolating techniques go
top and back plates, under the bridge. right back to the "floating subchassis" of
Like ahuman being, without its soul, a the AR and Thorens turntables of the
1960s; and equipment supports of variviolin is dead to the music.
And, as with Antonio Stradivari, to ous kinds, including air-suspended
whom Franco Serblin finally pays his examples from Townshend and others,
have been part of the quest for higher
long-due tribute, the rest is asecret.
quality for at least two decades.
While Vertex AQ does have future
UNITED KINGDOM
plans involving air-suspension, its paraPaul Messenger
When reading show reports, I'm im- digms and products currently take an
pressed by the way many of my col- entirely original approach to the probleagues in the audio press make lems and solutions of vibration control.
confident value judgments about the Engineer-principal Steve Elford, whose
relative sound qualities of different background is in aerospace ultrasonics,
demonstrations. Ifeel uncomfortable thinks the real problem with vibration
passing value judgments in strange lies with low-level, wide-bandwidth
WorldRadioHistory
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Powered
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Introducing the prodigious Sub 30 Powered Subwoofer, the most recent addition to the Ultima series
loudspeakers. Luxuriously sculpted with graceful contoured lines and an elegant sheer convex grille, the
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layer metal dome active driver with built-in 1000 watt power amplifier and amatching 15-inch auxiliary
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stuff largely created by various mechanisms within the system itself. These
represent aform of "noise" or "pollution" that is claimed to have aseriously
adverse effect on system sound quality.
When you consider that ahi-fi system
is aclutter of magnetic fields, any mechanical noise could well create electrical noise — or vice versa, considering
that the passage of current through a
conductor within afield can itself create vibrations.
Elford has identified anumber of regular sources of unwanted acousticomechanical vibrations, including speaker
drive-units, transformers, motors, oscillators, and power-supply capacitors.
Crucially, because metal is avery good
conductor of audioband vibrations, and
because most hi-fi systems consist of
metal from stem to stern, give or take
the odd tube or bit of silicon, there's little to stop these wideband mechanical
vibrations from traveling around the system along the connecting wires. Elford
claims that this acoustico-mechanical
noise interferes with both analog and
digital signals, cramping and constraining asystem's dynamic expression and
range. Isuggested he bring his boxes of
tricks to my place to prove it, and he
took me up on the challenge.
Apart from supporting my equipment on a large collection of Mana
stands, I've done little system tweaking.
That's partly because the Naim equipment Imostly use isn't easy to tweak
effectively, but also because trying out
new bits and pieces more often turns
out to be disappointing or equivocal
than truly exciting. Ididn't expect much
from Elford's visit.
Which made it all the more exciting
to find my suspicious preconceptions
completely blown away. Two things
particularly impressed me about the
Vertex AQ approach. First, whether you
agree with it or not, Vertex AQ's rationale is coherent and consistent. Second,
it's asystem-oriented approach that follows abalanced, step-by-step approach
that seems both logical and intelligent.
The first stage was to plug in acouple
of Vertex AQ's shunt-type Jaya Mains
Filters, which consist of amains plug and
lead terminated by achunky, 3-1, alloysheathed box measuring roughly 6.5" by
4" by 2", with unspecified internals. The
Jayas are plugged into spare AC sockets
dose to those powering the system.
Although I've had disappointing results
with mains-treatment devices in the
past, these weren't actually in the chain,
and seemed to sweeten the sound without hampering its speed or dynamics.
Stereophile, February 2004
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Tweeter Group reported disappointing figures for their third and fourth
fiscal quarters, respectively. New
York's Harvey Electronics and the
Minnesota-based Best Buy, however,
posted respectable gains, given the
stagnant economy.
Canton, Massachusetts-based Tweeter
Home Entertainment Group reported
that, for the fourth quarter ended
September 30, revenue was up 1% at
$184.9 million, compared with $183
million in the same period last year. Sales
at comparable stores, however, dropped
6.8% during those three months, contributing to anet loss of $10.3 million,
compared to anet income of $516,000
for the same period in 2002. Tweeter
ended its fiscal year with anet loss of
$1L7 million, compared to anet income
of $16.7 million in 2002. Tweeter CEO
Jeffrey Stone described the preceding 12
months as "a difficult year" because of
slow sales and lower margins. Revenues
were off Ll% for the year: $787 million
vs $796.1 million the year before. During
the same period, the company opened
12 new stores and closed five.
Flat-panel televisions were strong
sellers for Tweeter in the fourth quarter,
accounting for 17.4% of total sales. Of
those, 77% were plasma displays; the
remaining 23% were LCDs. On adollar
basis, plasmas were 46% of the total,
LCDs 54%. The company also did well
with projection TVs, sales of which
grew 32% in the fourth quarter,
accounting for 21.1% of total sales. For
the same period last year, projection TV
was 17.4% of the total. Reflecting the
old wisdom that, in adoubtful economy, consumers are more likely to have
older equipment repaired, Tweeter's
service operation contributed 3,1% of
the quarterly sales total, with labor revenues up 25%. Tweeter also has a20%
stake in audio manufacturer Tivoli. The
Tivoli Designs line of loudspeakers is a
Tweeter house brand.
Tweeter's overall numbers have been
hampered by excess discontinued inventory, according to alate November
report. The company's goal is to reduce
discontinued and open-box goods to
less than 8% of the total inventory.
Denver's Ultimate Electronics posted
negative numbers for its third fiscal
quarter, ended October 31, with anet
loss of $62 million, compared with anet
profit of $422,000 in the same period in
2002. Sales for the quarter dropped 10%,
US: YOUR LOCAL MALL
to $159.7 million, compared with $177.8
Barry Willis
million in the same period ayear earlier.
With few exceptions, 2003 was aslow
Ultimate abandoned computers during
year for specialty A/V retailers. In late
the third quarter and pulled in less than
November, Ultimate Electronics and

We then added two Vertex AQ
Roirama mains leads, for my Naim
CDS-2 CD player and NAC 552 preamp. These have alloy blocks situated
halfway along their length. These look
similar to those used in the Jaya, but act
as vibration absorbers. There are interconnects too, fitted with rather smaller
absorption blocks, plus speaker cables
that use two substantially larger blocks.
Besides blocking vibrations from
being passed from component to component, Vertex AQ has developed asupport system called the Kinabalu, which
combines agranite platform with aspecial tripod support, intended to provide a
sink that will absorb vibrations from the
components supported. Given that both
the CDS-2 and NAC 552 are equipped
with spring-decoupled internals, Ifully
expected this support to have very little
effect —yet, once again, my preconceptions were completely confounded.
While Istill find Vertex AQ's theoretical justifications alittle difficult to
digest, there's no arguing with the sonic
excellence and dramatic improvements
this systematic approach has brought to
my system, even if, so far, it has been
only partially applied. This isn't aformal
review, and I've still got plenty of ins
and outs to explore, but I'm impressed
with how closely what Ihear tallies with
Steve Elford's predictions: the "mush"
floor seems significantly lower, the
dynamic range wider, and the transient
dynamics more dramatic. The bass is
deeper and firme4 images are better
focused and more precisely layered, and
the system can be driven significandy
louder with less sense of strain.
The biggest and most welcome surprise is that now, in my Vertex
AQ-tweaked system, CD performance
is genuinely competitive with vinyl —
the first time I've been able to write that
in 20-odd years, and avindication of
Vertex AQ's claim to improve digital
source replay in particular. If there's a
downside to Vertex AQ treatment, I
haven't encountered it. I do have a
sneaking suspicion that Imight have just
had an early encounter with an important revolution.
Vertex AQ gear is currently available from seven dealers in the UK
and Ireland. The company — www.
vertexaq.com — is looking for international distributors.
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expected from its service business.
Company president Dave Workman
attributed the decline in business to slow
store traffic and a misguided "Experience More" advertising campaign.
Comparable-store sales for the quarter
were off 10%, but even so, the company
posted a2% increase in sales for the previous nine months, hitting $469.6 million, compared to $462 million for the
same period in 2002. For the ninemonth period, Ultimate posted anet loss
of $9.5 million.
Bright spots for Ultimate Electronics
in the third quarter included television
and direct broadcast satellite (DBS) gear,
which accounted for 49% of the company's quarterly total sales. Flat-panel TVs
were 9% of total sales, with audio
accounting for 16%. "Video/DVD" contributed 12%, mobile electronics 9%.
Ultimate reported slow sales at its new
Dallas stores, but abrisk pace in custom
installations at its Austin and Kansas
locations. Ultimate has aseparate division that deals exclusively with homebuilders in designing and installing
entertainment systems in new homes.
The company dedicated amultimilliondollar budget to winter holiday advertising, including aglossy mail-out catalog.

Perfect Pair
power tubes at
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Like Tweeter, Ultimate hoped to get its
discontinued inventory down to amanageable level, with agoal of 6-8% of
total inventory
Business is looking up for New York
metropolitan retailer Harvey Electronics.
The Lyndhurst, New Jersey-based chain
of nine stores reported annual net sales of
$42.4 million for its fiscal year ended
November 1, a2.7% increase over the
2002 fiscal year. Comparable-store sales
were up slightly for the year; by less than
1%. Big sellers at Harvey's included
home-theater systems, digital video products, and custom installations. Company
president Franklin Karp said the results
were "very gratifying" in view of losses
suffered by other A/V specialty chains.
Best Buy is North America's top electronics chain, with 600 stores under its
own name in the US and 19 in Canada,
as well as 108 Future Shop stores in
Canada and 22 Magnolia Audio Video
stores in the US Pacific Northwest. Best
Buy, too, reported good financial news,
in this case an 18% gain in total sales for
its third quarter, ended November 29.
The Richfield, Minnesota-based operation posted $6.03 billion in total sales,
with same-store sales up 8.6%. The
numbers were the company's best in
more than two years. US sales rose 15%,
to a$5.43 billion total, with strong performance in the flat-panel TV and camcorder segments. Best Buy also did well
with notebook computers and digital
cameras. Same-store sales in Canada
grew 4% in the quarter. For the ninemonth period ended November 29,
Best Buy posted total sales of $16.1 billion, a15% rise year-over-year.
The company opened 54 Best Buy
stores and three Magnolia stores in the
past year, and is reportedly doing well
with its two Manhattan stores, the first
one abig-box location in Chelsea, the
second one in a30,000-square-foot former HMV store at the corner of
Lexington Avenue and East 86th Street.
The Upper East Side store includes
three home-theater demo rooms and an
in-aisle loudspeaker comparator system
operated by atouchpanel. The store also
features CD listening kiosks at which
music fans can sample recent releases.
Over the past five years, Best Buy
stock has typically declined by about
10% in November and December, only
to bounce back by as much as 47% in
the first quarter of the new year, according to arecent analysis in the Wall Street
Journal. In early December, the company's stock was up 155% year-to-date.
By contrast, the industry's second
largest retailer, Circuit City Stores, Inc.,

reported that total sales for the third
quarter ended November 30, 2003,
declined 1%, to $2.41 billion, from $2.42
billion in the same period ayear earlier.
Comparable-store sales were down by
the same percentage. The Richmond,
Virginia-based chain reported that
same-store business increased 4% in
November, with record sales volume
reached on Friday, November 28. "We
believe that Best Buy continues to gain
market share at the expense of Circuit
City," the Wall Street Journal quoted
Lehman Brothers analyst Alan Rifkin,
but JP Morgan analyst Danielle Fox
opined that "Circuit City is executing
better ... its more aggressive advertising
[is] paying off."
On the West Coast, San Franciscobased upscale chain The Good Guys
announced September 29 that it had
agreed to be acquired by computer
retailer CompUSA. The $55 million
deal will make Good Guys awholly
owned subsidiary of CompUSA. The
Good Guys operates 71 stores in four
western states. In June, CompUSA
owner Carlos Slim reportedly made an
unsuccessful attempt to buy Circuit City.
In November, CompUSA announced
plans to make room in its stores for flatpanel televisions, home-theater receivers,
and loudspeaker systems, in keeping
with the growing mend toward convergence of computers and consumer electronics. The Good Guys acquisition fits
that trend perfectly, said CompUSA
CEO Hal Compton. "The acquisition of
Good Guys is an exciting piece to our
long-term growth game plan," Compton
explained. "We want to offer the seamless technology solutions our customers'
lifestyles demand and, with The Good
Guys' solid reputation in delivering highend entertainment technology our offeringjust becomes that much stronger. The
Good Guys owns aniche that's highly
complementary with our own."
US/IRELAND
Kalman Rubinson
Back in the early 1990s, Ilusted mightily for the tall, slim ESP speakers with
their angled driver panels — a largeroom demo of ESP's Concert Grands,
driven by Sonic Frontiers electronics,
still reverberates in my memory. Unfortunately, just when Icould finally
consider buying apair of Grands, ESP
folded. Then, last November, Iheard a
rumor that the company might be returning; an e-mail exchange with
founder and designer Sean McCaughan
confirmed the good news.
The vehicles of ESP's return will be
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Industry
redesigns of the Concert Grand and the
company's smaller floorstander, the
Bodhran, with other systems coming
later. Like its earlier offerings, ESP's
new models will be extremely highend, artisan-built devices for the serious music lover—but this time,
McCaughan assures me, at uninflated
prices. (In 1996, the Concert Grand
cost $15,000/pair, the Bodhran
$6000/pair.) The redesigns will incorporate new developments in drivers
and components, and provide greater
modularity and accessibility for repairs
and upgrades. Remarkably, owners of
the earlier versions of these models will
be able to have their units upgraded in
the field.
In order to minimize the expense of
shipping and distribution, especially of
the larger models, the new ESP speakers will be built by small teams, under
the designer's supervision and subject to
his testing, at two locations, one in the
US and another in Europe. As aresult,
McCaughan says, he hopes to offer
roughly parity pricing in the US and
Europe. Exact price and distribution details were still unknown as we went to
press, but ESP expected to have all in
order by the time of the speakers'

Update

tors, the Charisma and the Rebel2, both
of them two-way, reflex-loaded designs.
The $1495/pair Rebel2 is described as
being intended "to please audiophilesUS/FINLAND
on-a-budget and advanced homeJon Iverson
theater enthusiasts." The Rebel2 uses a
One of the visual highlights of the 2003
20min fabric-dome tweeter and aspeConsumer Electronics Show in Las
Vegas, and of Home Entertainment cially treated 90mm mid/bass driver
with 26mm voice-coil. The Charisma is
2003 in San Francisco, was the
Penaudio speakers from Finland, which the one that caught our eye in Las
sport a unique sliced-wood veneer Vegas. Penaudio says it improves on the
Rebel2 by using a custom mid/bass
wrapped around diminutive two-way
driver with solid copper phase plug and
designs. While the speakers were easy
on the eyes, it wasn't so easy to find a "distortion-reducing copper rings above
and below the pole-piece." Its retail
pair in the US.
That problem was solved in price of $2995/pair includes the cool
cabinet, ahandmade third-order crossNovember when Penaudio announced
over with copper-foil inductors and
that it had appointed Portal Audio
internal wiring, polypropylene capaci(www.portalaudio.com) as their official
tors, and 'WET terminals.
US importer and distributor. Portal's Joe
Small boxes can only go so deep, so
Abrams says he is currently choosing
Penaudio offers the non-powered
authorized Penaudio retailers around
Chara subwoofer to provide abottom
the country.
end claimed to reach down to 25Hz.
Penaudio was founded in 1999 by
engineer Sami Penttilâ who had The Clara mates with either monitor
and serves as its stand as well, effectivelicensed his designs to other European
speaker manufacturers before starting ly creating aRebel2 or Charisma fullhis own company. Pent:ill:4, who is also a range, three-way floorstander. The
Chara features aside-mounted, custom
musician, says he voices all of his speak176mm bass driver with a39mm voiceers using live music.
coil and retails for $2500/pair.
Penaudio makes two compact monirebirth at the January 2004 THE Show
in Las Vegas.

ALPHA-CORE'S AUDIO INTERCONNECTS
"No colorations, no distortion, only an unforced, natural
presentation of the music within athree-dimensional soundstage".
Paul Bubny ,
Micro Purl copper
Sapphire, silver
Standard RCA

"For the first time in 40 years of putzing around with stereo Ihave
heard asignificant difference in switching cables.
Thanks for some great music".
Tony Oroson, TQ2

Tourmaline, Cu
Standard RCA

TQ2, silver
Standard RC

1Q2, copper
Balanced, XL

"The final selection of cabling and system synergy was perhaps the
most difficidt task but the TQ2 I/Cs were an easy call.
Inow have TQ2 between all my important components".

Tom Jenkins

US Patent No. 6,225,563. Planar transmission line technology.
Micro thin dielectric. Unsurpassed low inductance, virtually
eliminating high frequency mild. Excellent RF and EMI
rejection. High purity OFC copper or solid fine silver. Available
with any termination. Try them on us and you'll be surprised.
www.alphacore.com

Micro Purl, silver
Solid silver RCA
re
-

Micro Purl, copper
Balanced, XLU,

Alpha-Core, Inc. 915 Pembroke St., Bridgeport, CT 06608
•800-836-5920 •203-335-6805 •Fax 203-384-8120
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Sam

A

h, to be rich. And to have abig
listening room with atall ceiling.
Then I might get to review
speakers like the Focal-JMlab Grande
Utopia Be. $80,000/pair. 462 lbs each.
(You could be excused for thinking that
Be stands not for betyllium but for behemoth.) Try to squeeze them into asmall
room — try that with any humungous
speaker — and you likely will run into
difficulties, as my colleague Paul
Messenger found out (Stereophile, September 2003, p.93).
There's the potential for room-interaction problems, especially in the bass.
What's more, as Ifound out with the
Triangle Magellans, big speakers need a
big room in order to sound big. A small
room — even a medium-size one —
tends to confine alarge speaker, to take
it down in size, as it were, to dynamically compress its performance. Good
thing Igot to hear the Magellans in several larger rooms.
Fortunately, the converse holds true:
Smaller speakers do best in smaller
rooms, and can even sound big. They're
not likely to overload the room, either.
It seems obvious, but I think many
audiophiles fail to consider room size
when selecting aspeaker. The best way
to buy aspeaker, of course, is to try it in
your own listening room. But good luck
getting an in-home demo of the Grande
Utopia Be.
At 38.5 lbs each, Focal-JMlab's Micro
is the smallest speaker in the new
Utopia Be line. It weighs exactly a
twelfth as much as the Grande Utopia
Be. Icould easily move the speakers
around for the best in-room response in
our living room —back afoot or so and
more toward the corners, to boost the
midbass abit.
Each Micro Utopia Be measures 16.5"
high by 9.75" wide by 14.8" deep. The
cost is $5750/pair, add $1200 for the
matching 24" stands and the total comes
to $6950 — again, about atwelfth the
cost of the Grande. Not cheap, by any
means, but not bad if you can get agenerous slice of the $80,000/pair Grande
Utopia Be's performance. Do you?
That's what Iwanted to find out.
Focal-JMlab is based in St Etienne,
France, and they've been coming on
Stereophile, February 2004

Tellig

Russia, and France.
strong. Before they
It's scarce and diffilaunched their own
cult, even dangerbrand of speakers, they
ous, to produce.
established their repuFocal gets its
tation by producing
beryllium
film
drivers. They produce
from amining and
dozens of them —for
processing compause by other speaker
ny in Ohio. The
manufacturers, for car
film is very thin —
audio, for DIY kit
251.tm, to be exact.
builders. Naturally,
We're talking molthe company reserves
ecules here.
its latest and best
The
tweeter
drivers for its own
dome curves inspeaker
marque,
ward — it's connow
known
as
cave. According to
Focal-J1Vllab, and the
Focal, the usual
very best of these
convex
dome
drivers
for
the
doesn't let the
Utopia series.
voice-coil couple
You might wonwell to the dome's outer
der what happens
Focal-tMlab Micro Utopia Be
diameter; energy is lost into
as you ascend the
loudspeaker
the driver's suspension and
Focal-JMlab lines,
dissipates as heat. With an
from Chorus to
Cobalt to Electra to Utopia. Having inverted dome, on the other hand, all
energy is radiated from the voice coil
heard more than adozen of the manuinto the dome and emitted as sound.
facturer's speakers, Ican tell you. You
The Be tweeter is specified as having
gain refinement and resolution — finaresponse up to 40kHz. We don't hear
esse, if you will. The finish becomes
such high frequencies directly, of course,
more luxurious, too.
even when young— but it seems that
If you want to have fun at your dealer, compare a speaker in the Electra we do hear the effects of extended frequency response at lower frequencies.
series, say, with asimilar-size speaker in
the Utopia line. This will give you a Sound becomes less edgy, more relaxed,
without that piercing quality that can
frame of reference. It may also help you
give the listener a bad case of metalset your priorities. Is it better to go up in
dome tweeteritis.
the Electra line or down in the Utopia
The beryllium dome rests within one
line? Some of the price points overlap.
of Focal-JMlab's Focus Rings. The
Do you want afloorstanding, full-range
Ring's main magnet is made of samariElectra 936, for $5995? Or a Micro
um cobalt, which resists magnetic satuUtopia Be for $6950, including stands?
Should you trade off low-bass extension ration as things heat up. Samarium
cobalt is not the strongest of magnetic
for greater refinement and resolution?
Should you set up your music system in materials, so it's ringed with neodymia smaller room, where your small um to increase the magnetic field. By
the way, the same Be tweeter is comspeakers can sound big?
mon to all Utopia Be speakers. You get
The beryllium (Be) tweeter is the
the same tweeter in the $5750 Micro
defining characteristic of the Utopia Be
line. Focal describes beryllium as the
Utopia Be that you do in the $80,000
Grande Utopia Be.
ideal material for a dome tweeter —
The Micro Utopia Be is atwo-way
light, rigid, fast. Unfortunately, beryllispeaker, with its crossover at 2.5kHz,
um is "extremely expensive." Iwouldn't
know, not having shopped for any lately.
24dB/octave. A slot-shaped reflex port
separates the two drivers on the front
Only three countries are said to produce
the element in its purest form: the US,
baffle. The bass/midrange driver is the
WorldRadioHistory
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ESERIES IN EAR EARPHONES
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Shure E Series earphones featture a sound-sofiathg, in-ear design that naturally
attenuates background noise. Witiout the artifacts created by active noise-canceling

headphones, the E5c reveals extraordinary detail even at moderate listening levels. Shure
originally developed these earpiaones or peo'ess ,onal musicians and recording
engineers. Lightweight and como'-table. they a-E ideal for travel, exercise and any active
listening pursuit. Visit us online to find adealer where you can hear the E5c yourself.

E5c earphones
feature se-arate
high- and lawfrequency drivers
and an dal?.
crossover

It's Your Sound
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Sam's
latest update of Focal's W cone, whose
central foam core is covered now by a
single skin of glass fiber. The phase plug
has been replaced by alarge aluminum
Focus Plug. Anew magnet design, called
the Flower Power, takes its name from
six small magnets positioned around the
voice-coil. The polar parts are machined
in the shape of aflower whose petals
match the shape of the magnets.
The two drivers are mounted in a
sloping front baffle. The bass/midrange
tilts slightly up, the tweeter fires straight
ahead. 'When the tweeter is more or less
at ear level, all frequencies are supposed
to reach you at the same time.
The speaker's front and rear are a
slate-gray metallic lacquer. The wooden
side cheeks are of "bird's-eye ash," finished in your choice of natural, burgundy, or gold. (The natural finish will
probably darken beautifully over time.)
There is no grilledoth.
Gone, too, are those marvelous and
very French protective boards that covered the original Micro Utopia's entire
front baffle. Imiss them. There are protective caps for the beryllium tweeters,
which Ipromptly lost, alas. Ican imagine some idiot audiophile, at adealer's,
poking and ruining the tweeters. Some
sort of protective mesh would have
been nice, but that might have compromised performance. Each speaker has a
single pair of WBT connectors on the
back. Internal wiring is silver-clad copper, not unlike the Triangle Silver Ghost
speaker cable Iused externally.
The Micro Utopia Be's sensitivity is

Contacts
Focal-JMlab, BP 374-108, rue de
l'Avenir, 42353 La Talaudière
Cedex, France. Tel: (33) 477 43 57
00. Fax: (33) 477 43 57 04. Web:
www.focal.tm.fr. US distributor:
Audio Plus Services, P.O. Box
3047, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.
Tel: (800) 663-9352. Fax: (450)
585-5862. Web: www.audioplus
services.com.
ProAc, Highpoint House, Riding
Road,
Buckingham
Road
Industrial
Estate,
Brackley,
Northamptonshire NN13 7BE,
UK. Tel: (44) 01280 700147. Fax:
(44) 01280 700148. Web: www.pro
ac-loudspeakers.com. US distributor: Modern Audio Consultants,
112 Swanhill Court, Baltimore,
MD 21208. Tel: (410) 486-5975.
Fax: (410) 560-6901.
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given as 89dB/W/m, its nominal impedance as 8ohms, its frequency response as
50Hz-40kHz, ±3dB. The speaker is said
to be down by 6dB at 40Hz.
A few words about the matching
stands, which are costly at $1200/pair:
You could probably use any 2e-high
stand with alarge enough top plate. You
might prefer the Micro on ashorter stand,
soundwise —20", say, and tilted slighdy
upward. (I do like the idea of adjustableheight speaker stands.) The dedicated
stand has lacquered wooden top and bottom plates, separated by an aluminum extrusion whose core comes already filled
with sand. No assembly required.
For openers, Ihooked up the Micro
Utopia Bes to my reference Parasound
Halo JC1 monoblocks, using my Purest
Sound Systems P500 "passive preamp."
The digital source was aMusical Fidelity
A32 CD player into the Musical Fidelity
Tri-Vista 21 DAC that Ichose as my new
reference last month. Analog took abrief
holiday, as did SACD. Interconnects
were Kimber Silver Streak.
Ireviewed the original Micro Utopia
in the January 2001 Stereophile (Vo124
No.1). Gad, that was over four years ago.
Seems like yesterday. Time flies. Iwon't
say that my memories of the speaker are
fresh, but Irecall enjoying them immensely. And yes, they did give me agenerous slice of the original Grande Utopia.
Ilisten to alot of solo piano, opera,
and chamber music. Truth of timbre is
the top priority. Do the voices and instruments sound like voices and instruments? With the Micro Utopia Be, they
did. Of course, the Musical Fidelity TriVista 21 DAC, with its tubed analog
output stage, played astarring role in the
system's sound.
The system was extraordinarily revealing, but never ruthlessly so. Iheard
stunning focus and clarity — no smearing, no edginess or aggressiveness whatsoever. The music had anatural, relaxed,
flowing quality, adelicacy, an ease that I
don't think I've quite heard from atitanium dome.
Idid think the sound was voiced ever
so slighdy on the cool side of neutral,
however. Idecided to see what tubes
would do.
First up was my Sun Audio 2A3,
which its mighty 3.5W of single-ended
triode (SET) power. Alas, the Sun did
not shine with the Micro Utopia Be. I
couldn't get much of avolume level
without dynamic compression. FocalJMlab recommends a minimum of
30W, which might suffice for aParis
apartment — or any small listening
room — but I'd plan on more power.
WorldRadioHistory
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Many audiophiles don't take room size
into account when choosing an amplifier, either. Big room? Think big amp.
But the Micro Utopia Be did take to
tubes. Itried both the Conrad-Johnson
Premier 140 stereo amp and the Cary
805 Anniversary Edition SET monos,
with excellent results. Performers became even more palpably real. The
sound warmed up, ever so slightly. But I
did lose some of the bass impact and
dynamic ease Igot with the Parasound
Halo JC-ls.
Next up was the Pathos Classic One
integrated amp, rated at 70Wpc into
8ohms. Amplifier and speakers matched
each other perfectly in terms of refinement and resolution, but Icould have
used alittle more weight and authority on
piano recordings. Here, again, room size
is likely to be critical. In asmaller room —
a den, for instance, or a library —the
Pathos Classic One may provide all that
you need in terms of refinement, resolution, and power — even the looks of amp
and speakers seem to complement each
other. And at $2195, the Pathos Classic
One is asteal. One thing is for sure with
the Micro Utopia Be —you want the best
quality of amplification possible.
So how big a slice of the Grande
Utopia Be do you get for about a
twelfth the price?
A very generous slice. There is areal
danger in auditioning such aspeaker as
the Micro Utopia Be. Its performance
could ruin most other speakers for you.
Once you hear that beryllium tweeter...
well, it's pretty extraordinary. Apparently,
that extended high-frequency response
matters, because lower frequencies are
rendered more naturally, too. Iam almost at aloss for words here. The treble
was exquisite.
What Iinevitably lost, of course, was
the large scale — macrodynamics, ultimate low-bass extension, asense of scale
and dynamic ease, afreedom from compression during loud orchestral passages.
(This assumes you have abig enough
room to accommodate a pair of big
speakers.) The Micro Utopia Be is not
the smallest of small speakers, but it is
the smallest in the Utopia line.
Piano recordings were so stunningly
reproduced —the attack and decay of
the notes, hell, the click of the keys and
the sound of the felt — that the absence
of the very lowest registers was even
more of apity than it would have been
with lesser stand-mounted speakers. I
was able to boost the midbass abit by
moving the speakers back more toward
the comers, as Isaid earlier, but there
was alimit to what Icould do.
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You could place the Reference 8on a
shelf but its two reflex ports are on the
back and might need more space. The
manufacturer recommends stands 2428" high. Both versions of the speaker
weigh 11 lbs each. Ireceived the more
costly Tablette Reference 8Signature.
These updated models are the same
size as the original Tablette, and, like the
original, they image and soundstage like
crazy—so much so that one might mistake them for apair of Quad electrostatics. The drivers, of course, are spaced
very dose together on asmall front baffle, which helps the drivers sound as one.
A 4.5" doped paper cone bass/midrange driver, with alarge copper phase
plug, crosses over to a 1" silk-dome
tweeter at an unspecified frequency.
The sensitivity is given as 86dB/W/m,
the nominal impedance as 8ohms. The
frequency response is stated as 38Hz30kHz, but not by how many dB plus
or minus. In my listening room, the bass
started falling off below 80Hz, but was
down only 6dB or so at 40Hz. There
was even some bass below that. Not bad
for such adiminutive speaker.
ProAc Tablette Reference 8
Iused my full Mac system: McIntosh
MCD205 CD changer, C2200 tubed
Signature loudspeaker
Forgive me for trotting out this story preamp, and MC2102 tubed power amp.
again, but Ihaven't told it for years.
The ProAcs could play quite loud, and
The original ProAc Tablette loud- sounded surprisingly dynamic with fullspeaker was introduced in 1979, about scale orchestral works. In some ways, the
the same time as the legendary Quad speaker sounded not at all small.
ESL-63. My friend Louis went to
The watchword with the Tablette
London, bought apair of Quads, and, as Reference 8s is experiment, which their
an afterthought, picked up apair of size makes easy to do (even if the stands
Tablettes, too. Back home, Lou set up might be heavy to drag around). Itried
his Quads and invited all his listening near-field listening with a
very wide spread —
pals over to listen.
But Lou is atrickster. Instead of the about 6' from the back
Quads, he hooked up his Tablettes, walls, 3' from the side
placing them close to the corners of his walls, and 8' apart —and
living room to reinforce the bass. got spectacular results:
Everybody tells you not to do this, but soundstage city, with
sometimes it works spectacularly well. very precise, stable imagThe speakers were so small and so far ing. Ithen tried them 2'
into the corners that none of the assem- from the back wall, 3'
from the side walls, and,
bled audiophiles noticed.
For nearly an hour, we all oohed and again, 8' apart. This
ahhed over the sound of the Quads. But added considerably to
there was this strange look on Lou's the sense of weight, but I
face. Finally, Lou laughed his evil laugh lost some of the nearfield
and revealed that we were listening not soundstage magic.
to the Quads but to the ProAc Tablettes.
ProAc speakers have
Today, you have your choice of two always
taken
well
updated Tablette models: the Reference 8 to tubes, and the
($1200/pair) and the Reference 8 McIntosh tube gear was no excepSignature ($1700/pair). The models' tion. I could imagine these
dimensions (10.5" high by 6" wide by 9" Tablettes, for instance, with a
deep) are the same, but the Signature has Conrad-Johnson MV6OSE. Or
better drivers, higher-quality parts in the with apair of Quicksilver mono
crossover, and more and better finishes: tube amps —a classic system that
ebony, bird's-eye maple, and yew.
could last you for years to come,

Does this make the Micro Utopia Be
acandidate for use with subwoofers?
Maybe so, but good luck finding asub
whose speed, resolution, and overall
coherence match the JMlab's. (The integration between the two drivers seemed
seamless. Just two drivers. One crossover. Simplicity.)
My friend Marc visited for dinner. For
aclassical music enthusiast, he is uncommonly fond of bass. He adores subwoofers, even with speakers that don't
need them. The peculiar thing is, he hasn't found asubwoofer he can live with.
Marc is from Cleveland, so Iplayed a
disc of Debussy's Images pour Orchestra
and other works, with the Cleveland
Orchestra under Pierre Boulez (CD,
Deutsche Grammophon 435 766).
"The resolution is extraordinary," said
Marc. "But this is not the full Cleveland
orchestra. Iam missing the weight of
double basses. The cellos, too, could use
more foundation."
Icouldn't disagree. Ilook forward to
encountering yet another speaker in the
Utopia Be line.
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whatever fashions come and go.
The Reference 8 is one of those
speakers that every audiophile should
try to audition, just to make their acquaintance. If it's true that big speakers
do what very small speakers can't, it's
also true that small speakers can do
what very big speakers can't — namely,
seem to disappear.
The Reference 8Signatures showed
the magic of two-channel stereo in such
a convincing way that multichannel
seemed absurd. A center speaker would
ruin the stereo image. My problem with
multichannel has always been that center speaker. It's there for movies.
Yes, Icould have done with more
bottom weight on piano recordings. Yet
for such a small speaker, the ProAc
Tablette Reference 8 Signature did
remarkably well. It had an excellent
way with macrodynamics — large
dynamic swings. It rarely sounded
compressed. On opera recordings, the
speaker was nothing short of phenomenal, rendering voices with anatural
clarity and presenting asuperb sense of
performance space.
Itried Lou's trick. Igot my son,
David, to thinking he was hearing the
Quad ESL-988 speakers. Ifooled him
for half an hour, until he got up, noticed
the ProAcs in the corner, and started to
meander around.
Iknow what you're asking. How did
the ProAc Tablette Reference 8 Signature compare with the Focal-JMlab
Micro Utopia Be?
Well, they didn't Ijust happened to get
them into the house at the
same time, and they
ended up in the same
monthly
column.
Taking stands into
account, the FocalJMlab costs more than
three times as much as
the ProAc. And that
Be tweeter's resolution and smoothness
are remarkable.
But the ProAc was
magical, too, and
when aspeaker is this
good, you just focus
on its strengths and
enjoy it. To put
it another way, the ProAc
was fun. Refinement? Resolution? Ithought the FocalJMlab outperformed it. A
disappearing act? I don't
think there's anything quite
like the ProAc Tablette
Reference 8Signature.
II
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Michael
II WV hat's this? The new
Thorens turntable? It
doesn't look like a
Thorens turntable."
That's what Ithought as Iunboxed
the new Thorens 850 —part of the
new 800 line from the rejuvenated
company. Sure, I'd seen mockups at
trade shows, but until Iget the finished
product in my hands, Ireally don't pay
careful attention.
Iknew the 850 would have aRegasourced "TP300" arm. Gee, Iwonder
which arm in the Rega line that
corresponds to? I'd bet that was
more aRega OEM marketing
decision than Thorens' choice,
but why bother? Everyone
knows the answer to that
question.
The more Iexamined this
new 46-lb 'table, the less it
looked like your dad's
Thorens and the more it
looked like the Acoustic Signature Final
Tool ($2000) I reviewed in the
September 2001 issue — especially the
damped 8.8-lb aluminum platter and
bearing assembly. Well, if you're going
to copy, Ifigured, copy from acompany
that's building a great product at a
ridiculously reasonable price. The 850
costs $1995 with tonearm, $1599 without. Trian Electronics — (608) 8503600 —Thorens' US distributor, can
supply avariety of pre-cut armboards.
Setting up the Thorens 850 was a
snap: the arm comes mounted, contained within aVTA adjuster with locking collet system — totally un-kosher in
the Rega world, where both VTA and
dirt have no effect on vinyl playback. I
don't mean to mock Rega — Ireally do
love their stuff—just the Rega-Linn
orthodoxy about VTA and groove dirt.
Mount the platter, slip the surface protectors under each of the three adjustable, polymer-damped feet, level
the 'table via the feet, connect the
motor cable to the electronic motor
controller, put the square belt around
the motor pulley, plug it in, and —
aside from mounting your favorite
cartridge and placing the counterweight on its shaft — you're done.
The Thorens 850 features an AC-

After removing the 850's felt mat
(feh!) and replacing it with aRingmat, I
began my listening with Linn's latest
moving-magnet cartridge, the appropriately named Adikt ($349). It's designed
for Linn tonearms, so Ihad to chop off a
few plastic protruding posts, which was a
pain but no big deal. Iwanted to hear
what an unknown cartridge sounded
like first, and use it to check afew things.
I put a test record on and
checked the speed accuracy with
a hertz-reading voltmeter.
Perfect. Then I listened
through a stethoscope and
found the 850's plinth to be
absolutely free of motorinduced noise and vibrations. Finally, afinger-tap
test revealed this plinth
design to be among the
most
effectively damped
Thorens 850 turntable
I've come across. Icould
turn up the volume very
high, tap the plinth, and hear very little
coming through the speakers. What did
get through was a brief, innocuous,
high-pitched pop — none of the thunk
you get from many other designs.
Bottom line: The 850 runs at the right
speed, with no motor-noise leakage in a
one-piece design, and features ultraeffective damping. Impressive.
Although Iwasn't familiar with the
Linn Adikt, Iknew from listening that
the Thorens 850 had good rhythmic
Linn Adikt MM cartridge
authority The bass on some of my
usual-suspect LPs was clean, tight, and
(I suspect they mean high-density fiberboard). "Steel? Are they crazy?" Ihear free of overhang. Extension and texture
were only so-so, but that could have
you. The plate has alaser-cut groove
been the Adikt Ilet the .cartridge break
along the stylus path, so there's no magin for afew days and Idecided that the
netic interference with the cartridge.
basic sound of the Adikt was clean,
The bearing system features two sintered bushings and apolished, stainlesscrisp, fast, reasonably detailed, and abit
cool. It did anice job with fast, highsteel shaft fitted with atungsten ball
frequency transients, such as cymbal
riding on aself-lubricating thrust plate.
smacks and female vocal sibilants. Fitted
A terminal box with gold-plated
RCA jacks is affixed to the back of the with a removable Gyger II stylus, it
plinth, and the 'table comes with a proved an excellent tracker at 1.75gm,
decent set of low-capacitance, RCAquietly coursing through the grooves.
terminated cables. All in all, the Thorens
Naturally, it lacked the subtle harmonic
850 is avery neat, compact design that and dynamic gradations of far more
expensive cartridges, and it was less than
would appear to have great mechanical
integrity and sonic potential. And why super-transparent, but it costs only
$349. If you want awarmer, more laidshould it not? It copies so much from the
back MM, don't forget Shure's V
proven Acoustic Signature line.

synchronous motor set into acutout on
the plinth. An outboard power supply
synthesizes a 60Hz sinewave, so the
turntable motor is totally independent
of power-line fluctuations. An inboard
potentiometer allows for precise speed
adjustments within ±8%, but my review
sample ran at precisely 33% and 45rpm.
Hallelujah! The speed is chosen via a
switch on the controller's front panel.
The plinth features a 15mm steel
plate sandwiched between two
19mm slabs of "high density wood"
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guarantee, but if it does, you ought
to try one under your unsuspended
turntable. Ithink I'll try it under the
Manley Steelhead and ASR Basis
Exclusive phono sections ...
One of the problems with this job
is that Idon't have competing products here for comparison, so Ican't
tell you how the 850 compares.
What I can tell you is that the
Thorens 850 is asolid piece of work,
and ahell of aturntable for $1995.
It's smartly designed, well-built, and
has the dynamic "pop," musical grip,
image focus, and excitement Icrave
Ganott Brothers P-88 MC cartridge
from vinyl. If you want more lush
presentations some suspended designs
was 2Hz, and that the resonance
will deliver that.
appeared to be virtually independent of
Right now rm listening to Cisco's reisthe load. The measured results showed sue of Ian and Sylvia's Northern Journey,
that "attenuation is exceptionally good if with the Transfiguration Temper W
compared to the best, state of the art, air
affixed to the Thorens 850. The cartridge
Doctor, w ww.needledoctor.com.
suspended optical table," according to the
costs far more than the 'table, so it's not a
Playing Peter Gabriers "Shock the
report. Of course, this is in the vertical
Monkey," Icompared this combo with dimension only. Air-suspension plat- real-world choice —I just wanted to hear
my Simon Yorke Series 7 turntable, forms like the Sounds of Silence it, and the TP300 arm was easily up to
Immedia RPM-2 tonearm, and Lyra Vibraplane are equally effective vertically giving the Temper W acredible ride. I
really like what I'm hearing.
Titan MC cartridge. Of course, this refand horizontally, and cost far more.
erence rig sounded better, but the
Down aNotch in the Thorens Line
Thorens-Garrott pairing wasn't that far
One step down the Thorens line from
behind in reproducing subtle musical
the 850 is the 800 ($1299), which uses
The
Thorens
850
gradations that the Adikt skimmed over.
the same feet, bearing, and motor
The Thorens-Garrott combo was
is
a
hell
of
a
turntable
drive. The plinth is the top section of
damned involving, thanks to its really imthe 850, less the steel plate and lower
pressive bass extension and articulation.
for $1995.
section. The 800's platter is alighter (6
In fact, the P-88 more closely resembled
lbs), thinner version of the 850's, and
the musical take of the Titan than of
the arm is the Thorens TP250. That
some older Lyras, which sounded abit
brings the weight down to adietetic
less rich. When I played Acoustic
The Thorens 850's sonic charms only
17.6 lbs from the 850's 46 lbs. Now,
Sounds' 45rpm version of Count Basic's improved with the better isolation proconsidering that some Rega connois88 Basie Street, the Thorens-Garrott beat vided by the Relaxa. Image focus, and
seurs think the RB250 arm sounds betany CD player I've heard.
the subtlety and clarity of musical tran- ter than the RB300 because it doesn't
Iwas inspired by the improvement
sients, seemed to be rendered more
use acoil spring to set stylus pressure
wrought by the substitution of the
cleanly. Backgrounds were already and doesn't have an 0-ring-suspended
Garrott for the Linn to set the Thorens
"black," so Icouldn't hear that that ason the Relaxa magnetic levitation plat- pect was improved dramatically, but the counterweight, this $1299 turntable is
looking mighty competitive with its
form (marketed as the Relaxa 3+ in 850's sound as awhole was more subtle,
$1995 big brother — and, of course,
Europe, the name was simplified for the
nuanced, and —I hate to say it — relaxed. with Rega's P25. Although the $1150
North American market). It costs $795, is The Relaxa may not beat an expensive
made in Italy and imported by SA.P. Vibraplane, but it was extremely effec- P25 comes with the excellent RB600
arm, the 'Thorens 800 includes elecAudio International, www.sapaudio
tive, and it's affordable. Idon't know if
.com. The design uses pairs of opposing the Relaxa comes with amoney-back tronic speed control—its platter is able
to run at precisely 33 1
/
3rpm. That
magnets in each of four feet that are stacounts
for
something.
1
bilized using an ingenious bearIrepeated all of the listening I'd
ing/shaft mechanism designed to
done with the 850, with the same
minimize mechanical contact.
The force between the shaft
and bearing is said to be withIWally Malewicz, of Wally Tools, was
in afew grams, even with
kind enough to procure aLeader LFM39A wow and flutter meter for me.
loads of up to 53 lbs (67 lbs
Soon, my turntable reviews will include
with an optional fifth foot).
those measurements, but Istill have a
few questions about using the meter,
Iwas sent areport, by
and until John Atkinson visits and
the physics department of
clarifies them, Idon't feel comfortable telling you what Ifound meathe
Politecnico
di
suring the Thorens 850 and 800 —
Milano, that stated that
not that the results were bad.
the resonant frequency
SAP. Relaxa magnetic levitation platform
of an unloaded Relaxa

15VicMR, which is still excellent
after all these years.
Being in a playful mood, I
switched to acartridge that's been
gathering dust on the shelf after having being used only once. Ihadn't
been impressed with the Garrott
Brothers' P-88, avenerable low-output (036mV) moving-coil, but this
time Iwas. What asweetheart. Of
course, it changed the "sound" of the
Thorens 850 completely —once you
get past the fundamental level of
turntable design, which the Thorens
clearly did, the transducer reigns
supreme in terms of affecting sound
quality. With the Garrott P-88, the sound
was richer, bigger, more dynamic, and yet
more immediate. (Garrott cartridges are
available from Jerry Raslcin's Needle
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SUMIKO

Apassion for analog thirty years strong
For over three decades, SUMIKO have been deeply and
passionately committed to furthering the state of the analog art.
Whether by identifying and supporting the best works of others,
such as Pro-Ject, or by designing and crafting our own solutions,
the beauty of analog is something we celebrate everyday.
Fdlow along with us as we bring before you anew generation
of analog products. We're convinced the "golden age" of
analog is now both in performance and value.

Sumiko Blackbird:
for over cdecade the Blue Point Specia,
has reigned supreme as the
high-performance affordable
moving coil cartridge. SUMIKO
now introduces Blackbird.
Created as abreakthrough
performer in terms of
richness, beauty and clarity that
goes way beyond anything in its price
class. At $749.00, this high-output moving
coil is one surely destined to become an
analog classic.

Pro-Ject RM-9: In our opinion, Pro-Ject is doing some of the
best analog work at any price. At $1295.00 the RM.9 is a
genuine bargain and betters many turntables at twice its price.
Luckily for us, abeautifully balanced carbon fibre arm, machined
acrylic platter running on an inverted ceramic bearing and a
remarkably quiet detached motor create atruly black backg.ound
and asense of relentless drive underpinning the music. Wonderful.

SUMIKO
Distributor of Pro-Ject Audio Systems
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2431 Fifth Street. Berkeley. CA 94710
Te1:510.843.4500. Fox:510.843.7120
www.sumi koa udio. net

cartridges, and the biggest difference was that the 800
sounded lighter. But in some
ways it was atradeoff Yes, the
bottom end lost much of its
weight and grip, and dynamics were somewhat muted,
but the mids and highs sounded more airy and easy. Idon't
think that's necessarily better,
but some listeners prefer a
more "relaxed fit." The
Thorens 800 delivered it.
After finishing my listening, Icalled Brian Anderson
at Trian Electronics, Thorens'
US importer, to get some
details. The only new thing I
found out was that the turntables are available in either
black or silver. I asked
Anderson how business was,
and he told me that the day the announcement that an American importer
had been named to import the Thorens
line hit the Web, the phone starting
ringing off the hook. He had to hire
someone just to take the calls.
"We started hearing from old-time

In Heavy Rotation
1) The Rolling Stones, The
Rolling Stones, ABKCO 180gm
DSD/DMM TPs LP
2) My Bloody Valentine, Loveless
Plain Recordings 180gm LP
3) Charles Mingus, Mingus,
Mingus, Mingus, Mingus, linpulsel/Speakers Corner 180gm
LP
4) The Strokes, Room on Ere,
RCA 120gm LP
5) The Shins, Chutes Too Narrow,
Sub Pop 150gm LP
6) The Who, Tommy: Special
Edition, Geffen/Chronicles
SACD/CDs (2)
7) Bob Dylan, John Wesley
Harding, Columbia/Sundazed
180gm mono LP
8) The Beatles, Let It Be... Naked,
Apple/Capitol 180gm LP, 7"
EP
9) Granddaddy, Sumday, V2 150gm
LPs (2)
10) The Jirni Hendrix Experience,
Live at Berkeley, Experience
Hendrix/MCA 180gm LPs
(2)
Visit www.musicangle.com for full
reviews.
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Xhdi Xducer 2.1

Thorens dealers who hadn't carried analog in years. They wanted to get back in
because they see what's going on with
analog and don't want to lose the business." When Iasked him how well the
line has been received, Anderson told
me that Thorens turntable sales were
five times what he'd optimistically projected when he decided to carry the
line. (He also told me he worked with
Butch Vig at the recording studio where
Nirvana cut Nevermind, but that's another story . )
Anderson told me to expect acall
from the designer of the new Thorens
'tables in afew days. Sure enough, the
call came from Germany. The first thing
Isaid was something like, With all due
respect, it seems to me you've taken
much of this design from the Acoustic
Signature line."
The caller replied, "Michael, it's
Gunther Frohnhoefer from Acoustic
Signature! Ithought you knew Idesigned these 'tables."
Ihadn't. According to Frohnhoefer,
he was approached by the new owners
of Thorens to design a line of selfcontained turntables for them that
would be simple to set up. The assignment resulted in anew manufacturing
business venture held jointly by Frohnhoefer and Thorens and separate from
Acoustic Signature. Frohnhoefer confirmed the worldwide success of the
new line, adding that the Thorens name
still has magic. He also told me it was
somewhat frustrating to see the immediate acceptance of adesign of his with the
Thorens name on it, when he's had to
fight so hard to build his own Acoustic
Signature line. Welcome to Amar Bose
Land, Gunther Frohnhoefer.
WorldRadioHistory

Xhifi Xducer 2.1
Ever since Icovered the tiny
but fantastic Acoustic Energy
AEGO2 in the March 2001
"Analog Corner," I've gotten
offers to review small satellite-subwoofer speaker systems for computers. I've
turned most of them down,
but bit on this one because it
intrigued me: Designed by
Doug Goldberg (Camelot
Technology, PS Audio Power
Plants, etc.), the Xhifi Xducer
2.1 ($795) looks cool.
In fact, Iwrote acomputer
speaker piece for the New
York Time? "Circuits" section
back in 1998 that you can
access on the Web: www.
nytimes.com/library/tech/
98/07/circuits/downtime/
30speak.html. See if you can guess why,
despite being told by the editor how
much he liked the piece, how well-written it was, how well Iunderstood their
style, how little editing it needed, and
how much more work I'd get from the
Times, Inever heard from them again.
Like Camelot Technology, Xhifi
(wwwiddfi.com) is aMel and Howard
Schilling company. What they've done
with the Xducer 2.1 is to take abeautiful-looking JVC sat-sub system featuring a ribbon tweeter in each
organ-pipe-like satellite, and a hefty
powered subwoofer that looks like
something Sonus Faber's Franco Serblin
put together on his day off, and given it
to Goldberg to modify the hell out of.
Goldberg uses JVC's built-in amp to
drive the sub, but substitutes his own
high-quality crossover for the satellites,
driving them with adigital amplifier he
designed for this project. Thanks to the
dual-amplification, there are both master and subwoofer level controls.
Because the satellites — designed specifically for nearfield listening —use ribbons, and ribbons are usually vertically
challenged, you might think you can use
this system successfully only if you put
the speakers on your desk and listen at
ear level. But when Istood up, Ifound
the satellites surprisingly forgiving. Onaxis, the response is said to be really
smooth and extended out to 50kHz. I
received awhite paper written by the
tweeter's designer that demonstrated
that an incredible amount of careful
thought, and measurements galore, had
gone into the creation of the driver.
I ran the USB output of my
Macintosh G4 into Onkyo's SE-U55
A/D-D/A converter (a neat compoStereophiie, February 2004

Analog
nent that Idon't think ever found a
market niche), and the analog outputs
from that into the Xducer. rve had the
Xducer in my computer system for
many months because Ihaven't had
time to write about it until now. When
Ifirst replaced the AEGO2 with the
Xducer 2.1, Ifelt the Xducer was somewhat brittle on top, and the subwoofer
seemed to be abit "thumpy" com .
ared
to the AEGO2. Ialso had more .• culty blending the satellites with the sub,
but Iworked at it and got it as good as I
know how.
Iplayed abunch of CDs I'll spare
you the titles — that demonstrate avariety of sonic qualities, then reinstalled
the AEGO2, which had lain dormant
for many months. The AEGO2's bass
was still better, as was its sat-sub integration, thanks in part to the better midband performance of the AEGO2
satellite. But the comparison pointed up
the AEGO2's tipped-up top end, and
the Xducer 2.1's satellites seemed to
resolve more detail.
Still, overall, Ipreferred the sound of
the Acoustic Energy AEGO2. It doesn't
look nearly as cool as the Xducer system, but it costs only $399. Isuppose if
Iwas sitting at aheavily trafficked cor-

Corner

Thanks to what Iread in Stereo Review, I
chucked my tubed Dynaco PAS-3X
preamp in favor of Dynaco's new, solidstate PAT-4, which sounded dreadful.
Unfortunately, as Iremember, it measured better than the PAS-3X, and it got
aglowing review in Stereo Review. (So
The Xducer 2.1's satellites
did the "no highs, no lows" Bose 901
loudspeaker, as Irecall, but that Igot to
seemed to resolve more
hear for myself. Ididn't buy them.)
Iremember calling Dynaco to ask if
detail than the AEGO2.
perhaps there was something wrong
with my PAT-4, it sounded so dead and
harmonically demoralized. Iwas told
that it would take time for my ears to
Julian Hirsch
Julian Hirsch passed away the other day adjust to the "lack of distortion" comat the age of 81 [see "Update" elsewhere in pared to tubes. ra never forget that conthis issue—Ed.]. Despite my misgivings versation, and I never forgot my
about some of what Julian did, he was a disappointment at being misled.
The good that came out of that expetrue audio legend who probably did
more to help create this industry than rience was that, when the compact disc
was introduced, Iproceeded with cauany other writer. He also did more to
tion. Sure enough, the same sorry story
confine, demoralize, and tear it down,
unfolded in the mainstream audio
in my opinion, by relying too heavily
on what was measurable and ignoring press, but Iwas prepared. Now, every
time I write something, I think of
what could be heard. It then fell to
myself as ateenager, and of Stereophile's
J. Gordon Holt and Harry Pearson to
young readers, and try to make sure I
build it back up, which they did.
don't steer them wrong, the way Iwas.
(Thanks, guys.)
Iwas an avid Hirsch reader as ateen, Judging by most of the e-mail Iget, so
far, so good.
and relied on his reviews for guidance.
porate desk, and the $400 and the
slightly less attractive sound didn't mean
that much to me, Imight go for the cool
looks of the Xhifi Xducer 2.1.

The Rogue Audio M-150 Tube Monoblock
150 watts of pure tube power •5hz -50khz bandwidth •Triode operation •$3995 per pair
Kogue Audio, Inc. •Brodheadsvilte, PA •570-992-9901 •www.rogueaudio.coti.
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Listening
Art
classics — things such as the Marantz
Model 7 preamp, McIntosh MR77
stereo tuner, Quad ESL loudspeaker,
and Advent Receiver all fit there, most
people would agree. Lesser-known
herry Valley has turned out to be
things — the Naim NAP250 amp, Stax
the unofficial turkey-buzzard
F81 speakers, Decca ribbon tweeter, and
capital of upstate New York, and
certain older Garrard turntables — also
they especially like the hill Ilive on.
have their devotees. And now, in this
They're circling overhead as Iwrite this,
age when rebuilding them has risen to
probably because they detect the
swollen carcass of my first CD player, a the very heights of craft and commerce,
Magnavox, stinking up acorner of my we can allow ourselves to think that
toolshed and waiting for Saturday some phono cartridges are classics:
Koetsus, ICisekis, Fidelity Researches,
morning, when Iintend to take it to the
and so forth.
village dump. No sense pretending I'm
ever going to use it again.
Its sliding tray full of memories
includes lots of uninvolving Beethoven,
Are there any early
uninvolving Wagner, uninvolving Ives,
and, of course, the glassy, gritty opening
CD players that are
chord of the Beatles' "A Hard Day's
Night" — my first-ever CD experience
classics? No.
at home. The last was so bad Ihad to literally leave the room: There was no remote handset, and instinct told me to
So there are lots of early amps, early
back away from the volume knob rather
speakers, and early record players that
than approach it, like adog with aface
are considered classics. Are there any
full of porcupine quills. Talk about "run
early CD players that are classics? No,
right out."
because they all sound like shit.
I've bought afew different CD playThat's an important distinction,
ers since then: aMarantz, aNaim, and
the SACD/CD player Icurrently own friends: For the most part, audio's acknowledged classics have achieved that staand use, a Sony SCD-777ES. The
tus because they work well and remain
Marantz didn't play music any better
competitive — more than competitive,
than the Magnavox, but it sounded
some would say —when stacked against
warmer and smoother: aless aggressive
the stuff that's being made today: buckets
sort of boredom. The Nairn sounded
smooth and played music — the first with knobs, in agreat many cases.
Contrast that with, say, the world of
time Iheard digital audio take astep in
that direction — although it lacked some
motoring. Most drivers don't use even
the most abundant and readily reof the color and texture Ienjoy hearing
from my LPs. The Sony is slightly less pairable classic cars —MGs, Triumph
Spitfires, older Corvettes — for daily
effective than the Naim at playing music
transportation, because the automotive
from standard CDs, but its SACD performance more than makes up for it: I arts have made such progress over the
think the best SACDs are as good as LPs past quarter-century. The cheapest
Honda will outperform any of the above
in terms of getting the notes, the beats,
on askid pad —I'm talking numbers, of
and the overall flow of the music right.
And that's an enormous step forward.
course, not mojo, so spare me your letters of indignation. And when it comes
In one part of the audio world, then,
there is progress —which is interesting,
to safety, nothing beats an agile, maneuverable modern car with ABS and tracbecause other parts are living in the past.
Not that there's anything wrong with that.
tion control. Airbags may help, too.
But the audiophile — aw, you see
where I'm going with this already, you
Avery special, old pail
Like other hobbies, home audio has its
rascal! — the audiophile who owns that
Five years: My brain hurts alot.
—David Bowie

C
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classic Marantz preamp probably does
use it daily. Why? Because it still stands
among the best. It's still damn good. If
that preamp has been surpassed in the
years since its introduction, it hasn't
been by much. In fact, when you get
right down to it, the whole home audio
industry hasn't progressed that far: certainly not as far as automobiles or wireless telephones or contact lenses. ("Does
surround sound count?" asks Mudhead.
"Only to 10," replies Porgy.)
To the enthusiast who has always
cared less about spatial effects and timbral colorations than the distortions to
which the musical message itself is subjected by audio hardware, PCM —for
Pulse Code Modulation, the technological basis for the original compact disc
system —was a cruel misstep. Analog
tape and LP records might have been
fragile and noisy, but they were capable
of presenting recorded music as the temporal art form it is: an event comprising
astring of distinct pitches, re-created for
alistener with nuance, momentum, and
flow. PCM failed to do that, and failed
miserably, setting some of us off on a20year grumble. At least analog kept us
warm, to misquote IS. Eliot.
Then, five years ago this spring, hope
pushed through the dead earth when
Sony and Philips jointly announced a
new digital music technology called
DSD — for Direct Stream Digital, the
technological basis for the Super Audio
CD — and demonstrated it to all of us
in the Northeast geek press at asmall
auditorium in New York City. Never
mind the sound: Iwas sitting too far
away to hear what DSD did for imaging
or spectral balance or any of that. What
Idid hear, from 20 rows back and way
off-center, was that Sony and Philips
had figured out how to capture the flow
of real music in digital playback. Mine
was the typical, if giddy, reductionist
reaction: If digital can do it once, it can
do it any number of times. Nurse, this
patient is cured.
But it wasn't that simple. A special
player was required —which Ibought,
of course. But it wasn't that simple.
Special discs were required — which I
bought, of course. But it wasn't that
simple. Only arelatively few titles were
37

Listening
available, even fewer of
which I wanted — and,
of course, I checked
Sony's SACD software
website almost daily,
always hoping for word
of good new releases.
Iwent from having
to scrape to find money
for all the things Iwant
Naur
ed, to scraping to find
m
things Iwanted to buy with
all the money Ihad. Iconvinced
myself that Ireally liked George Szell's
Wagner. Iconvinced myself that Ineeded another Blonde on Blonde
Things are different today. Where
there were once only two SACD players
on the market —both Sonys, and both
expensive —the number is now 83 and
growing, from 26 different manufacturers, and with prices that start at just $250
(for Sony's own DVP-NC685V). The
Amazon-affiliated website www.SACD
info.com showed atotal of 1570 music
titles available for sale in mid-November,
the vast m.ljority of them from real
recording artists and real record labels, as
opposed to audiophile efforts. And David
Kawakami, director of the SACD project
for Sony Corporation of America,
observes that three new SACD titles are
released every day.
According to Kawakami, SACD software is beginning to sell and chart the
way regular CDs used to — a good
thing, he says, because "the music industry is in desperate need of apackaged
media it can sell." Regular CD sales continue to decline, yet Universal has
shipped 700,000 CD/SACD hybrid
Police albums, Sony shipped 700,000
hybrid Dylan albums between September and November alone, and
ABKCO has sold more than 2million
hybrid Rolling Stones discs in the past
year. (Keep in mind that ABKCO's
Stones discs are not asupplement to a
back catalog of regular CDs: They have
replaced single-layer discs entirely. Unless
you stumble on acutout, you can no
longer buy anew copy of apre-Sticky
Fines CD by the Rolling Stones that
doesn't also have an SACD layer.)
These successes, Kawakami says, "debunk the shibboleth
of the industry, that
you can't compete
with fire. Now we
have atemplate."
I agree — or, at
least, Iwant to agree.
Iwant to live in a
world where enough people care

slime, the chips used for digitalto-analog conversion and digital filtering have improved
dramatically. But those
increases in processing
power have been used, for
the most part, to address
flaws in the system: noise
was shifted up and away
from the audible spectrum,
'MUM,
algorithms were applied to
Sony's SCD-777ES SACD player
enhance resolution over portions
of the bandwidth, and so forth.
But the goal for SACD was not
about the quality of music reproduction
another Band-Aid, howsoever clever.
that Ican still make aliving by congratThis really is awhole new system: oneulating them for it.
bit digital audio done right, without the
Champing at the bit
need for decimation and interpolation
I'm still glad Ibought my mildly expenstages (hence the "Direct" in Direct
sive and outrageously heavy Sony Stream Digital). As David Kawakami
observes, whereas PCM doesn't resemSCD-777ES SACD player when Idid.
In fact, my only real regret is that I ble anything in the natural world, DSD
didn't buy their even more expensive
is a closer facsimile of analog sound:
but no heavier top-of-the-line machine, You can even listen to aDSD signal
the SCD-1, whose balanced outputs
itself and hear that it resembles music; a
PCM signal sounds like you've called
would have been so useful during that
damn Ayre AX-7 review (Stereophile, your fax machine by mistake.
Newer SACD hardware is simpler
October 2003 — but let's not go there).
still: Those first two Sony players reThe thing is, those first two Sony
SACD players show every sign of quired two separate laser heads — one
for regular CDs and another for
becoming classics, evidence for which
SACDs, with their very much smaller
includes the following:
1) After five years, the SCD-1 is still pits. All their new machines use asingle
laser pickup with aself-adjusting focal
in Sony's product line, and apparently
still selling—remarkable for any prodlength. Which is pretty cool.
Forgive me for thinking so, but that's
uct from what is essentially a massmarket brand.
something else that characterizes most
2) The people who bought the SCDtrue classics, in any field: Elegance.
1and SCD-777ES players seem to be
Simplicity Long after we've forgotten
the six-way speakers that use three difkeeping them. If anything, they're having them modified by the cottage indusferent kinds of transducers, the hybrid
try that's sprung up around them. (In a preamplifiers with insanely complex
signal paths, and the motorized tonefuture column, Ihope to report on the
work that John Tucker of Exemplar arms meant to "correct" all those dozens
Audio is doing along these lines.)
of off-center records, we will continue
3) Both are well-made and well- to cherish the Spendor BC1, the
styled, with asimple, austere look that's
Conrad-Johnson PV2, and the Rega
Planar 3. And, Ithink, the Sony SCD-1.
rare among digital source components.
4) Both sound good and play music
Even though the first CD players
convincingly well.
will never be regarded as classics—
5) Both are based on DSD technoloand what an indictment that is, when
gy —which is actually afar sight simso many old turntables still sound so
pler than its predecessor, PCM.
tine — Ithink there's agood chance
Simpler? Yes: In the years since the
those first two SACD players, Sony's
compact disc first crawled from the
SCD-1 and SCD-777ES, will be seen
in avery positive light
for many years to come.
SONY

The day the music fell
and broke its hip
But will Iforever cherish
those first 20 or so
SACD tides I bought?
Er, no. More than once
during the first two years
Sony's SACD flagship, the SCD-1
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They might only be electrical impulses setting atmospheric columns in motion.

But they succeed in creating

avision in your mind's eye.
Rain in New York or violent waves in the Atlantic.
Experience anew dimension of sound.

GziNrom

pure music

Experience the new CD Series.
For further details contact your local dealer or Canton, 1723 Adams Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413, 612.706.9250.
Smartketing, 6555 Saint-Denis Street, Montreal, Quebec H2S 251 Canada 514.279.6006 or visit www.cantonusa.com
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recording career. God have mercy.
So it goes in adifferent sense today. I
bought Leonard Bernstein's Columbia
Mahler First on SACD, even though I
already had better performances in my
LP and (regular) CD collections (most
notably by Jascha Horenstein and Dmitri
Mitropoulos). I also bought Bruno
Walter's pallid, unconvincing Beethoven
Sixth and Mike Oldfield's Tubular Bells,
the less said about which, the better.
(Wait aminute: What year did Tubular
Bells first come out ... ?) Each was listened to acouple of times, then filed.
Then something good happened:
Philips began releasing all of conductor
Valery Gergiev's new recordings on hybrid discs. I've been afan ever since I
bought Gergiev's superb Tchailcovsky
Fifth in 2000 (with the Vienna Philharmonk, on aregular Philips CD), and I
watch for his discs with greater than average hope. Iwould've bought his new perDavid Kawakami of Sony
formance of the Shostakovich Seventh, a
Iowned my Sony SACD player, when I live recording with the combined Kirov
was desperately trying to find SACDs I and Rotterdam Philharmonic orchestras
(Philips 470 623-2), in any event —and
actually wanted to own, Iwas reminded
the thrilling, colorful performance reof how Ifelt back in 1974, when Iwas
20 years old and standing in arecord warded my best expectations. But having
store, looking with the same kind of it on afine-sounding SACD is all the
sweeten Very highly recommended.
desperation for something new that was
And that's the key: a brand-new
also halfway decent. With exceptions —
recording that Iwould have wanted
I remember enjoying Roxy Music's
Country life, although that's now one of anyway, regardless of format, that just
happens to be on SACD. If this sort of
my least favorite Roxy albums, and the
thing can happen once, it can happen
wittily named Electric Light Orchestra
any number of times. In the most imhalted their slide toward mediocrity just
long enough to produce the genuinely portant sense of all, then, SACD has
finally begun to arrive.
moving Eldorado —I came away emptyYes, I've bought some of the Stones
handed. 1974 was the kind of year that
and Dylan discs, and they're nice, too
could drive akid to jazz — or worse.
(although Dylan's Highway 61 Revisited
Think back: In 1974 the Byrds were
no more, having left on the sour note of sounds spinier than Ithink it should),
but reissues aren't the point: Reissues
that awful reunion album for David
may be the foundation for now, but
Geffen's new Asylum label; Paul
they can't be counted on to drive this
McCartney took the year off, and John
Lennon released the forgettable Walls thing forever, or else it's bound to crash.
When the day comes that Ican go to
and Bridges, completing the hat trick he
began with Some Time in New York City my favorite record store and know that
any and all new material from, say, Built
(1972) and Mind Games (1973). Need
to Spill, the Foo Fighters, Michael Penn,
more convincing? In 1974 Dylan and
the Band released Planet Waves, perhaps Tom Petty, and Doc Watson is available
on a hybrid disc, then I'll know that
the most over-pressed LP in history
SACD's arrival is complete.
(also on Asylum—see the pattern?),
And that, according to David
Randy Newman lost his footing with
the monotonous and overrated Good Kawakami, is Sony's goal. "It's abusiness," he says, "and we've invested alot
Old Boys (not on Asylum, but with its
in SACD. We have 10 players in our
roster of L.A. session bores, it might as
line right now, with semiconductors
well have been), and Jethro Tull reproduced just for those machines. So,
leased War Child, their weakest and one
yeah — we're committed." But the forof my top picks for worst pop album,
mat's initial success, he says, "bodes well
ever. In 1974 Bowie and the Stones had
lost it, Elvis was asweaty joke, nobody for everybody: The good news is that
outside of Memphis had heard of Big people haven't stopped wanting to get
closer to their favorite artists."
Efd
Star yet, and Leo Sayer began his
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JPS developed Alumiloy,
wire to deliver sound like no
other. Our proven cable
designs bring a live
performance to your ears
with proper timbre and an
impeccable balance. Try any
one of our unique cables to
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Anthony Cordesman,
The Absolute Sound

Loudspeakers
for Serious
Listeners.
The NEW LSi Series
Advanced technology, stunning sound,
sensible price. For more information
and full text reviews, call 800-377-7655
ext.163 or visit www.polkspeakers.cominew2.

LSil5

'Winner of 2002
Golden far Award
Reunied by Permbsion
The Absolute Sound
Dec 2002/Jan 2003
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('8 10/pair MSRP)
!,601 Metro Drive
tainmore, MD 21215 USA
Customer Service

(800) 377-7655

Monday -Friday:00am to 6:00pm E.S.T.
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Book
Quad: The Closest Approach
by Ken Kessler. Cambridge, England, UK:
International Audio Group Ltd., 2003.
Hardcover, 12" square, 215 pp. ISBN 0954
57420 6, $79.99.
Available from: Quad dealers or IAG America,
15 Walpole Park South, Walpole, MA 02801.
Tel: (508) 850-3950. Web: www.iagamerica
.0m/quad.

T

he number of high-end audio
companies it would make
sense to write an entire book
about is quite small. There cannot be
more than adozen companies whose
longevity, product innovation and
quality, and cumulative impact upon
not only "the industry" but the larger
society as well, wouldjustify such an
effort.lAn even more acute question
is whether such abook, once written, could hold the interest of any but the
brand's most rabid, trivia-hungry fans.
Iam delighted to report that Ken
Kessler's Quad: The Closest Approach
should captivate not only all fans of the
pioneering English electrostatic-loudspeaker marque, but also anyone who is
at all interested in the history ofthe effort
to make "the closest approach to the
original sound." It should fascinate
anyone who is interested in business or
social history.
The 50years since the AcousticalManufacturing Company Ltd. (founded 1936)
changed its focus from manufacturing
public-address equipment to designing
and building equipment to enable music
to be enjoyed in the home with unprecedented fidelity have seen successive (and
interrelated) revolutions in sodety, music,
broadcast and recorded media, consumer
electronics, international trade, and business organization. The history ofthe company and the people who made Quad
electronics and loudspeakers is not only
informative and nostalgia-inducing; it is
thought-provoking.
The Quad brand name never had anything to do with quadraphonic surround
sound. The name began as an acronym
for either "Quality Unit Amplifier
Domestic" or "QUality Amplifier
Domestic." This was to identify that prod1Had Ito make alist, it would begin with: Quad,
Nakamichi,ReVox-Studer,AKKLH,Levinson(allincarnations), Klipsch, Bose (lavorsi ta boca).
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uct's intended use, as distinct from the
company's industria? PA-system amplifiers. The QA12/Pre domestic amplifier
was introduced in 1949. The original
Quad tube power amplifier (1951) had an
output ofabout 12W. The Quad II (1953)
was rated at 15W.
This lavishly produced coffee-table
book is equal parts scrapbook, family reunion, and clear-eyed retrospective analysis. The book's large format (12" square,
to fit perfectly on an LP shelf) allows
nearly-full-size reproduction ofdozens of
advertising pieces and sales brochures,
from over the decades and around the
world, as well as owner's manunls.
There are absorbing snapshots ofQuad
gear on display at hi-fi shows and at dealers, as well as of the famous live-vsrecorded concert events from the 1950s,
for which Quad provided the amplification and Wharfedale the loudspeakers.
The more important historical source
documents, such as the chapter on Quad
founder Peter J. Walker from Gilbert
Briggs' Audio Biographies, and articles from
Hi-FiNewsandTheGramophone, are reproduced in full. Appendices include modelby-model production figures, technical
papers, two circuit diagrams, and alisting
of all Quad reviews from Hi-Fi News &
Record Review.
The family-reunion aspect is even
more treasurable. It waspeople — strong,
individualistic people with no shortage
of foibles — who made the company
what it was, and who imbued the prodWorldRadioHistory

Reviews
ucts with such dedication to musical values. Primarily it was Peter J.
Walker and his son Ross, and their
engineering and business collaborators. Ken Kessler interviewed all the
important personalities, and solicited additional contributions of
varyinglengthfromjustabouteveryone who matters in the hi-fi firmament. To take just a few: John
Atkinson contributes several personal anecdotes about time spent
with Peter Walker; Tim de Paravidni writes insightful technical
analyses; and Ralph West provides
afascinating personal historical perspective. Iwas particularly gratified
to read Peter McGrath's reminiscences of first hearing the ESL-57,
and of later selling Mark Levinson's
HQD, ahybrid loudspeaker system based
on the ESL-57.
The clear-eyed analysis is the book's
most thought-provoking aspect. Iknew
that Quad the company had gone
through adecline in the early 1990s, but
had not realized — until Iread Kessler's
sensitive but probing interview with
Ross Walker — that the company was,
for all intents and purposes, bankrupt
when it was acquired (or rescued) by
Mission Audio's founder, Farad Azima.
Even less had Iimagined that, due to lack
of attention to production engineering
and cost controls, Quad never made
money on either the ESL-57 or the ESL63 speaker. Sobering.
Fortunately for us all, under the stewardship ofthe International Audio Group,
Quad has apositive outlook for the future.
This book's coverage extends to Stereophile's 2003 Component of the Year, the
ESL-989 speaker, asuccessor to the ESL63. There's even an appetizing tease shot
of restyled future models.
Many companies contributed to the
first decade ofhigh-fidelity playback. Few
are still in existence. Onlyone made aproduct — the original ESL loudspeaker —
that a respectable minority of wellinformed people still believes set astandard for midrange coherence and
transparency that has never been surpassed. That's Quad. Fearless, no-bramer
prediction: The first printing of this book
will be acollector's item.
—John Marks
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RECORDS

IT USED TO BE THAT, WHEN ISAT
DOWN TO WRITE THE INTRODUCTION
TO

STEREOPHILE'S

ANNUAL

"RECORDS

EVER-POPULAR
TO

DIE

FOR"

FEATURE, IT QUICKLY BECAME AN EXERCISE
IN RACKING MY MEAGER BRAIN FOR JOKES
ABOUT "DYING FOR" RECORDS. BUT BEING
FUNNY, IN PRINT OR OTHERWISE, IS TREMENDOUSLY DIFFICULT. I'M SURE GROUCHO HAD A MUCH
MORE APROPOS, NOT TO MENTION FUNNY, QUIP
ABOUT THE TRIALS OF BEING HUMOROUS -BUT, AS WITH
THE AFOREMENTIONED JOKES, ICAN'T SEEM TO THINK OF
IT RIGHT NOW.

Complicating matters is the fact that this year's
feature — unlike those, in retrospect, halcyon
R2D4s of the past — comes at atime when the art
and commerce of music are no laughing matters.
These days, it's more acase of records dying for listeners (buyers, not downloaders) and, paradoxically, those who know and need music dying for more
urgent, sexy, songful records.
This feature has traditionally been illustrated
with Grim Reapers, CDs as tombstones, and, in
one particularly memorable image, ashark teething
on aCD. This year, given how close the record
business is to literally expiring, we've scrapped most
of the funereal imagery in favor of abject silliness.
When music downloaders are (according to the
record labels) scaling formerly profitable ramparts
like millions of mini-Kongs on the Empire State
Building, what else can you do but laugh?
But no matter what the state of the business or of
the creativity that fuels it, music continues to be a
driving force in most audiophiles' lives. Why else
would we seek more power, more knobs to twist,
and yes, most of all, truer, clearer sound in our
music? Naïve as it sounds, here's to hoping that this
new year brings some resolution to the issues plaguing the music world, so that musicians can get back
to making better music, and you and I, dear reader,
can get back to better listening.
As in past years, the rules for the writers of this
annual gathering of opinions were simple: choose
two albums of any genre that are in print (or have
been so during the past decade), and don't choose
any record you've selected as an R2D4 in years past.
So without further ado, we present the 2004
edition of "Records To Die For"!
-Robert Baird
Note: If arecording listed here has previously been
reviewed in Stemphile, whether in "Record Reviews,"
"Quarter Notes," or past editions of "Records To Die
Foe the volume and number of the pertinent issue appear in parentheses at the end of the review For example, alisting of "(XXV-10)" means that areview of the
recording appeared in Vol25 No.10 (October 2002).
WorldRadioHistory
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JOHN ATKINSON

GEOFF MULDAUR'S FUTURISTIC ENSEMBLE: Private Astronomy:
A Vision of the Music of Bix Beiderbecke
DG Edge 028947458326 (CD). 2003. Dick Connette, prod.; Joe
Boyd, exec. prod.; Eve Seltzer, Gary Carroll, Tristan Leral, Scott
Lehrer, Dave Winslow, Mark Linett, Keith Weschler, Neil Causer,
engs. MD? 17: 42:18

Popular music is ephemeral by definition, anchored
in the cultural and social values from which it
emerged. Without reference to those values, it can be
hard to understand what the fuss was about—unless
the man or woman behind the music was agenius.
Such was the case with cornetist Bix Beiderbecke,
who drank himself to death in 1931: his haunting
music should have been alienated by the intervening
years yet seems familiar, even comfortable.
Ifirst heard aBeiderbecke composition —"In a
Mist" — on Ry Coodees 1978 album Jazz, one of
my 1993 R2D4 picks. "In aMist" appears twice on
Private Astronomy, Stereophes October 2003
"Recording of the Month." While Geoff Muldaues
arrangements are very different from Coodees,
being mainly for wind ensemble, he treats this
music as C,00der did, with affection and respect,
allowing it to speak for itself. Delicate the treatment
may be, but that doesn't mean this acoustic music
doesn't rock when required. Just put on track 3and
dig Martha Wainwright (sister of Rufus, daughter
of Loudon and one of the McGarrigle sisters) cutting an incisive path through the slow drag of
"There Ain't No Sweet Man (That's Worth the Salt
in My Tears)": timeless stuff. (XXVI-10)
THE FUNK BROTHERS: Standing in the Shadows of Motown
(Original Soundtrack)
Hip-0 440 064 691-2 (CD), Artisan 13780 1(DVD-V, DVD-ROM).
2003. Allan Slutsky, Henry Weinger, Ted Greenberg, prods., except
for: Holland, Lamont Dozier, prods., tracks 4, 10; Berry Gordy,
Lawrence T. Horn, prods., track 15; Paul Elliott, David Scott, Pat
Lawrence, exec. prods.; Kooster McAllister, eng.; Paul Prestopino,
Marshall Fawcett, Chris Prinzivalli, asst. engs.; Kevin Reeves, mi;
tracks 4, 10. ADD? Us: 55:00 (CD), 110:00 (DVD-V).

"They played on more #1 records than the Beatles,
the Beach Boys, the Rolling Stones and Elvis
Presley combined... but no one knows their
names" blares the blurb on the CD booklet's title
page. But as abass player, Ihad long been familiar
with the name of one of the Funk Brothers, the
Detroit session men who powered the inexorable
rise of Motown in the 1960s: the late James
Jamerson, the bass player's bass player. The seemingly endless stream of Motown hits had played a
major role in the soundtrack to my adolescence,
and I had eagerly obtained Allan "Dr. Licks"
Slutslcy's book of Jamerson transcriptions when it
was published in 1988.
However, Ihad never imagined that one day not
just amovie but agreat movie would be produced
documenting the story behind Motown's musical
magic. (The DVD comes with asecond disc repeating much of the movie in hi-def, playable on aPC
with Windows Media Player 9.) But Standing in the
Shadows ofMotown is not just an exercise in nostalgia: the surviving Funk Brothers provide the fuel
for great live performances of Motown classics by
Joan Osborne, Bootsy Collins, Chaka Khan, Ben
Harper, and others, with Tom Scott channeling
Junior Walker's tenor sax on "Shotgun." The origiStereophiie, February 2004

All That You [Hear]
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•THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
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What can you say about Pink Floyd's The Dark Side Of The Moon that

It's Easier than You Think.

hasn't been said before? Originally released in 1973, it stayed on

You can experience The Dark Side Of The Moon in multichannel

Billboard's chart for an unbelievable 741 weeks and has sold more
than 35 million albums to date. But what makes this recording so

SUPER AUDIO CD

surround on avariety of SA-CD compatible products. From
surprisingly affcrdable DVD-Video players and complete home

special is its ability to connect with so many people for so many years. Now that

theater systems that allow you to also enjoy the latest movies and concert

connection is more powerful than ever, thanks to the release of The Dark Side Of The

videos. To dedicated audio omponents that will let you stage"The Great Gig in

Moon on Super Audio CD (SA-CD) for the first time in 5.1 channel surround sound.

the Sky" in your living room.

It's All About the Music.

And because it's ahybrid disc, it includes two versions of The Dark Side Of

SA-CD is anew higher resolution music disc that looks like

The Moon recording. One that plays on the latest generation of SA-CD hardware.

CD Layer

aCD but offers awhole loi more.And it sounds better—both

And another that plays on utually any ome, car or portable CD player. So when

SACD Layer

in stereo and in 5.1 surround sound—than anything you've

you hit the road, Pink Floyd will continue to speak to you.So what are you waiting

ever heard.The new 5.1 mix envelops you in the music like

for? Check out The Dark Side of the Moon on SA-CD and discover all you can hear.

never before. Every nuance of Pink Floyd's intricately layered songs like"Time" and

Super Audio CD. Because there's so Much More to Hear."

"Money" resonate all around you. It's so real, you'll feel like you can reach out
and touch the band.

for more information on The Dark Side of the Moon on SA CD, please visit www.capitolrecords.com and click on "New Releases." For more information on Super Audio CD, visit www.sony.com/sacd

Sum Audio CD and Its Imo are trademarks of Sony Coporalion Caprol Anord, and 11, IN. are ;eqlsiored nademarks of (annol AKA,. Inc !heWorldRadioHistory
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nal backing track to the Supremes' "You Keep Me
Hanging On" is arevelation, but the CD track to
which I keep returning is the remix of
"Bernadette," which starts with Jamerson's damped
bass playing solo for achorus and averse. His fatback Fender continues to occupy the song's center
stage as the rest of the Funk Brothers creep into the
mix, until Levi Stubbs punctuates asudden silence
with ashouted-out "Bernadette," the only vocal
part on the cut. Spine-tingling stuff.
JAMES AUSTIN

J.S. BACH: Goldberg Variations
Rosalyn Tureck, piano
Deutsche Grammophon 289 459 599-2 (2 CDs). 1999. Helmut
Burk, prod.; Stefan Flock, eng. DDD. Tr: 91:10

2003 was abig year for Bach in R2D4, with no
fewer than five mentions. 'Three of those were for
various recordings of the Goldberg Variations, including Glenn Gould's three-disc set, A State of Wonder.
The title of that set is taken from aquotation: "The
purpose of art," Gould said, "is not the release of a
momentary ejection of adrenaline but rather the
gradual, lifelong construction of astate of wonder
and serenity." Rosalyn Tureck took asimilar view:
"I don't play this work as atour de force," she
wrote. "I play it as alife experience." But while
Gould died young, Tureck lived and recorded well
into her '80s — she died last July, at 88 — and her
last recording of the Goldbergs suggests that she
managed to attain the "lifelong construction of a
state of wonder and serenity" that Gould aspired to.
J.S. BACH: Brandenburg Concertos 1-6
Nikolaus Harnoncourt, Concentus Musicus Wien
Teldec 4509-95980-2 (2 CDs). 1983. Helmut Mühle, prod.; Michael
Brammann, eng. DDD. Tr: 2:27:39

There is, however something to be said for adrenaline ejections, even in Bach. At the other end of the
spectrum from Turedes contemplative, moderninstrument Bach sit Harnoncourt's raucous
Brandenburg Concertos, performed on period
instruments. If you still think of rlaçsical music—
and Bach in particular—as "pretty," buy this set and
be disabused. It may have been written by amaster
of form, but the way Harnoncourt and his band play
it, it's turn-of-the-18th-century party music. Check
out the three-minute harpsichord riff in the first
Allegro of No.5, or the driving bass of the No.6
Allegro. Though it shares some of modern music's
rough edge and high-octane energy, this is the furthest thing from crossover music; it's ballsy, no-compromise, highbrow stuff. The real joy of this disc is in
the real, vibrant sounds: resonant wood, scratchy gut,
buzzing lips. This is 300-year-old punk. Turn it up.
ROBERT BAIRD

FOUNTAINS OF WAYNE: Welcome Interstate Managers
S-Curve 5 90375 2 (CD). 2003. Chris Collingwood, prod.; Adam
Schlesinger, Mike Denneen, prods., engs.; Richard Furch, Rudyard
Lee Cullers, Matt Beaudoin, Rafi Sofer, engs. MD. Tr: 55:06

Every critic and serious music arguer alive overuses
the "influenced by the Beatles" catch-all. When in
doubt (the logic goes), always throw in "John and
Paul" for gravitas. But then there are those albums
where the feeling that John and Paul are hovering
everywhere is inescapable. Welcome Interstate
Managers is one of them.
WorldRadioHistory
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Given that their name comes from alawn-fountain store in northern New Jersey, it's no big surprise that FoW come from the same North Jersey
brainiac pop lineage as The Feelies and Yo La
Tengo. But here, on their third record, they've risen
above their roots, written abunch of tunes that
could all be killer singles, and become one of the
great pop bands of this or any other era.
The "I Want to Hold Your Hand" teeny love
anthem gloriously reappears here in the still-risingas-I-wrote-this single, "Stacy's Mom" ("has got it
going on..."). The cheeky wall-o'-guitar opener,
"Mexican Wine," works the loud/soft dynamic to
perfection, the perky, Latin-tinged "Hey Julie" is
irresistible, and "Hung Up On You," the band's
honky-tonk homage, is ahowl.
Much of the genius here is in the details. There's
the plunky, doleful guitar tone of "Hackensack,"
the familiar (Le, Beatlesesque) upward vocal trill in
the verses of the glistening "All Kinds of Time," and
the moody, acoustic setting, piano chords, and chicka-chicka-chicka soul-guitar scratch of "Halley's
Waitress" — all of which make this the kind of
smart, animated, scampish pop record that many
have attempted but few can master. (XXVI-10)
CALEXICO: Feast of Wire
Quarterstick QS 78 (CD). 2003. Craig Schumacher, prod., eng.; Joey
Burns, John Convertino, prods.; Nick Luca, eng. MD? TT: 50:33

With Feast of Wire, Calexico, once aside project for
Giant Sand drummerJohn Convertino and bassistJoey
Bums, has turned serious and blossomed into its own
full-fledged collective (like Giant Sand), full of ideas
and promise. The vibe of what used to be an entirely
instrumental prgject has always been spare edec6dsm
spiked with plenty of noise, exotic instruments, and
experimentalism run rampant. These tacks, while still
par; amlfortn to song structures and are betterrecorded. There's also more drama these days, abetter
sense of allowing songs to build and expand.
These seemingly disparate elements come together to great effect in the instrumental "Close Behind,"
where insistently strummed Norteño guitars meet
pedal steel guitar, violin overdubs, and the kind of galloping chorus TV cop shows like Hawaii Eve-0 have
always employed. The next tune, "Woven Birds," has
an ascending chorus in which the vocals are accompanied by orchestral bells and clusters of stringed instruments. "Whipping the Horse's Eyes," ashort duet
between pedal steel and cello, is astriking interlude,
and "Crumble," with its interplay of muted trumpets
and trumpet solos, is jazz. And "Across the Wire"
with its mariachi trumpets, strummed guitar, and button accordion, embodies the flavor of the band's
home town of Tucson, Arizona.
While-Giant-Sand-Is-On-Hiatus Runner-Up:
2003's Still Lookin' Good to Me, by The Band of
Blacky Ranchette. (XXVI-4)
BRADLEY BAMBARGER

PROKOFIEV: The Stone Flower
Gianandrea Noseda, BBC Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 10058 (CD). 2003. Mike George, prod.; Stephen
Rinker, eng. DDD. TT: 2:28:19

As aproduct of Prokofiev's final, fraught Soviet
period, The Stone Flower may lack the rhythmic élan
Stereophile, February 2004
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of his previous epic ballets, Romeo and Juliet and
Cinderella; yet it remains amarvel of the composer's
unique melodic and textural genius. After the early,
now unavailable Melodiya recording, a German
radio set on CPO reintroduced the complete score
afew years ago. Raising the bar significantly, this
Chandos version was by far the key new recording
of the Prokofiev anniversary last year. Led by
Milanese conductor Gianandrea Noseda (a protégé
of Kirov icon Valery Gergiev), this richly recorded,
marvelously vivid performance fulfills a
Prokofievian's every wish.
TIM BERNE: Science Friction
Screwgun 013 (CD). 2002. David Torn, prod.; Tom Mark, eng. DDD.
TT: 52:04

Beyond the questing spirit of alto saxophonist Tim
Berne, the guiding force here is guitarist and loop
guru David Torn. He "produced, manipulated, processed and complemented" Science Friction, which
blasts forth from the virtual grooves like amadprofessor makeover of Omette Coleman's Prime
Time. The title pun is apt, as the sparks stem from
the organic mastery ofjazz rubbing up against the
most forward-minded studio savvy. The electric
improvisations of Berne, keyboardist Craig Taborn,
drummer Tom Rainey, and French guitar provocateur Marc Ducret yielded the initial artifact.
Strangely, Tom's digital derring-do not only took it
totally out, but helped make it mesmerizing to the
contemporary ear.
LES BERKLEY

niE INCREDIBLE STRING BAND: Liquid Acrobat as Regards
the Air
Sepia Tone STONE009 (CD). 1972/2002. Incredible String Band,
prods.; Roger Mayer, eng. MD. Tr: 45:30

Robin Williamson, who is probably best known for
the oft-recorded "First Girl ILoved," could have
had agreat career. Instead, he had four or five pretty good careers. The one exemplified by the Incredible String Band has, in the words of
Midheaven Mailorder (vvvvw.midheaven.com/
labels/sepia.tone.html), "retained [a] loyal following
of crackpot hippies and ethnomusicologists." Liquid
Acrobat makes my list because of one remarkable
track, the 10-minute "Darling Belle," aGreat War
tale of love and loss that continues to get me even
after athousand rehearings. Ihave heard scuttlebutt
about anew reissue that will fix some of the sonic
problems of the old version.
DAR WILLIAMS: Mortal City
Razor and Tie RI 2821-2 (CD). 1996. Steven Miller, prod., eng. DDD?
TT: 46'50

The sound here is not as good as the justly praised
audiophile issues of Dar Williams' first album,
The Honesty Room. On reflection, however, the
musical content here is even better! Williams has
an extraordinary ability to tell acomplex story in
few words, depending on the force of what she
omits rather than what she says. Combine this
with her gift for melodies that complement
instead of overpower, and you have everything
this particular crackpot hippie ethnomusicologist
could want. And while you're listening, give
Stereophile, February 2004
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"This Was Pompeii" a couple of chances. It'll
grow on you, guaranteed.
LARRY BIRNBAUM

THE MONROE BROTHERS: What Would You Give in Exchange
for Your Soul?
Charlie Monroe, vocals, guitar; Bill Monroe, vocals, mandolin
Rounder 82161-1073-2 (CD). 1936/2000. Eli Oberstein, prod.; Jack
Towers, Toby Mountain, remastering. MD. IT: 41:09

The Blue Sky Boys' harmonies may have been
silkier, but no other old-time country brother duet
could match the blazing speed and sheer brilliance
of the Monroe Brothers, Bill and Charlie, whose
joint recording career lasted amere two years before they split up in 1938. Charlie, the older brother, never had ahit on his own, while Bill went on
to lasting fame as the father of bluegrass, named
after his band, the Blue Grass Boys.
This album features the brothers' earliest recordings, drawn from two 1936 sessions. The title track,
adour but mellifluous hymn in waltz time, was
their first release and first big hit. Not until their
third record —"My Long Journey Home," b/w the
classic "Nine Pound Hammer" — could Bill's
mind-boggling mandolin be heard at full tilt. Some
of the religious songs, especially "This World Is
Not My Home" and the scolding "Do You Call
'That Religion?," are irresistible in their sweet sorrow, but it's cranked-up folksongs like "New River
Train" and "Watermelon Hangin' on That Vine"
that take your breath away.
MAX ROACH TRIO: Featuring the Legendary Hatean
Max Roach, drums; Hasaan Ibn Ali, piano; Art Davis, bass
Atlantic 82273-2 (CD). 1965/1986. Arif Mardin, prod.; Tom Dowd,
eng. MD. TT: 41:05

Hasaan Ibn Ali, ajazz pianist from Philadelphia,
made only one album, and it's a masterpiece.
Recorded in late 1964, it falls between the stylistic
cracks —not quite bebop, modal, or free jazz — in
away that makes it sound contemporary today.
Hasaan was adisciple of Elmo Hope and, by extension, of Thelonious Monk, but his forcefully fractured figures on the seven original compositions
here are distinctively his own. The only drawback,
strangely enough, is Max Roach's loud and busy
drumming, leaving "Hope So Elmo," on which
Hasaan is accompanied only by Art Davis's arco
bass, and "To Inscribe," asolo piano piece, as the
most attractive cuts.
The original Atlantic CD of The Max Roach Trio
Featuring the Legendary Hasaan, afacsimile of the original 1965 LP, gives its release date as 1966, which is
obviously impossible because there were no CDs
then. That CD, as reviewed above, is out ofprint, but
the album is currently available as part of the 1999
Max Roach CD Featuring the Legendary Hasaan/Drums
Unlimited (Collectibles Jazz Classics 6256), which
couples the complete Hasaan album with Roach's
Drums Unlimited, originally released in 1966.
PAUL BOLIN

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 8, 9
Bruno Walter, Columbia Symphony Orchestra
Columbia M2S 608 (2 LPs). 1960. John McClure, prod. AAA. IT:
97:37

In my unabashedly biased opinion, nobody but
nobody has ever surpassed the great Bruno Walter in
WorldRadioHistory
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the core German symphonic repertoire. Walter's
fuller textures and gernütlich but highly disciplined
approach to Beethoven are somewhat out of fashion
in this age of instrumental originalism, but these
interpretations sing with nobility and the sensibilities
of a conductor whose life overlapped that of
Johannes Brahms and whose mentor was Gustav
Mahler. One may quibble about whose is the finest
Ninth, but Walter's is still competitive, and his
Eighth is acomplete delight. Sonically, the McClure
Columbias are rather variable, but these symphonies
were recorded in satisfying, full-blooded sound.

fusion jazz, rock, Bulgarian-style vocals, Felliniesque vignettes, quirky Laurie Anderson—type currents, and other world, folk, and pop streams into a
new sound that inventively straddles the classical
and vernacular worlds without compromise to
either side. Kihlstedt is amonster virtuoso on numerous instruments, a truly original songwriter,
and an inventive, singular artist on apar with Arto
Lindsay. If classical music has any hope of connecting with modern audiences, ICihlstedes battle
charge will point the way.

PORCUPINE TREE: Coma Divine
Delirium DELEC CD067 (UK CD). 1997. Steven Wilson, prod. ODD.
TT: 77:00

THE REPLACEMENTS: All Shook Down
Sire 26298-2 (CD). 1990. Scott Litt, prod., eng.; Paul Westerberg,
prod.; Paul Berry, Jon Goldberger, Clif Norrell, engs.; Stephen
Marcussen, mastering. MD? Tr: 40:59

It's easy to see why this British neo-psychedelic
quartet was touted as the "new Pink Floyd," though
that hardly does them justice. PT's guiding light,
guitarist-singer-songwriter Steven 'Wilson, is a
renaissance man of progressive rock. This live
recording shows the band in complete command of
the lush, multilayered textures that are their stylistic
trademark. Richard Barbieri's deep-space keyboard
washes and the tremendously supple yet forceful
rhythm section of bassist Colin Edwin and drummer Chris Maitland provide an enveloping soundscape for Wilson's dark visions and superb guitar
work. The sound is excellent for alive recording:
up-front but well-layered and crisply defined.

Many loathe the Replacements' swan song because
it's really aPaul Westerberg record — his Tunnel
of Love, essentially. All Shook Down may not rock,
but, unlike PW's actual solo efforts, it doesn't selfconsciously try to. Assisted by such ringers as
Benmont Tench, Michael Blair, and John Cale,
Westerberg fashions awounded, witty song cycle
of hangovers and heartbreak, with pop songs
("Nobody," "Bent All Out of Shape") as bitter and
pleading as they are sprightly, and dark and lovely
ballads ("Sadly Beautiful," "The Last"). For best
results, listen in your early 20s while going through
romantic torture of your own.

DANIEL BUCKLEY
MILES DAVIS: The Complete Jock Johnson Sessions
Miles Davis, trumpet; Bennie Maupin, bass clarinet; Steve
Grossman, Wayne Shorter, soprano sax; John McLaughlin, Sonny
Sharrock, guitar; Chick Corea, Herbie Hancock, Keith Jarrett, electric piano; Chick Corea, Herbie Hancock, organ; Ron Carter,
Michael Henderson, Dave Holland, Gene Perla, bass; Billy
Cobham, Jack Delohnette, Lennie White, drums; Airto Moreira,
percussion; Hermeto Pascoal, Brock Peters, voice
Columbia/Legacy C5K 86359 (5 CDs). 1970/2003. Teo Macero,
orig. prod.; Stan Tonkel, orig. eng. Compilation: Bob Belden,
prod.; Michael Cuscuna, asst prod.; Mike Wilder, mix; Mark
Wilder, Seth Foster, digital mastering. ADD. Tr: 6:08:35

A standout among Columbia/Legacy's superb reissues of the recordings of Miles Davis, this 5-CD set
captures both amusical landmark — the birth of
jazz fusion—and the creative process of agiant
who regularly reinvented himself. Recorded over
the first half of 1970, some of the material from
these sessions went directly into 1971's A Tribute to
Jack Johnson and later compilations, while much is
heard here for the first time. A former boxer himself; Miles put his funky jabbing, creative best into
JackJohnson, and in these sessions ignited notjust the
Mahavishnu in John McLaughlin but the fires of
fusion's seminal artists.
CARLA KIHLSTEDT: 2Foot Yard
Carla Kihlstedt, violin, trumpet violin, viola, zither, bass harmonica,
accordion, melodica, voice, breath; Marika Hughes, cello;
Shahzad lsmaily, drums, cajon, acoustic guitar, percussion
Tzadik 7706 (CD). 2003. John Zom, exec. prod.; Carla Kihlstedt, 2
Foot Yard, prods.; Myles Boisen, prod., eng. ODD. TT: 54:10

In the days of Bach, Brahms, and Beethoven, composers used vernacular rhythms and tune styles to
create something transcendentally new. That seems
to be missing in much contemporary music. But
Carla Kihlstedt and her 2 Foot Yard band merge
WorldRadioHistory
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ZUMPANO: Look What the Rookie Did
Sub Pop 277 (CD). 1995. Kevin Kane, Zumpano, prods.; Mark
Guenther, Darryl Neudorf, Vince Gatti, engs.; Nimbus, mastering.
ODD? Tr: 41:03

Before master-minding Canadian "supergroup" the
New Pornographers with Neko Case and company,
oddball melodicist Carl Newman was the man behind Zumpano, aVancouver band named for drummer Jason, who's also credited with "whistle
(human)." Add in horns, flute, nervous little lead
guitar lines, and alayer cake of harmonies and keyboards, and you get hummable, heart-swelling
power-pop that's something like the Zombies meets
"Crazy Rhythms"—era Feelies, with alittle Jimmy
Webb thrown in (they cover "Rosecranz Blvd.").
TOM CONRAD
JOHN COLTRANE: Soultrone
John Coltrane, tenor sax; Red Garland, piano; Paul Chambers, bass;
Arthur Taylor, drums
Mobile Fidelity UDSACD 2020 (SACD/CD). 2003. Bob Weinstock,
prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng.; Shawn R. Britton, DSD mastering.
MD? TT: 40:06

Soultrane presents one of the earliest examples of a
John Coltrane style that Ira Gitler famously described as "sheets of sound": onslaughts of arpeggios, torrential yet specific self-perpetuating 16th
notes over ablur of passing chords, harmonic energy like pure plutonium. Soultrane, that is to say, contains one of the primary languages of modern jazz
in the process of being discovered. This SACD version of Rudy Van Gelder's factual 1958 monophonic recording is the best-sounding Soultrane we are
ever likely to have. SACD mastering traces each
instrument with afiner, cleaner line, intensifying
our participation in areal musical moment before it
passed into celebrated history
Stereophile, February 2004
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THELONIOUS MONK: Monk Alone: The Complete Columbia Solo
Studio Recordings, 1962-1968
Thelonious Monk, piano
Columbia/Legacy C2K 65495 (2 CDs). 1998. Teo Macero, orig.
prod.; Mark Wilder, remastering. ADD. IF: 2:26:08

Dick Katz's liner notes contain the unusual warning "not to listen to these two CDs all at once."
That is because solo Monk is so rich and powerful
and concentrated that listening to two CDs in one
sitting would be like having dinner at acaviar specialty shop. Still, it's handy to have Monk's complete solo output for the Columbia label —
performances scattered over many small-group
albums — gathered in one place, in the event of
late-night cravings for musical caviar. Townes Van
Zandt said there are only two kinds of music: the
blues and zip adee doo dah. There are only two
kinds ofjazz pianists: Monk and zip adee doo dah.
BRIAN DANIKROGER

WARREN ZEVON: The Wind
Artemis ATM-CD-51156 (CD). 2003. Noah Scott, prod., eng.; Warren
Zevon, Jorge Calderon, prods. DDD. TT: 45:13

The Wind is an easy choice this year. It would make
it as asentimental favorite alone — the final farewell of"a contemporary whose music is the soundtrack of our lives," to quote my friend Craig — but
it doesn't have to. The Wind is agreat album by any
standard, full of heartfelt and witty songs that solidly connect and lead the listener through an incredibly wide range of emotions. True, at the end of his
life Zevon didn't have the vocal power he once had,
but it's still a stellar performance, and features
wonderful cameos from aWho's Who of musicians.
Most important, The Wind is one of the most frank,
intimate conversations between an artist and his
audience ever recorded. (XXVI-11)
BILLIE HOLIDAY: Body and Soul
Verve/Mobile Fidelity UDCD 658 (CD). 1956. Norman Granz, prod.,
eng. AAD. TT: 40:39

"Put on some music," Trish asked as we were finishing up the dishes the other night. "Something
jazzy and really sexy." Wow. With arequest like
that, the pressure was really on. After about two
microseconds of thought, Ireached for this reissue
of Body and Soul. Although Billie Holiday's life and
skills were reportedly in serious decline by the time
Body and Soul was originally recorded for Verve in
1956, all of the pieces came together. There are
great songs, adefinitive performance by Holiday
and backing musicians including Ben Webster,
Harry "Sweets" Edison, Barney Kessel, and Jimmy
Rowles, and awonderful production by Norman
Granz — all given the loving reissue treatment here
by Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab. And yes, it is very,
very sexy. (XIX-3)
ROBERT DEUTSCH

FRITZ WUNDERLICH: Great Moments of...
Selections from opera, operetta, concert, lied, popular song.
Fritz VVunderlich, tenor; various artists, orchestras, conductors
EMI 567452 2(3 CDs). 2002. Various prods., engs.; Railroad Tracks,
digital remastering. MD. IF: 3:18:27

The death of Fritz Wunderlich in 1966 at age 35
ranks as one of the greatest losses to the world of
music and opera. Listening to Wwiderlich's recordStereophile, February 2004
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ings, I'm always struck not only by the sheer beauty of the voice, but also by his total commitment
and sense of style, whatever the genre. This EMI
compilation includes selections from German,
Italian, and French opera, and although he sings
everything in German, he has an authenticity of
expression that makes you forget that he's not
singing in the original languages. My favorites are
the excerpts from the operettas by Lehár and
Káhnán, which are object lessons in how this sort of
thing should be sung. The sound is somewhat uneven in quality but surprisingly good overall, given
the variety of sources.
BRYN TERFEL: Sings Favorite Popular Classics
With: Sissel, soprano; Andrea Bocelli, tenor; Catrin Finch, harp;
London Voices, Terry Edwards, chorus master; London Symphony,
Barry Wordsworth
Deutsche Grammophon 474 438-2 (CD). 2003. Sid McLauchlan,
prod.; Jake Jackson, Scott Campbell Smith, Stephen Flock, engs.
DDD. TT: 73:40

On occasion, having just listened to arecording of a
song that Iknow, Ihave thought that not only have
Inot heard the song done better before, but that I'm
not likely to hear it done better in the future. This
doesn't happen very often, but it happened several
times with Bryn Terfel's latest CD. The collection is
an eclectic one, ranging from "Votre toast" to
"Lazybones," and finds the Welsh bass-baritone in
splendid voice. (He's joined in "Au fond du temple
saint" by Andrea Bocelli, who sounds outclassed,
and in Schubert's "Ave Maria" by Norwegian pop
soprano Sissel, who fares better.) The numbers that
Idon't expect to hear sung more beautifully or with
greater feeling are "Goin' Home," "At the River,"
"Wiegenlied," "Home Sweet Home," "Abide with
Me," and "The Lord Is My Shepherd" (Howard
Goodall's setting, familiar to viewers of the British
TV series The Vicar of Dibley). A great artist, and a
record to die for. The excellent sound should be
even better in the SACD version.
ART DUDLEY

THE MOVE: Message from the Country
Harvest/EMI SHSP 4013 (LP). 1971. Roy Wood, Jeff Lynne, prods.
AAA. TT: 39:20

Before the Electric Light Orchestra there was the
Move, apop group from Birmingham that had a
solid string of UK hits in the mid- to late 1960s,
despite their propensity for stylistic hopscotching.
But when group leader Roy Wood brought in fellow Brummie Jeff Lynne, their sound snapped
into focus.
Message .from the Country was their last album as
the Move (and before Wood's eventual departure),
and while it's very much astudio album — cellos,
recorders, and aUnivox electric harpsichord compete for attention with electric guitars, fuzz bass,
and very compressed drums and percussion — the
sound is more muscular than you'd think. The
songwriting is consistently good (although the writing credits are different on literally every iteration
of this album), the arrangements are imaginative,
and a sense of fun pervades. Think: ayouthful
ELO, but with texture and attitude. If "I Am the
Walrus" is your favorite Beatles song, you'll adore
this record.
WorldRadioHistory
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THE TONY RICE UNIT: Manzanita
Rounder 0092 (LP). 1979. Tony Rice, prod.; Billy Wolf, eng. AAA. IF:
37:52

The difference between albums that are important and
albums that are good is like the difference between
Utopia and Arcadia. But Manzanita is amilestone and
ahell of alot of fun: an unselfconscious melding of
bluegrass and "new acoustic" music.
Where too many bluegrass musicians are proficient in aslick, mechanical way, Rice and his supporting players — including the great David
Grisman — sound human and soulful even when
playing impossible phrases at breakneck speeds.
The songs run the gamut from jazzy instrumentals
(the title track, aRice original) to traditional fiddle
tunes, country classics, and contemporary songs by
Norman Blake and Gordon Lightfoot; the sound,
by longtime Rice cohort Billy Wolf, is superb.
Great guitarists come and go, but few have
equaled Rice's technique or melodic inventiveness,
and none have approached his tone: alimber, mellow twang as unmistakable in its own way as Miles'
trumpet or Jascha's fiddle. Tony Rice has continued
to make brilliant records, but if you're new to him,
or to flat-picking in general, this is where to start.
DANIEL DURCHHOLZ
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: At Fillmore East
Mercury B0000401-02 (CD). 1971/2003. Tom Dowd, prod.; Aaron
Baron, Larry Dahlstrom, engs. MD. TT: 2:14:03

In an era when every concert performance is bootlegged and bands themselves release numerous
shows —heck, entire tows —on CD, live albums
have become passé. In some ways, they've ever been
thus. Live albums often have been used as ameans of
closing out contractual obligations, milking minimal
chart success, or stoking rock-star egos. The Allman
Brothers' At Fillmore East flies in the face of all that: It's
simply the hottest live band of the early '70s delivering the most stunningly virtuosic performances of its
career. From the dynamic "In Memory of Elizabeth
Reed" (perhaps the greatest driving song ever) to the
incendbry "Whipping Post" (better pull over to the
side for that one), it's the live album that puts almost
every other one to shame. The recently released deluxe edition only adds to the legend. (XV-8)
PUBLIC ENEMY: It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold Us Back
Def Jam CK 27358 (CD). 1988. Rick Rubin, exec. prod.; Bill
Stephney, prod. supervisor; Hank Shocklee, Carl Ryder, prods.;
various engs. AAD. TT: 57:57

Chuck D's stentorian delivery of news, politics, and
all things urgent (he memorably tagged rap "CNN
for Black people") and Flavor Flay's clowning was a
one-two combination unequaled in the annals of
hip-hop. Chuck's politics could be wrongheaded
(follow Farralchan? no thanks), but he brought a
revolutionary point of view to the charts, and along
with the Bomb Squad's dense sonic experiments,
songs like "Bring the Noise," "She Watch Channel
Zero," and "Black Steel in the Hour of Chaos" defined hip-hop's leading edge in the late '80s. Most of
today's stuff isn't aquarter as creative as this.
MICHAEL FREMER

BOB DYLAN: John Wesley Harding
Columbia/Sundazed LP5123 (mono 180gm LP). 1967/2003. Bob
Johnston, prod.; Charlie Bragg, eng. AAA. IF: 38:57
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Dylan's 39-minute set of Bible-infused, post—
motorcycle-accident, Woody-Guthrie-just-died,
three-chord mystical morality tales were quickly
and simply recorded in Nashville using mostly
drums, bass, and Dylan's high-strung, capo'd guitar.
Cast against the simple, winding progressions,
Dylan nails the coffin shut on his fast-talking urban
wise guy and is born again as astraight-talking
morality playwright.
The purposeful production roughness and, more
important, the musical economy of the Nashville
cats accompanying him are best captured on
Sundazed's new mono LP —which is as good as
Sony's new stereo SACD. Feel the music's unburnished edges, revel in the tape hiss, and ride the visceral impact of Charlie McCoy's granite bass lines
as never before.
THE WHO: Tommy: Special Edition
Geffen/Chronicles 80001386-36 (2 SACD/CDs). 1969/2003. Pete
Townshend, reissue prod.; Damon Lyon-Shaw, orig. eng. ADD. TT:
111:46

Pete Townshend's "Happy Jack" Hummer commercial bummer (the ad's lesson: cheating pays) can
almost be excused by this superb-sounding reissue
and its startlingly effective, thankfully understated
5.1-channel remix. The second "rock opera" (the
first was The Pretty Things' sadly overlooked SE
Sorrow) stands the test of time because of its musical brilliance and the band's insistence on going it
alone in the studio so it could take the show on the
road unassisted. Keith Moon's drumming is breathtaking. Finally, digiphiles can hear Moon's power,
and the rest of the recording, as original UK Track
vinyl owners have for 24 years — and even better in
5.L Also included: outstanding packaging, and a
useful stereo bonus disc of demos and outtakes.
MATTHEW FRITCH

DELTRON 3030: Beltran 3030
75 Ark 75033 (CD). 2000. Dan "The Automator" Nakamura, prod.;
Scott Harding, eng. MD. TT: 60:30

Talk about flipping the script: It was only amatter of
time before hip-hop produced its own sciencefiction concept album to rival the intergalactic madness of Sun Ra and the cyborg fantasies of Styx. On
Deltron 3030, the mission is accepted by Dan "The
Automator" Nakamura (the producer-svengali behind the Gorillaz), eccentric rapper Del Tha Funkee
Homosapien, and acast of dozens, including Blur's
Damon Albarn. Orchestral samples, underwater
beats, and Kid Koala's wicked turntable tricks form
the soundtrack for Del's post-apocalyptic plot,
wherein "post-amplification" is rhymed with "alien
annihilation." In space, apparently, no one can hear
50 Cent or Jay-Z rap about cars and money.
THE INEAKERTHANS: Reconstruction Site
Epitaph 86682-2 (CD). 2003. Ian Blurton, prod.; Rudy Rempel,
James Heidebrecht engs.; Adam Kasper, mix; Joao Carvalho,
mastering. MD. TT: 40:47

Musically, the Weakerthans' third album is the perfect synthesis of singalong pop-punk (the album is
on Epitaph, after all), Wilco's cut-up Americana
(backward guitars, pedal-steel flourishes), and Neil
Young's flaming-arrow guitar heroics. But bookish
types will be drawn to the short-story verse of
Stereophile, February 2004
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singer-guitarist John K. Samson, who does for his
hometown of Wmnipeg what William Faulkner
did for Yoknapatawpha County, etching out portraits of troubled characters surrounded by constant
defeat. Almost perversely, Samson's lyrics are structured like Elizabethan sonnets. You've heard of
DIY punk's all-ages edict? Listen closely, and
Reconstruction Site is one for all the ages.
LARRY GREENHILL

MARY GAUTHIER: Filth and Fire
Signature Sounds SIG 1273 (CD). 2002. Gurf Morlbç prod., eng.
DDD. Tr: 47:34

Ifirst heard about Mary Gauthier on an NPR broadcast featuring the Louisiana-born singer. She earned
her scars as an adoptee, runaway, and addict, and her
songwriting shows it all. This record became an
indispensable part of my life —its blues connects in
atruthful way to the down-and-out gritty existence
I've encountered in only two other places: the stories
of alcoholic lives in the simple prose of Raymond
Carver, such as "Why Don't You Dance," and the
brutal films of Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu, such as
21 Grams. Both depict ahelpless existence in which
people "waste away minute by minute," as the Neu,
York Times' Elvis Mitchell stated in his film review.
Sure, the CD is well-recorded, with lots of dynamics,
transients, deep bass, steel drums, harmonium
accompaniment, and what have you. Forget that
stuff. Mary Gauthie?s blues are all that counts. Just
listen to her stark, brutal description of hapless rejects
searching blindly through one-night stands in
"Camelot Motel," or the searing refrain about the
no-way-out existence of heroin addicts in "MerryGo-Round," or the homeless derelicts huddled in
their beach chairs under the Florida stars in "Cow
Key Bridge." Once you've listened to this record,
there's no forgetting it. And you shouldn't.
RAVEL: Boléro, La Valse, Pavane pour une Infante dehinte
Stanislaw Skrowaaewski, Minnesota Orchestra
Mobile Fidelity UDSACD 4002 (SACD/CD). 1975/2003. Marc
Aubort, orig. prod.; Joanna Nickrenz, orig. eng.; Paul Stubblebine,
Shawn R. Britton, remastering. AAD. TT: 70:19

I'm voting for this disc mainly because it's become
my touchstone for sheer sonic beauty in orchestral
recording. During Stereophile's Home Entertainment 2003 show in San Francisco, Ivisited Paul
Stubblebine's recording studio on 1340 Mission
Street. That afternoon, Iheard the original master
tape of this legendary recording session of 30 years
before. As Isat spellbound, Paul played the original
4-track, 1
/", 1-mil master tape of the Minnesota
2
Orchestra's 1974 performances of Ravel's Boléro and
Daphnis et Chloé. Ihad never before heard such rich
ambient information, such delicate tonalities from
an orchestral recording. Stubblebine fed the discrete four channels from a specially modified
ReVox reel-to-reel tape deck to amodern-day surround system. This enabled me to hear the female
choir placed in the rear channels in Daphnis. It was
the cleanest, purest reproduced music Ihad ever
heard, and became an epiphany that rejuvenated
my interest in recorded music. Eight months later,
this recording of Boléro, Pavane pour une Infante
defunte, and Daphnis produces an instant flashback to
Stereophile, February 2004
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that Saturday in May when Isat, eyes closed, leaning back, letting wave after wave of clear, translucent, reach-out-and-touch-it sound sweep over me.
JON IVERSON

NEIL YOUNG: On the Beach
Reprise 48497-2 (CD). 1974/2003. Neil Young, David Briggs, Mark
Harman, Al Schmitt, prods.; Tim Mulligan, mastering. MD. TT:
39:40

When it comes to digital audio, Neil Young's a
cranky guy. Years ago, he put astop to his back catalog being reissued on CD before they got to this
one —which was okay for those of us with acopy
of the original LP pressing, but not so good for
Young's newer fans. Finally, we get On the Beach on
CD, and it sounds pretty good. The DVD-Audio
version was supposed to be here too, but Young
keeps tinkering with it — it might be out by the time
you read this. 0773 was considered a"down" album, but Istill think it's the best he's done, and it
sounds as fresh as the day it was minted, almost 30
years ago. What was once old is now Young again.
JON HASSELL: Power Spot
ECM 1327 (CD). 1986. Brian Eno, Daniel Lanois, prods., engs. MD.
TT: 48:29

It's tough to pick just one of Jon Hassell's "future
primitive" works, but Idecided to go with the disc
that has stood up best over the years. Hassell has
created his own fully formed musical dialect by
perfecting atrumpet-playing technique in which
the valves are held only partway down. The result
can sound at times like ahigh-pitched foghorn, but
it's surprisingly musical. Hassell blends long,
breathy, sonorous tones with atmospheric ethnic
percussion that sounds almost authentic, suggesting
aculture that has yet to emerge. Collaborators on
this disc include Brian Eno, Michael Brook, and
Richard Horowitz.
KEN KESSLER

THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Live at the Atlanta
International Pop Festival
Epic/Legacy E2K 86909 (2 CDs). 2003. Ray Colcard, Harry Zerler,
orig. recordists; Norbert Ward, Tim Geelan, Russ Payne, orig.
engs.; Jerry Rappaport, prod. TT: 79:55/74:40

Call me crazy, but Ithink this double CD betters
the acknowledged Allmans classic At Fillmore East,
recorded eight months later. Whatever they did at
Sony, the sound is better than I'd ever expect of a
live festival recording from 1970, while the performances — the Allmans on home nail— remind
you what adevastating loss blues'n'boogie fans suffered with Duane Allman's and Berry Oaldey's
deaths. It sounds in places like a warmup for
Fillmore, but there's a certain vibe that makes it
somehow more vivid. The bonus ofJohnny Winter
in "Mountain Jam" is icing on avery rich cake.
INTERNATIONAL "POP" ALL STARS: »delve Star Percussion
Decca Phase 4 Stereo PFS 34011 (LP). 1962. No production
credits. AAA

Sorry to send you to eBay, but this little masterpiece
turned up in abatch of used test LPs (the collecting
of which is my guilty pleasure) and shocked me
senseless. Decca Phase 4s were always good, if
melodramatic; this one makes most "Shaded Dogs"
WorldRadioHistory

"Beyond WOW!"
Arcam AV8 Surround Processor aDV27A DIM Player
Widescreen Review, January 2004
They say that the ultimate goal of a home theater
surround sound system is realized when you have
achieved the Wow! factor. They are wrong.
Thanks to the Arcam AV8 preamp processor and
DV27A DVD player, we have discovered and
explored a whole new higher plateau in surround
sound. This higher plateau goes way beyond Wow!
You don't say Wow.
You don't say anything.
You can't say anything.
You don't move. You
can't move. You sit
there, immersed,
enthralled, captivated,
transfixed... The few best systems we've ever heard
in the past did indeed give us the Wow experience.
But the system sound we have been able to achieve
with these Arcam units has now given us an
experience on a whole higher plateau, way beyond
Wow! Yours truly, the seasoned professional who has
heard so many, many systems, simply sits there
stupefied, silent, awestruck, reverent, and totally
enthralled. Other people, whom we have invited to

listen to this system, display asimilar reaction. They
seem transfixed, almost as if they were in a coma.
There's an instantly recognizable sonic difference
between this system with these Arcam units and
every other surround system we've heard. It's a
dramatic difference, so even ordinary non-audiophile
listeners instantly hear it. And it's apowerful
difference...
These Arcam units are
so good that they are
the first multichannel
signal processors that
merited our whole
battery of purist sonic
tests that we would normally reserve for the best
state of the art stereo components -sonic tests that
other multichannel processors fail miserably, but
which these Arcam units passed with excellent
flying colors...
Other high end brands should take note, and learn
a lesson from the whole new spatial dimension
achieved by these Arcam units.

Arcam DV27A RD Player

AV8 Surround Processor

MR, December 2003

IAR, December 2003

In my personal judgment, the Arcani DV27 (and now
DV27A) puts out one of the very finest pictures of
any DVD player in the world at any price, and
perhaps the finest, period.

... we directly compared the sound of the Arcam
AV8, feeding the signal through its longest and most
complex internal path (one even involving extra
A/D and D/A conversion steps), to the sound of
competing high end processors Iand 2, feeding the
signal merely through their simplest and shortest
path (an analog volume control and line section
buffer stage). The AV8 still won! The AV8 still
revealed more information from the recording, and
portrayed better spatial imaging, even tho
handicapped with both hands tied behind
Amazing!

What makes the video of the Arcam DV27A so
superb? First, it excels at achieving the highly coveted
look of real film... Secondly, the DV27A excels at
reproducing what we call the midrange of video. It
reveals and reproduces unbelievably subtle nuances of
luminance, color hue, and color saturation
gradations. And it handily surpasses other DVD
players in reproducing these subtle gradations...

For more on these and other AV8 and DV27A reviews visit www.audiophilesystems.com

Audiophile
Systems

U.S. Importers & Distributors for
Arcam, Acoustic Energy, dCS, Nagra, Verity Audio, Nottingham & Solid Tech
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658 •www.audiophilesystems.com
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sound like, well, dogs. It's orchestral corn with percussion to the fore, but it simply dazzles. Itook it to
the home of the most fastidious listener alive, SME's
Alastair Robertson-Aikman, and even he thudded
with delight. The bonus? The sort of detailed
recording info (except for technical crew) that qualifies as audio porn. Beyond question, the most
breathtaking transients I've ever heard, and now my
definitive system workout.
DAVID LANDER
SCHUBERT & SCHUMANN: Lieder
Marian Anderson, contralto; Franz Rupp, piano
RCA Victor Red Seal 63575-2 (CD). 2000. Harold Hagopian, remastering prod.; Hsi-Ling Chang, remastering eng. AAD. Tr: 75:34

Remarks about sound are irrelevant here; this disc
showcases avoice the like of which Toscanini said
turns up once in ahundred years. Two Schubert
selections are simply devastating, and the artist's opulent contralto is only part of the explanation. On "Ave
Maria," the humble, deeply religious Anderson, who
closed her eyes when she sang, seems truly blind to
all but the Blessed Virgin. Don't dose your eyes as her
voice moves in step with the funeral march played by
her accompanist, Franz Rupp, during "Death and the
Maiden." If you do, when she intones the antagonist's
seductive promise —"You shall gently in my arms
sleep" —dropping her pitch dramatically on the second syllable of the final word, "schlafen," and singing
from the very depth of her being, you might be sufficiently overcome to embrace him.
MARIAN ANDERSON: Spirituals
Marian Anderson, contralto
RCA Victor Red Seal 63306-2 (CD). 1936-52/1999. Harold
Hagopian, remastering prod.; Hsi-Ling Chang, remastering eng.
MD. TT: 75:19

In his Nobel Prize acceptance speech, William
Faulkner advocated "reminding [man] of the
courage and honor and hope and pride and compassion and pity and sacrifice which have been the glory
of his past." Marian Anderson did precisely that
when performing spirituals, her voice ringing out
like her native Philadelphia's Liberty Bell. This disc
comprises 30 selections recorded between 1936 and
1952, and illuminates akey facet of the great classical
singer's repertory. Mining her African-American
background, Anderson made spirituals an integral
part of her recitals, and they thrilled listeners worldwide, including those who couldn't understand
English. After she concluded a1936 performance in
Leningrad, athrong stormed forward and began
hammering on the stage with insistent fists, shouting
"Deep River" and "Heaven, Heaven," the titles of
two she had just sung. The contralto graciously treated them to several encores. Hallelujah!
RICHARD LEHNERT

TORD GUSrAVSEN TRIO: Changing Places
Tord Gustaysen, piano; Harald Johnsen, double bass; Jarle
Vespestad, drums
ECM 1834 (CD). 2003. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Jan Erik Kongshau&
eng. ODD. 1T: 66:01

Changing Places hypnotizes with the seeming
inevitability of its every note, from first to last.
Pianist Tord Gustaysen's original ballads are as
haunting as the most careworn standards, and he so
reveres silence that he sometimes seems barely able
Stereophile, February 2004
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to bear his own touch on the keys. One hears the
notes he omits as clearly as the notes he plays, and
those he plays are invariably the right ones at the
right time (to paraphrase J.S. Bach). Gustaysen is
alternately supported and left to stand alone by
bassist Harald Johnsen and drummer Jarle
Vespestad, whose taste and restraint are as exquisite
as their leader's. Together, the three can make even
Bill Evans' classic sessions sound overbearing by
comparison. The sound is rich and resonant, with
that spacious intimacy that only ECM seems capable of capturing. One of the quietest, most profound
piano-trio recordings ever released. (XXVI-6)
WAGNER: Scenes from The Ring
Siegfried: "Nothung! Nothungt" "Dass der mein Vater nicht ist," in
der Heihle hier lieg' auf dem Hortr GOtterdámmerung: Dawn, "Zu
neuen Taten," Siegfried's Rhine Journey, "Brünnhilde, heilige
Braun" Funeral March
Plácido Domingo, Siegfried; David Cangelosi, Mime; Violeta
Urmana, Brünnhilde; Natalie Dessay, Forest Bird; Orchestra of the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden; Antonio Pappano
EMI Classics 5 57242 2 (CD). 2002. David Groves, prod.; Simon
Rhodes, Jonathan Allen, engs. DDD. TT: 69:55

This disc and its companion from 2000, Wagner:
Love Duets, are probably as close as we will ever
come to hearing Plácido Domingo sing acomplete
Siegfried. It is aloss. Domingo sounds here better
than ever, and while his German diction could use
some coaching, his Germanic style at this point is
more edit deutsch than one could hope for from a
Spaniard in his seventh decade. There's real
Teutonic steel in the voice —Domingo's sheer
power, accuracy, focus, and passion here make him
the male equivalent of Birgit Nilsson. Then there's
the conducting of Antonio Pappano, the current
musical director of the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden, who marries the breadth, sweep, and stately inevitability of Furtwângler and Goodall to aprecision of tempo and ensemble that, respectively,
neither of those giants could ever quite attain. The
progranuning of scenes alternating with orchestral
passages is brilliant, and the sound is gorgeous: the
orchestra is Wagner's mythic world in all its shapes
and colors, on asoundstage of immense depth and
breadth. Even with Natalie Dessay
making a
complete mess of the Forest Bird, this is the best allaround Wagner I've heard in years.
ROBERT LEVINE

VIVALDI: La veil& in cimento
Gemma Bertagnolli, soprano; Guillemette Laurens, mezzo-soprano;
Sara Mingardo, Nathalie Stutzmann, contraltos; Philippe
Jaroussky, countertenor; Anthony Rolfe Johnson, tenor; Ensemble
Matheus, Jean-Christophe Spinosi
Opus Ill OP30365 (2 CDs). 2003. Jean-Pierre Loisil, prod.; PierreAntoine Signoret, eng. ODD. IT: 2:38:10
VIVALDI: La Stravaganza
Rachel Podger, violin; Arte dei Suonatori
Channel Classics CCS 19598 (2 CDs). 2003. Jonathan FreemanAttwood, prod.; C. Jared Sacks, eng. ODD.
102:59

Ihadn't meant to turn this into aVivaldi love-fest,
but with these two releases, the negation of aconsensus that has been happily fading for some time
is complete, that being that Vivaldi was an entertaining craftsman who wrote hundreds of pretty
good, easy-to-take concertos (or one concerto 500
times, as naysayers say) and acouple of masterpieces (The Four Seasons and the Gloria). It may
be the maturing of the Historically Informed
WorldRadioHistory
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Performance practice that has shed fair, radiant light
on dozens more of Vivaldi's works, but it doesn't
matter: As these two works — an opera and aset of
12 violin concertos — demonstrate, Vivaldi was a
great composer: Perhaps the mundane works were
the exception and not the rule?
La verita in cimento is an opera in which asultan
wishes to set the truth straight: the son who has
been raised as his rightful heir and the son who was
raised as the bastard were switched at birth, and by
unraveling the lie, the court, the mothers, the succession, and aprospective marriage for the son(s) are
thrown into turmoil. The feelings expressed in the
24 arias (all da capo, all relatively brief) —jealousy,
rage, sarcasm, love, disappointment—are vivid, bordering on ferocious, and intensely express the characters' strong personalities. The scoring is varied, the
playing and singing are theatrical and bright, and all
involved embellish their lines to great effect: the
music leaps from the speakers and the performances
are brilliant. A knockout of asurprise.
La Stravaganza has been recorded before, but
never like this. Granted, Vivaldi violin concertos
tend to sound like Vivaldi violin concertos, but
Rachel Podger and aconductorless Polish band
called Arte dei Suonatori play this music as if it
were written to impress — which, in fact, it was.
With acontinuo section made up of archlute, guitar, theorbo, harpsichord, and organ, even the
omnipresent string tone is varied and colorful.
From dainty to daring to heartbreaking to weirdly
unexpected, Podger's ability to find an odd rhythm
or odd dissonance and her fearless ring and
improvising make this gorgeously recorded set
another Vivaldi recording to die for. (XXVI-7)
JOHN MARKS

MAHLER: Des Knaben Wunderhom
Anne Sofie von Otter, mezzo-soprano; Thomas Quasthoff, bass;
Berlin Philharmonic, Claudio Abbado
Deutsche Grammophon 459 646 (CD). 1999. Christopher Adler,
prod.; Ulrich Bette (balance), Reinhard Lagemann (recording),
engs. DDD. TT: 57:04

The last track on this recording is Mahler's orchestral song "Urlicht," which means "primal light."
Although the lyrics are hopeful, and the song was
later included as amovement in Mahler's Symphony 2, "Resurrection," there is an underlying
poignancy, arealization that the end of this life is
the inescapable precondition of gaining primal light
and resurrection. It seems to me that in Mahler's
extraordinarily clear and evocative brass writing in
this song, on behalf of us all he bids farewell to the
500 years of Western musical tradition between
Gabrieli and himself. Von Otter's rapturous interpretation, for me at least, eclipses Schwarzkopfs.
R. STRAUSS: Four Last Songs
Lucia Popp, soprano; London Philharmonic, Klaus Tennstedt
EMI 7 47013 2 (CD). 1982. John Willan, prod.; Neville Boylin& eng.
DDD. TT: 49:38

There are many fine recordings of the Four Last Songs,
but for me this one stands above the rest. There is a
slight but perceptible undercurrent of effortfulness
to Lucia Popp's totally engaged singing. She actually
does use her voice as an instrument, this is one of the
few times that that cliché rings true. In comparison,
WorldRadioHistory
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another performance one at first might be tempted to
praise as "effortless" might, on repeated listenings, turn
out to feel disembodied or lacking conviction. Klaus
Tennstedes sensitive, collegial conducting of these
thick, complex scores is all one could ask for. His flexible, generally relaxed tempos and careful attention to
dynamic shading make it easier to appreciate Strauss's
genius for orchestration and formal compositional
technique. The early digital sound is not bad at all.
STEPHEN MEJIAS

TOM WAITS: Rain Dogs
Island 422 826 382-2 (CD). 1985. Tom Waits, prod.; Robert Musso,
Howie Weinberg, engs.; Dennis Ferrante, Tom Gonzales, Jeff
Lippay, asst. engs. MD. Tr: 53:46
CHRIS LEE: Cool Rock
Misra MSR018 (CD). 2003. Matt yerta-Ray, Nicholas Marantz, Mark
Nevers, Jim Demain, engs. MD? TT: 31:23

My band broke up on the same day that my new
apartment was broken into. Among other, more
easily replaceable things, my guitar was stolen. It
was abad, bad day. For several days after, music did
nothing but upset me. Ididn't want to hear or play
asingle note. When Idid turn to music for comfort, there was only one album that Ifound bearable: Tom Waits' Rain Dogs.
It seems like astrange choice even to me, but I
think it has something to do with the way the
album vacillates between odd and playful songs,
such as "Singapore" and "Cemetery Polka," and
heart-wrenching blues like my absolute favorite,
"Hang Down Your Head." Rain Dogs lets you get
lost but doesn't let you go too far away. It's about
being insane and catching atrain and finding that
home is everywhere. It was just what Ineeded.
As Iwrite this, it occurs to me that Ishould go
out and buy adozen more copies of Rain Dogs to
pass out to all my friends who were so supportive,
who offered me places to stay and guitars to play.
Because what Ilearned from all this is that nothing
much matters as long as I've got my friends.
It's also particularly nice when one of your friends
records his own beautiful albums. Chris Lee's Cool
Rock is the final installment in aseries he enlls Love
Songs in CMajor. This third album continues where
the second one left off, but goes further, featuring
longtime collaborators Steve Shelley and Jeremy
Wilms on drums and bass, respectively, while introducing jazzy vibraphones courtesy of Yusuke
Yamamoto and horns from the Antibalas Afrobeat
Orchestra. When Ifinally felt ready to listen to
something besides Rain Dogs, it was Cool Rock. I
hadn't put the CD in the player for months, but all
the words to these eight simple, delicate, and undeniably honest pop songs came right back to me. I
found myself singing along, and that, of course, was
just what Ineeded. Only problem was, Icouldn't
reach the high notes. Ireckon there's no skinny
white guy with as much sass and soul as Chris.
PAUL MESSENGER

THE WHITE STRIPES: Elephant
XL Recordings XLCD 162 (CD), XLLP 162 (LP). 2003. Jack White,
prod.; Liam Watson, eng. MD? U: 49:56

Arguably the most exciting R&B disc since
Nirvana's Nevermind, Elephant is the creation of
Stereophik, February 2004
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Detroit brother-sister duo Jack and Meg White,
who came to England to make the recording at
Liam Watson's Toe Rag studios in Hackney, in
London's East End. Defiantly anti-tech, Liam's studio deliberately uses "vintage" analog equipment
from the 1960s and 1970s, which probably explains
its rather "vintage" colorations as well its admirably
direct musical communication.
There's deliberate distortion aplenty in the more
aggressive sections, but many tracks are very delicate
and genuinely lyrical. Jack shows remarkable songwriting maturity and versatility, from the hard-rocking hit "Seven Nation Army" to the poignant "In the
Cold Cold Light" via the delightfully schizoid "Little
Acorns." An outstanding version of BacharachDavid's classic "I Just Don't Know What to Do with
Myself' alone is worth the purchase price. Ipreferred the CD; the vinyl pressing quality is dodgy.
LAMBCHOP: is a Woman
City Slang 20190-2 (CD), 20190-1 (LP). 2002. Mark Nevers, prod.,
eng.; Kurt Wagner, prod.; Mark Lacuesta, eng. MD. TT: 61:39

I've played this recording over and over again since
seeing Lambchop live in 2002, and this beautifully
relaxed and laid-back music remains remarkably
fresh and involving. The band comes from
Nashville, but the music isn't country. It isn'tjazz or
rock, either, though there are echoes of all three.
There was even ahint of orchestral influence in the
way this 15-strong combo performed on stage.
The heart of the band is singer-songwriter Kurt
Wagner, who sits down on stage (his knees are shot
after alifetime working as acarpet fitter) to deliver
his archly quirky, thought-provoking, witty lyrics
with great phrasing and alovely warm tonality. The
recording is very classy too, erring alittle on the
rich and heavy side of neutrality.
MICHAEL METZGER

T. REX: The Slider
Chronicles 314 534 355-2 (CD). 1972. Tony Visconti, prod. MD? TT:
53:46

T Rex and Marc Bolan have been mostly consigned to the Euroftashbin of history, but that's
mostly amistake. Bolan could cut athree-chord,
three-minute pop single with the best of 'em,
whirling together throbbing hormonal grooves,
fuzzed guitar, and cosmic-hippie-nursery-rhyme
lyrical gibberish. "Metal Guru" opens the album
with Bolan's signature buoyancy: it's all hook, surrounded by distorted guitar stomp and awall of
backup singers layered over handclaps and percussion. The nearly irresistible formula is reworked
throughout the album; asparkling, winking, laughing collection reflecting the best of the man who
was the finest glam rock had to offer.
GUY CLARK: Keepers
Sugar Hill SHCD-1055 (CD). 1997. Guy Clark, prod.; Miles Wilkinson,
prod, eng AAD? TT: 64:36

Listening to Keepers is like sitting down with an old
friend wearing old boots and old jeans, telling old
stories. That's pretty much what Guy Clark does and
is on the live Keepers. "This is asong about aman
who was kind of like my grandfathee Clark says in
WorldRadioHistory
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that comfy growl of his, introducing "Desperados
Waiting for aTrain." "Actually, he was my grandmother's boyfriend is what he was." Though that
song has been on virtually every album Clark has
released, it's never been more heartfelt or powerful
than it is in front of the small audience who sat in on
this show in Nashville. Clark seems to ache and soar
as he and his crackerjack five-piece band tell the
story of an old, dying man.
You'll be only too happy to ride along through aset
that could be agreatest-hits collection, if the Texas
storyteller had ever had ahit. Riveting, simply produced, exquisitely executed versions of "Homegrown
Tomatoes," "L.A. Freeway," "She Ain't Goin' Nowhere," and others give abeautiful, accurate portrait of
the power Clark has in person. (XX-6)
FRED MILLS

MIAMI SOUND: Rare Funk & Soul from Miami, Florida,
1967-1974
Various Artists
Soul Jazz 51R CD72 (CD). 2003. Stuart Baker, compiler; Duncan
Cowell, Pete Reilly, mastering. AAD. Tr: 49:55

TK Records, with its in-house songwriters, producers, and musicians, was a Miami funk-soul hitmaking machine comparable, in its time, to Motown
and Stax/Volt. This 17-song compilation, courtesy
Britain's Soul Jazz label, brings that southern sound
back to life. Included are familiar artists such as
Timmy Thomas ("Funky Me"), George McCrae
("Get Lifted"), and his wife, Gwen ("90% of Me Is
You" —she later had amassive disco hit, "Rock Your
Baby"). But lesser-knowns also fuel this set. Check
out Willie "Little Beaver" Hale's slippery
"Funkadelic Sound," or Clarence Reid's swampfunk strut, "Cadillac Annie." Included is a20-page
booklet loaded with artists' bios — did you know that
Reid was also X-rated comedian Blowfly? Don't
worry, parents, you won't find "Too Fat to F**k" or
"Girl Let Me C-km in Your Mouth" here. And anyway, these funk grooves are seriously stankified!
THE RAMONES: Rood to Ruin
Warner Archives/Rhino R2 74308 (CD). 2001. T. Erdelyi, Ed Stasium,
prods., engs.; Bill het Gary Stewart, reissue prods. MD. TT: 52:10

In 1978 Igot my copy of the Ramones' fourth album, Road to Ruin, autographed by the punk kingpins. Irecall breathlessly informing the members
how I'd memorized every song, from opening
napalm blast "I Just Want to Have Something to
Do" to punkabilly throbber "I Wanna Be Sedated"
to acover of "Needles & Pins." But, y'lcnow, that
was then and this is now. Joey and Dee Dee
Ramone are pushing up daisies, the band is history,
and I
just started eBaying. Bids on my signed LP are
nearing the $300 mark, and God created expanded
and remastered CD reissues to give record collectors a break while planning their kids' college
funds. Me, sentimental? Gabba gabba hah!
KEITH MOERER
WILCO: Summer Teeth
Reprise 47282-2 (CD). 1999. Wilco, prods.; Larry Greenhill, Mark
Hagler, Dave Trumfio, Russ Long, Mitch Easter, engs.; Bob Ludwig,
mastering. AAD? TT: 60:17

Sandwiched between the we're-not-alt-countryanymore ambition of Being There and the convolutStereophile, February 2004
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ed commercial hit that Yankee Hotel Foxtrot became,
Summer Teeth is often given short shrift, even by
Wilco fans. That's ashame because, song for song,
these 16 tracks stand among the band's best. Great
twisted pop melodies and consistently inventive
arrangements offer adeceptively seductive surface.
Listen a little closer, though, and Jeff Tweedy's
lyrics betray tales as dark as the winter wind off
Lake Michigan is cold. It's hard to say why an album this sonically appealing stiffed — it's Wilco's
worst-selling release — but if you look past the
smoke surrounding Wilco's subsequent battles
with Reprise, Summer Teeth may ultimately stand as
the band's truest masterpiece. (XXII-4)
SOLOMON BURKE: Don't Give Up on Me
Fat Possum 80358-2 (CD). 2002. Joe Henry, prod.; S. Husky
Hüskulds, eng.; Doug Sax, mastering. A,AD? Tr: 51:34

It's almost unheard of for asinger to reach his peak
nearly half acentury into his career, but that's precisely the case with this album from the selfappointed King of Rock and Soul. It would be easy
to give too much credit to the all-star collection of
songwriters — Tom Waits, Van Morrison, Bob
Dylan, Brian Wilson, Elvis Costello — but it's Joe
Henry's subtle, sympathetic production; a crack
studio band consisting of guitar, bass, drums, piano,
and organ; and Burke's still remarkable voice, that
carry this disc. While all 11 songs feature wonderful performances, the album ends with an amazing
trifecta: the countrified soul of Nick Lowe's "Other
Side of the Coin," the righteous anger of MannWeill's "None of Us Are Free," and the heavenly
heartbreak of "Sit This One Out." (XXVI-1)
DAN OUELLETTE

MARC RIBOT: Marc Ribot ylos Cubanos Postizos (The Prosthetic
Cubans)
Marc Ribot, guitar, trumpet, vocals; Gregory Ribot, baritone saxophone; John Medeski, Anthony Coleman, organ; Brad Jones, bass;
Robert J. Rodriguez, drums, claves, chekere, percussion, background vocals; EJ. Rodriguez, percussion, background vocals
Atlantic 83116-2 (CD). 1998.1.D. Foster, prod.; Andy Taub, eng. MD.
Ti': 46:47

The proof is in the fun. That's what makes East
Village guitarist Marc Riboes spin on music by and
associated with Cuban son maestro Arsenio
Rodriguez so appealing. Sans pretense or artifice,
Ribot reverently stays true to the essence of
Rodríguez's syncopated and melodically rich AfroCuban vibe while approaching the tunes with serrated rock, cool-pop noir, and soul-jazz sensibilities.
The band plays with gleeful ease, and even erupts
into percussive free-for-ails during such rollicking
numbers as "Como se Goza en el Barri" and
"Choserito Plena." The guitar takes center stage
throughout as Ribot ranges from playing soft and
lyrical lines on the romantic "Aurora en Pekín" to
jagged-edge runs on the sizzling "Postizo," the
leader's original that pays homage to the spirit of
Rodríguez's music. (XXII-2)
BRUCE COOCBURN: Humans: Deluxe Edition
Rounder 11661-3210-2 (CD). 1980/2003. Eugene Martyneç prod.;
Gary Gray, eng.; Peter J. Moore, digital remastering. MD. Ti': 49:39

A life-changing personal catastrophe fuels transcendent art. That's what happened in the late 1970s
Stereophile, February 2004

when Canadian folk troubadour Bruce Cockburn
faced the falling apart of his 10-year marriage.
Nearly overnight, the singer-songwriter transformed from avirtuoso acoustic guitarist with a
mystical worldview into akeen — and sometimes
angry, sometimes hopeful — observer of grim societal ills. He moved to Toronto from the north
woods, gleaned lessons from Bergman's The Seventh
Seal, and poetically mused on "the fasdst architecture of my own design /too long keeping my love
confined." The acoustic guitar still rings true, but
Cockburn also plugs in, to upbeat and riveting
effect. As articulated in the reggae-tinged
"Rumours of Glory," throughout the disc he reflects on "the extremes of what humans can be,"
and in the process poses vital questions on the state
of the human heart. Humans is the pivotal album of
Cockburn's long and, in stretches, stellar career.
INES PHILLIPS

DAVID LANG: the passing measures
Marty Erhlich, bass clarinet; Birmingham Contemporary Music
Group, City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra Chorus; Paul
Herbert, conductor
Cantaloupe Music CA21003 (CD). 2001. David Lang, prod.; David
Sparrow, eng. ODD. TT: 42:15

The painfully slow the passing measures drones along
like a42-minute sigh — an allusion, perhaps, to the
tedium of life lived minute to minute. Sounds oppressive, but, like Satie's musique d'ameublement, it
seems designed to inhabit a room rather than
engage the listener's full attention. Yet its warmth
and pulse can create transcendent epiphanies as
profound as any by Bruckner or Mahler. Marty
Ehrlich (featured on Jerome Harris's Rendezvous,
Stereophile STPH013-2) solos on bass clarinet, and
it is his breathy hoot rather than the seemingly disembodied chorus that gives this disc its voice,
which is as direct and intimate as awhisper.
TOM RUSSELL: Borderland
Hightone HCD8132 (CD). 2001. Gurf Morlix, prod.; no eng. listed.
DDD. TT: 49:40

Tom Russell writes songs that leave out all the stuff
you wouldn't listen to anyway. They're stark and
powerfully beautiful, just like his beloved Southwest. But while his stories play out in the states that
share boundaries with Mexico, his real subject is the
borderland between men and women. On
Borderland, Russell gets an assist from ace producer
Gorf Morlix (who has also made Lucinda Williams
and Robert Earl Keen sound mighty fine) and a
crack band that includes Joel Guzman on accordion. Good as the whole package is, it's the songs
that'll make you gasp with their honesty and sharp
detail. If poet Richard Lehnert played guitar, these
are the songs he'd write.
ROBERT J. REINA

GARY WILSON: Mary Had Brown Hair
Gary Wilson (no catalog number) (CD). 2003. Gary Wilson prod.,
eng. AAD. TT: 44:40. Available at www.sixpointfour.com.

In 2002, when now-defunct Motel Records tracked
down eccentricjazz-pop composer and performance
artist Gary Wilson after 20 years of seclusion, the
result was are-release of two CDs of his material
WorldRadioHistory
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from the mid- and late 1970s, aseries of concerts,
and adocumentary film about his life. His resurgence inspired this new CD release of recent works,
which follows the classic Wilson formula of quirky
songs of unrequited love devoted to women of
Wilson's past set against slick jazz-rock arrangements. These tunes, dominated by electronic percussion and synthesizer, are more dramatic and
obsessive than his earlier work, and are replete with
distorted guitars, pitch-shifted vocals, and odd, closemiked, Cagean breaking-of-piano-strings-as-percussion and string bass duets. Think of Burt Bacharach
on acid. We're glad to have Wilson back with us.
THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS: No!
Idlewild/Rounder 618113 (CD). 2002:They Might Be Giants, prods.;
Albert Caiati, Cosmos Heidtman, Stan Wright Jason Spittle, engs.
MD? Tr: 33:50

As Ialways found the music of They Might Be
Giants rather childish, it seems fitting that they
should release an album of original children's
songs. This brilliantly composed, creatively arranged, and superbly engineered collection of 17
short tunes covering just about every conceivable
rock genre strikes this composer-musician as the
Giants' most innovative work to date. Here you'll
find a few fairy tales, acreepy medieval ballad
about amausoleum in New Jersey, songs about
robots and the origin of balloons, as well as the
self-explanatory "Bed, Bed, Bed" and the title
track. My eight- and three-year-old have each
memorized much of the CD; they and my wife
and Iare all obsessed with this music.
CRAIG ROSEBERRY

ALICIA KEYS: The Okay of Alicia Keys
JRecords 82876-57017-2 (CD). 2003. Alicia Keys, Timbaland, Easy
Mo Bee, Dwayne Wiggins, Kane West, Kerry "Krucial" Brothers,
Andre Harris, Vidal Davis, prods.; Herb Powers Jr., mastering. MD.
TT: 57:52

With the release of her much-anticipated sophomore effort, Alicia Keys delivers aromantic, sultry,
slow-burning groove that, surprisingly, outshines
Songs in A Minor, her critically lauded (and overhyped) multiple-Grammy-winning debut. Taking
cues from such musical mentors as Marvin Gaye,
Burt Bacharach, Curtis Mayfield, and Isaac Hayes,
Keys crafts awell-constructed, ambitious, intimate
portrait that is revealing and musically complex,
seamlessly melding seductive classic soul and jazz
with lush pop melodies and sultry hip-hop undercurrents. Although the 16-song set may not contain songs as immediate as previous hits "Fallin'"
and "A Woman's Worth," such compelling entries
as "You Don't Know My Name," the resoundingly heartfelt "If IAin't Got You" and "Diary" (featuring Tony! Toni! Toné!), and the cautionary
"Wake Up" display amaturity and confidence that
make The Diary of Alicia Keys an artistic triumph
worthy of multiple listens.
TALK TALK: Laughing Stock
Verve/Polydor 847-717-2 (UK CD). 1991. Tim Friese-Greene, prod.;
Phil Brown, eng. MD. TT: 42:47

Following the release of their seminal classics
Colour of Spring (1986) and Spirit of Eden (1990),
Talk Talk—led by plaintive vocalist Mark Hollis
WorldRadioHistory
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and producer and multi-instrumentalist Tim
Friese-Green — had successfully transformed
themselves from textural new wave/art-rock
heroes to introspective experimental rock and
neo-jazz vanguards, inspiring what would spawn
the "shoe-gazing" and "post-rock" movements
with such acts as Sigur Ros, Doves, My Bloody
Valentine, and Oval. Their fifth and final studio
album, Laughing Stock (1991), is ahaunting, meditative, intricate masterpiece. Here Talk Talk delivered amonumental contemplative opus similar to
groundbreaking works by Brain Eno, David
Sylvian, and Harold Budd. Laughing Stock radiates
with spacious, visceral, sophisticated, organicfueled soundscapes; songs like "Ascension Day,"
the sensorial epic "After the Flood," and the sublimely majestic "New Grass" remain timeless
classics, and vivid reminders of Talk Talk's blistering intensity.
KAL RUBINSON

PROKOFIEV: Romeo and Juliet, Suites 1-3
Paavo Jâivi, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Telarc SACD-60597 (SACD). 2003. Robert Woods, prod.; Michael
Bishop, eng. DSD. Tr: 74:57

Telarc has issued some spectacular-sounding multichannel SACDs, but this is the first whose music
I've found to be equally outstanding. Imprinted on
the bracing Maazel/Cleveland LPs of the complete
ballet and the edgy Mravinsky/Leningrad CD of
Suite 2, Iinitially thought Jârvi's (with most of the
music rearranged into three suites) seemed very
well-played and luxurious but uninflected. However, the repeated hearings demanded by the powerful and detailed recording convinced me that this
was areflective but sweeping and powerful performance. With practically ideal orchestral balances,
this is awonderfully transporting experience and
my very favorite ballet.
DORIAN MICHAEL: Acoustic Blues
With: Albert Lee, Laurence Juber
AIX 80016 (DVD-A/V). 2003. Mark Waldrep, prod., eng. 24/96 PCM,
Dolby Digital, DTS. Tr: 66:07

I've mouthed off about this disc in my "Music in the
Round" column for its marvelously detailed and
warm sound in two- and multichannel, with a
choice of Stage or Audience perspectives on the
DVD-Video side. Nice as the video-supported tracks
are, it's the 5.1-channel, 24-bit/961cHz Stage mix on
the DVD-Audio side that lets me fully immerse
myself in the gently grooving interplay among these
gifted musicians. Iparticularly enjoy the uptempo
"Broad Street Blues," in which the players toss the
lead back and forth, and their slyly loping version of
Miles Davis' "All Blues." But it's all good.
LELAND RUCKER

MARK KNOPFLER: Sailing to Philadelphia
Warner Bros. 47753-2 (CD). 2000. Chuck Ainley, prod., eng.; Mark
Knopiler, prod.; Denny Purcell, mastering. MD. Tr: 60:34

Like Richard Thompson, Mark Knopfler's talent as
aguitarist is knowing that not playing is sometimes
more important than cutting loose. "What It Is,"
the only real anthem here, opens to the bombast of
fiddles, and on many songs, the instruments and
delivery are little more than a whisper. But
Stereophiie, February 2004
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Knopfler's 13 contemporary and historical vignettes — which include aprairie wedding, black
gospel singers living out of their car, an itinerant
professional race-car driver, arock band that sounds
like Dire Straits on its first tour, and the Englishmen
who sailed to Philadelphia to survey the MasonDixon line — cut to the quick, carried by Knopfler's
always elegant, always bluesy guitar lines.

the Sun Will Shine," "Birdie Told Me," and "Day
Time Girl," as well as such majestic strangeness as
"World," "Harry Braff," and the fatalistic title track.
Bill Shepherd's surging orchestrations dominate
many of the arrangements, but the band delivers
credible electric performances on "Lemons Never
Forget" and "The Change Is Made."

THE BYRDS: Mr. Tambourine Man
Columbia/Legacy CK 64845 (CD). 1965. Terry Melcher, Bob Irwin,
prods.; Vic Anesini, eng., mastering. MD. TT: 45:43

BRUCE COCKBURN: Humans: Deluxe Edition
Rounder 11661-3210-2 (CD). 1980/2003. Eugene Martynec, prod.;
Gary Gray, eng.; Peter J. Moore, digital remastering. AAD.11': 49:39

Sweetheart of the Rodeo gets all the hype, and this
album has taken its share of abuse for having used
studio musicians. But heard as the opening salvo of
an American-Brit tit-for-tat with the thenindomitable Beatles, Mr. Tambourine Man still stands
proud. Besides letting Lennon, McCartney, and
Harrison know we weren't all abunch of rubes
over here, the Byrds, studio musicians and all.
brought Bob Dylan, Pete Seeger, and Jackie
DeShanrion into the electric age, where they belonged, and introduced the talents of Gene Clark to
the world at large — and, along the way, established
forever the electric 12-string guitar as part of the
rock vocabulary.

Ottawa-born Bruce Cockburn is one of the most
enduring songwriters on the planet. Legendary
since the 1970s for his spiritual and politically
charged songs and performances, he has always
followed his own muse, often touring far and wide
for inspiration. With material written in Japan and
Europe as well as North America, Humans is full of
smart, engaging songs that marked Cockburn's
move toward asound more tinged with electric,
rock, and reggae, and away from his earlier
acoustic jazz-folk. That it came on the heels of the
dissolution of his 10-year marriage makes it all the
more poignant. "More Not More" is classic
Cockburn, a gorgeous introspection about the
feeling that something's missing—from an
evening or afriendship — and the frustration of
not knowing how to fill the emptiness. "How I
Spent My Fall Vacation," written in Paris, is evocative and cinematic, flail of wry observations. But it's
unfair to single out any individual song here: Every
one on this, Cockburn's best album, is rich and
powerful. Rounder's new reissue of Humans (following earlier incarnations on Millennium and
Columbia) is the one to get: It features 24bit/96kHz digital remastering plus apreviously
unreleased live version of "Grim Travelers."

SCOTT SCHINDER
THE TRASH CAN SINATRAS: I've Seen Everything

Go! Discs/London 828 412-2 (CD). 1993. Ray Shulman, prod., eng.;
Larry Primrose, eng. MD. TT: 4432

These Scottish popsters broke away from their
indie-jangle roots with this remarkable sophomore
effort, amelodically gorgeous, emotionally complex gem that balances gentle whimsy with looming melancholy. The ambitious tunes merge
fresh-faced folk-pop melodies with lyrics worldweary beyond their years by guitarists John
Douglas and Paul Livingston, whose rueful,
pun-strewn wordplay is delivered with eloquent
understatement by singer Frank Reader. With
ex-Gentle Giant member Ray Shulman producing,
the arrangements range from stirring acoustic intimacy ("Worked aMiracle," "I'm Immortal") to
swelling epics ("Hay Fever," "Killing the Cabinet").
The talented if unprolific combo continues to produce excellent and often moving work, but this
unprepossessing mini-masterpiece is the best first
stop for curious newbies.

DAVID SOKOL

AL ANDERSON: Pay Before You Pump
Imprint IMPCD 10004 (CD). 1996. Scott Baggett, prod., eng., mix;
Chris Bellman, mastering. AAD2 TT: 50:17

Their disco-era success would make them biggerthan-life icons, but it's the Brothers Gibb's 1960s
pop output that's their most distinctive, creative,
and resonant music. While many of their psychedelic-era contemporaries were falling all over
themselves to out-weird each other, the three siblings (along with then-bandmates Vince Melouney
and Colin Peterson) made vivid, deeply felt art-pop
that was both stunningly crafted and effortlessly
out-there. The most transcendent example of the
Gibbs' unearthly creativity is this, their second LP,
which features such delicate melodramas as "And

When Al Anderson left NRBQ to become a
Nashville songwriter, few predicted just how successful he'd become. A decade later, with hits under
his belt for everyone from Carlene Carter and the
Mavericks to LeAnn Rimes and Tim McGraw, Big
Al's days as the Q's axe-slinger are afond, faded
memory. Pay Beore You Pump perfectly bridges the
gap for Anderson between bar-band rocker and Alist country songsmith. His songs here are clever,
indelibly catchy (co-writers include John Hiatt and
Bill Lloyd), and fun. Take this sample lyric from
"Lonely Too Long," the ultimate opposites-attract
song: "You got a stock portfolio, / Ikeep my
change in aDixie cup. /You want adog with a
pedigree, / Ilike any skinny thing that wanders
up." Then there's his gritty vocals and stellar guitar
work; backup by the Joined at the Hip Band
(including Stevie Ray Vaughan keyboard accomplice Reese Wynans); guest appearances by Elvis
Costello and Delbert McClinton; and the spontaneity of atwo-day recording session. It all adds up
on Pay Bdore You Pump, aportrait of an artist who
does lots of things well.
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BEE GEES: Horizontal
Atco 33-233 (LP), Polydor 833 659-2 (CD). 1968. Robert Stigwood,
Bee Gees, prods. AM/MD. Tr: 37:10
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DAVID PATRICK STEARNS
RAVEL: Complete Works for Piano
Alexandre Tharaud, piano
Harmonia Mundi 901811.12 (2 CDs). 2003. Jean-Martial Golaz,
prod., eng. DDD. TT: 2:00:18

Were Jean-Yves Thibaudet the best that the French
piano school now has to offer, I'd require antidepressants that haven't yet been invented. Instead,
there's Alexandre Tharaud, a name nearly unknown in the US aside from some Poulenc chainber-music CDs on Naxos and aRameau disc on
Harmonia Mundi. On the evidence of this newly
released set, Tharaud is amajor keyboard personality. His idol — suggested by both interviews and the
dedication on his CD—is Marcelle Meyer, a
pianistic deity who reigned in mid-20th-century
Paris. Clearly, Tharaud is searching for values and
manners that were lost in the internationalization
of post—World War II France. The result is an
adventurous, expansive, individualistic approach
that yields aGaspard de la Nuit as sexy as (but more
tasteful than) Ivo Pogorelich's on DG. The resonant
sound, which gives Ravel's colors needed breathing
room, is arelief to those who have tired of airless,
digitized piano recordings. Other Tharaud recordings indicate that while this Ravel set is his best
recording so far, it's no fluke. A strong runner-up is
Reynaldo Hahn's Quintet for Piano and String
Quartet on Auvidis (V 4848).
LS. BACH: English Suite No.6
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 31, Op.110
WEBERN: Variations, Op.27
Piotr Anderszewski, piano
Accord 025 (CD). 1996. Lech Dudik, Gabriela Blicharz, prods. DDD.
TT: 60:38

Early recordings by notable artists have away of
emerging like skeletons from the closet, as does this
disc, made by Piotr Anderszewski before his 2002
Gilmore Artist Award. However, its bones don't rattle for the usual reasons. This disc—his first —hails
from a period when Anderszewski was mainly
known as Viktora Mullova's tousle-haired accompanist, and typically shows him playing repertoire that
many artists save until they're 40. Also typically, he
triumphs with technical crispness, intellectual precision, and clarity of vision. The embarrassing part is
that these qualities are more evident here than in his
subsequent discs. The Beethoven is astoundingly
confident in its exploration of structural elements:
Tricky modifications of tempo give this usually
cerebral aspect of Beethoven adistinctive expressive
tenderness. Also, you could have little sympathy for
Webern and still have no problem tracking his thematic transformations in Anderszewski's reading.
But good luck in finding this disc; my Polish pressing came from asecond-hand store, and it appears
to be out of print. Given Anderszewski's increasing
visibility, it can't stay that way long.
ZAN STE1NART
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RALPH LALAMA &HIS MANHATTAN ALL-STARS: Feelin' and peen'
Ralph Lalama, tenor sax; Tom Harrell, trumpet, flugelhom; Barry
Harris, piano; Peter Washington, bass; Kenny Washington, drums
Criss Cross 1046 (CD). 1990. Gerry Teekins, prod.; Max Bolleman,
eng. DDD. TT: 55:35
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For alook at how bebop evolved in the latter part
of the 20th century, this 1990 date led by the unWorldRadioHistory
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sung Ralph Lalama, known mainly through his
years with the Vanguard Jazz Orchestra and adamn
solid Bird-meets-Trane tenorman, is as good as it
gets. The participants include diehard bopper
pianist Barry Harris, trumpeter Tom Harrell (who
knows almost as much Bird and Diz as Harris
does), and the unrelated Washingtons Peter and
Kenny, who supply asupple bottom. This crack
team essays Elmo Hope's aptly named "So Nice,"
Thad Jones' delectable "Evol Deldaw Ni" (spell it
backward), Bud Powell's slalom-like "Crazeology,"
Sonny Rollins' quietly surging "Paradox," and four
other goodies, all with an élan befitting masters.
LEE MORGAN: The Sidewinder
Lee Morgan, trumpet; Joe Henderson, tenor sax; Barry Harris, piano;
Bob Cranshaw, bass; Billy Higgins, drums
Blue Note 4 95332 2 (CD). 1963/1999. Alfred Lion, orig. prod.;
Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng., remastering. MD. TT: 50:52

This one-size-fits-all album is amix of blues, swing,
funk, and melodic whammy that can appeal to
someone who's never heard jazz, who's just getting
into it, or who's adeeply devoted disciple or practitioner. It's acclaimed for the title track, arumbling
boogaloo that was the fiery Morgan's sole hit. It
sports spiffy work from Morgan, tenor dynamo Joe
Henderson, pianist Barry Harris, and the fluid-beat
rhythm team of bassist Bob Cranshaw and amazing
drummer Billy Higgins. The other tracks are even
better. "Hocus Pocus" is aperky line built on the
changes of "Mean to Me," "Gary's Notebook" and
"Boy, What aNight" are two rhythmically intriguing
blues variants, and "Totem Pole" slips and slides
through two moods. Solos are succulent throughout.
JOHN SWENSON

VAN MORRISON: Veedon Fleece
Warner Bros. 2805-2 (CD). 1974. Van Morrison, prod.; Jim Stern,
Dahaud &Jean Shaar, Elvin Campbell, engs. AAD. TT: 47:46

Van Morrison decided to be apoet, not apop star,
when he put together this album, which anticipated most of his subsequent greatest work. Medon
Fleece was an evocation of Morrison's personal
Camelot, a place where Jackie Wilson and
Cuchulain sat at the same table, amyth-infused
mixture of ancient Irish airs and heaven-born
rhythm and blues rhythms.
Side 1of the original LP ("Fair Play" to "You
Don't Pull No Punches, But You Don't Push the
River") is amagnificent suite that rivals Astral Weeks
for sheer lyricism. Morrison hits incredibly sweet
high notes on "Who Was That Masked Man," and
chants "our souls were clean and the grass did
grow" to ethereal pennywhistle accompaniment on
"Streets of Arklow." "... River" is atrance masterpiece that uses the chords of Dylan's "All Along the
Watchtower" and the rhythmic pulse of James
Brown's "Doin' It to Death" to arrive at amusical
statement that is pure Van Morrison.
JELL° BIAFRA/M010 NIXON & TOADLIQUORS: Pa-aide Home
Invasion
Alternate Tentacles 137 (CD). 1994. Marshall Lawless, Tri-State Kill
Spree Johnson, prods.; Stuart Sullivan, eng. ADD. TT: 54:30

This is probably the most subversive rock record
made in the 1990s, afrenzied ride between the
Stereophile, February 2004
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runaway horses of Dead Kennedys founder Jello
Biafra and the avatar of political incorrectness,
Mojo Nixon. Nixon's awesome band, the
Toadliquors, featuring the great Pete (Wet Dawg)
Gordon on keyboards, provides the appropriately
maniacal tone for such gems as "Buy My Snake
Oil," "Convoy in the Sky," "Atomic Power," "Let's
Go Burn Ole Nashville Down," "Will the Fetus Be
Aborted," and, of course, "Are You Drin' With
Me Jesus." Topical news stories ("Beer spill kills
fish"; "Country music causes suicider) and Tom
Tomorrow's This Modern World comic strips adorn
the fun-packed insert booklet.
SAM TELLIG

BARBER: Violin Concerto, Orchestral Music
Souvenirs (Ballet Suite), Serenade for Strings, Music for a Scene
from Shelley
James Boswell, violin; Marin Alsop, Royal Scottish National
Orchestra
Naxos 8.559004 (CD). 2001. Andrew Walton, prod.; Tony Faulkner,
eng. DDD. TT: 64:20

Again, I'll take two from the Naxos American
Classics series. Samuel Barber's Violin Concerto,
which premiered in 1941, has long been one of the
composer's most popular works, perhaps because
Barber had to make it more glitzy — at the request
of the premiere's intended soloist, Barber composed astrikingly brilliant finale. Nor did that version please the intended soloist, who found it
"unplayably difficult." American violinist James
Boswell here plays the unplayable on the Levêque
Stradivarius of 1720. (Might as well give the instrument maker credit, too.) The chamber-like work is
scored for just eight woodwinds, two horns, two
trumpets, percussion, piano, and strings. The second movement opens with amagnificent oboe solo
that's reminiscent of Brahms. A delightful surprise
(for me) on this disc was Souvenirs, aballet suite
consisting of six short movements in different
dance genres. Pas de Deux has some hauntingly
beautiful instrumental solos, and wait till you hear
Hesitation Tango, in which the full orchestral forces
suddenly blaze forth in all their glory. Ah, that horn
section of the Royal Scottish National Orchestra! A
magnificent disc all around, with superb engineering by Tony Faulkner. And at aNaxos price!

TO DIE FOR

series. If Iwere amusic critic, I'd call this disc
"indispensable," the recording "unimpeachable."
DAVID VERNIER

TALUS SCHOLARS: The Essential Talks Scholars
The Tallis Scholars; Peter Phillips, cond.
Gimell CDGIM 201 (2 CDs). 2003. Steve C. Smith, Peter Phillips,
prods.; Bob Auger, Tony Faulkner, Mike Clements, Philip Hobbs,
engs. AAD/DDD. TT: 2:35:41

Of course, everyone knows that all Tanis Scholars
recordings are essential — but this two-disc compilation makes an ideal companion when you don't
have room to bring along all of the choir's 30-plus
CDs, made during 15 years of recording. The carefully chosen program includes classics such as the
Allegri Miserere, Tallis's 0 Nata Lux, and Byrd's fivepart Mass.
MALIN: Sacred Music, L1M.9
Laudate pueri, Salve Regina, other works
The King's Consort Choir of the King's Consort; Robert King, cond.
Hyperion CDA66839 (CD). 2003. Ben Turner, prod.; Philip Hobbs,
eng. DDD. TT: 66:42

Everything here — music, singing, playing, and
sound — is outstanding. But Itreasure this disc for
one reason: mezzo-soprano Joyce DiDonato. Her
voice, and her singing of the motet Ascende Laeta,
are literally to die for.
BARRY WILLIS

OH SUSANNA: Sleepy Little Sailor
Stella 3(CD). 2001. Colin Cripps, prod. MD. TT: 47:36. Available at
www.ohsusannamusic.com.

Oh Susanna is the stage name of San
Francisco-born, Vancouver-raised, Toronto-based
singer-songwriter Susie Ungerleider. Recorded
with friends at alakeside house in Ontario, Sleepy
Little Sailor blends family lore, childhood memories,
adolescent exploration, and adult angst in haunting,
bittersweet sonic dreamscapes that persist long after
the music fades. Bearing the imprimatur of the
Ontario Arts Council, the disc is proof that big
things are possible on modest budgets — the songwriting, musicianship, and sound are equally
superb. Sleepy Little Sailor has been in near-constant
rotation chez nous since it was first released three
years ago.

ROREA1: Symphonies 1-3
José Serebrier, Boumemouth Symphony Orchestra
Naxos 8.559149 (CD). 2003. Phil Rowlands, prod., eng.; Nick Parker,
prod. DDD. Tr: 69:22

CHARLIE TAYLOR: Once Upon a Time
Rhombus 8016 (CD). 2003. Dan Penn, Geoff Gillette, prods., engs.;
Ron Laury, eng. MD. TT: 51:07. Available at www.charlie
taylormusic.com.

Think of composer Ned Rorem and you think of
songs. But Rorem has always composed orchestral
music, too, including these three symphonies, composed between 1950 and 1958. Symphonies 1and
2 receive their first recordings here, which is surprising considering the quality of the works. Or is
it? Rorem was out of favor among conductors and
critics because he avoided the atonal and the experimental. His music is melodic and songlike, sometimes haunting, sometimes playful. So much for
giving concert audiences access to what they might
find accessible. The strongest work here is
Symphony 3. Iespecially admire the fourth movement, Andante, which starts off with adreamy, pastoral English horn solo. Hats off to Naxos for yet
another superb disc in their American Classics

Anyone who's lived in the South will find Charlie
Taylor's music as comfortable as afavorite old pair
of sneakers. Polished but unpretentious, these tunes
evoke hot clubs, steamy streets, boss rides, balmy
nights, and cool coastal breezes. The Nashville
singer-songwriter assembled an all-star team for
this project, including vocalist Jimmy Griffin, violinist Kristin Koval, drummers Ian Wallace and
Daniel Tashian, songwriter-keyboardists Spooner
Oldham and Carson Whitsett, bassists Mike Leech
and Ross Sermons, and guitarists Scotty Moore,
Rick Vito, Barry Tashian, and Mike Duhham.
Taylor has diligently honed his craft over decades. It
was therefore exceptionally gratifying that this inaugural release got short-listed recently by the
Grammy organization.
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The Quad L Series
Since 1936, every Quad product has
followed an underlying philosophy —to
bring you 'the closest approach to the
original sound'. This philosophy has
earned Quad the respect of acoustic
engineers, musicians, recording artists
and music-lovers the world over and
remains undiluted today.

Our all new '12 Series is an accurate
reflection of this philosophy. An even
and extended frequency response,
which is capable of incredible detail and
resolution, creates areal 'window' on
the recording. The sound stage is so
vivid and expansive, you can virtually
see the musicians in front of you.
The 'U series are all finished in high
gloss piano lacquers, either in pure
black, maple, bird's eye maple or
rosewood veneer.
IAG America,
15 Walpole Park South,
Walpole,
MA 02081 USA
Tel: (508)-850-3950
Fax: (508)-850-3905
Email: info@iagamerica.com
www.quad-hifi.co.uk
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ach to the original sound

THE RETURN
OF THE

cl

BELOVED
BACHARACH
SONG CATALOG
AND ITS
IN
CREATOR.

by Robert Baird

H

labeled "everybody's compose!;
says nonchalantly. Imust be quaking visibly. He smiles. "What I'll
probably do, what I've intended
to do all along, is make this great
cutting-edge album for Sony."
"Cutting-edge?" Istutter, still
processing the ramifications of a
Bacharach-Dre connection: the
mojo of the Pop Icon Meets HipHop Svengali. "Not trying to have
hits, just writing mosdy instrumental music that crosses over
into the classical mindset. I've
written four or five of them on
Dre's drum loops and bass
patterns. Don't forget, I
was hanging around
here in this town
with John Cage and
had Henry Cowell

e's been up since
4am: first for a
live radio interview, then aperformance
on
satellite radio.
When Iget off the elevator, Burt
Bacharach and singer Ronnie Isley
are recording promo spots for that
same satellite radio station. Sipping
water to fight off anasty cough, his
voice almost awhisper, Bacharach
is wrung out. Feeling more than a
little guilty that he's here submitting
to an interview rather than taking a
nap, Ipitch him ameatball: What's
he working on now?
"I've written some stuff to drum
loops that Dr. Dre's given to nie," the
75-year-old songwriter, whom his exemployer Marlene Dietrich famously
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LEGENDARY ORIGINATOR
In the early '50s, anew sound stormed out o.
`Mississippi by
way of Chicago. Eo Diddley's fresh eectric spir on R&B laid the
foundalion of rock 'n' roll. Today, '/he Originator" is still writing,
recording, performing, and pushing the boundaries. As Bo was
redefining American culture with his special brand of music,
Klipsch

as .edefining the high-performance.

loudspeaker with its advanced horn technology
And like Bo, Klipsch has :.•,ontinued to innovate
while remaining faitnful to the essence that
made the originals great. Listen to Bo Diddley
through Klipsch Reference Series speakers
and feel the pulsing heart of rock 'n' roll,
every beat sure and powerful.
Experience the emotion just as Bo
intended by visiting your local
Kipsch deale , or WV/W.klipsch.com.

A LEGEND IN SOUND
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at least, Bacharach-David songs
were abit of cultural osmosis
you couldn't escape. One day,
you found yourself unconsciously humming them, your brain
filled with Bacharach melodies.
In the crowning touch,
Bacharach singles always seemed
to hit big during the summer:
"What the World Needs Now"
in 1965, "Alfie" in 1966,
Look of Love" in 1967, and finally, in April 1968, "Do You Know
the Way to San Jose," which hit
No.10, followed quiddy in May
by the No.1 smash "This Guy's in
Love with You," by Herb Albert
That summer of '68, as the war
in Vietnam reached its crescendo,
my major concerns revolved
around getting to the swimming
pool, gulping down Dt Pepper
and Fritos, and grappling with the
puzzling stir that occurred whenever the opposite sex walked by.

in my romanticized
summer, the most
bloom will always
be Burt Bacharach's
timental love songs,

as ateacher, so Ican go to that way of thinking musically and
make it kind of unique."
This isn't the conversation Iexpected to be having with the
man responsible for what's arguably the proudest pop-song
catalog ever conceived.
Or maybe it is.
If you were alive in America in the 1960s and had any sensitivity to what was on the radio, then it would be hard to pinpoint when you first heard the music of Burt Bacharach. It
seemed that wherever you were, there was aradio playing,
and that soundtrack, provided by Top 40 radio, was playing a
single written by Bacharach and lyricist Hal David. Like oxygen it was invisible, yet had apower all its own. For adecade
Stereophile, February 2004

melodically snappy enough to
attract kids and adults alike. My
father, amusic fan, was hooked,
and soon the largest room of the
house was pulsating with the
sounds of Bacharach's Reach Out
(1967) album, on A&M Records,
followed the next year by his sad
Make it Easy on Yourself (1969),
which remains one of my most
life-changing musical touchstones. Even though he was usually married—he and Angie
Dickinson were, for atime, the Hollywood couple —the man
himself looked to be the epitome of cool, aspace-age bachelor
(to quote Esquivel) all dolled up in white slacks, asweater tied
casually around his shoulders.
It is with this kind of history-turned-trepidation and, yes,
alittle old-fashioned, knee-knockin' fan worship, that Iwalk
into the glass-walled studio of Sirius Satellite Radio to interview Burt Bacharach.
I'm here to talk about Here IAm, Isley Meets Bacizarach,
Bacharach's new project with Ronnie Isley, of the Isley
Brothers. While many artists are reluctant, if not downright
militant, about not being able to emotionally reconnect with
their older material, Bacharach, inspired by Isley's voice,
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VECTOR TONEARM:
A DESIGN BREAKTHROUGH!

*NO MISTRACKING
ends record wear.

*EXPLOSIVE DYNAMICS

result from Tn-Axial damping.
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*PINPOINT IMAGING
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•PERFECT SYNERGY
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DEBUT VACUUM +VECTOR TONEARM: THE ULTIMATE RECORD PLAYER
26 CLINTON DRIVE, HOLLIS, NH, 03049 TEL 603.889.4776 FAX 603.889.5402 E-MAIL BASISAUDIO@CS.COM

introduciny Audiophile APS
Power made simple.
If you want your audio and home theatre systems to perform up to their potential, you would be well
advised to supply them with pure AC power. Constant 120 volts, unwavering frequency, clean pure sine
wave cycle after cycle. Free from RFI and EMI line noise, harmonic distortion, damaging spikes and
surges, harmful over arad under voltages, annoying brown-outs and power outages that
ruin listening pleasure and interrupt recording operations to tape or disc.
The Audiophile APS delivers just that. Pure regenerated AC power from
an advanced double conversion technology that provides the ultimate
protection from the threats posed by power quality problems found in the
typical wall outlet. Threats both to your sensitive components, and your
sensitive eyes and ears.
Product details at www.audiophileaps.com
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,
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or (905) 812.8795
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reached back and came up with lush, new arrangements for
such classics as “Alfie" and "The Look of Love." From first discussions to finished album, the project came together in just
four months, at Capitol's Studio A and B in Hollywood,
where Sinatra once worked. The pair recently brought their
collaboration to the stage, for one show each in New York
and Los Angeles —Bacharach in his customary spot behind a
grand piano, leading a40-piece orchestra, and Isley out front
singing. "Rave" is too weak aword for the resulting reviews.
Still, why, at this point in his career, when he needs neither
the fame nor the money, would Bacharach consent to make
an album of his classic hits?
Burt Bacharach and Ronnie Isley
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something else to record, the Isleys cut "Twist and Shout,"
which became their biggest hit. Bacharach swears he doesn't
remember any of this.
"[He's got] great tastes," he says of Isley. "[He makes] great
choices where he's going to go. Brilliant pitch, brilliant
musicianship."
Though he's no Dionne Warwick, who will always be the
ultimate instrument for interpreting the glories of the
Bacharach-David catalog, Ronnie Isley weaves his own distinctive way with tunes like "Make It Easy On Yourself' and
"This Guy's in Love with You," both of which are slowed
down and opened up to give him room to work his old-school,
'60s soul way of singing
them. He even adds something to the vocabulary of
"Close to You." Two
newer songs, "Count On
Me" and "Love's (Still) the
Answer," while not in the
same class as the older
classics,
show
that
Bacharach (with help, in
both cases, from co-writer
Totlb K) is still the master
of the lush pop love ballad.
After his initial audition
at Bacharach's house, Isley
came up with his wish list
of songs. "He said he
wanted to do `Raindrops
Keep Fallin' On My
Head," Bacharach says.
That's about the last song
in the world that Iwanted
to do. But he sang the first
two bars. Isaid Wow, I
see this. Isee where this
could take me.' Because,
you see, I'm very comforte able in the urban, R&B
world. Ialways have been.
"[Raindrops] was not
written to be ahit song. The movies that rve scored are written
foremost to service the movie only. That scene in Butch Cassidy
—it was an open space, George Roy [Hill, the director] knew
he wanted an important piece of music [there], but there's not
alot of music in Butch Cassidy. It won an Academy Award for
the score (and Best Theme Song), but there's not aton of music.
That suited me fine, because I'm agreat believer in economy.
There's alot of economy in Ronnie's album, in the Elvis
Costello album [Paintedfrom Memory, cowritten with Costello].
"George Roy Hill was open enough to say, `Do you hear a
song there?' [The title was] not what Iheard first, I
just heard
that melody and Ikept looking at that scene. And then I
heard an observation lyric. Actually, ['Raindrops Keep
On My Head'] was my tide. Hal [David] tried to change it so
many different ways. But just the way it sounded, it fit."
Bacharach's manager, Sue, walks into the studio to take his
lunch order. During adiscussion of spinach salads and where a
fresh-fruit drink can be had in that midtown-Manhattan
neighborhood, she mentions that the reviews are in from the
Los Angeles shows Bacharach and Isley did afew nights

"[Ronnie Isley] came over to the house to pick
the first five sonls, and Iheard him sing;
very impressive. This is akiller
voice. This is the greatest
R&B soul singer there is.
Well, he and Luther [Vandross]. He's different than Luther.
Ilove Luther. We're gonna hear Luther sing one of these
days"(Vandross had astroke in April 2003).
Although he knew Ronnie Isley from the singer's days with
his brothers, Rudolph and O'Kelly, in the Isley Brothers, and
the group's 1970s funk-rock incarnation that culminated in the
now-revered single "Fight the Power (Pt.1)," Bacharach had
also heard the recent R. Kelly-produced album, Body Kiss.
There's an even deeper connection, one that Isley and
Bacharach recount onstage at New York's Supper Club: In
1962, Ronnie and his brothers were about to record
Bacharach's "Make It Easy On Yourself" with aslight tweak
of the lyrics that had been the idea of the session's producer.
When Bacharach found out about the change, he refused permission for the group to record his song. Casting about for
Stereophile, February 2004
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before. There was aline in one
of them about the project being
"like Rod Stewart," who is currently rasping out standards,
and that bothers Bacharach.
"It's not like aRod Stewart
album. I'm sorry," he says,
wrinkling his mouth with distaste. "But [the recent success
of] Rod Stewart, Bette
Midler, Streisand's new album — those bode well for us
too. There's another kind of
audience we can tap."
"And who would that be?"
"Thirty-five to 45-year-old
women who are in love or have
had their hearts broken, because
I've just seen the reaction when
we did 'Close to You' in an
office for [television entertainment magazine] Access HA/wood—just me and Ronnie, just
Glory days: Burt Bacharach and partner Hal David
like here. Crying. I know a
woman who can't listen to the record. Breaks her up too much."
money. I'm pretty lousy when Itake somebody's else's song.
After Isley's voice and the classic songs themselves, Here I
Idon't know what the hell to do."
Am's richness comes from Bacharach's sleek yet intricate
Born in Kansas City, Missouri, Bacharach grew up in
arrangements, which have always been an astonishing
Queens, New York, and began seriously playing the piano in
strength of his, one often equal to his peerless songwriting.
pickup bands while still in high school. Influenced equally by
romantic composers like Ravel and jazzers like
Dizzy Gillespie, who he snuck in to see on New
York's 52nd Street thanks to afalce ID, the young
musician studied at McGill University in Montreal,
Mannes School of Music and The New School for
Social Research (both in New York). In later years
he came under the tutelage of Darius Milhaud, who,
in amuch-repeated bit of Bacharach lore, told him not to be
ashamed of writing tonal music. During 1950-52, Bacharach
served in the army, where he played piano, and then played
with, among others, Vic Damone, the Ames Brothers, asinger
"You think Iwant to sit and write that many arrangements
named Paula Stewart (who became the first Mrs. Bacharach)
and do it the same way? Iwouldn't know how. Ihave no
and, most famously, Marlene Dietrich.
interest. There's some permissiveness there. The song's writIn 1957, Bacharach and Hal David began working togethten, people know the song, you can take some changes —
er in the offices of the Famous Music publishing firm, which
particularly if I'm doing it. Another orchestrator... Idon't
was located in the Brill Building, in Tunes Square. Five years
know. This has got my stamp of total approval. I'm not going
later they signed Marie Dionne Warrick to sing demos for
to do anything that goes against the integrity of the song.
them. When her first Bacharach-David single, "Don't Make
"[For example,] we're going to do 'Look of Love.' Well, shit,
Me Over" (the sons range, Bacharach notes, covers almost
I've done that how many times onstage, in performance? Made
two octaves), had aprinter's error on the label, Marie Dionne
the record with Dusty. Made it with Dionne. Did Iwant to do
Warrick became Dionne Warwick.
it the same cool way? No. Let me find another way. So once I
After arun of legendary hits, such as "Make It Rnsy On
got into it, [I] found, here's away to go, here's adifferent kind
Yourself" "Walk On By," "Pll Never Fall In Love Again," the
of energy, [and] came up with that intro, which then Iused at
trio of Bacharach, David, and Warwick split in 1972, after the
the end, and made it almost like aBrazilian marching band,
flop of the film Lost Horizon. Tune has since healed all wounds.
made it much more street Brazilian. Now Ilike the intro and I
"We're friends," Bacharach now says of David. "As it is
like the ending of "Look of Love" better than Ilike the song.
with Dionne. There was aperiod of 10 years where every"I never did like those people going in and recording my
body was worse.
song, when it's the first version that's going to be heard, and
"It's all my fault. Ididn't want to write with Hal after Lost
changing it. That's ano-no. You don't do that. I'm protective
Horizon. Lost Horizon blew me out for over ayear; it was such
of my material, Ireally am. That's why Istarted producing. If
adisaster. You say 'I don't wanna write' after something like
it didn't work, I've got myself to blame, not the arranger, not
that. [I'd] just get in my car and go down to the beach in Del
the A&R man. Inever went into producing records to make
Mar. The picture should have never been made.

He says that when he wrote the songs,
they always came to him complete
with the accompanying arrangements—
they were, as he says, "born out
of the same bed."
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Elephant album, the White Stripes covered Bacharades "I Just
"In the process, Dionne didn't get recorded, so contractualDon't Know What to Do with Myself." The composer has
ly she was basically screwed. And she sued, Hal sued, then me.
also made cameo appearances in all three Austin Powers films.
Icould see it coming. I
just didn't give ashit. I
just wanted to
But, as is always the case with songwriters, the better they
play tennis every day and try to forget When you have amonare, the less they seem able to say about how their art comes to
umental disaster in your career... as you get older, you realize
there are much greater monumental disasters than apicture
them or why it's so distinctive. "The music was alittle ahead of
its time," Bacharach says. "I mean, think about it—having R&B
that goes down, but at that time it was very important to me."
hits with music that's pretty damned sophisticated? But Ihad
No matter how tangled the relationships among the three
ways of doing it. Idon't know. You don't think about it"
became, the music from their glory years remains fresh,
Now happily ensconced in California with his fourth wife,Jane
almost in aworld of its own; music that, rather than being
(he and third wife Carol Bayer
consigned to the oldies bins,
Sager divorced in 1991), with
still connects with ayounger
whom he has two children,
generation. In recent years,
Raleigh, seven, and Oliver, 10,
Massive Attack, Stereolab,
Bacharach says he wants to
Ben Folds Five, R.E.M., and
spend more time at home and
Oasis have all covered or
g less on the road. Last year he
stolen from Bacharach. In the
e gave 35 concerts, many of
1996 BBC documentary Burt
î them guest appearances with
Bacharach: This Is Now, Oasis
§ symphony orchestras. In the
frontman Noel Gallagher
gcoming year, he's hoping to
tells how he lifted the openhalve that number For now,
ing bars of "This Guy's in
though, he's concentrating on
Love With You" and turned
Magic at the Brill Building: the master at work
Here IAm.
it into his song "Half aWorld
"Am Iat the top of my game orchestrating? Yes, Ican say
Away" (from 1998's The Masterplan). "I'm surprised he hasn't
that I'm qualified. Is this as good as it gets? Idon't know. At
sued me" he chortles. Elvis Costello won his only Grammy
this point in my life, that's as good as I've ever gotten, comAward for "I Still Have that Other Girl," from his 1998 album
ing up with some of these arrangements that are so different.
collaboration with Bacharach, Paintedfrom Memory (Bacharach
himself has a total of six Grammies). In 2003, on their
There's alot of pride there."
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hen Iwas first getting inter- wrote JG.2 "This tag must be forgotten,
ested in "high fidelity," as we
for this enclosure with its high sensitivicalled it back in the 1960s,
ty, wide and smooth frequency rethere was an audio dealer in Worthing,
sponse, brilliant transient reproduction,
England called Bowers & Wilkins.
and broad and balanced polar response,
Their advertisement in the February is approaching the ideal which everyone
1966 issue of Hi-Fi News features their is seeking —perfection."
annual sale, with aQuad Electrostatic
Perfection in a loudspeaker? That
Speaker priced at £30 instead of the
goal is as elusive in the 21st century as it
manufacturer's recommended £37, 1 was in the second half of the 20th. But
and offering other bargains, from
in the years since the P2 was introduced,
Re Vox, Quad, Rogers, Leak, and the Bowers & Wilkins Electronics comArmstrong. Conspicuous by their ab- pany (always aseparate business entity
sence from the ad are Bowers & from the store) morphed into what has
Wilkins speakers. The first reference to
since become one of the world's leading
those Icould find was in the August speaker marques, B&W Loudspeakers.
1968 issue of what was then called The John Bowers passed away in late 1987
Gramophone, when race-car driver
and his partner, Robert Trunz, sold the
turned audio critic John Gilbert raved
company to Canadian conglomerate
about the P2 Monitor. Designed by avid Equity International in the mid-1990s.
concertgoer John Bowers with Peter B&W now has two factories and adedHayward and featuring an EMI bass
icated R&D facility in the UK, and a
unit and aCelestion tweeter, the twocabinet-assembly plant in Denmark.
way P2 was priced at more than twice
B&W these days refers to itself as
the Quad speaker, at £159/pair.
"B&W Bowers &Wilkins," perhaps in an
"There was atime when everyone
thought that the loudspeaker was the
2The late John Gilbert was one of the most extraordiweakest link in the reproducing chain,"
nary characters Ihave been privileged to knock back a

1As 1wrote these words, Iheard the sad news that
Quad's Peter Walker has passed away, at the age of 87.
An appreciation of PW's work will appear in our
March issue.

Description:
Two-way,
reflexloaded,
stand-mounted
loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25mm)
aluminum-alloy dome tweeter, 6.5"
(165mm)
woven-Kevlar
cone
woofer.
Crossover
frequency:
3.7kHz. Frequency response: 46Hz25kHz, ±3dB; —6dB at 43Hz &
50kHz. Sensitivity: 89dB/2.83V/m.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms (4.6
ohms minimum). Harmonic distortion (second & third harmonic at
90dB, 1m): <1%, 90Hz-20kHz;
<0.5%, 150Hz-18kHz. Power handling: 50-120W, unclipped.
Dimensions: 16.5" (420mm) H by
8.75" (222mm) W by 11.4" (290mm)
D. Cabinet volume: 16 liters. Weight:
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beer with. John may have had an encyclopedic knowledge of all things audio, but he was also adaredevil. I
remember being scared silly by aroller coaster with a
180° vertical loop at the 1985 Munich Beer Festival;
while the rest of us youthful audio scribes were kissing
the ground, we witnessed then-octogenarian John
standing in line first for asecond ride, then for athird.

21 lbs (9.5kg) each.
Finishes: Cherry, Alder, Rosenut,
Walnut, Black Ash wood veneers with
black grillecloths.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
0001909, '10.
Price: $1500/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 200.
Manufacturer: B&W Loudspeakers
Ltd., Meadow Road, Worthing BN11
2RX, England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)1903524801. Fax: (44) (0)1903-524725.
US distributor: Equity International,
54 Concord Street, North Reading,
MA 01864-2699. Tel: (978) 6642870. Fax: (978) 664-4109. Web:
www.bwspeakers.com.
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attempt to recapture the ambiance of its

formative days. But its loudspeaker engineering is bang up to date. When Iheard
about the company's new 700 series of
speakers, based on the technology featured in their cost-no-object Nautilus
series but priced to sell in the real world, I
asked to review the $1500/pair 705.
The 705...

... replaces B&W's CDM 1NT and is a
moderately sized two-way, stand-mounted design. Both drive-units are made inhouse. The woofer features B&W's
familiar yellow cone of woven Kevlar and
is reflex-loaded by alarge port immediately beneath it on the front baffle. This
has flares on both inner and outer openings, with its surface dimpled to reduce
turbulence. The 1" dome tweeter is
mounted in aminimal enclosure on the
top of the cabinet, which optimizes dispersion. Both drive-units have had alot of
attention paid to minimizing distortion,
both through careful design of their magnetic circuits and the use of such things as
copper covers and shorting rings on the
pole-pieces. In addition, the tweeter has a
lower inductance than usual, achieved by
use of single-layer ribbon for the voicecoil, to allow its response to be extended
well above the audioband. The tweeter
dome is also acoustically loaded by the
transmission-line tube first seen in the
Nautilus models.
The 705's cabinet looks refreshingly
different. Its front baffle and top plate are
formed from asingle piece of multi-ply
wood, this curving back above the woofer
to meet the rear panel. The sidewalls are
lined with foam and are not quite parallel;
the 705's front is slightly wider than its
back, which reduces the effect of internal
standing waves. There is an internal vertical brace as well as afiber filling.
Electrical connection is via two pairs
of binding posts on the rear panel. These
have large holes and sliding sleeves to
allow spade lugs to be securely clamped.
The crossover is mounted to acircuit
board fastened to the inside of the terminal panel. Fairly minimal in topology,
it features two air-core inductors, two
plastic-film capacitors, and two resistors.
Stereophile, February 2004
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Sound quality
Though B&W makes amatching stand
for the 705 (the FS700), this wasn't supplied for review. I therefore sat the
speakers on 24" Celestion Si stands, their
central pillars filled with amix of lead
shot and sand. Ifound the speaker not
too fussy about the exact listening axis,
but listening with my ears on the tweeter axis gave the best top-octave extension. The speakers were placed well
away from room boundaries and toed-in
to the listening seat. 3 Tremoved the

grilles from the woofers; though Ifirst
left the minimal grille covers over the
tweeters, I ended up preferring the
sound without them. Iused the speakers
reflex-loaded, finding their sound too
lightweight when the ports were
blocked with the foam inserts.
Ihad two first impressions of the 705.
The first was that its sound, while not
mellow, was very smooth. The second
3For the system details, see my review of the Klipsch
RB-15 elsewhere in this issue.
—JA

was that while it didn't seem to lack sensitivity, it did appear to need quite alot
of drive for the music to come to life.
But come to life it certainly did, the
sweep of the orchestral sound on our
September 2002 "Recording of the
Month," Joshua Bell performing the
Beethoven and Mendelssohn violin concertos (Sony Classical SK 89505), being
reproduced in amost generous manner.
Despite that, the image of the solo violin
was well-focused and stable, without any
tendency to splash to the sides at some

Measurements

T

he 705's sensitivity was to
specification, at an estimated
892dB(B)/2.83V/m, which is alittle
above average. Its impedance (fig.1)
remained above 5ohms throughout
the audioband, dropping to 42 ohms
only above 15kHz and staying above
6 ohms for almost the entire midrange and treble. The small blip at
31kHz implies that the tweeter's fundamental dome resonance lies much
higher than usual. The saddle at 40Hz
in the magnitude trace indicates the
tuning frequency of the big-mouthed
NCO

41,0
4500
2150
00

-4 0
875

20000
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Fig.1

BM 705, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) with reflex port
open. (2 ohms/vertical div.)

port. Blocking this with the supplied
foam plug produced aclassic sealedbox impedance curve (not shown),
with asingle bass peak at 73Hz indicating the woofer tuning.
The impedance traces are generally
free from the glitches that would indicate the presence of cabinet resonances. However, while there is a
suspicious-looking discontinuity in
fig.1 at 900Hz, investigating the vibrational behavior of the 705's cabinet
panels revealed nothing untoward at
that frequency. Idid find anumber of
moderate panel resonances, at 285Hz,
490Hz, and 600Hz (fig2); these might
be low enough in level and high
enough in frequency not to have an
effect on the speaker's sound quality.
Fig3 shows the individual outputs
of, from left to right, the port, woofer,
and tweeter. The port's response peaks
just above the woofer's minimummotion point at 38Hz, with agentle
rollout above that frequency. Although
there is apeak in the port's output at

900Hz, the frequency of the glitch in
the impedance traces, it is well down
in level. However, it does coincide
with aslight suckout in the woofer's
output—something is going on inside
the speaker in this region. The woofer
starts to roll off alittle earlier than the
specified 3.7Hz, with arelatively gentle acoustic slope. A small spike at
12.5Hz in its response is probably due
to aresidual cone breakup mode. The
tweeter comes in with a steep
24dB/octave acoustic slope and is flat
on-axis up to 20kHz, the usual preresonance notch being pushed up to
the 25kHz region before the inevitable
rise at the tweeter dome's resonant frequency just above 30kHz.
How these individual responses
sum in the farfield is shown in fig.4.
The 705's balance is very flat, disturbed by aslight lack of energy in the
crossover region. Given that the lowfrequency behavior was obtained with
a nearfield technique, the lack of a
slight boost below 300Hz means that
the speaker's bass is actually alittle
overdamped rather than being maximally flat. The red trace in this graph
is the woofer's nearfield output with
111I
1
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I1II
1
1111

I I11
1
1111

I

50.00
62.00

mseo

MLSSR
Cumulative

20.0
Spectral

Decay

100.0
log Frequency

—6.75 dB, 285 Hz

1000.0
- Hz

0.888 msec

Fig.2 B&W 705, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an accelerometer
fastened to the cabinet's side panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 B&W 705, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield responses of
the woofer and port plotted below
350Hz and lkHz, respectively.
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B&W
frequencies. And oh, how smooth the
instrument's upper frequencies sounded.
Similarly, Ida Levin's violin on the
Schulhoff solo sonata on Stereophile's
Editor's Choke CD (STPH016-2) was
precisely positioned in the resonant
acoustic of Santa Fe's Loretto Chapel in
aconvincingly realistic manner.
So many speakers seem, to me at least,
to have anarrow band of brightness in
the presence region. Some commentators have accused metal-dome tweeters
of being the cause of this phenomenon,

the port plugged. Rolling off below
100Hz, it would give asmooth transfer of power to asubwoofer, if one
were used. At the other end of the
spectrum, the tweeter's limited dispersion above 101(Hz gives aslight shelving-down in this graph, which was
obtained by averaging seven responses
taken at 5° intervals across a30° horizontal window centered on the tweeter axis. In addition, this graph was
taken with the tweeter grille in place,
which boosts the response slightly
below 10kHz, at the expense of the
output an octave higher.
The 705's lateral dispersion is
shown in fig.5. Though the speaker
does roll off to the sides of the tweeter axis above 10kHz, this is not by as
much as Iwas expecting. Note how
evenly spaced the contour lines are in
this graph, which correlates with the
stable, well-defined stereo imaging.
There is avery slight flare in the offaxis output in the crossover region,

but Ihave felt it was due either to
woofer breakup problems, or to the
ubiquitous off-axis flare at the bottom of
the tweeter's passband. The 705 was free
from this brightness, its high frequencies
sounding smoothly balanced and without grain. The integration of tweeter and
woofer seemed particularly seamless.
Stereophile's founder, J. Gordon Holt,
has recently criticized the magazine's reviewers for not commenting sufficiently
on aloudspeaker's ability, or lack thereof,
to reproduce midrange timbres. You can

which in atypical room will tend to
compensate for the on-axis suckout in
the same region. Also, as can be seen
from fig.5, the on-axis notch at
25kHz fills in to the sides, meaning
that as the traces in this graph are normalized to the on-axis response, this
filling appears as peaks. Don't be mis-

705

catch up on this ongoing discussion in
"Letters," but I'll chip in here by saying
that the kind of egregious midrange colorations that were endemic 20 years ago
are largely absent from many modern
speaker designs. Such was certainly the
case with B&W's 705. Ihave been listening alot to the debut CD from jazz
trumpeter Andy Grayish, which was recommended by Wes Phillips in last
December's "As We See It" (New York/
Rome Hook-up, available from www.
andygravish.com). This quintet recording

led; that they are not peaks is apparent
from agraph showing the actual response plots (not shown).
In the vertical plane (fig.6), sitting
just above the tweeter results in more
presence-region energy, at the expense of the top octave. Sit too low,
however, and alarge suckout develops
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Fig.5 B&W 705, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°-5* off axis, reference response, differences in
response 5°-90° off axis.
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Fig.4 B&W 705, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the
complex sum of the nearfield woofer
and port responses, taking into account
acoustic phase and distance from the
nominal farfield point, plotted below
300Hz (black). The nearfield response
of the woofer with the reflex port
blocked is plotted in red.
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B&W
was made without equalization or compression, and has, as a result, natural
dynamics and unexaggerated tone colors.
The saxophone and trumpet had abeautifully unforced quality over the B&Ws,
while the cymbals were nicely delineated, both in space and in tone color.
Ifollowed the Grayish CD with session
dubs of anew recording Tony Faulkner
had made of Antony Michaelson performing the Mozart Clarinet Concerto
with acrack London orchestra. (As producer, Iwas assembling the performances
during the review period for Tony then to
create the DSD and analog masters for
possible release as aStereophile SACD
and LP, respectively.) Again, the instruments were reproduced with their timbres intact and, perhaps most important,
with their sounds free from any feeling of
strain at moderately loud levels.
The half-step toneburst scale on Editor's
Choice revealed the response through the
upper-bass and midrange to be commendably uniform, though listening to
the enclosure walls with astethoscope revealed some liveliness just above Middle
C and again an octave higher But unlike
some speakers with an tuiderdamped reflex alignment, the 705 "spoke" clearly on

these short tonebursts. The 1 -octave warble tones on the same CD were reproduced in good measure down to the
50Hz band, with the 32Hz tone reinforced by aroom mode. The 25Hz and
20Hz tones were missing in action, but
this is respectable bass extension overall
for what is, in absolute terms, asmall
speaker.
Classical piano —Rosalyn
Tureck's superb if stately reading of Bach's
Goldberg Variations (DG 459 599-2), for
example — had both good left-hand
weight and excellent definition.
With its larger cabinet and woofer, the
705 played considerably louder, without
aural distress, than the miniature Klipsch
RB-15 Ialso write about this month. At
the end of the review period, Irocked
out using the 705s for aZeppelin Fest:
first the DVD-Audio edition of last
August's "Recording of the Month," How
the West Was Won (Atlantic 83587-9), then
the live DVD-Video (Led Zeppelin,
Atlantic R2 970198). The 705s may be
small in stature, but they did asterlingjob
with these rock classics. Driven by
Musical Fidelity's monster lkW monoblocks, the 705s had enough midbass to
give Jonesy's Fender and Alembic basses
believable weight, enough dynamic

70 5

range to allow Bonzo's inventive drumming to push the music into overdrive,
and asufficiently grain- and colorationfree midrange to permit Percy's plaintive
vocals to explode forward in the soundstage. And Jimmy Page? Was there ever a
rock guitarist his equal when it came to
the sheer range of sounds he wrung from
his instruments? The 705s allowed the
tonal differences between his doubleneck Gibson SG and his Gibson Les Paul
to stand in sharp relief.
Conclusion
past few years, my reference
speaker in this price region has been the
Revel Performa M20 (reviewed in
January 2002), which has amore generous bass alignment than the 705. However, the Revel costs $500/pair more
than the B&W. Yes, the 705 might not
have enough bass or go loud enough for
those wanting affordable full-range performance, but within its limitations, the
new B&W is an astonishingly good
loudspeaker. It offers clean, grain-free,
uncolored sound for just $1500/pair.
You'd have to spend a lot more to
get significantly more quality. Highly
recommended.
IZI
For the

Measurements
in the crossover region. Fig.7 shows
the spatially averaged response for the
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B&W 705, taken in my listening
room in avertical grid centered on my
ear position. Other than the prematurely rolled-off midbass — remember
that overdamped woofer alignment—
this is extraordinarily flat. No wonder
Ithought the 705 sounded neutral.
The B&W's step response (fig.8)
shows the tweeter output slightly preceding but smoothly integrating with
that of the woofer. The farfield cumu-

lative spectral-decay plot (fig.9) is extremely clean, broken only by the
tweeter's ultrasonic resonance and the
low-level woofer-cone breakup mode
noted earlier.
Overall, the 705's measured performance reveals superb speaker
engineering on the part of B&W.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.7 B&W 705, spatially averaged, 1
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response in .IA's listening room.
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Theta Digital Generation VIII D/A converter

W

e audiophiles are ever
hopeful that, however satisfying our present equipment and setup, we can achieve even
greater enjoyment with atweak or an
upgrade. And we never stop: It was
only 16 years (and three turntables)
ago that Ibought what Ideclared
would be my last turntable, and
there's no doubt that this "dead"
format has improved substantially
since then. Now, even as we make
another (but less paradigm-shifting)
format transition, from CD to SACD
and DVD-Audio, new two-channel
DACs continue to appear that show
us how far we still are from wresting
all the music from the original "Red
Book" 16-bit CD format. Ireviewed
the wonderful Weiss Medea DAC in
February 2003, and on my auditioning rack there are still two more Swiss
DACs that might redefine the category:
the Orpheus 1and the Nagra DAP.
Although Audio Alchemy was probably responsible for popularizing the
standalone DAC, back in the early
1990s, Theta pioneered the use of proprietary software running on DSP
engines rather than on off-the-shelf digital chips with their DS Pre from 1988.
We continue to see rapid decreases in
the cost of processing power; increasingly sophisticated processing can be incorporated into consumer products at
prices that, only ayear or two before,
seemed impossibly low. Not only has

Description: Digital-to-analog converter and analog line controller with
remote control. Digital section: 5
digital inputs (2 S/PDIF RCA, 1
S/PDIF BNC, 1 S/PDIF TosLink, 1
AES/EBU XLR). Sampling rates: 32,
44.1, 48, 88.2, and 96kHz. 8x oversampling with Theta proprietary FIR
filter running on 24-bit DSP processor
with 56-bit accumulator (Motorola
56362). Analog input section: 2
stereo, RCA and XLR. Maximum input
levels: 10V RMS (RCA), 20V RMS
(XLR). Input impedance: 10k ohms.
Frequency response: DC-20kHz,
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Theta Digital Generation VIII DIA converter

this freed Theta to modify their algorithms at will as advances are made, it
also permitted them to upgrade their
existing products. Still, it has been about
10 years since the introduction of
Theta's DS Pro Generation V; only now
is Theta Digital releasing its successor,
the $10,000 Generation VIII.
Theta showed a prototype of the
Gen.VIII two years ago, and have
skipped Generations VI and VII altogether — by which, clearly, they mean
that the Gen.VIII is more than amere
incremental advance over the Gen.V.
Actually, they'd be remiss if the

±0.2dB. Dynamic range and signal/noise ratio: 125dB ref. 18V balanced input. Analog output section:
Volume/balance control via switched
resistor network. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.01dB, ref.
1kHz. Output impedance: 25 ohms
balanced, 12 ohms single-ended.
Maximum output: 18V RMS balanced,
9V
RMS
single-ended.
THD+noise at 1kHz, maximum output: <0.0012% balanced, <0.0035%
single-ended. Dynamic range and
S/N ratio: >115dB balanced, >112dB
single-ended, A-weighted. Crosstalk:

WorldRadioHistory

Gen.VIII turned out to be just another
revision, and could not accommodate
multibit inputs from 32kHz to 961cHz
as well as DSD input at 2.8224MHz for
SACD. 1Moreover, multichannel operation has also been provided for, with the
stacking of three Gen.VIIIs controlled
from asingle Theta Casablanca or Casa
Nova processor.
1Current-production Gen.Vills have no SACD hardware connector. However, Sony has begun to offer its
SACD players with a FireWire-based digital output
(see John Atkinson's review of the Sony SCDXA9000ES in the December 2003 issue), so this will
surely come soon.

>140dB.
Dimensions: 17.625" W by 5" H by
17.75" D. Weight: 29 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
26355.
Price: $10,000. AT&T optical input
adds $300. Sample rate lock board
adds $499. Approximate number of
dealers: 75.
Manufacturer: Theta Digital Corporation, 5330 Derry Ave., Suite R,
Agoura Hills, CA 91301. Tel: (818)
597-9195. Fax: (818) 597-1079. Web:
www.thetadigital.com.
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As attractive as that is to me, Theta
sent me only one unit, which meant
that Icould review the Gen.VIII only as
a two-channel DAC, albeit one with
promise for the future. It almost goes
without saying that the Gen.VIII oversamples all inputs to as much as
384kHz, depending on original input,
and that it buffers and/or reclocks the
signals. Full details are offered at
www.thetadigital.com.
The New Generation
Unpacking the Theta Generation VIII,
Iwas immediately impressed with its
weight: At 29 lbs, it outweighs many
power amps! Its appearance is distinctively Theta, with a swooping, satiny

VIII

aluminum panel on the left front that
serves as asurprisingly convenient handle in concert with the more obvious
pillar on the extreme right. On the
right, more than half of the front panel
is occupied by the controls and abright,
distinct, vacuum-fluorescent digital display. Beneath the VFD display are the
five selector buttons and the Setup button. These buttons are normally used to
select the source. In Setup mode, the
five buttons switch among the various
setup options. To their left and beneath
the Theta logo are the remote-control
receiver and the Standby button/LED.
To the right of the VFD are four buttons, arranged as segments of acircle,
which provide Up, Down, Left, and

Right operations for volume/balance
and for the setup menus. Finally, there
are Mute and Display buttons. All frontpanel controls are duplicated on the remote, which is large enough that the
buttons are logically grouped and, after
alittle experience, easily operated without the user having to look at them. The
Gen.VIII is fully balanced in both digital and analog domains, and the remote
includes ahandy phase-switch button.
The central portion of the rear panel
is apower input/control section that
separates the analog from the digital
connections. Immediately to the right
of the power panel are digital control
inputs and outputs, which allow the
Gen.VIII to be smoothly integrated into

Measurements

r ontinuingaTheta

tradition, the
Generation VIII's maximum output level was very high, at 9V singleended and 18V balanced. Its volume
control, which operates in accurate
1dB steps, will therefore tend to be
used around its —20dB setting in systems with typical gain architectures.
Both sets of outputs preserved absolute polarity and featured very low
source impedances: 11.5 ohms for the
unbalanced RCA jacks, 23 ohms for
the balanced XLRs.
Fed CD data, the Gen.VIII's frequency response was absolutely flat
(fig.1, top pair of traces), and its deemphasis error was negligible (fig.1,
bottom traces). The processor had no
problem locking on to high-samplerate PCM data, though its response
showed a touch of passband ripple
before dropping off rapidly above
451cHz (fig2). Channel separation
(not shown) was astonishingly good
below 21cHz, at better than 120dB in

the L—R direction, 130dB R—L, and
worsening only slightly at the top of
the auclioband.
The top pair of traces in fig3 shows
a1
/
3-octave spectral analysis of the
Theta's analog output while it decoded dithered data representing a1kHz
tone at —90dBFS. The noise floor's
smoothness is entirely due to the
16th-bit dither noise in the signal. Increasing the word length to 24 bits
dropped the noise floor by 15dB in
the midrange and treble, suggesting
that the Theta's DACs have almost
19-bit true performance, which is excellent. The lowest two traces in fig.3
show a similar spectral analysis for
dithered 24-bit data representing a
11cHz tone at —120dBFS. These peak
only slightly above the —120dB level
and can be clearly distinguished from
the background noise. Though the
Theta gets ahelping hand in these
measurements from its high output
level, it does offer truly extraordinary

dynamic range. Repeating the spectral
analysis with adigital "black" signal
(not shown) revealed the Gen.VIII's
noise floor to rise above the audioband, reaching —75dB at 200kHz, due
to the noise-shaping used to wring
such high audioband performance
from the DAC chips.
Fig.4 shows the Gen.VIII's linearity error measured with adithered 16bit signal, which remains below ±2dB
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Fig.3 Theta Generation VIII, 1
/
3-octave
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
-90dBFS, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
CD data (top) and external 24-bit data
(middle), with 24-bit dithered lkHz
tone at -120dBFS (bottom). (Right
channel dashed.)
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Fig.1 Theta Generation VIII, CD frequency
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more complex systems. The rest of the
right side is occupied by abank of digital inputs: three S/PDIF (two RCA,
one BNC), one AES/EBU, one TosLink, and, optionally, one AT&T. Above
these is aremovable panel, similar in
size to the panel space occupied by the
inputs, to accept future options. Right
now, the only available option is a
Sample Rate Lock Board to accommodate low-precision digital sources, but I
suspect that SACD/DVD-A input
options can't be far off. The left side of
the panel bears analog inputs and outputs, both RCA and XLR.
There are no digital outputs, which is
significant: Although I've been speaking
of the Gen.VIII as a D/A converter
(even Theta refers to it as such), it is also
aserious two-input (three, if you consider the built-in DAC) analog line
preamplifier. In the past, Theta distinguished their DACs without volume
controls (DS Pro) from those with (DS
Pre), but Isee no such designations in
their literature or on the website. Ido
note that my Gen.VIII's shipping carton
indicated that the unit had avolume
control, which implies that one can buy,

or upgrade to, aGen.VIII without.
The Gen.VIII's analog circuits are
fully balanced, differential, discrete, and
class-A. All signals—the digital after
conversion, the analog directly — are
handled by the output stages and controlled by banks of switched resistors in
the analog domain, for volume and balance. Only two analog inputs? In this
century, that's just enough for my
phono preamp and FM tuner. Everything else comes in as ones and zeros.
Iwon't subject you to the intricacies
of reprogramming the Gen.VIII except
to say that, with the aid of the explicit
menu display, it wasn't difficult. You can
set which inputs are directly accessible
from the five buttons, which processing
(redocking or Theta's Jitter Jail) each of
the digital inputs is subjected to, startup
volume level, which external power
triggers the Gen.VIII will respond to,
and the protocols for the RS-232 control interface. You can also select
whether or not the Gen.VIII responds
to external volume control instructions
for multichannel use and invoke the
Gen.VIII's built-in white-noise generator for burn-in.

The noise generator is an intriguing
option. Theta recommends breakingin the Gen.VIII for a week, using
music and/or the internal burn-in signal. However, Theta also states that,
after assembly and before testing, each
Gen.VIII is put on aburn-in torture
rack for 100 hours at the factory. Because the noise generator is right there
in the machine, Iused it for aweek or
two, usually when Iwas out of the
house. However, Icouldn't discern any
change during the course of this
uncontrolled experiment. One could
also feed the burn-in signal to other
components.
Plug it in!
Because I'd been shown the prototype
of Theta's Generation VIII at the 2002
Consumer Electronics Show and been
regaled with its blandishments by Neil
Sinclair, Iwas not exactly panting for its
arrival as 2003 began winding down.
However, when the Gen.VIII was inserted into my system, Iwas stunned.
The Gen.VIII seemed so much more
dynamic than anything else that I
immediately thought the ghosts of

Measurements

to below -110dBFS. In fact, by looking at fig3, it should become apparent
that this error is entirely due to the
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dither in the incoming data. The
Theta's true linearity error is minimal
to below -120dBFS. As aresult, its
reproduction of an undithered 16-bit,
lkHz tone at exactly -9031dBFS is
perfect (fig.5), with the Gibbs Phenomenon "ringing" at the onset of each

of the three discrete DC voltage leveh dearly defined. Increasing the undithered bit depth to 24 bits gives a
pretty good sinewave (fig.6).
The Gen.VIII's output stage is
extremely linear (fig.7), with the harmonic spuriae associated with afull-
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Fig.5 Theta Generation VIII, waveform of
undithered lkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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Fig.6 Theta Generation VIII, waveform of
undithered lkHz sinewave at
-90.31d8F5, 24-bit data.
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Fig.7 Theta Generation VIII, unbalanced output, spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at Od8F5
into 8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Theta
Fletcher and Munson must be abroad
and haunting.
However, even when I'd carefully
matched output levels with an audiofrequency voltmeter, and had substituted
the Gen.VIII for other DACs or players,
the Theta still made adistinctive difference — much as a2-3dB difference in
volume would fool the unsuspecting in a
showroom. Digital inputs came from a
variety of sources (see sideba4 "Assodated Equipment"), but the Gen.VIII
played no favorites among them or
among its various digital connectors —as
it should not, assuming the DAC is doing
its job in buffering and reclocking the
input data. The Gen.VIII's Jitter Jail
option of buffering digital inputs played
an important role in this, which can be
easily tested by switching the option in
and out while listening. There's asmall
hiccup as you make the switch, but the
superiority of Jitter Jail buffering over
mere redocking should be apparent to
any careful listener.
The Gen.VIII's sound was so open
and grain-free, yet so unaggressive, that
it seemed to invite me to turn up the
volume. Having been satisfied so long

scale 1
kHz tone lying at -94dB or below (0.002%). The second harmonic
is the highest in level; at low frequencies, the third and second swap places.
Intermodulation distortion is also
very low (fig.8), with the lkHz difference tone resulting from afull-scale

with the Mark Levinson No.360S, and
with the Weiss Medea and MSB
Platinum Plus before it, Iwas more than
a bit disturbed to think that the
Gen.VIII could sound so different yet
still be accurate. Yet, over the span of
months, that's the conclusion Icould
not avoid.

The Gen.VIII's sound was
so open and grain-free,
yet so unaggressive,
that it seemed to invite
me to turn up
the volume.
The Gen.VIII offered as uncolored
and transparent arepresentation as the
Weiss Medea (which Ithought aparadigm of neutrality ayear ago, and still
do) and the Levinson No360S, but with
an even more detailed presentation in

mix of 19 and 20kHz tones lying at
-96dB (0.0017%). None of these distortion components will have any
audible effects.
The Generation VIII has two
choices for rejecting word-clock jitter
on its data inputs, Redoc.k and Jitter

Fig.8 Theta Generation VIII, unbalanced HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-25kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS into 8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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the midrange and high frequencies. Not
brighter, to be sure, but with amore discrete definition of each instrument (and
voice) harmonically and in space. At the
bottom end of the frequency spectrum, I
was hard-pressed to hear any difference
between the Theta and the Levinson,
though the Weiss seemed abit firmer
with some recordings. Of course, this is
very much dependent on the relationship of the speakers to the room. In a
leaner system than mine, which includes
the Revel Ultima Studio speakers, the
tables would have been turned. Nonetheless, Ifound the Theta Gen.VIII consistently livelier and more engaging,
even with recordings made in large, resonant spaces.
With the opening of the ambient
noise at the start of the Cowboy Junkies'
The Trinity Session (CD, RCA 8568-2-R),
ahuge space rolled out in front of me
even before the music began. Then Idid
something Ihadn't done for years: Ilistened to the whole damn disc, and was
ravished by the sound all the way
through. Quickly, Ipulled out CD after
familiar CD and found that each was
better than Ihad recalled. Ithought I

Jail, the latter said to achieve the highest performance. Even so, assessing
the Gen.VIII's jitter rejection with the
Miller Audio Research Analyzer, Igot
amere 230 picoseconds peak-peak of
jitter driving the TosLink input from
aWAV file on my PC with Reclock
engaged. Switching in Jitter Jail
dropped this already-low figure to
180ps. Fig.9 shows the spectrum of
this jitter. The central spike is the
11.025kHz tone, which is used as the
carrier for the LSB-level lowfrequency squarewave that exercises
the DACs bit transitions. The sidebands spaced at 229Hz and its odd
harmonics to either side of the spike
(indicated with red numeric markers)
are due to word-clock jitter. They are
very low in level. The highest-level
sidebands, at ±15.6Hz (purple "1"
markers), contribute 59ps to the total.
This graph indicates more random
noise spikes than Iusually see. More
interesting, when Idrove the Theta
with an electrical S/PDIF connection
from a PS Lambda transport, although the jitter level dropped even
further, to 168ps, the central peak
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Theta
knew and loved Odetta's rendition of
"America the Beautiful" on Strike aDeep
Chord (CD, Justice JR 0003-2) —now it
was sweeter, abit less stentorian, and oh!
so much more human.
Male voices, too, were less "electronic" and better-defined, without losing
any weight or resonance. Ihave three
versions of Dire Straits' Brothers in Arms:
the LP (Warner Bros. 25264-1), the
remastered CD (Warner Bros. 477732), and the Hong Kong XRCD CD,
imported by May Audio (Ventas

Digital

5483572). (Because Ialready had the
LP, Inever bought the original CD
release, about which I've heard nothing
flattering.) First, only the LP and the
XRCD capture the same balance of
breathiness and resonance in Mark
ICnopfler's voice, and the XRCD did so
only through the Gen.VIII DAC.
Second, although I haven't made
scrupulous auditions of these discs with
every DAC that's passed through, it's
my impression that only with the
Gen.VIII did every other aspect of the

Generation
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sound of the CD match or exceed that
of the LP.
The bass was tighter and firmer, and
imaging was stable, as demonstrated by
the giant mosquito (!) in "Ride Across
the River." The recorded levels are abit
lower on the remastered CD and the
balances abit more restrained, as if in
reaction to what I've heard about the
original CD release. As aresult, the remastering is a little too sedate, and
Knopfler's guitar doesn't billow out as it
should. In comparison to the LP and

Measurements
broadened (grayed-out trace in fig.9),
which suggests the presence of verylow-frequency random jitter components with this source.
Finally, as the Gen.VIII has analog
inputs, Itested it as aconventional
line preamplifier. Its balanced input
impedance at 1kHz was arespectable
20k ohms, but only 7k ohms unbalanced, which will give lightweight
low frequencies with some tubed
source components. The maximum
gain was 5.8dB for both inputs with
the volume control set to "86"; the
unity-gain setting was "80." Neither
input inverted absolute polarity.
The frequency response was the
same for both unbalanced and balanced inputs, and had avery wide
bandwidth: -1dB at 200kHz (fig.10,

top pair of traces). This was with the
volume control at its maximum; set to
-20dB, which is more likely where it
will be used, the Theta's bandwidth
was alittle wider: -0.75dB at 200kHz
(fig.10, bottom traces). Channel separation (not shown) was excellent, at
around 100dB across the audioband,
though this is not quite up to the standard of the digital inputs.
The Gen.VIII's analog inputs were
basically overload-proof— it took
more than 12V to drive the balanced
input into clipping, 6V for the singleended input. Fig.11 shows how the
measured THD+noise percentage
changed with output voltage into
both 100k ohms and 600 ohms: the
distortion level actually lies at the
limit of the Audio Precision System

One, revealed by the sawtooth effect
in the traces as the AP changes its
gain. Even into the punishing 600
ohm load, the Gen.VIII will put out
19V R1VIS at clipping in balanced
mode; the corresponding figure for
the unbalanced output was 10.5V.
As inexpensive digital products get
better and better, it takes superb engineering skill to justify the price of a
high-end digital processor. The
Generation VIII's extraordinary measured performance demonstrates that
Theta Digital's design team has that
skill.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.10Theta Generation VIII, balanced analog
input/output frequency response at IV
into 100k ohms, with volume control at
+6dB (top) and —20dB (bottom). (Right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.9 Theta Generation VIII, unbalanced output, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output
signal, WAV source on PC via RME Digi96/8 Pro and TosLink connection, Jitter Jail
connected (11.025kHz at —6dBFS sampled at 44.IkHz with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center
frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace is data from PS
Lambda via S/PDIF connection.)
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Fig.11Theta Generation VIII, balanced analog
input/output, THD+N (%) vs output
voltage into 100k ohms (right) and
600 ohms (left).
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Theta
XRCD, the remastered CD is also soft
on top. Listen to the cymbal crescendo
about five minutes into "Ride Across
the River." On the XRCD, it sounded
appropriately bright and glittery and
equally realistic as it was panpotted back
and forth; on the remastered disc it
sounded filtered and dulled. Overall,
the Theta Gen.VIII not only let me
hear such very small differences between media, but also let me, after
many years, say that the XRCD version
is my preferred choice.
Concomitants of the Gen.VIII's nonaggressive nature include aslightly more
distant soundstage of extraordinary
depth and detail, and the potential for
extremely loud playback levels free of
ear fatigue, as long as the associated
equipment is up to it. Iclearly preferred
the CD track of the Rosalyra String
Quartet's new multichannel SACD/CD
of Shosukovich's String Quartets 2and
8(Artegra ART 1002), as DAC'd by the
Gen.VIII, over the two-channel DSD
track fed directly from the Sony SCDXA777ES to one of the Theta's analog
inputs. They were harmonically pretty
much indistinguishable, but Irisk heresy
in saying that Iheard better detail from
the 16-bit track. Each instrument was
etched in place, and the lowest levels of
marginally audible sound were discernible. In the opening of the Largo
movement of Quartet 8, the viola plays
a low-pitched drone before making a
slow Dies Irae statement, then joins the
other instruments in the musical argument. That first, barely audible tone
anchored those bars to great musical and
emotional effect via the Gen.VIII, but
was nearly missing and less effective on
the DSD track. (In defense of this
SACD, the effect is subtle and more successful in multichannel.) It's not that one
can't hear this with the other DACs, but
that such distinctions are effortless with
the Gen.VIII.
With really big stuff (he says, whipping out yet another Mahler disc), I
could turn up the volume to glorious
levels without concern. I could play
Michael Gielen's neo-Brahmsian version of Mahler's Symphony 1 (CD,
Hânssler HAN 93097) at levels that
revealed the sweet felicities of the
quietest moments in the second movement, and then Icould revel in the size
and power of the finale's fortissimos as
they rolled over me, free of strain. It just
got bigger, and better.
It does analog, too
Implied in most of the above is that the
output stage of the Theta Generation
Stereophile, February 2004
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VIII is as good as, if not better than, my
reference Sonic Frontiers Line-3 preamp, and that either alone is better than
the pair in series. So, after my experiences with the Gen.VIII as aDAC, I
distilled them by eliminating the Sonic
Frontiers and running the Gen.VIII, via
its own volume and balance controls,

No electronic component

has so transformed
my stereo system,
or made such an
emotional impact on me.
directly into the balanced inputs of the
Classé CAM-350 or Sonic Frontiers
Power-3 monoblocks. Ialso spent much
time using the Gen.VIII as an analog
preamp with, as sources, my turntable
and FM tuner — and, of course, the
Gen.VIII's own and other DACs.
It was tight and clean, and could
depict avery deep, wide soundstage.
The phase switch came in handy for
comparing discs and sources, because it
let me optimize each one with ease.
Drive was excellent from both the bal-

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Heybrook TT2
turntable, SME III tonearm,
Ortofon SME3OH cartridge.
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD-V/CD player,
Orpheus 0 CD player, Linn
Unidisk Li universal player, Sony
SCD-XA777ES SACD/CD player; Mark Levinson No360s, Weiss
Medea DACs.
Preamplification: Sonic Frontiers
Line-3 preamplifier, Audiolab
800OPPA phono stage.
Power
amplifiers:
Sonic
Frontiers Power-3, Classé CAM350 monoblocks; McCormack
DNA-1 Rev.A.
Loudspeakers: Revel Ultima
Studio.
Cables: Interconnect: AuclioQuest
Anaconda & Python (both balanced), Digital Precision X-60 digital interconnects, Cardas Cross
(single-ended). Speaker: AudioQuest Gibraltar. AC: PS Audio Lab,
JPS Alurninata.
-Kalman Rubinson
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anced and single-ended outputs with
my 30' interconnects and any of the
power amps. The only characteristics I
could ascribe to the Gen.VIII when
used as aline stage were that it was not
warm or forgiving but revealing and
dynamic. Deal with it.
In my search for complaints, Ireach
for straws: Iwish the Gen.VIII DAC's
bass, good as it was, was as good as that
of the Weiss Medea or, indeed, of the
Theta's own line stage. Iwish, too, that
there was aknob for volume control —
making large, fast changes is difficult
with the Gen.VIII's incremental buttons. I'd also like areadout of input frequency and bit width. Finally — Ifeel
like Oliver Twist pleading for "More,
please, Sir" — would a third analog
input be too much to ask for? Of
course, I'd not trade off anything the
Gen.VIII does now to fulfill any of
these wishes.
Conclusions
For the past months, I have been
beguiled by multichannel music and
have become very casual and content
with my two-channel listening. The
Theta Generation VIII has changed all
that. With the exception of ahandful of
speakers — the B&W Signature 800,
the Revel Ultima Studio, the Apogee
Studio, and the sainted Stax ELS-F81
come to mind —no component, and
certainly no electronic component, has
so transformed my stereo system, or
made such an emotional impact on me.
Through the Gen.VIII, Ihave discovered how much more information,
music, and enjoyment my stereo CDs
contain. I now rush back from my
multichannel weekends anticipating
new delights. The prospect of stacking
three Gen.VIIIs for multichannel is almost overwhelming.
The Gen.VIII's glory is in how it
opens up the music, particularly in the
midrange. It's only alittle better than
everything else I've heard, but that
small increment is like cool water to
the thirsty audiophile. Everyone who
reads this should give it alisten, just to
hear what the "Red Book" CD technology can deliver now, 20 years after
its debut.
The Gen.VIII costs $10,000; buying
one will not be asnap decision for anyone. But it is, at that price, the most revealing and engaging DAC I've heard,
and acutting-edge line controller. Theta
Digital's Generation VIII may have
been along time coming, but it's not
going back so fast: I've still got thousands of CDs to rediscover.
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Cary SLP-98P tube preamplifier

I

had it all wrong. Iassumed that the
"S LP" in SLP-98P stood for stereo line
preampleer. But Dennis Had, Cary
Audio's founder and chief designer, told
me that it actually stands for sweet little
preampleer. In aday and age when acme is
aword without meaning and the fighting Irish are neither, this strikes me as a
risky marketing gambit—but one that
may be effective if the name proves true.
For their part, the numbers are more
objective: The first preamp in this
series, the Cary SLP-90, was designed
in 1990. Its successor, the SLP-94, was
designed in 1994 (I reviewed it in
Listener magazine in 1996). Can you
guess the age of this, Cary's most recent
preamp design — and how far behind
the curve Iam in writing about it?
The SLP-98P, though physically similar to its predecessors, is a different
design from the ground up. It uses tubes
for voltage gain and buffering only, not
for rectification or regulation. And for
the first time in Cary Audio history, their
flagship preamp is built around the wellloved 6SN7GT, a husky dual-triode
from the 1940s that's become popular in
recent years as one of the single-endedtriode (SET) input tubes of choice. The
SLP-98P uses two of these per channel,
as line-level gain amps and cathode followers, for low output impedance.
Like its predecessors, the basic SLP-98
is available with or without an onboard
phono preamp, and while the culturally
impoverished can opt for aline-only version —the Cary SLP-98L, which retails
for $3100 —the SLP-98P reviewed here
incorporates pairs of 12AX7 and 12AU7
tubes, for phono gain and buffering,
respectively. Covers for the phono tubes,
to help prevent microphonics, are apart
of the deal, as is RIAA equalization, of

Description: Tubed full-function preamplifier with separate power supply
and remote control of volume. Tube
complement: two each, 6SN7GT,
12AX7, 12AU7. Inputs: 5(4 line, 1MM
phono). Input impedance: 47k ohms.
Output impedance: 800 ohms.
Voltage gain: 16dB line, 43dB phono.
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Cary Audio Design SLP-98P tube preamplifier

course, and apatch of mu-metal shielding on the chassis. Dennis Had points out
with glee that, these days, the phono version of his preamp outsells the line-only
version by ten to one; not so long ago,
the opposite was true.
Also like its predecessors, the newest
Cary preamp uses aseparate box to house
its power supply, containing as it does a
frame-type transformer, achoke, and two
good-sized smoothing capacitors (together comprising aPi filter of the usual sort),
six regulators, arectifier bridge, arelay,
and other bits. These are connected to the
preamp itself through amulti-conductor
umbilical cord with threaded connectors
at both ends. The power supply isn't dualmono throughout, but it does have separate regulators for the two channels'
filament and B+ voltages.
In what has become arecent Cary tradition, the chassis of the SLP-98P is
painted in an automotive finish — a
stunning Chinese red from the nice people at Jaguar, in this case —and handrubbed to alustrous fare-thee-well. This,
combined with the fact that the Cary

Signal/Noise Ratio: 88dB (no reference
or conditions given).
Dimensions: 12.2" W by 5.2" H by
13.5" D (preamp chassis). Weight:
22 lbs including power supply.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
230477.
Price: $3500 in Jaguar Carnival Red
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preamp is only as large as it needs to be
and forgoes the silly pretense of rackmounting, results in apreamp of greater
than average beauty, Ithink.
To is apreposition
Back inside: Except for the bits associated with the Cary's remote control,
everything here is hand-wired, point to
point. This is alabor-intensive way to
build apreamp, and Iadmire its finished
appearance as much as Iassume the
SLP-98P is made that way for sonic reasons, above all. (I continue to wonder
whether signal integrity suffers from the
discontinuities of wide, flat PCB traces
as compared with round wire of arelatively small gauge, which is more like
the leads of all the passive parts in the
circuit — all the while tipping my hat
once more to Denis Morecroft for
making the same observation at least
two decades ago.) Terminal strips are
fastened to the inside of the chassis
using avariety of means, including nuts
and bolts, self-adhesive standoffs, and
epoxy. The chassis itself" is well-crafted,

finish; Jaguar Anthracite Black finish
adds $200; line-level—only version
(SLP-98) costs $3100. Approximate
number of dealers: 63.
Manufacturer: Cary Audio Design,
1020 Goodworth Drive, Apex, NC
27539. Tel: (919) 355-0010. Fax: (919)
355-0013. Web: wvvw.caryaudio.com.
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The TANGO phono Preamp is compact, versatile and best of all musical. Subsonic filtering helps to eliminate low frequency distortion due
to ambient noise below 6Hz. Gain adjustments via external dip switches enable the TANGO to drive the low output moving coil cartridges
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for further information.
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stop by to find the best brands and ahigher level of
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loves music (and movies!) as much as you do.
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Cary

and the parts quality is fine if not boutique-y. (Cary does, however, offer stylish oil-filled coupling capacitors at extra
cost.) Four tallish, Sorbothane-like feet
are bolted to the sturdy bottom cover.
The SLP-98P has avolume/balancecontrol scheme Ienjoyed using. The signal
begins its journey at apair of 100k ohm
pots (one for each channel), which provide
afull range of channel-specific attenuation
for adjusting balance. From there it goes to
anice Alps pot, piggybacked by alittle
electric motor for the remote. The selector
switch is afive-position rotary aff-tir and
there are separate two-way toggle switches
on the front panel for muting and the tape
monitot The back row has the five pairs of
inputjacks, plus monitor loop and two pairs

of outputs. Subwoofer users, rejoice; mono
enthusiasts, hang down your heads and cry.
The remote handset is bare-bones but
useful, with four soft-touch buttons:
volume up and down, mute on and off.
The remote mute is in addition to the
front-panel mute switch, and obviously
addresses aseparate relay for this purpose:
switching the mute from the handset
does not physically move the front-panel
switch. If the preamp has been muted
using the front-panel switch, you can't
unmute it with the remote handset, on
the other hand, it's possible to doublemute the SLP-98P, for an extra margin of
safety with software that's very, very bad.
The Cary's controls are so complete
and well-thought-out that Ifeel like a

SLP-98P

grump for voicing this complaint: The
Tape Monitor switch is somewhat
counterintuitive, for two reasons. First,
for normal listening, the switch must be
flipped to aposition opposite that of the
mute switch next to it; i.e., in order to
play music, while one switch is pointed
up, the other must be pointed down.
Second, to play music, the monitor
switch must be flipped to the position
marked Tape. This really confused the
heck out of me until Irealized that, in
this instance, tape is meant as averb, not
anoun. My English degree comes in
handy from time to time after all.
Iused the Cary preamp with my own
SET amps — the Fi 2A3 Stereo and Audio
Note Kit One —and, thanks to aloan

Measurements

O

nce Ihad worked out how to
get asignal to appear at its outputs — see AD's comments on the
confusing switch labeling — the Cary
SLP-98P preamplifier's phono stage
offered again of 43.4dB (measured at
the tape outputs) and an input
impedance of 44.4k ohms, both
appropriate for moving-magnet cartridges. The RIAA error is shown in
fig.1: there is avery slight swayback
apparent, reaching ±0.2dB, which
will be just audible as a touch of
enhanced image depth. More important, note the 0.9dB channel imbalance, which is presumably due to
gain differences in the 12AX7 tubes
used in the phono stage, and the fact
that the RIAA correction conforms
to the IEC bass rolloff, reaching
-3dB at 20Hz. The Cary's channel
separation (not shown) was better
than 70dB below 4kHz, and was still
50dB at 20kHz, which is better than
any phono cartridge.
The overload margin at 1
kHz was
excellent, at 22.6dB (ref. 5mV), and
almost as good at 20Hz, at 18.1dB.
However, it was less good at the highfrequency extreme: 10dB at 20kHz.
This suggests that the Cary owner
should steer clear of "hot" MM cartridges. On the other hand, the distortion content of the phono stage is
almost pure second-harmonic in
nature, which tends to be subjectively
benign. It is also low in level, at
around 0.1% (including noise). The
signal/noise ratio itself was an excellent 74.1dBA (ref 5mV input),
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though removing the A-weighting filter and extending the measurement
bandwidth to 500kHz reduced this to
astill good 52.6dB.
The SLP-98P's line stage inverts
signal polarity and has a maximum
gain of 21.1dB, higher than specified.
The volume control's unity-gain setting was 11:00. The input impedance
was ausefully high 45k ohms across
most of the audioband, dropping to
36k ohms at 20kHz — still high
enough not to present source components with any problems. The output
impedance in the midrange and treble
was usefully low, at 370 ohms, but this
rose at 20Hz to 6.8k ohms, due to the
limited size of the output coupling
capacitors. This will prematurely and
audibly roll off the bass with power
amplifiers having an input impedance
of much less than 20k ohms.
This can be seen in fig2, which
shows the line stage's frequency response under various conditions. The
trace reaching athin-sounding -3dB
at 100Hz was taken into alow 1k
ohm load. Increasing the load to 10k
ohms — typical of asolid-state power
amplifier—extends the bass to -3dB
at 15Hz and -1dB at 30Hz, which
might well be perceived as "tight"sounding low frequencies. Note again
a channel mismatch — 0.4dB this
time — though this can be trimmed
out with the individual channel
input-level controls. The preamp can
be seen from this graph to have a
wide bandwidth into the 100k ohm
lab load, the -3dB point lying at
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200kHz, though this drops to 90kHz
with the volume control at its unitygain position. With just 025dB of
rolloff at 20kHz, however, the reduction in bandwidth will have no subjective consequences.
The SLP-98P's channel separation
(not shown) was superb, at 110dB at
1kHz, this decreasing with increasing
frequency, due to the usual capacitive
01•100010 C.00 101 1010 Error

rpuor, 100
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Fig.1

Cary SLP-98P, phono-stage RIM error at
5mV input into 100k ohms, measured
at the tape-out jacks (1dB/vertical div.,
right channel dashed).

Fig.2 Cary SLP-98P, frequency response at 1V
(from left to right) with volume control
at unity gain into 100k ohms, 10k
ohms, lk ohm, and into 100k ohms
with volume control at unity gain and
at +21dB (1dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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from EAR USA, Iwas able to try it with
that company's lovely 890 amplifier as
well. Thus Ican say with confidence that
the SLP-98P didn't appear to perform differently into mildly different loads.
Because the Cary is described as phaseinverting on both its line and phono
inputs, and because all the amplifiers I
used with it are not, Imade sure to reverse
cable polarity at both loudspeakers before
listening, in order to preserve the integrity
of the music waveform's precise shape to
whatever extent was possible. Of course,
that assumes that the music selections I
made during that time —capriciously and
at random, as always —comprised more
phase-correct recordings than phase-incorrect ones (o4 more perniciously, multitrack recordings made up of both), which
is an assumption of no great pedigree.
Powering up the Cary is an exercise
in gratification deferred, but aprudent
one. A master switch on the outboard
power supply gets the AC flowing

through its transformer and Pi filter, but
only after the rotary power switch on
the preamp itself is turned one click do
the smaller regulators begin to power
up the various tube filaments: astandby
mode for keeping the tubes warm but
otherwise unperturbed. Turning the
power knob one more click to the right
gets the rail voltage flowing; the SLP98P is now ready to play.
The SLP-98P's phono section had
sufficient gain for the one moving-magnet cartridge Itried with it — anice old
Rega Elys — and it worked well with
Dynavector's entry-level, high-output
moving-coil cartridge, the 10x5, which I
reviewed in Stereophile's October 2003
issue, and which I'd better send back or
buy soon before this magazine's sage
critics link me to international terrorism
or the kidnapping of the Lindbergh
baby. On its own, however, with the
low-output MC cartridges Iusually use,
the Cary's phono section couldn't quite

cut the mustard. So Icombined it with
my own Audio Note AN-S2 step-up
transformer and aborrowed Tamura L2D transformer, which is quite good. I
really like step-up transformers, anyway.
Sound is averb
Iwouldn't hesitate for asecond to describe the Cary SLP-98P as sounding like
atubed preamp, notwithstanding such
stereotypically untubey characteristics as
the Cary's clear (if pleasantly full) lower
octaves and overall excellent rhythm and
pacing. With all sources, the musical colors passed by the SLP-98P sounded rich
to me —not at all lacking in air or believable treble sparkle, but nonetheless distinctly velvety throughout the mids. I
mean that in apositive way, of course: a
compliment in this wayward age of
needlessly complex hybrid circuits that,
often as not, make pianos sound like
trash compactors and voices like alarms.
The SLP-98P, for its part, respected

Measurements
coupling between channels, to astillexcellent 80dB at 50kHz. The line
stage's S/N ratio was excellent for a
tubed design offering a reasonable
amount of gain. With the input shorted but the volume control wide open,
the SLP-98P offered 94.6dB (Aweighted, ref. 1V output), with astill
excellent unweighted audioband figure of 84dB. The unweighted wideband S/N ratio was 59.4dB, however,
due to the presence of some ultraand infrasonic noise.
Fig.3 shows how the percentage of
THD+noise in the SLP-98's linestage output changes with increasing
output voltage into three different
loads: 100k, 10k, and 1
kohms. The
downward slope of the traces at the
left of the graph indicates that the distortion products lie below the noise

Fig.3 Cary SLP-98P, distortion (%) vs output
voltage at IkHz into (from bottom to
top): 10k, 100k, lk ohms.
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floor in this region. The preamp is
obviously unhappy driving the low
1k ohm load, the distortion beginning
to rise above 70mV output and reaching 1% THD at just 600mV. But a
much higher voltage was available
into the higher impedances: 16V! (I
usually term the 1% THD voltage the
"clipping point," but looking at the
waveform on a'scope as Iperformed
this test revealed that only the bottom
halves of the waveform were being
clipped, and then, only into 10k.)

THE DC SUITE
Fund

Note that when the distortion
starts to rise out of the noise, it is at a
very low level: around 0.03% into
100k ohms, 0.02% into 10k ohms,
which suggests that the Cary's output
stage likes to see some current flowing to achieve its most linear behavior.
Plotting the THD percentage against
frequency (not shown) revealed that
there was very little change in this distortion level, with only aslight rise
above the audioband. In addition, as
can be seen in fig.4, the spectrum of

MILLER AUDIO
FIESENICH

Fig.4 Cary SLP-98P, spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at IV into 8k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Cary
voices. Iliked the way it made Frank
Sinatra sound on that guiltiest of guilty
pleasures, "It Was aVery Good Year,"
from September of My Years (LP, Reprise
1014). The sound of his voice was perfectly textured — more so than with
most electronics of my experience —
and the musical performance itself had a
sense of drama beyond mere soft-toloud dynamics: Call it a feeling of
anticipation, where Ihad not only a
good sense of attack on each note but
also apprehension — asonic equivalent
of avisual cue, as in aconcert setting, of
the expressiveness about to occur. I've
found that only the best—not necessarily the most expensive, but simply the
best—audio components get this effect
across. The Cary was in their company.
The voice came across with fine scale
and presence, too. Francis Albert was big
and up front, in agreat Hey,Jade, reach out
and touch me! kind of way: apresentation
that both encouraged and rewarded sit-

the distortion shows a linear
decrease in level with increasing
order, something that always correlates with good sound (though Jean
Hiraga's work demonstrating this in
the 1970s was performed with circuits not nearly as linear as the
Cary's line stage). The actual THD
level in this graph, by the way, ignoring the contribution of noise, was
just 0.083%. Intermodulation, too,
was respectably low, even into alow
8k ohm test load, with just 0.0015%

ting closer to the speakers. Timbrally,
the Cary sounded alittle thick to me in
the lower mids, making the harp that
plays chords throughout the piece (not
just the arpeggios that melodramatically
signal the start of each new verse) sound
just alittle heavier than Ithink it really is.
That latter effect became apparent on
other material, but never to the music's
detriment. It certainly didn't detract
from my enjoyment of the new Beades
remix, Let It Be... Naked (CD, Capitol
CDP 595713 2) —an album of dubious
artistic and historic merit overall, albeit
one with its own rewards. For instance,
the Cary preamp exposed the fact that,
on the new mix of "Two of Us,"
Bingo's floor tom has been given quite
the EQ boost compared with the original!' Like everyone else, Iblame Paul.
If you're attracted to small-scale
music by the sounds of the instruments
as much as by the music itself, then
you'll find lots to enjoy in the Cary's

of difference component produced
by an equal mix of 19 and 10kHz
tones (fig.5).
Iwould have liked to have seen a
little more high-frequency headroom
in the phono stage, but provided it is
not used into impedances much
lower than 10k ohms, Cary's SLP98P offers excellent measured performance that is not compromised by
its unabashed use of tubes.
—John Atkinson

Fig.5 Cary SLP-98P, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 1V into 8k ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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sound. In much the way that it respected the textures of Frank's middle-aged
voice, the Cary consistendy drew my
attention to the sweetness of Vadim
Gluzman's violin in L,era Auerbach's
moving 7".
filah for Solo Violin (CD, BIS
CD-1242), or the strangely human
sound of Marianne Ronez' sharperhued and even more harmonically complex baroque violin in Biber's Mysterien
Sonaten (CD, Winter & Winter CD 910
029-2). Somehow I've restrained myself
from adding John Cale to that list (Dave
Swarbrick is another story).
On the alternate take of The Band's
"Tears of Rage," from Music from Big
Pink (CD, Capitol 525390 2), the sense
of humanness, of touch, came across in
a stronger-than-average way with the
Cary in the system. The way Rick
Danko slides, very subtly, into most
notes on his electric bass, rather than
just fretting them dead on, came across
nicely, as did the deliberate holding
back on the beat that his playing technique effected. And Danko's falsetto
vocal harmonies in the chorus were well
separated from Richard ManuePs lead,
not only spatially but in terms of pitch,
timing, and inflection.
It was really quite amazing how good
Dylan's "Queen Jane Approximately,"
from the new SACD/CD of Highway 61
Revisited (Sony CH 90324; see also this
month's "Listening" column, p37),
sounded with the Cary in the system. It's
a cluttered, clattery arrangement, and
even in SACD guise the sound of the
recording is mildly unkind to the music.
Yet here, the Cary preamp —ironically
or not — did to the song what my
favorite SET amps do: It found the allimportant vocal and pulled it out front of
everything else. In the process, the surrounding instruments became somewhat less mechanical and clattery, and
the edge (that harmonica!) got smoothed
off some: The Cary though never dull,
was consistently free from treble nasties.
And, again, Iheard nothing that spoke
of problems with rhythm and pacing, or
gross timing errors: All the music Itried
with the SLP-98P was reliably involving,
and my attention didn't waver —although
I thought that leading-edge transients
weren't quite as sharp as I've heard with
other combinations of electronics in my
system. Earl Scruggs' banjo in the fiddle
tune "Soldier's Joy" and especially the
1On the old mix as well, the floor tom is used to fill in
for an absent electric bass — which it does, but barely. It
sounds to me like someone lost their nerve during the
recent remix, perhaps assuming that modern listeners
would be less willing than their elders to accept such a
relatively "lean" sound.
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darker-sounding vintage banjo played by
John McEuen on that same cut on Will the
Cirde Be Unbroken (LP, United Artists UAS
9801), sounded less present and exciting
through the Cary than elsewhere.
On other recordings, Inoticed the
same effect with harpsichords and similar complex musical sounds: a slight
blunting, but not so severe that it interfered with timing or flow. Experience
tells me it's possible to make these note
attacks sound strong and clean and real
without being too sharp in one direction
or too mushy in the other, and the Cary
erred very slightly toward the mushy,
compared to what Iconsider the best
preamps rve had in my system: the Linn
Klimax Kontrol and the Audio Note
M3. In any event, I'm sure many listeners, faced with achoice, would prefer a
little too smooth over alittle too sharp.
Spatially, the new Cary preamp
sounded big—much bilt:,er than my
memory of its predecessor. The most
obvious effect was that it gave my system
amore believable sense of scale with
symphonic music. Valery Gergiev's new
recording of Shostakovich's Symphony 7
(SACD/CD, Philips 470 623-2) seemed

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn LPI2 turntable, Naim Armageddon power
supply, Naim Aro tonearm; Rega
Planar 3 turntable, Rega RB-300
tonearm; ZYX Airy S, Lyra
Helikon Mono, Rega Elys, Dynavector DV10x5 cartridges.
Digital source: Sony SCD-777ES
SACD/CD player.
Prearnplification: Audio Note
AN-S2, Tamura L2-D step-up
transformers; Fi, Audio Note M3
preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Audio Note
Kit One (300B), Fi 2A3 Stereo,
EAR 890.
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL-989,
Lowther PM6A (in modified
Medallion horns).
Cables: Interconnect: Nordost
Valhalla & Valkyrja, Nairn SNAIC
(various), homemades. Speaker:
Nordost Valhalla & Valkryja, Naim
NACA-5, Audio Note AN-SPX.
AC: JPS Labs Digital on Sony
SACD player, all others stock.
Accessories: Mana stands (Linn
LP12, Naim Armageddon, Sony
SCD-777ES, preamps), Rega wall
shelf (Rega Planar 3); Loricraft
PRC3 record-cleaner. —Art Dudley
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to benefit from this, along with the
Cary's distinctly muscular and colorful
presentation. And the level of emotional
involvement remained excellent: When
avisit from afriend forced me to mute
the preamp (but only once!), Ihad the
damnedest time tearing myself away
from the music.
The SLP-98P's bigness was welcome
with some pop records, too, where studio
trickery can be used to take advantage of
such things —as on "You Don't Have to
Cry," from Crosby, Stills & Nash (LP, Atlantic SD-8229): After acouple of tentative bars, Stills' acoustic guitar opens the
piece with ahammer-on that's doubletracked and panned way to the sides —
deliberately, to maximize the effect of
that moment, I'd assume. This little
phrase sounds impressive with most gear,
it was even more so with the Cary.
Conclusions: Read me first!
Iwas about to wonder whether audiophiles are forever doomed to ahobby in
which certain things — certain sounds —
go in and out of fashion. But the fact is,
Isee that as apositive thing. Some listeners want atube sound, others more
solid-state. Others disdain both camps
for wanting anything at all apart from
the truth — but who's to say what that
is? Smart consumers try, at one time or
another, to understand all those points
of view, then spend their hard-earned
money on whatever makes them happiest. Where's the doom in it?
Like the blind men and the elephant,
everyone comes away from an event
with their own piece of the truth, and
the bigger and more unfathomable the
event, the smaller and more individualized everyone's truth will be. So it goes
with music—and this product, like
everything else, comes back with its own
take. And Ilike it The Cary SLP-98P
plays music in away that respects the
notes and beats, and its sound respects
and to some extent glorifies many of the
things that Irespond to in recorded
music: Texture. Color. Drama. Scale.
While I've heard only asmall portion
of all the perfectionist audio preamps in
the world, Ican confidently say that the
Cary SLP-98P is adistinct, and distinctly
musical, choice. Far from being another
me-too preamp in any way, the Cary
rewards the tube-friendly listener with a
view on the music that Iconsider not only
to my taste, but truthful. That the Cary is
priced fairly for what's gone into it—and
alot lower than most of its worthiest competitors —is no small blessing in itself
A sweet little preamp? Without question.
WorldRadioHistory
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Equipment
Brian

Report
Damkioger

Monster Cable Sigma Retro
Gold speaker cables &interconnects

I

've been in anostalgic funk of late.
What started it was visiting Golden,
Colorado, where Ispent my graduate-school days, and seeing all of the
changes, not to mention the lecture
halls full of kids who couldn't be aday
over 12. When Icommented on how
young the freshmen looked, our host —
acolleague of mine from grad school,
now aprofessor — responded, "Those
are seniors, Brian." Boy, did Ifeel old.
So when the Monster Cable Sigma
Retro booklet began talking about
"our Golden Age of Hi-Fi," and Iassumed that they were talking about the
early days of Monster Cable — my formative audio years — it was too much.
Ican handle the encroaching gray in
my beard, and Ican even accept the
fact that my 1986 Ducati F1 is no
longer anew bike —but don't call me
an audio geezer!
Fortunately, when Iread on abit, I
discovered that the Golden Age being
recalled was the 1950s and '60s.
"Whew!" Ithought with relief. "Guess
I'm not ageezer yet." See, Ididn't really catch the audio bug until '79 or '80.
And while the '50s and '60s truly were
another age —just after the Jurassic, I
think —1980 was only afew years ago.
My youthful self-image shaken but
intact, Itook aclose look at the Sigma
Retros, aspecial series of cables created
by whiz designer Demian Martin, formerly of Spectral and Entec fame.
According to Martin, the Sigmas were
deliberately conceived as a "Retro"
product targeted at the single-ended triode (SET) market. Although their
architecture is based on up-to-date theories on wave propagation, they eschew
such things as termination networks in
favor of simplicity and an emphasis on
very-high-purity materials. In this case,
that means "six-nines" (99.9999% pure)
copper and a polyethylene insulator
called PEX2, specially modified to increase the cross-linking between polymer chains and thus reduce the amount
of electromagnetic energy dissipated by
molecular movement.
The resulting cables are expensive,
though no more so than other superpremium cables. They're well-built and
Stereophile, February 2004

Monster Cable Sigma Retro Gold loudspeaker cables and interconnects: the full kit

easy to use, flexible, with simple, solid
terminations. They're also nice-looking
and luxurious to the touch, with their
smoothly rounded plugs —"a stylish
termination that resembles ajet engine
nacelle" — and soft fabric covering.
And "luxurious" doesn't even begin
to describe their packaging. If you buy
the full system kit —a pair of 8' speaker
cables packaged with 6' and 3' interconnect pairs — it all comes in abrushed
Halliburton-style aluminum briefcase,
the cables themselves snuggled in soft,
velvet bags.
Monster Sigma Retro Gold
intecconnect
The Sigma Retro Gold interconnects use
three different gauges of six-nines copper ozinductors. They're drawn and annealed to Monster's spec, then wound
with the company's patented MicroFiber thread. This serves three purposes:
it creates amostly air dielectric, correctly spaces the conductors, and prevents
any noise generated by their rubbing together. The wrapped conductors are
then wound in avariation of aLitz conWorldRadioHistory

struction, with the smaller conductors
more concentrated near the surface of
the bundle and the larger ones near the
center. The winding architecture is
based on the principle of having each

Description: Interconnect and
loudspeaker cables. Standard configurations: interconnect, singleended (RCA); speaker, single-wire,
spade-lug-terminated; balanced
and/or biwire configurations,
other terminations, available by
custom order.
Prices: Interconnect: $750/1.5'
pair, $1000/3' pair, $1500/6' pair.
Speaker: $1250/5' pair, $2000/8'
pair, $2500/10' pair, $3000/12' pair.
Full kit: $4500. Approximate number of dealers: 5. Warranty: lifetime, unconditional against defects.
Manufacturer: Monster Cable,
455 Valley Drive, Brisbane, CA
94005. Tel: (415) 840-2000. Fax:
(415) 468-4311. Web: wwwmon
stercable.com.
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Monster
conductor spend an equal amount of
time at the bundle's surface as at its center, but is modified based on the different conductors' ratios of "skin" to "core,"
to try to balance out their propagation
speed across the frequency spectrum.
The bundles — two in the case of the
interconnect — are each encapsulated
in an extruded PEX-2 insulator dielectric. Next, they're wound using an
architecture Monster calls Super MultiTwist, designed to reject audio bandwidth distortion, and the twisted pair is
encapsulated in another extruded
PEX2 tube. The outer tube is surrounded by two shields, one foil and
one braided, which are tied to one end
of the cable and covered by the soft fabric Imentioned earlier.
My first impression of the Sigma
Retros, after a couple of evenings of
serious listening, was very positive.
They struck me as very good-sounding
cables that seemed to be doing everything pretty well, and that were free of
any overt colorations. As Ilistened over
the next few evenings, Imade aquick
run through the audio checklist: bottom-end definition and punch, highfrequency air and extension, nicely
detailed midrange with rich tonal colors, expansive soundstage, solid threedimensional images. The Sigmas earned
an A+ in every subject. Everything that
Iknew my system could do was being
done, with nothing added or removed.
Over the next several evenings, Ilistened more carefully, homing in on
specific aspects of the Monsters' performance, and occasionally comparing
them to one or more of my reference
interconnects:
Audience's
Au24,
Nirvana's SX-Ltd., and Nordoses
Valhalla. All three are superb, but each
has aslightly different personality. The
Nirvana is smooth and natural-sounding, perhaps atouch warm, with blacker-than-black silences and the best
ability to re-create acoherent acoustic
picture I've heard. The Valhalla is ever
so slightly cool, and the fastest, airiest,
most precise cable I've ever had in my
system. The Au24 sits midway between
the other two, with a dead-neutral
tonal balance and apretty even mix of
their strengths and weaknesses.
In terms of tonal balance, the
Monsters matched the Au24's neutrality. There was no extra warmth — cellos
sounded like cellos and violas like violas, and female vocals were intimate, but
with the correct mix of delicacy and
body, and none of the extra huskiness
that some cables and components can
add. Similarly, the Monsters weren't
Stereophile, February 2004
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overly cool. There was no emphasis of a
guitar's string sound over its body resonance, for example, and no extra steel in
flutes, violins, and piccolos.
The Monsters were actually abit better at the frequency extremes than the
Au24s, and had slightly greater extension. They had more impact at the bottom end, but this was due to their
improved precision and better pitch definition, not to an increased level. Ireally
noticed the Monsters' great bottom end
during Sam Jones' bass solos on "On
Green Dolphin Street" and "I Ain't Got
Nobody," from the Red Garland Trio's
Bng'ht and Breezy (LP, Riverside/Jazzland
SMJ-6099, Japanese import). Things like

The Monsters' edge
definition and detail
were superb.

the finger movements against the strings,
the pitch changing as Jones bent the
strings, or the snapping, changing vibration of the strings themselves, were more
vivid and electric with the Monsters.
The Sigmas were similarly stellar in
their speed, clarity, air, and extension at
the top end. Charlie Persip's cymbals on
Bright and Breezy had amarvelous ring,
with just the right mix of bell-like tone
and metallic edge, surrounded by wonderful cascading waves of outward-radiating shimmer. The way apiccolo could
cut through the air above an orchestra
was also spot on with the Monsters, perfectly balancing the instrument's cutting
edge and sweet, hollow tone.
Edge definition and detail were
superb. The Monsters' sonic picture was
a little sharper and more obvious, in
fact, than with either the Au24s or the
Nirvanas —more akin to the Nordost
Valhalla in this respect. The most obvious example of this Iheard were the
maracas on Jimmy Buffett's "Migration," from A-1-A (ABC DSD50183). Through the Monsters, they
had exactly the right hollow sound, and
their movements in space were beautifully transcribed. I'd swear Icould count
the individual beans rattling and
swirling around inside. In addition to
the detail, the Monsters also had asort
of "crisp mountain air" clarity—the
spaces between images seemed cleaner
and more open, which made the images
stand out even more sharply.
WorldRadioHistory
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The Monsters were also excellent in
their reproduction of dynamic transients,
and in their re-creation of images and
soundstages. In these areas they were
somewhere between the smoother, more
coherent Au24 and Nirvana and the
explosive, wide-open Valhalla. They had
aslightly more forward soundstage and
more projection than the Nirvanas or
Au24, and things like rim shots and sharp
guitar chops were just abit sharper and
faster —though not up to the standard
set by the Vanillas.
On the other hand, while the
Monsters' images were dimensional and
their soundstages large —particularly in
width and height — they didn't have
quite the image dimensionality or
soundstage depth of the Nirvanas or
Au24s. Both of those latter cables
replaced my listening room with astunningly natural, completely coherent
reproduction of the original acoustic
space, with asort of walk-into-it depth
and seamless ambience. The Monster
interconnects were very good, but not
quite as good. On the flip side, however,
the Monsters — or the Valhallas —
made things like miking patterns more
obvious, and better distinguished between the specific environments around
individual instruments in multirniked
studio recordings.
Summing Up: The Monster Sigma
Retro Gold interconnects were superb
performers. They were on apar, overall, with my three reference interconnects — Nirvana SX-Ltd., Nordost
Valhalla, Audience Au24 — but with a
slightly different set of strengths and
weaknesses. The Monsters should
sound great in any system, but whether
or not they prove to be the single,
absolute best match will depend on
other factors, including associated
equipment, source material, and listener preferences. The Sigma Retros and
my reference cables all work beautifully in my current setup, and Icould happily live with any of them.
Monster Sigma Retro Gold
speaker cable
Monster's Sigma Retro Gold speaker
cable is similar in construction to its
interconnect sibling, but abit simpler. In
the speaker cable, each conductor bundle uses two different gauges of sixnines copper conductors, again wrapped
with MicroFiber, then woven around a
solid, nonconducting core. The bundles,
again two, are encased in extruded
PEX-2 insulators and laid up using
Monster's Super Multi-Twist architec107

Okay, at Music Lovers we don't care.
Solid-state or tubes? Don't ask which we prefer.
We don't pay attention to the debate.
We don't care for all the jaw-jacking.
We care when the record is spinning
and here comes that first note,
and you're not listening. Oh no. You're feeling.
You're breathing the smoky Jazz club air.
You're seeing the conductor's arms akimbo.
You're smelling the acrid smoke ofJimi's flaming axe.
What? You think we're pouring it on kinda' thick?
Hmmmn... Well, maybe... Alittle.

But that's musicality. That's Conrad-Johnson.
You're hearing the music. That's what matters.

for fifteen years-

Music Lovers and C.1, together for 15 years—getting it right.

that's what matters
Acoustic Energy
Anthem
Arcam
Avalon Acoustics
Avante -Garde
Basis
Benz-Micro
Black Diamond Racing
Clearaudio
conrad-johnson
Equi=tech
Fujitsu
Grado Labs
Graham Engineering
Grand Prix Audio
Hitachi
Integra
Joseph Audio
Koetsu
Magnum Dynalabs
Manley Labs

Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS2 Preamplifier (Top)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 Stereo Amplifier (Bottom)

A Bay Area Company Since 1989
1995 El Dorado Avenue
510.558.1000

Berkeley, CA

94707

www.MusicLoversAudio.com

Mark Levinson
MIT
Music Hall
Nagra
Paradigm
Parasound
Richard Gray
Revel
Rotel
Runco
Samsung
Shunyata Research
SME
Spectral
Synergistic Research
Theta
Transparent Audio
VPI
Wadia
Wilson Audio
Zoethecus

Lë-Per.5.
audio •video •installation
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ture. In the case of the speaker cable,
there is no outer PEX2 tube and no
shielding — the twisted pair is wrapped
directly in the fabric. Terminations are
24k platinum-gold-plated spades of
three different sizes.
As with the interconnects, my first
impressions of the Sigma Retro Gold
speaker cables were all quite positive. I
let the cables break in by running my
system 'round the clock for several days,
and though I didn't do any serious
listening during this time, the music was
always in the background, and Idid sit
down for afew minutes here and there,
just to relax and listen. The sound was
great: vivid and engaging, but with
nothing overt jumping out and demanding attention — no gross anomalies, in other words. Ialways hated to
get up and leave the music.
As Ilistened more carefully, homing
in on the details of the Monsters' performance, I continued to be impressed. Their overall performance
and character were very similar to the
Sigma Retro interconnects, and very
similar to my reference Audience
Au24 cables (Nordost Valhalla was my
other reference).
Like the Au24s, the Monsters were
tonally very neutral, though there were
subtle differences in their personalities.
While Iwouldn't say either was right or
wrong, or that the Monsters sounded
"cool" or "lean," they weren't quite as
warm- or rich-sounding through the
midrange as the Au24s. Red Garland's
BUght and Breezy was agreat example.
The Monsters did afantastic job of capturing the initial attack of the piano
hammers hitting the strings, but the
Au24s filled in slightly better the notes'
bloom and resonance following the initial transients.
On drums, too, the Monsters' attack
was sharp and realistic, but the round
skin tone behind it, particularly in the
case of lower toms, wasn't quite as rich
and tonally dense as with the Audiences. Ditto for Thad Jones' cornet
on the wonderful The Thad Jones/Mel
Lewis Quartet (Artisthouse AH 9403).
With the Monsters, Jones' cornet had a
bit more brassy blare; with the Au24s,
a little more golden bloom. On the
other hand, the differences between
the Monsters and Nordoses Valhalla
were in the opposite direction, and a
bit larger. The Monsters had asignificantly richer, more tonally dense sound
than the Valhallas, but not their speed
and precision.
The Monsters were excellent at the
frequency extremes, and kind of a
Stereophile, February 2004
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hybrid of my two reference cables.
Their accuracy and excellent reproduction of dynamic transients extended to
the very bottom, sounding alot like the
Nordosts in this regard. They didn't,
however, have quite as much bottomend warmth or power as the Au24s.
For example, the Au24s made Sam
Jones' bass sound a bit bigger and
wanner; through the Monsters, the instrument sounded slightly cleaner and
more precise.
On top, the Sigma Retros were again
clean and precise, but not quite as
extended as either the Audience or

On drums,
the Monsters' attack
was sharp and realistic.

Nordost wires. With the Monsters,
Charlie Persip's cymbals on Bright and
Breezy had asharper, more powerful initial crash, but the shimmering waves
moving outward were abit attenuated.
Or, for another example, listen to the
maracas on "Migration." With the
Monsters, the sharp, hollow attacks
when the instrument is shaken were
very precise, and snapped with avery
realistic impact. When the instrument
was swirled around, however, some of
the low-level, higher-frequency subtleties weren't as evident — the ssshhhh
was abit deeper in pitch and just slightly dulled.
The Sigma Retro speaker cables
revealed huge soundstages, although, as
with the interconnects, these stages
were abit more wide and tall than deep.
Individual images were nicely detailed
and tangible, but not quite as dimensional as with my reference cables. Unlike the Sigma Retro interconnects,
which had aconsistent, slightly forward
perspective, the speaker cables were
more neutral, neither noticeably forward nor at all recessed.
The Sigma speaker cables' resolution
of detail and edge definition were
superb, and there was the same beguiling, crystal clarity in the spaces between
images that Inoted with the Sigma
interconnects. Also like the interconnects, their ability to precisely describe
miking patterns, or the fragmented
spaces blended together in a studio
recording, was incredible. Buffett's
A-1-A really showed this off. In the
WorldRadioHistory
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closing moments of most of the songs,
as they fade out, there are very soft percussion instruments. Even at the limit of
audibility, the sizes and characteristics of
the spaces around these instruments remained discernible.
Summing Up: As good as Monster's
Sigma Retro Gold speaker cables were,
Iwasn't quite as taken with them as I
was with the interconnects. It's odd,
because both wires had very similar
characteristics, and I'd be hard-pressed
to say in which wire these characteristics
were more obvious. But while Iwas
happy trading between the Monster
Cables and my other reference interconnects, Iconsistently preferred — if
only slightly — the Au24 and Valhalla
speaker cables.
On the other hand, it's possible that
the Sigma Retro Gold speaker cables
are abit more narrowly focused than
the interconnects, and Monster's targeting of the SET market in their development of the Sigma Retro line has
resulted in a speaker cable that's not
ideally suited to my 600W VTL
Ichiban monoblocks and power-hungry
Thiel CS6 speakers. But even with this
potential mismatch, the bottom line is
that these are still great speaker cables.
Depending on your associated equipment and listening preferences, they
might be absolutely perfect.
Where does that leave us?
It's been awhile since Ithought about
Monster Cable in the context of
super-high-end cables. Sure, their
product name, like Scotch tape or
Xerox, has become synonymous with
an entire industry. To the rest of the
world, Monster Cable is high-performance cable. But somewhere along
the line, rightly or wrongly, they lost
their high-end credibility — at least
with me. It became easy to dismiss
them as "no longer ahigh-end company." And who could blame them? The
world and its riches lie in Game Boy
and car audio cables, not in our tiny
little audiophile utopia.
But somewhere deep inside Monster
hic, Sigma Retro Gold was conceived
and now exists as akind of oudaw. It's
ironic, because the technological and
financial power that make possible the
development of special materials and
constructions such as the ones in the
Sigma Retro Golds also put very real
constraints on the bottom line. When
Demian Martin discovered the superior
performance of his platinum-goldplated spade lugs, he toyed briefly with
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Wadia Model Change! 301 Closeout!

New Wadia Model -Available now!

301 Upsampling CD Player

861 Basic Upsampling CD Player

The Wadia 301, with it's patented
Digimaster upsampling filter, gives
SACD like quality playback from
standard cd's. It utilizes the time
honored low jitter Pioneer Stable
Platter Transport. Unfortunately, Pioneer's tooling on the Stable
Platter has worn out, necessitating achange to acommon
Philips transport in the new Wadia 302 model. The 301's built in
digital volume control can drive apower amplifier directly without
the sonic degradation and cost that apreamp adds. Available
without restriction in US or Canada (except La, Ca) in black or
silver with full manufacturers warranty.

Call for exceptional price!

The new Wadia 861 Basic is
identical in every respect to the
Stereophile Class A model 861,
except it does not include digital
input or output jacks. This lone
change lowers the price $1700!
Either 861 model, with it's Teac full clamping transport and
patented Digimaster upsampling filter, gives SACD like quality
playback from standard cd's. The 861's built in digital volume
control can drive apower amplifier directly without the sonic
degradation and cost that apreamp adds. Available in black
or silver with full manufacturers warranty.
Call If You Have
No Local Dealer
Special Pricing Available!

Call For Factory Authorized
Special Pricing!

ProAc Announces Three New
Response Series Models!

AN Racks

ProAc Speakers

Billy Bags offers rigid steel frame
NV racks with beautiful finish
choices and custom dimensions.
Drop shipments available directly
to your home.

The new Response D25, D38 and D80
models offer dramatically improved
performance over earlier models, while
maintaining the clarity and musicality that
ProAc is famous for.

Its 11.11A,

?ProAc

111.A.CS.

PRO—STANDS

c:

Call If You Have
No Local Dealer

Model Pro-1.5

Exclusive! NHT Closeouts

Call For Factory Authorized
Special Pricing!

SW-2Pi Subwoofer

NHT SB-3

The two piece NHT SW-2Pi has been a
favorite of audiophiles and reviewers alike
and features aseparate amplifier and
speaker cabinet for easy installation.
New with full factory warranty.

The NHT SB-3 is acompact two-way speaker
with surprising performance for the money. We
are an authorized NHT Internet dealer offering all
Super Audio series products at great prices.
Stereophile magazine recommended.

$499.00 — Save $300

Exclusive! PASS LABS Closeouts

Aleph 30

X-1 Line Stage
Hybrid Cosmetic

X-ONO Phono Stage
Hybrid Cosmetic

,

SAVE 30%

•Class A single ended amplifier
•30 wpc. 8ohms •45 wpc. 4ohms
•XLR /RCA inputs
•New -Full 3year warranty

I•
•

•

SAVE 40%

•2chassis balanced line stage
preamp
•New -Full 3year warranty

SAVE 40%
•2chassis balanced phono
stage preamp
•New -Full 3 year warranty

•Audio Research •Audioquest •Billy Bags •Denon •Grado •Krell •Lovan •Marsh •Monster Cable •Musical Fidelity*
•NHT •Nordost •Onkyo Integra •Panasonic •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •PS Audio •Rega •Sanus
•Sound Anchors •Toshiba •Van den hul •Velodyne •VPI •Wadia •B&W* •Rotel* (*local sales only)

6 Months
No Payments
No Interest
Financing!,.'

Audio-Video
L•O•G•I•C
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3025 100th St.
Des Moines, IA 50322
515-727-2279
soi

similarly plated conductors, "but Iknew
that [head monster] Noel Lee would
never go for it because of the expense.
I'm just grateful that we were able to
build Sigma Retro in acompany like
Monster. I'm not sure that Noel is even
really aware of this product, which is
probably good for me."
It's certainly good for us. Outlaw
product or not, Demian Martin and
Monster Cable have built aline of superior cables in their Sigma Retro series,
cables that are fully competitive with the
very best I've heard. In some ways —
how they balance continuity and edge
definition, for example, or the amazing
clarity between their images —they
might well be the best I've heard. In
other areas, or in other systems, Imight
prefer another of my reference cables by
abit. Ican't say whether or not these
cables will be the best match for aparticular system and listener. Ican definitively say, however, that anyone shopping for
high-end cables should give them a
listen. Highly recommended!
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Associated Equipment
Analog source: VPI TNT Mk.VHR turntable, JMW Memorial
12.5 tonearm, Grado Signature
Reference cartridge.
Digital sources: Simaudio Eclipse
Moon, Burmester 001 CD players.
Preamplifier:
VAC
CPA1
Mk.III.
Power amplifiers: VTL Ichiban,
Mark Levinson No20.6 monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Thiel CS6.
Cables: Interconnect: Audience
Au24, Nirvana SX-Ltd., Nordost
Valhalla. Speaker: Audience Au24,
Nordost Valhalla. AC: Audience
PowerChord, Synergistic Research.
Accessories: Finite Element
Pagode equipment stand; SSC
component, speaker feet; VPI FIW
16.5, Disk Dr. LP-cleaning systems; WallyTool phono setup
tools; Decca record brush; Zerostat
3 Milty, Zerodust Onzow, Lyra
SPT stylus cleaners; Disk Dr.,
Nordost EC03, Disksolution CD
cleaning/treatment fluids; FIM
AC outlets, MIT ZCenter power
conditioning & delivery system,
AudioPrism NoiseSniffer AC line
analyzer & QuietLine AC filters;
Echo Busters Echo Buster, Bass
Buster, Double Buster room treatments.
—Brian Damkroger
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ENTER NAIM
COSTS L
ESS. SOUNDS GREAT.
The NAIM 5i CD Player and
the NAIM NAIT 51 Integrated Amp

FEROCIOUS
PERFORMANCE.
SIMPLE. ELEGANT.
Anew entry level reference. Anew place to begin.
Derived from the NAIM Jltimate reference amplifier, preamplifier
and CD player technologies, the new NAIM entry level components
are amagnificent alternative to the high end of the "MID-Fl" world.
Audition the amazing NAIM components at Innovative.
The Innovative Audio Video Experience.
Home Theater

House-wide, multi-room music
systems. User friendly, remote
&keypad controlled.

Large Screen Projection Systems
• Reference Quality Music Systems

Automated Home Control

Custom Installations

Audio Physic
Ayre
BAT
B&W•
B&W Nautilus 800* •Creek • Crestron
Digital Projection Vision •Direct TV Satellite •Dynaudio •Faroudja •Fujitsu •Grado
Lexicon •Linn Products •Loewe Digital TV •Mark Levinson •Mark Levinson Reference
McIntosh • MIT • NAIM • Nordost • Pioneer Elite • Rega • REL Subwoofers
REPLAY TV •Richard Gray Power Station •Rotel* •Runco •Salamander •Sonus Faber
SONY ES /Video /Multiscan Projectors • Spectral • Spectral Reference
Stewart FilmScreen •Tara Labs •Thiel •Transparent •Wilson
-Avolloble

In Mein Um York only

INNOVATIVE
c“--Inle'mnr,xxcr-

Midtown Manhattan

212-634-4444

150 East 58th Street

New York

10155

www.innovativeaudiovideo.com
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Call Toll-Free (800) 942-0220 •www.audioadvisor.com
Award-Winning Audiophile Headphones

OVO Players
SACO

Grado SR-60 dynamic headphones, reg. 569, now 62.10
Grado SR-80 larger more comfortable 'phones, 595/85.50
New! Sennheiser PX-250 compact, portable, with
noise-cancelling technology, reg. 5150, now 129.95
Grado SR-125 —Stereophile Accessory Product of the
Year! —dynamic headphones, reg. $150, now 135.00
Sennheiser HD-600 regular S460, now 299.90
New! Sennheiser HD-650 top-of-the-line revealing
&dynamic headphones, introductory price only 5449.00

-.••••••••••••••11•1111111=0

Pioneer SACD/DVD
Player: $179!

"Super-League"
Cambridge Player

Pioneer DVR-310
Recorder: $499!

World's first bargain-priced
DVD/SACD/DVD-Audio/CD/CDR
&more DOD player. Only 5179

"Insanely high spec list" raves
Home Entertainment, "buy one
now." DVD55 player, 5279

Features similar to Pioneer's
S2,000 DVR-7000 like 6-hour
recording — but is only 5499

CD Players

alma
Cambridge Audio
Azur 540C Player

Cambridge Audio
Azur 640C Player

Features Sony transport and
advanced 24/192 DAC for
unbeatable sound, only 5349

Like the 540C, but with Wolfson
24/192 DAC and premium parts
ultra-revealing sound, only $499

This 24/192
DAC—now
with jitter
reduction circuitry — may cause
you to rediscover the great sound
of your CDs! 51,295

Integrated Amplifiers

am@ mid
Cambridge Audio
540A Integrated

Cambridge Audio
640A Integrated

_2
G1'4
"First Class" Creek
Audio A501

All new good-sounding 5400 has
on acoustically-damped chassis,
headphone input, remote, optional phono stage, intro price: $349

New higher power than the
540A, the 640A has afaster
response time and more bass
power. Intro price: S499

"Vivid clarity...that suits vocals in
particular," raves Hi-Fi World, "a
first class amplifier." Only 5795.
With remote control 5995.

FM Tuners

MINIM
Cambridge Audio
T500 AM/FM Tuner

Versatile, affordable 1500 delivers good reception and good
sound at abargain-basement
price. Only 5279

Headphone Accessories
New! Cordes premium replacement headphone cable
for Sennheiser HD-580 &HD-600 headphones, 10ft 5149.95
Kimber PB.1 Headphone Extension Cable: Features
highly-rated Kimber P81 wire, 15ft length $99.95

Bel Canto
DAC2

Parasound
411111911 Halo T-3
Great sounding Halo T-3 delivers
outstanding reception, balanced
outputs &easy multi-room system integration — all for only
5599.95

Perreaux Headphone Amp
The extremely
quiet, exceptionally detailed, and
warm sounding SXH-1
headphone amp offers
two headphone lacks
in acompact chassis.
Drives even hardto-drive headphones.
Intro price: S349.95

Grado Headphone Amps
RA-1 buttery headphone
amp, 5350/S315.00
RA-1AC, 5495/5445

Creek Amps

M I

088-8 headphone
amp, reg. 5225, now
5199; 088-215E
deluxe 'phone amp, 5450/5399

Analog Upgrades
Record Doctor 11
"Least expensive way to
effectively clean records" says
Stereophile. You get cleaning
machine, brush &4ozs of
cleaning fluid for 5199.95

Magnum/Dynalab
MD-90 Tube Tuner

Statu Killing Gun

Perreaux SXV-1

Reduce annoying static from Us & Phono Stage
CDs with the Milty anti-static gun.
Perreoux's 50V-1 delivers clean,
Zerostat Gun, 94.95
quiet, exceptionally detailed sound
with any phono cartridge. Flighty
adjustable. Sound competes with
phono stages at twice the price!
Only 5349.00

The MD90 Triode FM tuner offers
superb FM reception plus anatural
sounding Class Atriode tube output stage. Only 51,495.00

Maximum Power Protection
PS Audio P500
New from audio innovator
Paul McGowan. The P500
expands on the technology of
the critically-acclaimed Power
Plant power line conditioners. Features 8outlets &
500-wan capacity. Regular S1995, order now and get aFREE $250

is

High-Performance THX Ultra-2
DIS-ES &DIS NEO 6certified
7.1 charmel. Call for price.

PS Audio xStream Plus Power Cable! Call us or visit us online for details.

Monster Cable
H-T Power
Ship

PS Power Port
Premium custombuilt isolatedground in-wall
receptacle
improves A/V
performance.

4Ii

#
gibe.
'
,triad

PS Audio Power
Port, S49.95
eir
i Oa

,
t,

"HTS-2000
transformed
the system's
sound," raves Bob
Harley. 12-outlet,
RF filtering and
more. HIS-2000,
only 5199.95

Aragon Stage
Processor

PS Ultimate Outlet

Parasound Processor Adcom Processor
Halo Cl is THX Ultra-2, Dolby EX,
DIS-ES NEO 6certified &features
TFT front panel screen. $5,995.00

Powered Subwoofers
Earthquake Super Nova Mk IV Subwoofers

Stereophile Accessory of
the Year 2002. Reduces
common-mode AC Line noise for
better sound. PS Audio Ultimate
Outlet 15-Amp, Only S299

"There might be better subwoofers on the planet, but Ihaven't
heard them," —Steven Stone, September 2002, Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater
—Super Nova Mk IV 10, 200 WRMS 10" subwoofer, 999/599.00
—Super Novo Mk IV 12, 580 WRMS 12" sub, 51,699/1A99.00
—Super Nova Mk 111 15, 580 WRMS 15" sub, $2,249/1,999.00
Wharfedale PowerCube 12, 12" subwoofer with built-in 150
WRMS power amplifier, $349.95

Athena AS-P400, 10" subwoofer with built-in 100 WRMS power
amplifier, 5390.95
WorldRadioHistory

New, improved GFP-880 7.1
channel with Dolby Digital EX
&DIS-ES NEO 6, now $2,495.00

Free Shippin

"Restrictions apply. Call or visit our web site for details

inluredx Call (800) 942-0220
Our audio experts are ready to help with your questions.

Recommended Audio Racks

Cutting-Edge Audiophile Components

Class "A" Rated

Creek 53505E Integrated Amp
Stereophile Class "A" Rated stereo integrated power amp. Regular
$1,495, now only 51,345.

Product of the Year!

z5
Sanus AFA Rack

Sound Organisation Sou. Org Z522

Target FS Stands

Open design four-shelf 33" rack
Was $180, now 149.95

Award-winning rack in slate-black
with fiee adjustable shelves. $350

Sand-filfable steel stands choose
24", 28' or 40" only S79.95/poir

Award-winning 22" speaker stand
in high-gloss steel, 5135/pair

Parasound JC-1 Mono Amps
Stereophile Product of the Year! This John Curl-designed amp is
montrously powerful, yet delivers music with alluring sweetness and
refined detail. Abargain at only S6,000 apair.

Sanas &Shelf Rack Salamander S30

Steel Foundations

Stately 55" tall audio rack in
cherry, was S630, now 349.99

Sanos Steel Foundations: 22", 26", Extra heavy duty welded steel,
30" or 34° tall, S169.99-5179.99 24" or 213" was $300, now $199

Customize your own gorgeous
5-shelf A/1irack starting at S498

Target HR Stands

FREE
Catalog Call
800-451-5445

World's Best Selection of High-End Audio & Video Cables

Speaker Cables

Our Best Video Cables

AudioQuest (AO) Type 4speaker cable in "no-frills"
packaging, 6ft pr reg. 5110, now 59.95, 8h 5i
25/69.95
Kimber 4TC is very musical, accurate and refined.
Terminated Pairs: 6ft $136; 8fIS168; 10ft 5200; 15k $280; 20h $360
Analysis Plus Oval Twelve "Hollow-Oval" speaker cables, 8h pair $175; 10ft S2a5
Kimber 8TC VanStrand speaker cable 6ft pair $216; 8ft S272; 10ft $328
AD Granite twin-axial cable with "no-frills" termination, bit pair, reg. $324, now only
159.95; Oft $432/199.95; 10ft S540/239 95; 12h S648/279.95; 15ft S810/339.95

Tributaries Delta S-Video, 1.0M $20
Audidluest (AO) VIM-A Component Video Cables, 1.0M $25
Tributaries Delta Component Video Cables, 1MM only S50
"Best Selling" Monster Cable M1000SV silver S-Video cable, 1MM only 559.95
AO YI0-1 high performance silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1MM only $100
Monster Cable M-Series M1000CV silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1.0M S125
Monster Cables M-Series M2000 noise-killing S-Vicleo cable, 1MM 149.95
Tributaries Silver SCV-C silver-plated Compouent Video Cables, 1.0M 5250
Note: Longer &custom-length video cables also (imitable, Coll for details.

egeD

Kimber Fiery
Interconnects

Audio Interconnect Cables

Tributaries STY

"Recommended" Upgrade Power Cords

AO Sidewinder audio interconnects, 1.0M pair 539; I.5M $46.50; 2.0M $54
Analysis Plus Oval One audio interconnects, M5M pair $74; 1MM S89
New! Kimber Kable Tonik audio interconnects, M5M pair S50; 1MM $56; 2.0M $68
New! Kimber Kable Timbre audio intercormeds, M5M pair 580; 1.0M S92; 2.0M S116
Kimber Coble Hero -Absolute Sound "Interconnect of the Year" -1.0M pr S150
AO Jaguar "HS" audio interconnects, M5M pair $231.50; 1MM S299.95
Kimber Kable Silver Streak audio interconnects, 0.5M pair $160; 1MM $240.00

Digital Audio Cables
Monster Cable M-Series M10000 silver digital coax cable, 1MM was $100, now 54.95
Kimber OPT1 toslink fiber optic digital, 1.0M $60 00; I.5M 90; 2.0M S80; 10M $108
Illuminations D-60 "Reference" digital coaxial cable, 0.5M was $212, now 170.00, 1MM S325/5290.00

PS Audio xStream Statement power cable with 6-ga copper and ferrite-impregnated
cover for maximum RFI rejection, 1MM $399.95-; 2.0M 5499.95; 3.0M $599.95
Kimber PR 10 Power Kord with WonGote IEC, 4ft $160; 6ft S180; 8ft $220
Analysis Plus Power Oval with ultra low impedance design and high quality
WattGote &Morisco connectors, 4k S267; 5ft 5299; 611 $331
PS Audio xStream Plus power cable with 8-go copper, 1MM 5199.95
PS Audio xStream Prelude power cable with 10-go copper,
1.0M 599.95: 1.5M S119.95: 2.0M 5129.95
Cordes Golden Reference power cord
PS Audio
with "ground plane demodulator", 5h $439
Statement
cut-away view

Upgrade Subwoofer Cables
NEW! 40 GSmoke suhwoofer cable, 2.0M $28.00. 3.0M S32.00
Monster Cable M-Series Bass 550. Includes aY
-adapter cable
for summing the boss signal. 12h S59.95; 18fi $79.95; 24ft $99.95
Analysis Plus Sub Oval 8ft $14.50; 1311 99.50; 20f1 $109.50
Monster Cable Bass 1000. Three solid-core conductors for superior
boss accuracy &dynamics. 12ft $149.95; 18h $199,95; 2411 S249.95

50% Off FedEx
International
Economy Air Shipping!

Au

dioaueili
st NRG
ositRecommended DVD Player Upgrade
New! AC) 190G-1 replacement DOD ployer upgrade cable. Plugs directly into
the power connector of most DOD CD Players, 3ft only 560.00; 6h only 575.00

Audio Advisor, Inc.
1
1
4717 Broadmoor SE, Suite A
Kentwood, Ml 49512
AUDIO
www.audioadvisor.com
ADVISOR
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GOODWIN'S

Arcam
ASC Tube Traps
AudioReQuest

HIGH END

Audio Research
Avalon
Basis
Benz Micro
Billy Bags

www.goodwinshighend.com

Boulder
Clearaudio
Crestron
dCS
Dynaudio
Equi.Tech
Escient
Faroudja
Grado
Graham

Spectral DMA-360 Monaural Reference

Hovland

Amplifier. Some reference amplifiers can

Koetsu

reproduce growling tympani, thwacking bass

Lamm

strings, and hammering synthesizer lines. Others

Linn

can convey the beauty and soul of song and

Loewe

the delicate vibrations of strings, cymbals, and

Magnum Dynalab

piano. How can one amplifier do both? We

MartinLogan
McCormack

don,t know. Fortunately Spectral does —for this

MIT

is exactly the DMA-360. Fuse authoritative

Musical Fidelity

bass and near limitless dynamics with extreme

Nordost

speed, transparency and resolution. Mix in a

Owens Corning
Particular Contemporary Design

vivid soundstage. Enjoy music again, almost

PS Audio

as if for the first time. Hear it yourself in

REL

our acoustically designed and meticulously

Richard Gray

constructed state-of-the-art listening rooms.

Runco

As always, no hurry, no pressure.

Salamander
Sanus
Sennheiser
Simaudio Moon

Spectral
Stax
Stewart
TARA Labs
Theta
Totem
Transfiguration
Verity
VPI
Wilson Audio
Zoethecus

781-893-9000

• 899

Main

Street

• Waltham, MA

02451

• Fax

781-893-9200

• info@goodwinshighend.com

Hours: Tuesday through Thursday from 11 a.m. until 7p.m.. Friday and Saturday from 11 a.m. until 6p.m. or by appointment

HIGH

END

ONLY

I
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Klipsch RB-15 loudspeaker

B

ob Reina has been doing more
than his share of reviewing inexpensive speakers in the past couple of years. Ithought it only fair to
shoulder some of the load, therefore, by
reviewing a small design that had
sounded interesting when Iheard it at a
press preview, the Klipsch RB-15.
Klipsch is one of the longest-surviving
names in American audio. The company
was founded by Paul W. Klipsch in
Hope, Arkansas, in 1946 to manufacture
the corner-loaded horn speaker that was
to become known as the "Klipschorn."
Paul passed away at the age of 98 on
May 5, 2002, after an illustrious career,
but his Klipschorn is still in production,
relatively unchanged, more than half a
century after its introduction.
The $299/pair Klipsch RB-15 is
the smallest model in the nowIndianapolis-based company's current
Reference series. Its plastic front plate is
almost entirely taken up by the 525"
woofer's copper-anodized aluminum
cone and rubber roll surround, and the
square opening of the horn that loads
the 1" titanium-dome tweeter.
Horn theory is one of the more
arcane subjects in audiophiledom. A
horn acts as an impedance converter,
allowing a small and therefore highimpedance diaphragm to efficiently
transfer acoustic power to the lowimpedance atmosphere. How it does
this depends, among other things, on
the horn's flare, with proponents of the
various kinds of flares that can be used
coming to blows at regular intervals
about which offers the best transfer
of acoustic energy, the widest bandwidth and dispersion, and the lowest
coloration and distortion.

Description: Two-way, reflex-loaded,
magnetically shielded, stand-mounted
loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25mm),
titanium-dome
compression-drive
tweeter with 5"-square, 9e by 60°
Tractrix horn; 5.25" (133mm), hardanodized aluminum-cone woofer.
Crossover frequency: 2.84kHz. Frequency response: 70Hz-20kHz, ±3dB.

Stereophile, February 2004

Klipsch RB-15 loudspeaker

The RB-15's tweeter uses what is
called aTractrix flare, first developed by
another of the great names of early
speaker design, P.G.A.H. Voigt, in the
lare 1920s, and rediscovered in modern
times by horn aficionado Bruce Edgar.
This is acomplicated curve that combines some of the elements of aconical
flare with hyperbolic and exponential
profiles to give what Klipsch's designers
regard as the best of all worlds: controlled, even dispersion, awide bandwidth, and optimal loading for the
drive-unit diaphragm.
The RB-15 tweeter's Tractrix horn is

Sensitivity: 93dB/2.83V/m. Nominal
impedance: 8ohms. Power handling:
75W (300W peak).
Dimensions: 11.2" (285mm) H by
6.5" (165mm) W by 7.75" (197mm)
D. Weight: 9lbs (4.1kg) each.
Finishes: Black Ash or Light Cherry
woodgrain vinyl.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
WorldRadioHistory

part of the plastic molding that covers
the front baffle and trims the woofer's
mounting flange. The horn profile differs in the horizontal and vertical planes
to give coverage angles of 90° and
60°, respectively. The direct-radiating
woofer is reflex-loaded by a deep
rectangular port with rounded sides on
the cabinet's bottom rear. Electrical
connection is via two pairs of binding
posts on aplastic panel inset into the
cabinet rear. The crossover is mounted
on aprinted circuit board attached to
the inside of this panel; it uses two
inductors, three plastic-film capacitors,

CH-03120653, CH-03130653.
Price: $299/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 400 A/V specialists,
300 residential contractors.
Manufacturer: Klípsch Audio Technologies, 3502 Woodview Trace,
Suite 200, Indianapolis, IN 46268. Tel:
(800) KLIPSCH. Fax: (317) 860-9100.
Web: vvww.klipsch.com.
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The Best Just Got Better.

Sennheiser HD580

Sennheiser HD600

Sennheiser HD650

We've long felt that the mod rush by consumer audio manufacturers to create new products every year is generally harmful to the sound
quality available to consumers. We'd much rather see committed, continual development of existing products until a complete redesign is
needed in order to gain any further improvement in audio quality. This is the woy most technical products are developed, so why not consumer
oudio products? Answer: because it's hard to get the minimum-wage teenager behind the sales counter to stop focusing on oil the flashy,
new stuff and simply recommend the best price/performance product.
But the times they are a-changin'—consumers are informing their buying decisions with good advice from other consumers in online communities (like www.head-fi.org) and from category advocate businesses (like HeadRoom). In this environment, broad consumer product loyalty
will grow as long os manufacturers develop products well, and have the patience to wait for momentum to develop. To all you manufacturers
out there: Sennheiser has just shown you how to give new life to an already successful audio classic.
About 5years ago Sennheiser introduced the HD 580. It became afavorite of ours (and the audio community at large) and sold well. Then,
slowly but surely, Sennheiser mode improvements—cable connection problems were fixed; materials were improved and internal acoustic
properties were tweaked in aspecial "Jubilee" edition, which become aregular product with the HD 600—and the market responded. Ahealthy
business in after-market replacement cables developed. Eventually the HD 600 coupled with the HeadRoom BlockHead took the crown as the
ultimate in headphone audio reproduction. The HD 600 is still aproduct that sells very well, even though it's been around for years.
We're pleased to announce that Sennheiser has continued its own "committed, continual development" of these stellar headphones with the
introduction of the HD 650. Our ears hear near-perfect performance, and our measurements show us the same. Sennheiser has a product
that is worth its weighty price to the consumer at the relatively small cost of diligently tweaking for years. These cans ore magnificent!
But since this is on ad, we should tell you what you get with the HD 650: quite simply, a reference-level headphone for under $500. Paired
with a HeadRoom Max you'll have o headphone system worthy of any $10,000 front end. Paired with o BlockHead and o worthy source
you'll hove nothing less thon a metaphysical experience.
If you want the best, this is still it—and it's likely to be for o while.

HeadRoom BlockHead,
Sennheiser HD650, and
Cardos upgrade cable

Obsessed Headphone Geeks at Your Service.

HeadRoom
www.headphone.com
WorldRadioHistory
HeadRoom Corporation 2020 Gilkerson Drive Bozeman. MT 59715 800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466 fox 406.587.9484

Klipsch
Mark Levinson No.31.5 CD transport
driving aMark Levinson No.30.6 D/A
processor via a ICirriber Illuminations
Orchid AES/EBU datalink. Ialso used
aMusical Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD player and a Technics DVD-A10 DVDAudio player, the latter's digital output
feeding the Levinson via an AudioQuest
SVT-4 S/PDIF link.
A Mark Levinson No.3805 preamp
fed Mark Levinson No.33H monoblocks via 5m balanced Madrigal CZ
System
Iplayed vinyl on my Linn SondekGel-1 interconnects or Musical Fidelity
Cirkus-Trampolin-Lingo-Ekos-Arkiv
kW monoblocks via 15' lengths of
LP player, which sat on a Sound AudioQuest Lapis. The Levinson
source components were connected
Organisation table and was amplified by
a Linn Linto. CDs were played in a with 0.5m lengths of Ayre Acoustics'
Mark Levinson No390S player and a Cardas-sourced balanced cable, while

and aresistor. The internal wiring is
quite substantial, asticker proclaiming
it to be sourced from Monster Cable.
The RB-15's foam-lined cabinet is
made of 1
/" MDF and covered in
4
woodgrain vinyl. A single horizontal
brace provides some control of sidewall
resonances. Overall, the RB-15 seems
to be well-made and is quite attractivelooking, despite its low price.

R B -15

DilVIarzio unbalanced interconnects
were used for the Musical Fidelity and
Technics players. Speaker cables were
AudioQuest Gibraltar, AC cables
were Synergistic Research Designers'
Reference2 and PS Audio Lab Cable. A
PS Audio Power Plant 300 running at
90Hz supplied power to the preamp
and digital players. AC power comes
from two dedicated 20A circuits, each
just 6' from the breaker box. An amplifier was plugged into each.
Sound
A reviewer is always faced by aconflict
between system stability and component churn: To do aresponsible review
means keeping everything the same, but

Measurements

n

espite

its diminutive dimensions, the RB-15 offered aboveaverage sensitivity, at an estimated
90dB(B)/2.83V/m. Though this is
slightly below the specified figure of
93dB, it is still very respectable, particularly when you take into consideration the fact that the Klipsch's
impedance stays above 6 ohms for

4 0000
41,

1.00

.0
10

Fig.1

501.

Klipsch RB-15, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

most of the audioband (fig.1). It
drops to around 4ohms in just two
regions — around 80Hz, the port
tuning frequency; and in the lower
midrange — and though the electrical
phase angle is quite high at times, this
is always when the impedance magnitude is high, mitigating any negative
effects. The speaker will therefore be
well-suited to being driven by inexpensive amplifiers and receivers.
Other than just above 20kHz,
where the tweeter's dome resonance
lies, the impedance traces look relatively free from the glitches that
would indicate the presence of resonances. Nevertheless, Iwas bothered
in my auditioning by what appeared
to be alively cabinet. Fig2 is acumulative spectral-decay plot calculated
from the output of an accelerometer
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Spectral

asec

MLSSR

gr
Cumulative

fastened to the top panel. A very
strong mode can be seen at 563Hz,
with the entire region between
100Hz and 300Hz acoustically active.
Here, Ibelieve, is the reason for the
lower-midrange coloration and unevenness Inoted.
Fig3 shows, from left to right, the
individual responses of the port,
woofer, and tweeter:Ile port's maximum output occurs a little higher
than the woofer's minimum-motion
point, which lies at 88Hz, and the
port has some midrange pealciness in
its response. The port and woofer
both visually benefit from the nearfield measurement technique, which
boosts the upper bass by around 3dB;
the woofer's somewhat depressed
midrange in the farfield is real, however, when compared with its slightly
elevated output in the region below
its crossover to the tweeter. This
occurs as specified just below 31cHz,

Decay

100.0
log Frequency

-1.20 dB, 563 Hz

loo

11
,000

10000

Ftegunnty In Hz

1000.0
- H.

8.080 msec

Fig.2 Klipsch RB-15, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's top panel. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Klipsch RB-15, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
responses of the woofer and port
plotted below 350Hz and IkHz,
respectively.
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No one designs acomponent to sound lean and bright,
or dark and dull. These are system interaction problems
which can be fixed with prdper cable-to-component
matching. Since 1989 our customers have made better
sound through in-home audition of cables and other
important products using our Lending Library.

f7

Cables, Cables it more Cables:

f

Over 60 different brands & great advice!

Powerline Products:
Everything and anything you need.

Resonance Control Devices:
Dozens to try at home, including nearly any footer or isolation platform.
...And Room Acoustics, Analog, Components, Accessories, Vacuum Tubes.

Everything ,S
#1 PolyCrystal Dealer
Racks
Arcici
Atacama
AtIontis
Pagode

#1 Audio Desk
Furutech
Dealer
.4111>

PolyCrystal
Salamander
Silent Running

#1 in Roomiens
11SC Studio Traps
61 Echobusters

Sound Anchors

Borrow the RC Noise Sniffer
from the Library along with:
Audio Magic Stealth

Symposium

Audio Power Wedge

Townshend

Audioprism
Chong lightspeecJ
Monster

Resonance Control library

PS Audio
Quantum

•Audioprism Iso-Bearings •Audio Spice

Sound Applications

Aurios •Clearoudio Vlogix •Corclos

Shunyato

Final Daruma •Ganymede

Tice

Golden Sound DH Cones
Harmonix •Morigo labs
Nordost Pulsar •PolyCrystal
Shun Mook •Signal Guord
Silent Running •Solid Tech •Sorbothone

ir

SSC •Symposium •Townshend •Vibraplane •Vibrapod •Walker Audio

Walker Audio
Free Elfix
Polarity Tester
with any $200
Power/inc Purchase.

THE CABLE COMPANY
Good people. Good advice. Great systems, one customer at a time since 1989.
125 Union Square • New Hope, PA 18938 • 1.800.FATWYRE • 215.862.4870 •Fox: 215.862.4871
WorldRadioHistory• www.fotwyre.com
fatwyre©fotwyre.com

All major credit cards • Free consultation • Most orders ship free!

Klipsch
the review system might well then be
unrepresentative. For example, these
$299/pair Klipsch speakers will never
be used with the expensive components
with which Iauditioned them. All Ican
do, therefore, is describe the speaker's
character as accurately as Ican.
The Klipsch RB-15s were placed on
24" Celestion Si stands. Their tonal balance seemed relatively unaffected by
their placement in the room, but Idid
find that what there was of the low frequencies became too hooty when the
speakers were close to the wall behind
them. "What there was"? The V
3-octave
warble tones on my Editor's Choice CD

(Stereophile STPH016-2) were reproduced in full measure down to 100Hz,
with some output audible in the 80Hz
and 63Hz bands, but nothing below
that. The organ tones on the Dream of
Gerontius excerpt on Test CD 2
(Stereophile STPH004-2) were missing
in action, though the orchestra was
reproduced with a pleasingly warm
tonal balance.
The RB-15 is definitely aminiature,
but it did sound alittle larger than it
looks. The bass-guitar channel-identification tracks on Editor's Choice were decidedly lightweight, but the instrument
sounded quite "boppy," with an empha-

RB-15

sis on its harmonics, even with the ironfisted control exerted by the relatively
lean-sounding Musical Fidelity amplifier. This was not unpleasant - the bass
voices on Cantus's new CD of spirituals,
Deep River (Gib-1203, available from
www.stereophile.com), were reproduced high enough in level for musical
satisfaction - but it might become too
warm and indistinct with, for example,
atube amplifier.
At the other end of the spectrum,
there was some mid-treble emphasis, in
that flutes were pushed forward in the
soundstage and violins occasionally
sounded alittle more steely than usual.

Measurements
with steep acoustic slopes apparent.
The tweeter's on-axis response
shelves up by acouple of dB between
5kHz and 12kHz, while there is a
series of peaks between 191cHz and
29kHz, presumably due to the tweeter dome's breakup modes.
FigA shows how these individual
outputs add in the farfield, averaged
across a±15° horizontal window on
the tweeter axis. The mid- and low
bass are missing in action, and, as
noted earlier, the measured bump in
the upper bass is going to be partly
due to the nearfield technique. However, the RB-15's low-frequency alignment is on the generous side, which
will both make the speaker sound a
little bigger than it is and better balance the high frequencies. Although
these are shelved up compared with
the lower midrange, the overall treble
balance is relatively even.
The Klipsch's lateral dispersion is
shown in fig.5. The speaker is alittle
11111111

I1111111!

more directional in the low treble
than Iwas expecting, but the contour
lines in this region are uniformly
spaced, with no off-axis "hot spots." A
deep notch develops at 12kHz to the

speaker's sides, and the dispersion in
the top audio octave is narrower than
usual. In the vertical plane (fig.6),
deep suckouts develop in the crossover region for axes more than 5°
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Fig.5 Klipsch RB-15, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference response, differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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Fig.4 Klipsch RB-I5, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of the nearfield woofer and port
responses, taking into account acoustic
phase and distance from the nominal
farfield point, plotted below 300Hz,
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Fig.6 Klipsch RB-I5, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 45°-5° above axis, reference response,
differences in response 5.-45° below axis.
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the
country. We cater only to music lovers with the
broadest selection of 2Channel components.
No one even comes close.
Our newly remodeled facilities include listening
rooms on three floors. Listen in arelaxed and
beautifully appointed environment. You'll feel the
excitement of aHi-Fi Show, with the ability to see
and hear avast array of ever changing systems.
There's never been an audio store like this before.
We promise!
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2Channel rules.
2Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•ACOUSTIC ZEN
•AESTHETIX
•AIR TIGHT
•ALOIA
•ALON
•ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATC
•ATLANTIS
•AUDES
•AUDIOCRAFT
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•AVON
•BASIS
•BAT

•BENZ MICRO
•BOULDER
•BURMESTER
•CAIN & CAIN
•CHORD
•CLASSIC AUDIO
•CONNOISSEUR
•CONRAD JOHNSON
•CREEK
•DALI
•DCS
•DiMARZIO
•DYNAVECTOR

•GUTWIRE
•HALCRO
•HARBETH
•HERRON
•HOVLAND
•JEFF ROWLAND
•NEF
•NIMBER KABLE
•KLYNE
•KOETSU
•LAMHORN
•LAMM
•LEGEND

•NAGRA
•NITTY GRITTY
•NORDOST
•NOTTINGHAM
•ODEON
•ORACLE
•PASS LABS
•PIEGA
•PLATEAU
•PLINIUS
•PROAC
•QUAD
•QUICKSILVER

•ELAC
•ELECTROCOMPANIET
•FM ACOUSTICS
•GALANTE

•LUMEN WHITE
•LYRA
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MARSH

•REGA
•REL
•RETHM
•ROKSAN

•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM

•MBL
•METRONOME
•MUSIC HALL

•RUARK
•SALAMANDER
•SHUNYATA

David Lewis Audio

•SILTECH
•SME
•SOLILOQUY
•SONUS FABER
•SPENDOR
•TENOR
•THORENS
•THULE
•TRANSROTOR
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL
•VERITY
•VIVA
•VPI
•VYGER
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•WAVELENGTH
•WILSON BENESCH
•YBA
•ZOETHECUS

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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Kli psch
However, the RB-15's treble sounded
very smooth overall, which is commendable at this price point. There was
no emphasis of tape hiss, no thrusting
forward of sibilance on female voices,
and cymbals sounded more like bronze
platters than shaped and textured white
noise. Idid find that Ineeded to sit
exactly on the axes of the horn-loaded
tweeters to get a sufficient degree of
top-octave air; otherwise, the speakers
lacked sparkle.
However, at $300/pair there has to
be some compromise, and the Klipsch's
weak point was its midrange. The
solo clarinet on Mosaic (Stereophile
STPH015-2) seemed to excite some
midrange resonances, some notes jumping forward and sounding blurry. Piano,
too, sounded uneven, with some notes
sounding louder, less well-defined than
others. Listening to the cabinet walls
with a stethoscope while the speaker
reproduced the half-step—spaced toneburst scales on Editor's Choice revealed all
the panels —particularly the rear — to
be very lively between 200 and 300Hz,
and again an octave higher.
When Istood behind the RB-15, I
heard arather hooty coloration emanat-

ing from the port. Fortunately, this was
very much suppressed at anormal listening position, but it did lend fast piano
passages arather confined character by
emphasizing the noises of the action,
giving the instrument abit of a"clattery" character. In this respect, rock and
electronic music fared better than
acoustic classical or jazz.
Dynamics were necessarily limited
by the small size of the woofers, though
the speaker did play reasonably loud
with only afew watts of power. However, massed voices took on ahard quality at levels much above 90dB at the
listening position. But while hitting the
speaker hard with high levels of lowbass information caused it to work very
hard, with some wind noises coming
from the small port on the cabinees rear,
there was not as much audible distortion as Iwas expecting.
At the end of the review period, I
tried the RB-15s in my bedroom system, again on Celestion stands but
driven by aLinn Classik receiver and a
Panasonic DVD player, where it fared
very well. More important, my opinions of the speaker's strengths and
weaknesses were not changed by its

R B-15

performance in this real-world setting.
Summing up
Once I'd grown accustomed to its lack
of top-octave energy, its lack of low frequencies, and its rather "boppy" upper
bass, the Klipsch RB-15 offered abasically well-balanced sound at a very
competitive price. The horn-loaded
tweeter is particularly fine, I feel,
though the coloration from the RB-15's
rather lively cabinet is going to bother
some listeners more than others, especially if they are lovers of small-scale
classical music.
The RB-15 comes up against stiff
competition in its price range from the
Epos ELS-3 (reviewed by Bob Reina in
January 2004), the Alón Li'l Rascal
Mk.II (reviewed by Bob in December
2003), the Paradigm Atom 3(reviewed
in September 2002), and the PSB Alpha
B (May 2002). None of these speakers
is perfect, each offering adifferent balance of virtues and drawbacks. You
should audition all of them to see which
best matches your tastes and needs, but
the little Klipsch can hold up its head in
this distinguished company. It is definitely acontender.
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should be tall enough to place the listener's ears pretty much on the tweeter axis. Other than the missing bass
frequencies, aslightly shelved-down
midrange, and avery slightly elevated
presence region, the RB-15's spatially
averaged in-room response (fig.7) is
extraordinarily flat.
Despite the tweeter's physical setback, the RB-15 is not coincident, its
step response (fig.8) revealing that the

tweeter output arrives at the measuring microphone about 100s before
the woofer's. Other than aslight ridge
of resonant energy at 4.7IcHz —possibly abreakup mode in the woofer's
metal cone—the RB-15's waterfall
plot (fig.9) is very clean. This is commendable for such an inexpensive
speaker.
—John Atkinson

10000

Frequency e H4

Fig.7 Klipsch RB-15, spatially averaged, 1/3octave response in JA's listening room.

0.00
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Fig.8 Klipsch RB-15, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.9 Klipsch RB-1S, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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spnply analogue

GutWire Audio Cables

Exclusive USA dIstribubr.
May Audio
Tel: 716 283-4434
Fax: 716 283-6264
www.mayautiio.com

Si.64 Ended 18'W x2 nonli72
6C33C-0 with Ctutom-igadr OPT
4>; fog-rate ()riven weità SeelitattfivoodEndosure

909 Bayview Ave.,
Suite 2B-183
Richmond Hill, ON
Canada L4B 3M6
Tel 416 930 3118
www.gutwire.com
gutwire@gurveire.com

Exclusive Canada distributor:
:ustice Audio
Tel: 905 780-0079
Fax: 905 780-0443

Almarro Products
www.aimaizo.ozon

Reference Cable

NOT All BALANCED POWER IS EQUAL.
(Ours us)

at affordable prices? Visit our web site or call toll tree

30 0av tree Ui Marne ituotion
FIF Audio

Toll free 877•57•AUDIO

wwwpfautliffla

Model 0650

"...the sonic performance of Equi=Tech
products are in aclass by themselves."

t,

-Stereophile Magazine, June 2003

Equt=Tech
"The Pioneer of Balanced Power"
Ted Free: 877.EQU Il ECK

www.equitech.com
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•
DIAMOND GROOVE
•Analogue Productions
•Audio Fidelity
•Cisco Music
•Classic Records
•Diverse Records
•Mosaic Records
•Simply Vinyl
•Speakers Corner
•Sundazed

7Xet,k(e

•Many other labels

merlin

Over 1,200 new vinyl titles in stock

music systems inc.

Tel 585-367-2390
Fax 585-367-2685
Post Office Box 146
4705 South Main St.
Hemlock, NY 14466
info@merlinmusic.com
www.merlinmusic.corn

the whole sound of vinyl
for Canada and the world
www.diamondgroove.com
1-87 7-DG ROO VE
info@diamondgroove.com

Grand Prix Audio
Real Engineering Real Performance

When winning matters, choose GPA.
The champions do. At HE2003 in San Francisco,
three of the top 4rooms rel ed on us -including #1:
Avantgarde
BAT
Joseph
Manley
Spectral
Wilson
Join the
winners.
Enjoy
Best Sound
of Show.
Your show.
Every day.
At home.
949.587.1065
www.grandprixaudio.com
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CREATE BETTER

ILI 1.1.1'

PRO-STANDS

SONIC PERFORMANCE

FOR YOUR DISCS YOUR SYSTEM AND YOU

al/

LT.

WITH A STEREO 'WORKSTATION.

C I;

11

iNJ

Sir •
41 Petee
Showing In: Manhattan, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Boston, Washington D.C., New Haven
to Phoenix, Bozeman to the Windy City.

Oi:igrnal
—
Designs By
A STEREO WORKSTATION WILL TAKE CONTROL OF
YOUR CD/DVD PLAYER TO CALM DOWN THAT
HARSH UPPER MIDRANGE, SWEETEN THOSE HIGHS,
SOLIDIFY THE BASS, ANC. TAME ANY BASS BOOM.

SAND FILLED
DAMPENED
CORNER COLUMNS

4147-A Transport St,
Ventura, California 93003

LEARN ALL ABOUT IT
DOWNLOAD USER MANUAL
ASK QUESTIONS
GET ANSWERS
PURCHASE IT
EXCLUSIVELY AT THE WEB SITE:

digiphase.com

805.644.2185

Pro-28 Mono Block AMP Stands

Fax. 805-644-0434

Visit us online and see "What's New" •www.billybags.com

PHASE-4

Four Way Full Frequency Bass Tower

introduce anew dimension

superior
bass

in pure sound reproduction:

control

Fried speakers is pleased to

The Fried Valhalla Studio

ab

with 3-way Free Flow - dual

2
sides
s°1- 1)tion

2
+ sides
diffusi )11

transmission line enclosure
and advanced series cross-over.

So many p
incredi

Clean, uncolored, and
effortless sound revealing
the power and majesty as well

1

Ibilities
sound.

r

as the most subtle nuance of
the original pe-formance.

And that's the truth.

DEALER INQUIRU INVITED
Visit www hi ,dproducts.com
or call (2691 697-0237

FRIED
PRODUCTS

DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS
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Doing business worldwide since 1996
1-888-ECHO-BUST or 1-631-253.0001
www.echobusters.com
E-mail: info@echobusters.com
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BLUE CIRCLE
I‘
Simplicity Artistry Music

TM
WAVAC HE.833 v1.3
150w/ch SET monoamp

2«,e'Prie rfedeg -dad

• 10-150 w/ch Single-Ended Triode amphfiers •
Steve Hoffman uses WAVAC Audio Lab in his reference mastering system
HE-833: "EAR-GASM!" Wow. Jaw dropping tonality
AMAZINGLY FAST"- Steve Hoffman
HE-833: Absolutely stellar, King of SETs"- D. Robinson, www.pcsitive-feedback.cbm
•T1 Linestage state-of-the-art transformer-coupled (20-100khz, -Odb) •
The BC27 and BC27pi.
New phonostages from Blue Circle

Vitus Audio

State-of-the-ant Solid State w/pure battery power
•SM-100 Signature 10:0w Class-A or 160w Class-AB monoamps •
•RL-100 Reference battery linestage & RP-100 Referenoe battery phono •

Argento Silver Cables
A new ultra-high end performance reference!

Blue Circle Audio
phone: 519-469-3215

RR #2

fax

Innerkip, Ontario

:519-469-3782

email :bcircle@bluecircle.com

Kócliel Loudspeakers
•KSP-2 Silver Reference 2-way bass reflex: 35-60khz(-3db) 92db 811 •

Canada NOJ IMO

www.bluecircle.corn

Nifret6i MC Phono cartridge
Distributed by tmh audio
info@tmhaudio.com 937-439-2667 www.tmhaudio.com

A TRULY
BREATHTAKING
PERFORMANCE
WHICH MUST BE
EXPERIENCED.

Introducing
the new
GAP 828

speaker
from
GERSHMAN
ACOUSTICS
The Cable Comparator Disc contains objective proof
Wireworld Series 5cables provide the highest fidelity.
Full range of applications and price levels

W. I
. R E. 0
.
GERSHMAN ACOUSTICS

D

R .L D

TEC.I—INDLDQ'lr

.•

The highest fidelity audio and video:cables in the world!.

TEL: (905) 669-5994 FAX: (905) 669-1941
www.gershmanacoustics.com
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.'CABLE

Tel. 954.680.3848 •Fax 954.680.1525
•
puresound@wirewoffdaudip.comewyvw.wireworldaudrocoin

•
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Hardware Accessories &Music!
From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware and accessories .
.
with our 30 day satisfaction or your money back Guarantee
TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricing!
Basis Turntables/Rega &Vector tonearms -SCALL!
Clearaudio Turntables, Tonearms &Clamps
Graham 2.2 ,Robin Tonearms &all Accessories
Music Hall -MMF 1, 2, 5, 7&9&Ringmats SCALL
VPI Scout/JMW9 &Dynavector Cartridges -SCALL!
VPI Aries 2&Black Knight w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms
NEW! VPI TNT 6&TNT Hot Rod 6-SCALL!
ALL VPI Clamps, Dustcovers &Accessories -$CALL!
r"" d`

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES &FLUIDS
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 &2.5FI, Mini Pro 1&2
Nitty Gritty Pure 2, RRL Vinyl Wash, GruvGlide, VPI Concentrate
VPI HW-16.5 &17F Models &all Accessories -SCALL!
Orbitrac 2Cleaner $39.99!, Milty Zerostat Gun $69.99!

¼j frL-.
,

• HR-X Turntable
with JMW 12.6
Tonearm & SDS

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starting at $174.99!

NEW! Transfiguration Spirit Mk3
MC Phono Cartridge 0.4m1)

1
,
11/61»11111111111ri •.
1__

Recommended Component!

Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS1&2 Headphones! SCALL

Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
Class-A Stereophile Recommended
Component! SSS

Allsop °Hem 2Record Cleaner $39.99
Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39.99
Audioquest Cartan Fiber Brush -$14.99!
Cardas RCA/XLR Cops -Starting at $29.99!
MESE Lift Lock Jewel Box $1.25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -$16.99!
NEINI Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge $19.99
Visit www.elusieedisc.com or call us tor q
comolete list of all accessories we carry

CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audience Interconnect/Speaker Cable SCALL!
Audience powerChord -SCALL!
Audioquest Interconnects, Speaker Cable &Accessories
Audioprism Power Cords (all models) -SCAR!
PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE &NEW! PH-D Phono Stage SCALL
Clearaudio Micro Basic &Basic -starting at $199.99!

•

must have accessories under $40!

AUDIOPHILE LP'S $9.99 &UP!
Jacintha/Jacintha Is Her Name 245rpm 180g LPs
Pink Floyd/Dark Side Limited Edition 180g LP
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me 200g LP
Bob Dylan/Masked &Anonymous 2200g LP's
Procol Harurn Mono 200g + Bonus 12" &7" LPs
Santana/Shaman 200g LP
Allman Brothers/Live At The Fillmore 2200g LPs
Roy Orbison Cryin' &Lonely &Blue 200g LP's
Simon &Garfunkel/Bridge Over Troubled... 200g LP

Belafontetive at Carnegie Hall
Classic Records 200g 2LPs
&BMG SACD'

ALL Analogue Production 45 &33rpm LP's
MEL, Nautilus... Out-of-Print 1/2 Speed &D2D LP's!!!
AUDIOPHILE DVD-A's $17.99 &UP! Over 200 titles!
Fleetwood Mac/Say You Will DTS Surround OVO -A
Steely Dan/Everything Must Go DTS Surround OVO -A
Chicago/II &VDolby Digital Surround DOD-A
Donald Fagen/Kamakiriad DTS Surround DOD-A

•
Bummster 03 Sampler CO
Various Classical 8 Jazz Artists

Audience Au24 Speaker Cable,
Interconnect and powerChord -All
Stereophile Recommended Components

AMR\
,

Creek OBH-8/9/8SE/9SE -starting at $169.99!
NEW! Acoustech PH.D. Phono Stage
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &PWX Upgrade! "The PH.D. is stunning, absolutely no noise 8
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP -1Phono Stages
very liquid..." Harry Weislield -VPI Industrie!

elusive disc Inc.
call us today!

800-782-3472

or shop online: www.elusivedisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341 Info: 765-608-5340 email: elusales@netdirect.net
4020 frontage road anderson. in 46013 m-f 9am-6pm est. sat: 11am-3pm cst

NEVV
........
audiophile recordings vvcall us or visit our

AUDIOPHILE CD'S $11.99 &UP!
MEL John Lennon/Imagine Gold CD
Sheffield Drum Record XRCD24
James Newton Howard &Friends XRCD24
Beethoven &Tchaikovsky RCA XRCD24s
New LIM, JVC, &IBM XRCD24s
10 Grateful Dead HDCD titles!

VPI 17F Record Cleaner -Steleophile

Audioprism Waveguide $99.99! Bedini Ultra Clarifier SCALL'
Quantum Symphony/Sym. Pro &Electroclears- $CALL!

***Let one of our analogue specialists design
acomplete system for you today!***

100 pack Antistatic Inner Sleeves -$29.99!
100 Japanese Revealable Outer Sleeves -$29.99!
RRL LP#9, Vinyl Wash 8. Deep Cleaner -$24.99 ea!
NEW! RRL Shine Ola CD Cleaner $24.99!
Auric Illuminator CD System -$39.99!
Cantos Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in 8. Demag Lp -$22.99!
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
Audioprism MI(3 Cluietlines -$24.99!
Grao Glide Record Treatment -524.99!
Vibropcal Isolators (all models) •$5.99 we

LOUDSPEAKERS &HEADPHONES
Epos M12 Bookshelf Speakers &Stands- SCALL!
Epos M15 Floor Standing Speakers -SCALL!

re

POWER FILTERING &SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Audioprism Foundation .5, 1, II, Ill &ACFX -SCALL!
NEW! Audioprism QuietLine MK3 Filters -$24.99!

Clearaudio (all models) -starting at $199.99!
Dynavector (all models) -starting at $349.99!
Goldring (all models) -starting at $62.99!
Grado (all models) -starting at $35.99!
Koetsu, Lyra, Shure, Transfiguration (all models!)

AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS &SACD PLAYERS
Music Hall Maverick SACD Player -SCALL!
Shanling CD-T200 Tube SACD Player -$CALL!
Philips 763, 795 &963 SACD/DVD Players
Shoaling SP-80 Monoblock Tube Amps -SCALL
Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier -SCALL!
Creek OBH-11/11se Headphone Amps
Grado RA-1 Headphone Amp -SCALL!

.

ebsite for our most recommended .titles! .........

AUDIOPHILE SACD'S $14.99 &UP! Over 900 titles!
Jacintha/Jacintha is Her Name M-CH SACD
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me M-CH SACD
Peter Frampton/Comes Alive 2M-CH SACDs
Steely Dan/Gaucho M-CH SACD
Pink Floyd/Dark Side of the Moon M-Ch SACD
Bob Dylan/All 15 Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
Rosemary Clooney/With Love 2-CH SACD
Gene Harris Trio/Plus One 2-CH SACD
Bob Dylan/Blood On The Tracks
ALL Sony &Universal SACDs
Sony Music M-CH Hybrid SACD -15 Titles
New Channel Classics M-CH SACD releases
8 Ltd Edition 15 SACD Box Set availableP
New Concord Records M-CH SACD releases
New Proprius &Tacet 2-CH &M-CH SACD releases
New Sugar Hill 2-CH &M-CH SACD releases
Donovan/Storyteller 2-CH SACD
Ray Brown/Solar Energy 2-CH SACD
LA4/Just Friends 2-CH SACD
Patricia Barber/Cafe Blue, Modern Cool, Nightclub SACDs
Sam Cooke/All 4Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
All Peter Gabriel, Police &Rolling Stones SACDs
Other available Labels: AP AO, Absolute Analog, Albany, Alto, Artegro,
Alto, Audio Fidelity, BIS, BMG, Blue Note, Challenge, Chesky, Classic
Records, DCC, DMP Decca, Delos, Diverse, EMI HM, Fidelis, Groove Note,
Hyperion, WC, Linn, MA, MCA, MFSL Mosaic, Opus3, PentaTone, Proprios,
Red Rose, Reference, Rounder Simply Vinyl, Sony. Speakers Corner
WorldRadioHistory
Sundazed, IBM, lacet, Telarc, Vanguard, Water Lily &many more!

Jacinthailicintha is Her Name
Groove Note 180g 45rpm 2LPs
8 Multi-Ch SACD

Record

Reviews

Recording of the Month
THE BEATLES: Let It Be... Naked
Apple/Capitol COP 595227 2(2 CDs). 2003. George Martin, orig. prod.; Glyn
Johns, orig. eng.; Paul Hicks, Guy Massey, Allen Rouse, reissue prods, mix;
Steve Rooke, reissue mastering. AAD. TT: 57:00
Performance *****
Sonics *****

N

odoubt ifs the key audiophile question: Which way will
the Beatles catalog go, SACD, DVD-Audio, or both?
As it turns out, neither, at least for now —instead
we get aCD rethink, remix, and remastering that cleans up
the sloppiest slice of Beatle audio history.
Here's the quick recap: In early 1969, The fabs spent acouple of weeks at Twickenham film studios rehearsing for an
aborted live film-and-concert project, then retreated to their
informal Apple basement studio in London's Savile Row,
where they were joined by keyboardist Billy Preston, and finally ended up performing on the Apple building's roof. All along
the way, they were continually recorded and often filmed.
The result was 33 reels of EMI 8-track tape (the multitrack
professional format!), with various versions — most abandoned
mid-verse —of ahandful of new and reborn tunes. Original
sessions engineer Glyn Johns produced acollage-like mix,
titled Get Bark, that was heavy on Lennonisms and rehearsals
but light on finished songs and mixing intervention. This, and
asecond Johns mix with adifferent song ordet fell short of
expectations, so eventually the tapes ended up with Phil
Spector who tightened them even more, shuffled the song
order again, and added some orchestral and choral sweetening.
That's the version we've had ever since its release in May 1970.
Since then, Paul McCartney in particular has noted that he
was never satisfied with what Spector had done, yet all agreed
that the Johns mix was too rough for an official release (bootlegs
have been around for years). Brought to the surface again last
yeat the original tapes were found to be in good shape, and this
time around the mixing engineers could use Pro Tools on adigital workstation to splice and dice to the nanobeat while correcting fluffed notes and combining parts from different takes.
The result is Let It Be...Naked.
Compared to previous versions, the sound of Naked is in all
ways better. We get closer to what the microphones recorded
than with any other mix so far, and they've done agreat job of
removing the hard edge and electronic sound that plagued the
original Let It Be. The dynamics and weight of the bottom end
are revealed, and the instruments are well-defined throughout.
The revelation is the finesse in Ringo's drumming and Preston's
great keyboard parts, largely buried in the Spec-torized version.
The voices are now pushed farther forward in most songs,
and all extraneous tape and mechanical noise has been eliminated because, as Paul has noted, when John sang, he didn't
have hiss coming out of his mouth. Spector's sound is thin and
recessed by comparison, and muddy in many places (he
slaughtered the sound of "Across the Universe," although it
could be argued that his is amore musically interesting version), and the Glyn Johns mix put Ringo's cymbals and hi-hat
too far forward, and often stumbled over awkward balances
between the various raw instruments and vocals.
However, the romantic notion that we now get to hear the
Beatles playing together "as it happened" is largely misplaced.
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These are ideali7ed versions of many of the songs., not honest live
renditions. As songs, Ithink they're the better for it. If you want
to hear Beatles venté, find acopy of the Glyn Johns bootleg.
When John, Paul, George, Ringo (and Billy) recorded
these tapes, they were at their fuzzy peak, with long hair and
beards sprouted all around.
But as performances go, these new edits are anything but
loose and fuzzy. My only criticism is that Naked often reflects
Holes audiophile inverse law, Beatles style: the better the
recording sounds, the more anemic the final performance.
The three mixing engineers responsible for Naked (Paul
was not involved in creating the new versions until he signed
off on the finished work) clearly know their Pro Tools plugins, and have made aremarkably modern-sounding disc out
of ahaphazard collection of 34-year-old tapes. But Ican't help
feeling they've stripped the final cuts of some of their swagger, and those little bits and pieces that add up to amore
memorable rendition.
No, Idon't miss Phil Spector's strings and MOR treatment on
"The Long and Winding Road," or the flagrantly wrong notes
and start/stop takes on the Johns bootleg. But take, for example,
Lennon's vocal performance on the Johns mix of "Don't Let Me
Down." It's alooser take —much more fun to listen to—and
on the single version Lennon shouted "Can you dig it" as the
song faded. Here they've gone the safe route, combining the
deanet straighter parts from two takes at the expense of the lively, pleading quality of Lennon's voice on others.
On "Let It Be" itself they've strengthened the sound of the
opening vocal at the expense of the loneliness Spector captured in the original. When the hi-hat comes in on the second
verse, the echo repeats on the album version (or the delayed
reverb on the single) have been removed, replaced with adry
and less interesting cymbal tap. The drum and shaker part on
the third verse, where Ringo changed the pattern and added
rolls around the kit, are gone, and we're back to the same
straight beat from the rest of the song. Sure, the new one is
cleaner, but Ifind it less inspiring.
I've heard six different mixes/versions of "Get Back": two
raw ones from the rooftop, the Johns mix, the Spector mix, the
original single mix, and now the Naked mix. The newest one
easily sounds the best, but only places somewhere in the middle for rocking out. That last drum break on the outro, where
Paul shouts "Oooh" and the song starts back up — that's the
kick in the pants we always loved on the Glyn Johns and single versions, and it was sorely missed on Let It Be. It's still missing on Naked, replaced with an abrupt mechanical fade.
Other MIAs: both "Dig A Pony" and "Maggie May" from
LIB are banished, and all of the Lennon quips that lightened the
transitions have been axed. Thus, the original LIB is still mandatory for the Beatles completist Abonus disc with LIB... N called
Fly On the Wall provides 22 minutes of song snippets and dialogue from the sessions, and is worth alisten or two.
Enough grumbling and second-guessing. Though it's abit
more "square" than Iwould have liked, the material on Let It
Be...Naked is still, musically and sonically, one of the best "new"
rock'n'roll releases of the past year. The sad songs are indeed
made better and one has to wonder what's next. —Jon Iverson
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-De Winter Clearance
Target Equipment Rack

Monster AC Line Filter
PC1000

Labels -How important are they to you? Here's
a deal for those who are labelwise... We just
purchased a large quantity of the Monster
Cable PC1000 AC Line Filters at avery special
price. The PC1000 is the exact same product
as the highly rated Monster HTS-1000, but with
different labeling. The PC1000 is normally sold
in the PC market, so its outlets are labeled for
such devices, while the HTS-1000 is sold in the
HT market, and its outlets are labeled
accordingly. Other than the labeling, they are
the exact same device.

•8AC Outlets

List Price $150

•Stage 2Filtering
•Wide Bandwidth Stage

Sale Price

$59

•Low Noise Stage

The Target LRX-5T is a 5 shelf
design featuring adjustable
shelf spacing. Available in
Matte or Piano Black with your
choice of Glass or Wood
shelves. Includes bottom

Music Hall MMF-5

41" x23" x 16"

The MMF-5 comes complete with Record
Clamp, Dust Cover, and Goldring G1012
phono cartridge mounted and aligned.

Ask for "the Package" and
we will include a$95 AudioQuest
Sorbo Gel Mat and
Sale Price
include shipping in
$49500
the US/48

Stopper. Plugs are
the WattGate 320 IEC

Sub-Woofer Blowout!

95

and Hubbell 5965 AC.

Coral/CO is a
dual balanced
design with
solid PSC
Hyperlitz
conductors
and gold
plated RCA
plugs.

Pinnacle Sub150

Includes shipping
in the US/48

These amazing little speakers offer the level of
detail and transparency that audiophiles have
come to expect from EPOS speakers. The big
news is that it's now available for less than
$300/pr. A great choice for any small system.

Pinnacle -designed & built in the USA since
1976 -known for offering high quality
speakers at affordable prices. The Sub150 is
a 12" powered unit with a 150 watt amplifier.
This little 15" cube will add true deep bass to
your system. One review measured "a peak
undistorted output of 103 dB at 40 Hz" To
sum it up, he states "At its modest asking
price ($595), this subwoofer is a real bargain.

$66
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414.5

Call For Special Offer

$1295
Includes shipping
in the US/48

Sale Price

$65

•1 1/2" dual-layer coil

$259 00
ist Pore S600

SAVE 60% on
AudioQuest
VSB2 Video
Digital Cable
All

lengths available. See website for details

We stock the entire
line of Grado
Headphones. We also
stock headphone
cords & adapters, and
replacement Earpads.
Prices shown below
include shipping.

RS1
RS2

$625.50
$445.50

877-234-3465 •530-891-8326 •Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com
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1Meter pair

Price
$125

Grado Headphones

Sale Price

•50-150HZ Low Pass

List
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•Includes Solid Brass Isolation Cones
•7/2 Year Warranty

Music Hall MAMBO

Audio

Sale Price

AudioQuest Interconnect

$269 95

Haw

List Price $30i

AudioQuest Power Cord

BONUS:

Sale Price

Another great audiophile
bargain from Roy Hall -A
Class-A Integrated Amp with
built in upsampling DAC

gap 95

%5S2,..),--,

The AC15 power cord
features six solid
LGC Hyperlitz copper
conductors in a
Helical Array design.
Noise is handled by
the AudioQuest RF

EPOS Mini Monitors
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\
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Sale Price

spikes.
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•

SR325

$265.50

SR225
SR125
SR80
SR60

$180.00
$135.00
$85.50
$62.10

We ship
anywhere in
the world!

Manufacturers'
Comments

Legacy Audio Focus 20/20

Editor:
Legacy Audio is very pleased with the
review of our Focus 20/20 loudspeaker
[January 2004]. Iusually find Paul Bolin's
reviews just plain fun to read. Paul
seemed alittle more serious this time,
but he truly described the essence of the
Focus and the value it provides. We
were absolutely thrilled that he found
the Focus to be "the finest value that I
have encountered in high-end audio."
There could be no greater praise!
Another nice touch was the sidebar. It's
great to see that Stereophile readers were
given some of the "little-known" facts
about Legacy, and our sincere devotion
to crafting exceptional products. Handbuilding in Pennsylvania may not seem
economical these days, but it is certainly
the Legacy way.
In the sidebar, Paul indicates that the
Legacy 10-year warranties are "fully
transferable," when they are in fact offered to the original purchaser only.
Focus pricing is $6500/pair in astandard finish. Concerning the AllenLegacy relationship, Paul believed that
the Markowitz family still owns Allen.
Allen Organ is apublic company, but
has been managed by the Markowitz
family for over 60 years. Both Allen and
Legacy warmly invite Stereophile readers
to visit our facilities any time they are in
the Lehigh Valley area. The experience
is one they will not forget.
Please extend our sincere appreciation to Paul Bolin and to Stereophile for
this incredible review.
Bob Howard
Vice President, Legacy Audio
SA.P. Relaxa
Editor:
Aloha from Hawaii! S.A.P. Audio
International, based in Honolulu, is
honored to be the new North American importer for Strumenti Acustid di
Precisione (S.A.P.), of Salerno, Italy. On
behalf of our partners in Italy, SAP.
Audio would like to thank Stereophile
and Michael Fremer for his perceptive
and articulate review of the Relaxa isolation platform.
After meeting with great success
Stereophile, February 2004

worldwide, our Relaxa 1was improved
in dramatic fashion. Our newest version
reflects amajor upgrade in the mechanical design, as well as acomplete cosmetic update, stylized with flair by a
team of Italian architects who specialize
in industrial design. (Note: Although
the Relaxa is marketed in Europe as the
Relaxa 3+, we have decided to simplify
the name to "Relaxa" for the North
American market.)
We are pleased that Michael found
the Relaxa to be an "extremely effective" and "affordable" alternative to
much more expensive designs, and that
"image focus, and the subtlety and clarity of musical transients, seemed to be
rendered more cleanly."
Michael suggested that users of
unsuspended turntables should try the
Relaxa. We agree. Rigid, unsuspended
turntables, even vintage ones, will benefit greatly from the isolation benefits of
the Relaxa. S.A.P. Italy president
Vmcenzo Fratello uses aRelaxa with his
SME 10 with great results!
We would like to point out that suspended 'tables can also benefit immensely from the Relaxa's unique
isolation design. Our staff in Italy have
received reports from Linn Sondek
owners in the UK that the Relaxa is
gaining areputation as the latest (and
best) tweak. The standard suspension
system is locked down using the transport screws, and then the Sondek is
placed on the Relaxa. The result: agreatly improved turntable, capable of competing against much more advanced
(and expensive) turntable designs.
Digital equipment can also be
"relaxed." It has been my experience
that using a Relaxa with a CD
player/transport yields enormous improvements. Music becomes much
more analog-sounding: more detail,
ambience, air, and musicality. The volume level even seems to increase! 'Why?
It appears that the Relaxa, in minimizing vibrations, helps prevent excessive
deployment of the player's error-correction system. The result is clearly audible; even some non-audiophile friends
commented that they heard adramatic
difference. The bottom line: Music
WorldRadioHistory
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CLEARAUDIO EMOTION
Our new all acrylic Emotion turntable features an isolated motor. The Satisfy dual pivot
tonearm has adjustable VTA and magnetic anti-skate. Together, they redefine the
price/performance ratio for analog. A new Aurum Classic Wood moving magnet at
$200 completes the package. Handmade in Germany.

clearaudio

Emotion + Satisfy $899

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS, INC. 510042000379 www.musicalsurroundings.com
Exclusive U.S. Agents: BENZ •CLEARAUDIO •GRAHAM •KOETSU
Worldwide Distributors: AESTHETIX •CABLE RESEARCH LAB •MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS •RECORD RESEARCH LAB

AUDIO NEXUS

STEREO COMPONENdT
.
STHAT HONOR MUSIC
www.au

If you want great home theater, you've got to have great sound!
What good is agreat picture if the sound that accompanies it is third rate?
Just because asystem is supposed to play movie sound tracks, that doesn't
mean it shouldn't image beautifully and sound clean, spacious, and natural,
whether it's reproducing amulti-channel sound track or 2-channel music.
Properly-designed systems will play your movie sound tracks as well as they
play your music.
At Audio Nexus, our home theater systems start with the world's best
video from companies like Runco and Loewe. We carefully choose each
projector, plasma, or TV to meet your needs. Then we use our 22 years of
experience in setting up great sounding systems to combine that video with
world class audio and make sure that your home theater system sounds
fantastic. The resulting packages are unbelievably engrossing and enveloping
because great video and great audio complement and reinforce each other
so that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Your friends will be
absolutely blown away by how great your system is. and you will, too.

Here are some important points to remember:
® Adealer can't design agreat sounding home theater system for you if he
doesn't know how to design afirst class audio system. It takes dedication, a
love of music, and frequent trips to rive concerts to comprehend how to pick
the best components and set them up properly.
CD If the home theater system you're auditioning doesn't sound great with music,
it won't sound great with anything. If adealer doesn't enthusiastically offer to
play music on it, how will you ever know?
0 Adealer must have facilities for setting up audio systems so he can keep in
practice and evaluate the latest audio and home theater components. If he
doesn't have aproper showroom, open to the public for quality demos, he's
probably forgotten how to do great audio. Or, worse yet, he might never
have known.
So, whether you want the best sound for your stereo system or the best
sound and video for your home theater system, now you know you can
count on Audio Nexus.

Home Theater Systems That Captivate Your Imagination
ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •Chang
Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado •Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Loewe •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty
Pro-Ject •PSB •Quad •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Revel •Rogue •Rotel* •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko System Audio •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

ED Trade-ins Accepted O Consultations 0
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice! www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901
*Not available b mail order.

We ship Anywhere
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908-277-0333
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seems to flow much more naturally.
Vertical vibrations have asurprisingly
large negative impact on the performance of many audio and video components. For example, the higher
densities of information contained in
SACD and DVD-Audio discs make the
players even more sensitive to reading
errors due to external vibrations. It is
easy, therefore, to understand how it is
even more critical to detect the highdensity data on SACDs and DVD-As,
without the intervention of the errorcorrection system.
The same is true for video sources
such as DVD-Video and LCD projectors. By placing your video equipment
on aRelaxa, you will gain adramatic
improvement in resolution, most
noticeably in the form of more vivid
colors and blacker blacks. The improvements are very easy to demonstrate.
Insert aDVD in your player, then pause
during a scene that has considerable
black in the frame. Study the image.
Then, with the disc still in pause mode,
place your DVD player on the Relaxa.
The "snow" will either disappear or be
much less evident. Again, error-correction devices are believed to be blamed
for poor image quality. With the Relaxa,
you can enjoy your DVD library to its
fullest potential!
Finally, please note that the Relaxa
line includes the Relaxa Stand (speaker
stand), Relaxa Rack, and Relaxa Feet. In
addition, SAP. offers acomplete line of
loudspeakers, tube electronics, and
cables. More information is available on
our website: www.sapaudio.com.
We look forward to Michael's comments regarding the Relaxa's effect on
his Manley Steelhead and ASR Basis
Exclusive phono preamps. We also
hope Michael uses adigital source; we
predict he will be pleasantly surprised!
Mahalo! ("Thanks" in Hawaiian)
Teny Hart
President, SAP Audio International
Theta Digital Generation VIII
Editor:
Kalman Rubinson deduced correctly
that the Generation VIII is much more
than "just another revision" 10 years
after the Gen.V. It is acomplete restatement of our art.
John Atkinson wrote a paragraph
that summed up all the hopes and fears
that we had about the Generation VIII
project: "... it takes superb engineering
skill to justify the price of ahigh-end
digital processor." We are terribly gratified that he concludes that "Theta
Digital's design team has that skill"!
Stereophile, February 2004

As alluring as new formats can be, we
knew we had to address the needs of all
of us who have vast libraries of 16-bit
PCM compact discs. There are millions
of titles —more than anyone could listen
to in alifetime. We aren't going to throw
all of them away just because aflurry of
multichannel DVD-Audio and SACD
discs came on the market. (Music lovers
didn't throw away their LP collections as
soon as Sheffield released its direct-todisc offerings.)
Some of us at Theta have been concerned about inherent limitations of
DSD, as have others. 1 We have been
doing our own listening tests: Dr.
Rubinson is not alone in hearing superior resolution from PCM over SACD,
given revealing equipment and arecording that has not had its CD track
subjected to areduction in sonic quality.
Ithink that the tests Gen.VIII owners
will be able to make once they have our
High Speed Digital Input Card will be
quite interesting.
This board, which brings in SACD
and DVD-A, is very nearly ready. It will
be available within weeks of the publication of this magazine, to deliver these
signals from Theta's own Compli
Universal player/transport to the
Gen.VIII, and soon after to Theta's
multichannel controllers. The Gen.VIII
already has everything inside needed to
process both DVD-A and SACD signals; we have had this ready for along
time, actually.
A major delaying factor for the
Gen.VIII's release was that we were
docilely awaiting the "universal standard" that, four years ago, Sony
promised would soon be forthcoming.
Like Dr. Rubinson, when we saw Sony's
FireWire-out SACD component earlier
this year, we thought, "Ah — the longawaited standard interface has come."
It still hasn't.
We are constrained by intellectual
1Although sampling at 44,100 times asecond at a16bit depth yields adatastream of 705,600 bits per second,
and SACD's 1-bit sampling whizzes along at 2,833,400
times a second (theoretically yielding four times as
much data), the quantity of data points needed to find
any one average data point means that a1-bit system
actually requires more than four times as many data
points per second to approximate the accuracy of the
16-bit PCM system used in conventional digital recording. Peter Moncrieff has written in depth explaining
SACD's dependence on averaging.
Technical papers detailing the limited resolution
(and other inherent problems of SACD) have been presented at recent AES conventions by Professor
Malcolm Hawksford of the University of Essex, UK,
and Professors Stanley Lipshitz and John Vanderkooy
of the University of Waterloo, Canada. Professor
Lipshitz said in an interview: "It's an inherently flawed
system... aformat which is intrinsically worse than the
one we've got." Ing. Ullman wrote, in the Swedish Audio
Technical SoeietyJournal, "SACD ... has lower real resolution than the CD-system in the highest octave."
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Dealers' Showcase
Advertising

ProrflUfICO

AUDIO JPECIRLIfTf

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO AN END.
AcousticEnergy
Arcam
Denon
Dynavector
Dynaudio
Grado
Lyra
Naim Audio
ProAc
Paradigm
Quad

Quadraspire
Rega
Sunfire
Theta
VAC
Wilson Audio

• SERVICE
• INSTALLATIONS
• EXPERT ASSISTANCE
203 Mamaroneck Avenue

CLOSED SUN. & MON.

White Plains, NY 10601
914-421-0069 (Voice) • 914-328-3852 (Fax)
auclioetfta.com (e-mail)

Manufacturers'

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614
773.883.9500
www.promusicaaudio.com

Comments

property law from sending a raw
SACD digital signal out of any of our
components. Sony's FireWire signal is
encrypted, and is readable by other
Sony equipment. Ours is unique to
Theta equipment.
We are very excited about these
soon-to-be-accessible additional capabilities built into the Gen.VIII.
Multichannel listening experiences can
be thrill rides of fun, and movies seem
ideally suited to the surround-sound
experience. But inherent in the
Gen.VIII is aserious devotion to twochannel music. Not only do we still
have just two ears; the finest stereo
speakers, when set up properly, can and
will deliver all the phase information
for afully immersive listening experience, from all of those thousands upon
millions of CDs we all still have.
Further two-channel subversion:
Lurking stealthily in Theta's Casablanca
controllers, a function called Center
Spread offers away to correct theater
mixes that stuff all the most important
sonic information through the poorest
speaker in the living room — the home
132

TUES.-- IIAM -7PM
WED. & THURS.-I2 PM -8PM
FRI. @ SAT.--I IAM -530 PM

theater's center channel. Center Spread
lets people recover the use of their two
best speakers — the left and right front
ones —for doing the work that they
can do so much better than the "voice"
channel. Think about it.
Perhaps a way to further test the
capability of the Gen.VIII would be in
conjunction with that feature; there is a
possibility that this will make the perceived need for a stack of three
Gen.VIIIs less pressing. (Not that we
mind if someone buys three — or up to
six, to feed the Casablanca's potential
12 channels —but this is something to
try first.)
Last, our deep and sincere thanks for
the attention lavished on this offering
of ours. It is the best tool we could
devise for liberating all the music that is
locked up in those shining discs.
Neil Sinclair
President, Theta Digital

"I love it, Ireally love it Papa D!" Well,
Art Dudley and John Atkinson, Ilove
it! You have sure placed asmile on my
face with the extraordinary review of
the Cary SLP-98 preamplifier. It is gratifying for me as adesigner to realize my
favorite preamplifier design series will
now mark its 14th anniversary of continuous production. Long live the
"Sweet Little Preamp."
Thank you John Atkinson and all the
good folks at Stereophile for your ethical
reviewing process and once again for
the opportunity to voice my words.
ILOVE IT!
Dennis J. Had
Guy Audio Design, Inc

Cary Audio Design SLP-98
Editor:
In the words of my seven year old
grandson, Hunter Charles Hammond,
WorldRadioHistory
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Harbeth
is

Electronics
Acoustic Zen, Analysis Plus,

hear!

Antique Sound, Atlantis,
Audio Analogue,
Audio Refinement, AVID,
Cambridge,Chang Lightspeed,
Creek, DH Labs, EAR, Echo Busters,

Discover why the
BBC uses Harbeth
loudspeakers as
their reference
monitors.

EDGE, Etymotic Research,
Foundation Research,
Golden Sound, Harmonic Tech,
HOVLAND, Maranta, Monarchy,
Music Hall, NAD &Silver Series,
MOON,Onkyo, Plateau, PLINIUS,
Rogue,Salamander,TG Audio
Speakers
"Stereophonic reproduction of music using two
speakers, is still the most realistic, and satisfying
way to listen to the vast majority of currently

""...

fidelis

•

existing recordings."

As for the power, pleasure, and passion of agreat movie,

Call: 603 894 4226

But few can go to the theatre or concert hall every night.

more is decidedly better.
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Experience the ultimate home theater and
ni-fi show! The largest and most
comprehensive event of its kind, Home
Entertainment 2004 will feature more than
230 exhibitors, 80 demonstration rooms,
asuperb live music program, and in-depth
seminars with expert panelists. Meet the
editors from leading magazines. Learn
how to get the best from your audio and
home theater systems. Ask the experts for
advice. See and hear the hottest new gear
up close and hands-on. Experience the
iatest and greatest in HDTV, Plasma, DVD,
DVD-Audio, SACO, Surround Sound, Two
Cnannel, and more. All in one beautiful
hotel, in the heart of the greatest city on
earth.

products, sensibly priced
PHONE/FAX

(800) 267-2305

Once Is Not hem

I really am not interested in
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as a long-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
-Galen Carol

Hilton New York
1335 Avenue of the Americas
(6th Avenue between 53rd and 54th Streets)
New 'York, NY

Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
Quad, Soliloquy, Totem, Michell, Plinius,
Gamut, Spendor, Art Audio, Creek, Rego,
JPS, Quicksilver, Aerial, Jolida, Basis,
Pass, Dodson, Cary, Shunyata, Shanling,
Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Audible Illusions, Graham, TocT Audio...
and many morel We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.
P.O. Box 17562 San Antonio, TX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: galenCegcaudio.com

Reservations: 800-445-8667 •212-586-7000
For more information visit: www.HE2004.com
or cal 800-830-3976, ext. 100.
For exhibiting andior sponsorship information:
Call Brian Georgi at 212-229-4868.
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So call Bob, at Archive Audio, and you can enjoy all the

Home Entertainment 2004
MEW YORK CITY May 20-23

SPONSORED EPA

ARCHIVE AUDIO
Superbly performing

thrills of being there -in the privacy of your own home

www.harbeth.co.uk

tie
Home Entertaimnent
Show

Von Schweikert WISDOM

selected those brands that best recreate the emotion, soul

303 S. Broadway
Salem, NH 03079

www.fidelisay.com

Induction Dynamics, Jamo, KEF,
fris, living Voice, Meadowlark,
Opera, Reference 3a,Totem,

With over three decades of experience, Bob Kirk has
and ambiance of live musk.
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Eminent Technology,
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•Consultations
•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide
•Turntable Specialists
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* Rogue
* Rote!**
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* Vandersteen
* VPI
* Wadia
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Rote! & B&W -No Mail Order!

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044
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Listen to Thor Audio at these fine dealer.
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Audio Revelation
Carlsbad, (Southern) CA
760-944-0444
Holm Audio
Woodridge, (Chicago) IL
630-663-1298

Perfect Note Audio
Westborough. (Boston) MA
508-366-2023
//Mee

MOH,

Setting anew standard in musical
"truth", the Mark 2series represe
the finest tubed components availa
ay! Using uncompromising qua
nworkmanship and parts, all components are hand-crafted &hand-wired
You will hear the difference immediately!
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Primus Audio Pleasure
Kansas City, MO
816-421-3655
Simply Music Design
McDonough, (Atlanta) GA
770-229-6485
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St Cecilia Sound Gallery
Tampa Bay, FL
727-726-7
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New, Meridian G Series in Stock!
G68 Processor. G98 DVD Player
GO7 & GO8 CD Player
Special Sale Prices on 500 Series!
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Meridian Digital Theatre System
featuring New 861v4 Reference Processor,
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JEFF ROVVLAND

www.jsaudio.com
Kimber Select •Mark Levinson

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate

972 960 2911

EchoAudio

503 223 2292

Champlain Valley Spkrs.
Home Theatre Concepts

505 332 0336
309 266 6640

eAuchoNet
Sound Waves

518 782 5489
408 479 1733

LAT INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LA T International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com

Meridian Digital •Meridian Reference
Monster Cable •Magnum Dynalab
Niles •Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma
REL •Rix Rax •SME •Sony XBR •Sony
Plasma •Stewart Filmscreens •VP!
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Js
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020

e-mail:latinternational@erols.com

lax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com
Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover
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Classified
THE BEST DEAL

or

Arizona Hi-Fi

NAD
SPEAKERS

You know you want to call!
&

more!

LARGEST SELECTION OF TUBE AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AND TURNTABLES IN AZ .
www.tubeaudio.com
480- 921-9961

WWW.DMC-ELECTRONICS.COM
implej ”4-8780 Established in 1995

AUDIO UNLIMITED

GOT COUNTERPOINT?

Offers Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Aesthetix, Air Tight,
Arcam, ASC, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics, Balanced
Audio Technology, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder Amplifiers,
Cambridge Audio, Chang, Clearaudio, Owls, DynaVector, EAR,

«

0
o

Electrocompaniet, Fanfare, Grado, Graham, Mob, Koetsu,
Kuzma, Loewe HMV, Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Nagra,
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u
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o
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c
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work by the people who
designed it and built it.

www.altavistaaudio.com
or call 1877 517 4247 toll free!

Nordost, Pathos, PS Audio, Rega, Shelter, Sherwood
Newcastle, Spendor, TacT Audio, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration,Transrotor, XL0,YBA, Zoethecus, and more.
Call John Barnes at (303) 691.3407. far (303)922.0522. 2341 W.Yale

Reference-Quality
Earphones

Ave..Englewood.00 80110, mv.audiounlimiteddenver corn

for the audiophile or recording engineer

THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST
A NALOG SPECIALIST SINCE 1980.

Etymotics priced Too Low to list here.

Nestorovic, EPOS speakers; Aesthetics, Herron,
Hovland, Magnum Dynalab, Creek electronics; VPI,
Amazon, Basis, Music Hall turntables; Allaerts, Koetsu,
Clearaudio, Benz cartridges; Meech, Graham
tonearms; Fadel, Analysis Plus, ZCable, DiMarzio
cables; Shafting SACD player; Much more.

Go to: ebaystores.com/idealsound

(310) 541-8177 www.theaudIoenthuslast.com

The on-line
used cable
clearing house.

CD, LP and gear
storage furniture

usedcable.com

Factory direct since 1984

Sound

I.

W EBUY CABLES. W ESELL CABLES.
GOOD ADVICE.

PassDIY
Zen & other DIY projects
www. sass.
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DISPLAY RATES:
Contact Latarria Hardy
Latarria.Hardy@fxrimedia.com.

FREE M I- HORN GIVEAWAY!

DEADLINE:

Ads are due on the first working

Better than a$10k upgrade

IRGINIA BEACH

.digitalsoundva com

We can design
your ad.
•It's effective!
You will reach
enthusiasts who
actively look to our
magazine
for product
purchase decisions.

We are giving away 5,000 Mi -Horns ($70 value)

Anthem, Bowers &Wilkins. Lexicon, Linn
Mark Levinson, MaranM,M K, Musical Fidelity
Revel, Regs, Rotel,
twire, Von Schweikert

424-5850

•It's easy!

at (212) 462-3332 or

Free brochure (mention Stph)
Per Madsen Design (800) 821-4883

www.rackittm.com

ADVERTISE IN
STEREOPHILE

I
l

rib**

Mi -Horn

•

mi-Roll,

MIHORN.COM

ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS -Come Visit Our
Show-Room In Northern New Jersey
On display: •Consonance •Benz •Earmax •Phonomax •Lehman
•Sole •EuroLah •Merck •Fi •Omega Speakers •Stillpoints
Cable Manufacturing and Repair, Amplifier Modification &Upgrades

Hudson Audio Technologies (201) 768-0672
www.hudsonaudio.net

WorldRadioHistory

day ofthe month, two months in
advance ofthe issue in which
your ad will appear.
For example, ifyou want
your.ad to run in the
.Apri12004 issue,
you must submit it
by February 4th, 2004.
No refunds.
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Audio Mart
QS&D, SPENDOR & QUAD—Factory Sales
and Service for SPENDOR.
The FactoryAuthorized US service center for QUAD, with
upgrades available. QS&D Audio Furniture
information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, QS&D, (540)372-3711, fax (540)
372-3713. E-mail: qsandd@aol.com. Web:
www.qsandd.com.
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976—Edge-of-the-art audio components dedicated to serving music. Avalon, Piega, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff
Rowland, Classé, Shunyata, Aesthetix, Theta,
Aerial, Cardas, Kimber. Richmond, VA Voice/
fax (804) 358-5300, AudioArtUSA@aol.com.
MICHAEL GREEN AUDIO DIRECT
G&W Design, RoomTune Acoustics.
www.michaelgreenaudio.com
www.michaelgreenaudio.net
(888) RoomTune-786-6886/ (989) 345-4090
BLUE MOON AUDIO—David Magnan Cables,
Sistrum Platforms, Audio Points, Sonoran,
Soundstrings, Apollo, Atacama, Target, Castle,
Harmonix, Roksan, Quantum, Sonneteer,
Van den Hul, Enigma. Call (860) 908-4094.
WE CAN HELP YOU—Choose excellentsounding,
dependable
audio
equipment
(plus video). We offer friendly, knowledgeable
advice, years of hands-on experience. We carry:
NAD, Parasound, NHT, Adcom, KEF, TARA,
VPI, Aragon, Spendor, Salamander, JoLida,
Cambridge, more. Read Brothers, 593 King
Street, Charleston, SC 29403, (843) 723-7276,
www.readbrothers.com.
FLORIDA! Hi-end audio has arrived! St. Ceclia
Sound Gallery is now open in the Tampa Bay
Area! Presenting the finest in high-performance
audio, we specialize in tube gear and speakers
that sing with them, analog too! Come visit our
brand-new showrooms. (727) 726-7575,
www.scsoundgallery.com.
SOUTHWEST ELECTRONICS
Tubes
Capacitors
Transformers
www.southwestelectronics.com
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA?—Free
stay in New Orleans B&B, travel reimbursement
with purchase. Also: Analysis Plus, Audience,
ATC,
Atma-Sphere,
Birdland,
Buggtussel, GamuT, Gilmore, Gradient, InnerSound,
foLida, Magnan, MSB, Parasound Halo, PHY,
TAD, TG Audio, Wolcott. (504) 866-1730,
www.audiokinesis.com.
FOR SALE:
Conrad-Johnson Premier 17, $2500 (As New)
McCormack TLC-1, $200. Unico integrated
amplifier, $600. Please call
Carl at (479) 648-2915. Please call evenings.
www.rangersaudio.com
Esoteric, Pass Labs, Quad, Dali, Regs
8223 SW Cirrus Drive #I7C, Tue-Sat
Beaverton, OR 97008, (503) 627-0847

SOUNDS REAL AUDIO—Giant used and
demo sale. Speakers: Talon, Merlin Reference
3A, Wilson Benesch, Coincident. Electronics from
Sophia
Electric,
Antique
Sound
Labs,
Joule-Electra VZN- 100s, plus preamp. Belles
Power modules amps and preamps. Atma-Sphere
MA Is.
MP-3 preamp with phone stage.
CD Players from Music Hall and Shanling.
Analog from VPI and Wilson- Benesch.
(303) 278-2256, www.soundsrealaudio.com.

BEST PRICES—BEST QUALITY stereo and
home theater components: Audio Research.
Burmester, Classé, Collins, Gryphon, Krell,
Levinson, McIntosh, Meridian, Proceed, Thiel.
Totem, Runco, Revel, IMIab, Eggleston Works,
Dynaudio,
Durland,
B&W, and others.
Factory-sealed with manufacturers' warranties.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Hillcrest Audio,
(310) 891-6866.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS—since 1979. Awesome
Platinum Ultra mod series with All-Blackgate caps. Platinum resistors. Signature mods
with Schottky diodes, Blackgate caps, more
natural, transparent. Add Schottky, Blackgate,
Platinum to your unit! Mods for Adcom, B&K,
Dynatubes,
Haller,
and
many
others!
Single-ended PA-3B front-end PCBs for
Haller amps—compare to the best! SACD/
DVD-Audio "all-format" players from $995.
Available soon—tube preamp Kit and phono
stage! Musical Concepts, 49 Jason Ct.,
St. Charles, MO 63304, (636) 447-0040,
www.musicalconcepts.com.

McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES—
Available from SMc Audio. Oustanding upgrade
options for most McCormack designs. Contact
designer Steve McCormack at (760) 732-0352
or see www.SMcAudio.com.

Stereophile
Editor's Choice:
Sampler & Test CD
You've gota Class A audio system
— here are some

SALT LAKE CITY AREA—Audio Research,
Avalon Acoustics, Basis, Benz, Clearaudio,
Grado, Jeff Rowland, Koetsu, NAD, Plinius,
Rega, Totem Acoustic, Vandersteen, Wadia,
Wasatch Cable, Wilson-Benesch, and more!
(801) 272-1690, www.arisaudio.com.

Class A recordings
to show it off at its best

SOUND LAB IN CHICAGO AND MIDWEST!—Experience the ultimate speakers,
Parasound IC-1 amps, TG Audio, Creative Cable
Concepts, and more in a home environment.
Ask about our free offers. (847) 382-8433,
www.essentialaudio.com.
SERVING THE NYC METRO AREA—
Sonic Spirits is an authorized dealer for:
Blue Circle, Focus Audio, Resolution Audio,
Audience, Acoustic Zen, 8th Nerve, and more!
(212) 706-1756, www.sonicspirits.com.
ANALOG! The very finest and most musical
analog equipment available: Allaerts, EuroLab,
dps, Lehmann, Morch (see Stereophile Nov.
2003!), Schroder, and Tron. NEW: Canyon Jewel
air-bearing tonearm and Orion headphone
amplifier. Audio Advancements LLC, (973)
875-8705, www.audioadvancements.com.
LISTEN UP! Exceptional values in audio-video
cables and accessories. We offer you the quality
you only dreamed possible. For interconnects,
speaker cables, digitals, videos, pro, and more.
They're all at preludeaudio.com.
McINTOSH, B&W, KRELL, KLIPSCH,
Tannoy, CJ, VPI, Sunfire, Marantz, Levinson,
Lexicon & more. Bought-Sold-Traded-Repaired.
3501 OldVestal Rd.,Vesta1,1VY, (800)321-2834,
AudioClassics.com.
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Retail Price: $9.97
Stereophile's John Atkinson selects
ham:
the best of his recordings from the
I
le past 10 years -from solo violin to jazz.
23 tracks of Stereophile's audiophile.
approved recordings, every one
recorded, edited, and mixed by
the editor of Stereophile:
-2system diagnostic tracks
- 14 music tracks
-7test signal tracks
,

°Allows you to set up your system
and speakers without test gear

1
0

° Hear recorded music as it was meant
to sound, with natural dynamics
and hi-rez sound quality

w

Aural
Robert

N

Robert
Baird

ot long after my feature on
Bacharach was finished, another
pop-music artifact arrived in my
office, and after one listen Icouldn't help
but see the symmetry between Bacharach
and the 30th-anniversary Deluxe Edition
hybrid SACD of Elton John's Goodbye
Yellow Brick Road.
Because pop music is, by nature, so
sweet and ephemeral, making pop that
lasts, or becomes iconic, is quite afeat. Too
fragile to carry messages much beyond
"love ya" or "hate ya," pop music can only
change the world through its beauty —
which is why I, for one, consider writers
like Burt and Sir Elton such fascinating, talented, and, yes, important artists.
Iwas ateenager when Ifirst heard the
slightly scary rustling wind and tolling
church bells of this record's knockout
opening duo of "Funeral for aFriend/Love
Lies Bleeding." The arrival of the Deluxe
Edition with outtakes and a DVD that
details the making of the album, brought
the rush of that discovery back to me.
Released in 1973, just as Elton had come
over the brow of the hill of superstardom —
or, as he says in the DVD, "before the drugs
set in and bad things started happening" —
GYBR remains the peak of his creativity
and, much like Bacharach's oeuvre, pop
music without equal. Which is probably
why it's sold 25 million copies over the last
three decades. Songs like "Sweet Painted
Lady," "Saturday Night's Alright for
Fighting," and "The Ballad of Danny
Bailey" reveal the partnership of Elton John
and Bernie Taupin at its richest and most
productive. The song "Harmony" remains
Elton's most overlooked gem. It's also when
Elton's band (Davey Johnstone, guitar, the
late Dee Murray, bass; Nigel Olsson,
drums) were at their best. Rarer still, GYBR
is also one of ahandful of double albums
that actually work and would not, like say
Springsteen's The River, have benefited from
being cut down to asingle disc.
The album's greatest strengths, though,
are its songs — acollection of vignettes of
such memorable characters as the dirty little girl (of the song of the same name), or
Alice in "All the Young Girls Love Alice."
Despite the often happy melodies, these
personas —the gangster Danny Bailey _is
one —often have dark sides. In my favorite,

"Social Disease," adrunk sings humorously
about aself-destruction much like what
Elton would soon face in battling his own
demons: "And the ladies are all getting
wrinkles /And they're falling apart at the
seams /While I
just get high on Tequila /
And see visions of vineyards in my dreams."
Despite reading reams about how the
album was made at France's Strawberry
Studios (ah Chateau d'Hierouville) —to
the point that Iknew that the applause in
"Benny and the Jets" comes from Jimi
Hendrix's performance at the Isle of Wight
Festival —I'd never found adefinitive answer to the question of which part of the
process came first, Elton's songs or Bernie
Taupin's lyrics. Despite Taupin's assertion
on the DVD that "There's no such thing as
ahit lyric," Iwasn't so sure. For afirst-hand
opinion, Iturned to Greg Penny, who, as a
teenager, had been there as a spectator
when the record was made, and now
served as producer of the new SACD edition. (Original producer Gus Dudgeon
died in acar accident on Jul 21, 2002.)
"The lyrics always started the songs]," he
said. "Bernie will get agoodhead start on
Elton's writing so that he can keep feeding
him lyrics. Because they've been friends for
so long, Bernie knows how to gauge
Elton's writing. He can kind of tell what
Elton's going to be in the mood for or gravitate towards. And he'll hand him astack of
lyrics, two or three or five at one time, and
Elton will put them all up on the piano and
suit thinking about moods. He'll find a
chord sequence and asmall melody to start
things off. Then he'll start singing the lyrics
to see if he can fit things together. Within
about 15 or 20 minutes he's usually got the
song. If he doesn't have it, he'll stop."
Considering the current hellish condition of the record business, it never ceases
to amaze me that labels continue to store
tapes — Le, content, i.e, their most valuable
asset—in such haphazard fashion. Penny
found GYBR's original 2" analog, 16-track,
Dolby-A tapes at Security Archives in
London. A refurbished subway tunnel that
served as Eisenhower's bunker during
WWII, Security (or one of several other
places the tapes had been over the years)
was not absolutely climate-controlled or
free of dampness. And because there were
no collars —the pieces of tape that hold

down the leader at the ends of reels — the
tapes had gradually loosened on their hubs,
acondition that can let moisture permeate
to the actual face of the tape.
"It was not necessarily that they would
shed on playback," Penny said, "but they
had been kept in adamp place, so we
baked them."
The baked tapes were then transferred
to digital media at Air Studios in London.
Penny took the newly digitized masters
back to his home studio in California and,
using Pro Tools and his Dynaudio
Acoustics AIR 6monitors, began remixing
GYBR in 5.1-channel surround sound.
"It was largely an experimental process.
[You have to] look at what the core of the
album is, what are the sounds you are dealing with. Iderided to use alot of the center
monitor and the surround monitors because
Ialways mix from the singer out, to concentrate on the vocals. Iput Elton in the center
monitor but also in the phantom center.
And then, because he's the piano player, I
put the piano up near him, which then
affords the ability to put [guitarist] Davey
[Johnstone] alot in the rear monitors.
"I share the same theories of many
other [SACD] engineers. We want to
make records on the highest end of our
artistic aesthetic for the guys who set their
systems up right, and on the bottom end
you want to make it for Uncle Bob, who
comes over to the house and has never
heard asurround disc before."
The overall sound of this pair of SACDs
is more distinct than either the original LPs
or previous CD reissues. Given John's
method of songwriting, it's no surprise that
there are only three unreleased outtakes
and an acoustic version of "Candle In The
Wind," none of which is particularly
enlightening. The 50-minute DVD full of
recent interviews and footage taken at the
Chateau while GYBR was being made is
full of tidbits for the fan. The result is a
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road that is sonically
enlivened and well-packaged, one befitting
the artistry inherent in one of the rock era's
greatest pop masterpieces.
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Jo find out more about the new Innersound Reference line, go to www.isound.net/referen.himI or call 720 210.1925
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DIVA UTOPIA BERYLLIUM
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POWER
FLOWER
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MULTILAYER CONE

A new Diva is here! As the latest
member to ¡oin our outstanding Utopia
Beryllium range, the Diva has been
specially designed to perform in smaller
rooms. The elegant design incorporates
two side mounted "W"cone woofers,
allowing deep and dynamic bass from
a slimline cabinet. And by sharing the
technology of the reference Grande
Utopia Be, the Diva brings the same
magic, quality and pedigree to even
the most compact of spaces.
For further information visit the Focal-lMlab website
at wwwfocal-fr.com

Focal ...JAR lab
the

Spirit

of

Sound
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